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FOR E W 0 R D
Much of the work of national Hydrological Services concerns the
processing, storage and retrieval of hydrological data.
With the advent of
the
digital
computer
these
activities
were
early
candidates
for
computerization in a number of services.
However, because of the lack of
knowledge of the necessary techniques, progress in this field was often slow,
for example by 1975 less than half of WMO Members were able to report that
they were making any use of computers in their hydrological data processing
and archiving.
The WMO Commission for Hydrology noted this situation and to help
Members who were planning the computerization of their hydrological record
keeping proposed the Technical Note No. 115 on Machine Processing of
Hydrometeorological Data. which was published in 1971.
Since that period there have been dramatic advances both in the
capabilities of computer equipment and in their scale of application to
hydrological data processing, storage and retrieval. Most countries now make
some use of computers for hydrological data. processing, and the establishment
and maintenance of computerized national banks for hydrological observations.
together with associated land and water data, have become part of the normal
task of a national Hydrological Service.
In 1980 the Commission for
Hydrology, noting these advances, appointed a working group to revise and
expand the above-mentioned Technical Note taking
into account modern
developments.
At about the same time, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations was preparing, for the use of its field experts, a publication
on "Electronic data-processing systems for land and water data", the first
draft of which was recognized as an excellent basis for the revision of the
WMO Technical Note.
Wi thin the spi ri t of the working agreement between the
two Organizations, FAO willingly agreed to make this draft available to the
CHy Working Group on Hydrological Data Collection, Processing and Transmission
Systems for review and adaptation so that it would meet the needs of both
Organizations.
This work was completed with the assistance of a consultant,
Mr. S. Wood (UK), who had co-authored with Mr. T. R. Chidley (UK) the original
FAO draft.
I am pleased to express to all who have contributed time and effort to
the preparation of these Guidelines, the sincere appreciation of the World
Meteorological
Organization.
Particular
thanks
must
go
to
the
Director-General of FAO for the close collaboration of his Organization in
this project and to the members of the CHy working group.
I t is hoped that
this comprehensive and timely publication will serve as practical guidance for
all
concerned
with
the
establishment.
development and management
of
computerized water and land data-processing systems leading to their efficient
use for development.

G. O. P. Obasi
Secretary-General

SUMMARY
The "Guidelines for computerized data processing in operational
hydrology and land and water management" introduces to land and water experts
the concepts, terminology and application of computerized data processing.
The Guidelines are designed for operational use by not only national
Hydrological Services but also by field projects and experts of both WMO and
FAO. The publication is divided into two parts.
PART I concentrates on the common principles and practices of data
processing.
The first four chapters introduce the physical components of
computer systems and the terminology and concepts of computerized data
processing. Those readers already having sufficient background knowledge may
pass directly to Chapter 5 which considers the characteristics of natural
resource data.
Chapter 5 emphasizes the need to classify data by its structure rather
than by the physical variable which it represents.
This principle is
elaborated in Chapter 6 which describes the techniques for designing suitable
data input, storage and output formats. Methods of ensuring the reliability
and security of data are presented in Chapter 7.
Chapters 8, 9 and 10 describe the storage of data in the form of map
images on a gridded or completely vectoral basis, the options for retrieving
data, the enhancement of stored data by interpolation, extrapolation and
associated manipulation techniques.
The final two Chapters (11, 12) consider the organizational and
management aspects of data processing systems from national down to project
level.
A glossary of terms in the field of electronic data processing
completes this part of the Guidelines.
PART II deals specifically with computer applications to hydrological
data.
Initial considerations in the design of hydrological data-processing
systems in response to the characteristics of hydrological data are discussed
in the first two chapters. They are followed by detailed guidelines on data
collection and preparation, quality controL primary processing, storage and
retrieval (Chapters 3 to 5).
Formats and codes for hydrological data
collection and exchange are discussed in Chapter 6. Useful practical advice
is provided in the "Introduction", the "Conclusions" (Chapter 7l, and in a
number of appendices.

RESUME
Les Directives pour Ie traitement des donnees informatisees concernant
1 'hydrologie operationnelle, la gestion des eaux et l' amenagement des terres
exposent aux experts dans les domaines de l'eau et des terres, les principes,
la terminologie et l'application du traitement informatique des donnees.
Elles sont destinees a l'usage en exploitation tant des services hydrologiques
nationaux que des responsables de projets sur Ie terrain et des experts de
l'OMM et de la FAO. Cette publication comprend deux parties.
La PARTIE I porte essentiellement sur les principes et pratiques
ordinaires du traitement des donnees. Les quatre premiers chapitres decrivent
les elements materiels des systemes informatiques ainsi que la terminologie et
les notions du traitement des donnees.
Les lecteurs ayant deja des
connaissances de base suffisantes pourront passer directement au chapitre5
qui etudie les caracteristiques des donnees concernant les res sources
naturelles.
Le chapitre 5 souligne la necessite de classer les donnees selon leur
structure
plutat
qu'en
fonction
de
la
variable
physique
qu'elles
representent.
Ce principe est explicite au chapitre 6 qui decrit les
techniques pour etablir des formats appropries d'entree, de stockage et de
sortie des donnees. Le chapitre 7 expose des methodes permettant de s'assurer
que les donnees sont fiables et sures.
Les chapitres 8, 9 et 10 decrivent Ie stockage des donnees sous forme
d'images de cartes, les donnees etant reparties sur une grille ou representees
uniquement par des vecteurs, les possibilites de recherche des donnees, Ie
renforcement des donnees stockees par interpolation, extrapolation et par des
techniques de manipulation apparentees.
Les deux derniers chapitres 01, 12) portent sur les aspects des
systemes informatiques relatifs a l'organisation et a la gestion de l'echelon
national jusqu'a celui du projet.
Un glossaire de termes relatifs au
traitement electronique des donnees complete cette partie des Directives.
La PARTIE I I porte specialement sur les applications de l'informatique
aux donnees hydrologiques. Les deux premiers chapitres traitent des principes
preliminaires de la conception de systemes informatiques qui correspondent aux
caracteristiques de cette science. 11s sont suivis de directives detaillees
concernant Ie rassernblement, la preparation, Ie contrale de qualite, Ie
traitement primaire, Ie stockage et la recherche des donnees (chapitres 3 a
5) • Les formats et les codes pour Ie rassernblement et l' echange des donnees
hydrologiques font l'objet d'un expose au chapitre 6. Des conseils d'utilite
pratique sont fournis dans l' "Introduction", les "Conclusions" (chapitre 7) et
dans un certain nombre d'appendices.
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RESUMEN

Las "Directrices para el proceso. por medio de ordenadores. de datos
relativos a la hidrologia operativa y a la gestion de las aguas y las tierras"
constituyen. para los expertos en tierras y aguas. una introduccion a los
principios, terminologia y aplicacion del proceso informatizado de los datos.
Esas Directrices de orientacion tienen una finalidad practica y utilitaria.
tanto para los Servicios Hidrologicos nacionales como para los responsables de
los proyectos sobre el terreno y los expertos de la OMM y de la FAO. La publicacion comprende dos partes.
La PARTE I se refiere esencialmente a los princlplos y practicas
ordinarias del proceso de datos. En -los cuatro primeros capitulos se describen los elementos materiales de los sistemas informatizados. asi como la terminologia y las nociones aplicables al proceso de datos. Los lectores que ya
cuenten con conocimientos basicos suficientes podran pasar directamente al
Capitulo 5 en el que se estudian las caracteristicas de los datos relativos a
los recursos naturales.
En el Capitulo 5 se destaca la necesidad de clasificar los datos
segUn su estructura y no en funcion de la variable fisica que representan.
Ese principio se expone en el Capitulo 6, en el que se describen las tecnicas
para establecer formatos adecuados de entrada. de almacenamiento y salida de
datos. En el Capitulo 7 se exponen los metodos que permiten obtener datos
fiables y seguros.-

En los Capitulos 8. 9 Y 10 se describe el almacenamiento de datos en
forma de imagenes cartograficas. a partir de reji11as 0 de vectores unicamente. asi como las opciones que permiten la busqueda y recuperacion. y el mejoramiento de los datos almacenados merced a la interpolacion. extrapolacion y a
las tecnicas de manipulacion asociadas.
En los dos ultimos Capi tulos (11 Y 12) se estudian los sistemas informaticos desde la fase de la organizacion y gestion de los mismos a escala
nacional hasta la fase de elaboracion del proyecto. Completa esa parte de las
Directrices un glosario de terminos relativos al proceso electronico de datos.
La PARTE II versa especialmente sobre las aplicaciones de la informatica a los datos hidrologicos. Los dos primeros capitulos tratan de los prinC1p10S preliminares que rigen la concepcion de los sistemas informatizados
utilizables para la hidrologia. en respuesta a las caracteristicas especificas
de los datos hidrologicos. Siguen directrices detalladas sobre la concentracion, preparacion. control de la calidad. tratamiento primario. almacenamiento
y busqueda y recuperacion de los datos (Capitulos 3 a 5). Los formatos y las
claves para la concentracion e intercambio de datos hidrologicos son objeto de
estudio en el Capitulo 6. En la Introduccion. al igual que en las Conclusiones (Capitulo 7) y en algunos apendices. se facilitan consejos de utilidad
practica.
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I N T ROD U C T ION
The increasing capability and availability of computer-related
technology are having a revolutionary effect upon the techniques available to
those responsible for the assessment and management of natural resources. The
objective of these "Guidelines for computerized data processing in operational
hydrology and land and water management" (hereafter called "Guidelines"), is
to introduce such application specialists to the terminology, concepts and use
of computer-based systems, and also assist computer specialists to appreciate
the particular problems posed by the measurement, storage and analysis of data
on environmental parameters which vary continuously in time and space.
The most fundamental advantages of computerized processing systems,
and perhaps still the most significant, are:
Data are stored in a compact, organized manner;
Data may be rapidly retrieved in a wide variety of formats and
aggregations.
With respect to subsequent data applications there are other important
benefits.
The computer's ability to perform systematic consistency checks
offers a powerful aid to improving and maintaining the quality of data and
data analysis techniques may be much more sophisticated than those found in
any routine manual processing system.
Whilst the emphasis of these Guidelines is placed primarily upon data
storage and processing, the methods by which data are collected have also been
given some consideration. On-site recording, remote sensing, and transmission
of data are areas in which computer technology is currently having a major
impact. Many of these advances are related to developments in the field of
microprocessor technology.
Microprocessors are most popularly known as the basis of the
phenomenal growth in the microcomputer industry.
The important role of
microcomputers has been recognized in these Guidelines and attention is given
to defining their characteristics and identifying some of their applications.
Initially
introduced
as
single-user,
single-task
(8
bit)
machines,
microcomputers now offer multi-user, multi-task <16 bit) capabilities. This
newer generation provides levels of computing power overlapping those of the
conventional minicomputers, but at significantly reduced costs.
The many potential benefits of computerized data processing may only
be fully realized by proper planning and management. This involves equipment
(hardware), computer programs (software) and personnel.
Some guidance is
given on the development of systems which utilize these resources in an
efficient manner, and do not prejudice future expansion paths. Unfortunately,
there are still problems of compatibility between different computers, and
this incompatibility affects both hardware and software.
Care needs to be
taken at all stages of system development in order that such problems may be
minimized.
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INTRODUCTION

A major constraint in developing countries is the shortage of highly
trained professionals and technicians.
By putting mechanical and logical
power, a computer, into the hands of those people who are avairable, their
effectiveness may be greatly increased.
The obstacles to this process are
usually the inexperience of local computer suppliers or agents, hence a low
level of external technical support, and the difficulties of finding suitable
personnel to be trained for providing "in-house" support.
However, where
these problems have been overcome, computers have been found to facilitate
greatly the transfer of technology.
To understand computing one has to do it;
it is essential therefore
that computing be introduced into a country or project at an early stage, and
in a gradual manner. By exposing local staff to the use of computers and by
offering training programmes and scholarships which contain some element of
computer training, considerable progress can be made in expanding computer
capabilities in developing countries.
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INTRODUCTION TO DATA OPERATIONS

1.1

Purpose

There are many interpretations of the scope of data-processing
systems, and the purpose of this chapter is to setout the definition relevant
to this publication.
The definition will not include all the operations
necessary to convert field observations into sets of information used for
decision-making.
Thus, to identify the role of data processing in the context
of the larger data collection and analysis effort, all data operations will be
briefly reviewed.
The first group of operations is associated with data collection,
and covers the stages between data Observation and its arrival at some
processing centre.
The second group of operations relates to data processing and
covers the preparation, input and quality control of the data, the updating of
the data base (or data bank), techniques to enhance the utility of the data,
and standard data retrieval options.
The final group of operations are those associated with data
application, and involve the use of data in subject specific analyses such as
the estimation of aquifer recharge, land use evaluation and efficiency of
fertilizer treatments.
1.2

Data collection

The components of data collection are the sensing of a required
element or parameter (hereafter called parameter)
(see Glossary end of
Part I), the recording of the value sensed, and the subsequent transmission of
this value, or groups of values, to the data-processing centre.
Table 1.1
shows the relationship of the various operations, and gives examples of each.
Where analyses are to be performed in a laboratory, a physical sample must
also be transferred from the field.
1.2.1

Sensing

This is the fundamental data operation, as its reliability governs
the utility of all the subsequent operations.
The sensing device (sensor)
should be sufficiently reliable to yield sensed values to the required level
of accuracy, but these values should also be sufficiently representative of
the element or parameter in both time and space.
The sensing frequency
governs the representation of the observation in time, and the observation
network density governs the representation in space.
These variations in time and space are discussed more fully in
Chapter 5 as they have important consequences for both the quantity of data to
be processed, and the structure of the files in which the data will be stored.
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Recording

In some systems data may be transmitted by electronic means almost
immediately it is sensed:
Such a data-collection' system is at the highest
level of sophistication and is usually found only in association with advanced
real-time operations, e.g. the immediate transmission of river levels and
rainfall quantities for flood forecasting.
More usually, sensed values are recorded at the observation site.
Recording methods include handwritten text, descriptions and numeric values,
tracings on paper charts, and the manual or automatic marking of values on
some computer compatible media.
The recording medium is very important as it governs the extent to
which data must be prepared (pre-processed) before entry to the computer.
Obviously computer compatible media will require a minimum of handling and
preparation.
Field notes, however, may need to be transcribed and coded, and
charts need to be converted from their continuous (analog) form into discrete
(digital) values. These aspects are considered in Chapter 3.

1.2.3

Transmission

The final operation of the data-collection system is to transmit
data from the point of observation to the point of processing and Table 1.1
lists the various transmission methods.
The almost universal method in
developing countries is by the field observer himself.
The transmission of
data using national postal services is also practised.
Because of low
reliability and availability, telephone lines are seldom used for data
transmission by telemetry.
However, the use of radio telemetry (by both
conventional
means
and
via
satellite)
is
becoming
an
increasingly
cost-effective form of transmitting data from the remote and inaccessible
areas common in many developing countries.
These technologies, amongst
others, are described in Operational Hydrology Report No. 14 - Hydrological
data transmission, WMO-No. 559.
The use of telecommunication techniques, whilst being directly
compatible with automated data--processing systems, requires much greater
levels of sophistication for both electronic hardware and operating/servicing
personnel. In many developing countries these factors will be limiting.
Finally, the importance of the reliability of a data-collection
system must be stressed.
The intrinsic accuracy of any subsequent analysis,
and hence, the quality of decisions made, depends upon the accuracy with which
individual parameters were initially sensed, recorded and transmitted. Many
organizations have prepared standards for observation network design and
maintenance, and data-collection procedures. Of particular relevance in this
area are WMO's Guide to Hyrlrological Practices (Volume 1. WMO-~'". 168) and
Operational Hydrology Report No. 9 - Casebook of examples of organization and
operation of Hydrological Services, WMO-No. 461.

TABLE 1.1
The components of data collection

OAT A
OAT A

COL LEe T ION
T RAN S MIS S ION

CAP T U R E
R E COR 0 I N G

SEN SIN G
1.

Visual

1.

Mechanical

2.

Electrical

3.

Thermistor, radiometer, pressure
transducer. conductivity probe.

Manual

Field obserVers
Postal service
Telephone
2.

Automatic (Telemetry)

Telephone
Dedicated land line
Radio

Satellite

Manually recorded
Mark sense forms
Multiple choice forms

(b)

Automatically recorded
Cassette
Paper tape
Solid state memory

I
H

@
>,l

•

Computer compatible media

(a)

H

o

Charts

Strip charts with element value
continuously recorded by pen tracing
4.

NOTE:

Field data sheet

Purpose deSigned for particular text
descriptions and element or parameter
values.
May be pre-coded for subsequen~
computer input purposes

Raingauge, thermometer, current meter,
soil penetrometer.

3.

1.

Text descriptions and element or
parameter values.

Water level gauge, land use,
site description, soil texture etc.
2.

Field note book

~

I
H

~

The table applies to elements or parameters observed in the field. There are notable groups of data, e.g. in
soils and water quality, where laboratory analysis of physical samples are performed. Here the data-collection
system will almost invariably be:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Mechanical sampling;
Note book/data sheet field entries;
Transport of samples to laboratory by field staff.

H

I

w
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This publication will discuss two other concepts which relate data
collection and data processing:

1.3

(a)

The principle of redundancy. Data redundancy involves the
over-definition of certain parameters by the input data. The
redundant data is used by the processing system for
validation
purposes.
System
redundancy
requires
the
duplication
of
sensors,
recording
systems,
complete
observation
stations,
and
transmission
and
processing
devices.
The extent to which either or both types of
redundancy are practised relates to the design objectives of
the processing system;

(b)

Initial data validation should remain. as far as possible.
the responsibility of those who collect the data.
This is
particularly valuable in the identification and correction of
data errors.

Data processing

It is the operations to be performed in data processing which are
the focal point of the publication. The data-collection exercise provides a
variety of text descriptions, numerical values. charts, computer compatible
media, etc. It is the task of the data-processing system to convert these
diverse data, recorded on diverse media, into integrated data sets structured
to suit the information requirements of the data user.
Table 1. 2 shows the
main components of a data-processing system.
1.3.1

Data preparation

This activity comprises ·the operations necessary to convert data
from the format in which it is received to a format suitable for input to the
computer.
The complexity of these operations is obviously governed by the
degree of computer compatibility of the recording media.
Much handwritten
data may need to be transcribed and perhaps replaced by some .coded value.
This produces punching documents (sometimes called coding sheets) from which
the data are subsequently key punched directly onto the computer or onto some
computer compatible storage media, e.g. punched cards, diskettes or magnetic
tape.
This
preparation
is
both tedious
and
liable
to
produce
transcription or coding errors.
Methods for reducing or eliminating data
preparation effort will be discussed in Chapter 6.
These methods include the
design of field data sheets from which keying maybe performed directly.
1.3.2

Data entry

There has recently been a major shift in methods of data entry
(input). Punched cards and paper tape have
been widely replaced by
key-to-tape or key-to-diskette systems. Large-scale keying operations normally
comprise two stages; in the first (punching) stage data is keyed by one
operator, in the second (verifying) stage the same data is keyed by another
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operator and compared with the original input.
Any differences between the
two data sets cause the keyboard to lock, and the data value being entered can
be checked. This system is very successful in eliminating. data entry errors.
There are other more specialized data entry methods, e.g. the
conversion of charts and maps to digital format using manual or automatic
"digitizers". These and other data entry devices are reviewed in Chapter 3.
1.3.3

Data validation

Once entered into the computer, data should be subjected to a set
of checks designed to identify incorrect or unuSual data values. These may be
simple checks that compare the value entered with an expected range for that
parameter, or more complex ones that compare, say, daily rainfall totals at
one site with totals recorded at adjacent sites. If data has been coded, code
values and code combinations can be checked for validity.
Mis-coded or mis-punched data identified in this way can normally
be easily corrected.
However, correction of suspect data values, or the
querying of missing values need to be referred to those responsible for data
collection, an important reason for allowing this initial phase of data
processing to be carried out by the field observers themselves.
1.3.4

Primary processing

This stage of processing is concerned with preparing and
assembling the data in the format necessary for it to be added to the existing
data base. This may inc! ude standardization of measurement units, additional
levels of coding for storage purposes, and the estimation of derived
parameters, e.g. estimation of Penman evaporation from climatological data.
The amount of primary processing necessary is related to the degree of coding
of the data before input.
Systems which utilize less initial coding are
easier for the computer user, but need more powerful computer facilities, and
vice versa.
The extent to which manual coding is used is governed by the
quality and availability of data preparation and computer programming staff,
and the capabilities of the computer system used. These factors are discussed
in Chapter 5.
1.3.5

Data base updating

Having processed the data to the correct format, it may be
incorporated into the data base using an updating program.
It is usual to
update the data base at some fixed time intervaL monthly being a typical
interval for natural resource planning data. This requires the allocation of
space on the various storage media to hold recently input data until the next
update run. Updating procedures are described in Chapter 7.
The data base comprises sets of data cross-referenced in a way
which reflects the relationships between various data items and data groups.
This structuring of data sets is fundamental to the proper design of any data
base and is discussed fully in Chapter 6.
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Table 1.2 shows, as is traditionaL that data base updating does
not occur until the 5th of eight stages. With this arrangement, validation is
done on every "transaction" before it is added to the data base: A recent
development associated with widespread interactive processing facilities is
for data base updating to be the first stage as part of data entry.
Subsequent stages then operate on the data base using its facilities for
manipulation and maintenance of data integrity. With this arrangement both
management and users may apply the same validation tests, which can be helpful
when users' demands for urgency exceed management resources for validation.
This use of full data base facilities in regional, even field offices has
become feasible with microcomputer software structured identically to main
frame software which supports .the national data base, although having capacity
for less data.
1. 3.6

Secondary processing

This stage of processing covers the reports generated and analyses
performed on a routine basis after the data base has been updated.
For example it is usual to provide statistics comparing the most
recently input values of a parameter with· its long-term variation, in order
that any trend in values can be monitored.
There are also methods of aggregating or interpolating data,
including the infilling of missing data values, which generally enhance the
subsequent usefulness of the data. and programs to perform these analyses are
normally run at this stage.
The operations of secondary processing are
described in Chapter 10.
1.3.7

Retrieval

An important objective of an automated data-processing system is
to provide a rapid and comprehensive response to ad hoc requests for data
retrieval and interpretation. Thus. a wide range of retrieval options should
be available to allow the interrogation of the data base and the selection of
ranges and combinations of data, e.g. the selection of all values of parameter
X above a value V which were recorded at location Z between dates A and B.
Retrieval options should also include the facility to combine
selected data sets and prepare data files for subsequent input to standard
statistical software or user application programs.
Another attribute of retrieval options is the ability to allocate
any suitable computer output device for the presentation of the selected data.
Retrieval options are described in Chapter 9.
1. 3. 8

Output

Modern computers support a wide range of output devices. These
include. in addition to the range of computer storage media, printers.
plotters. and cathode ray tubes or visual display units (CRTs or VDUs - almost
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identical to a conventional television screen). Of increasing use are devices
supporting both graphics and colour options. The variety and capabilities of
output devices are discussed in Chapter 3.
The above data-processing operations have been described only at
an introductory level and are considered, as indicated, in the folowing
chapter of this publication.
As already stated. it may be desirable to split the processing
operations between physical locations.
It is proposed that initial data
preparation and validation are best performed by field staff as a continuation
of the data-collection exercise.
The use of microcomputers should be
considered to assist in this function.
However, the computer and manpower
requirements for the operation of an integrated land and water data base imply
the existence of a central computer facility.
These organizational aspects
are discussed in Chapters 11 and 12.
Initial data preparation and validation by field staff using
microcomputers as a continuation of data gathering has been implemented in
some countries.
In such cases, a central computer facility may not be
necessary when the advantages of integration are achieved through use of a
common data structure to allow free interchange of data between computers.
It
has recently become feasible to implement on microcomputers a relational data
base which supports all the functions provided on the largest computers for
resource data - although for smaller quantities.

1.4

Data application

The
objective
of
particularly at an early stage of
accessible archive of homogeneous
procedures. This, in itself, is a
diversity of environmental data.

many
automated
data-processing
systems,
development, is simply to create a readily
data which has been subjected to validation
significant objective, given the nature and

However, the purpose of collecting data is to convert it into
information which will assist the planning, design and operational functions
of an organization. The conversion processes from data to information are the
data applications, which mayor may not be computerized.
Data base applications may broadly be

divided

into

routine

and

non-routine.
Routine applications comprise the continuous data processing and
report generation cycles fundamental to most automated systems.
Examples are:
the weekly estimation of soil moisture status for irrigation scheduling, the
monthly estimation of groundwater recharge from rainfall and river flow, and
the preparation of an annual year-book of climatological or hydrological
statistics.
Non-routine data applications are generally related to
the
specific limited objectives of a project or piece of research, and may
themselves be divided into two categories; those using standard commercially
available statistical or mathematical software packages (e.g Statistical
Program for the Social Sciences (SPSS), Statistical Analysis System (SAS) ,

H
I
m

TABLE 1.2

The components of data processing
D
DATA
PREPARATION
Prepare punching
documents by:
1. Transcription
Field note book
entries
Non-standard
data format a
2. Coding

Reduction/
standardisa.tion
of input data

DATA
ENTRY (INPUT)
1. Punching document
a. Direct keying

through VDU

A

T

A

P

R

0

PRIMARY
PROCESSING

VALIDATION
1. Range checks

E

C

DATA BASE
UPDATING

1. Standardisation
of units

1. Add new data

seta to existing

2. Sum checks

3. Inter_station

derived
parameters

consistency

computer
oampatible

2. Report any

SECONDARY
PROCESSING
1. Programs for
routine reports

Direct input

2., Statistical
summaries

4. Interpolation
or aggrega.tion
of data

4. Arranging data
in data base
format

2. Charts and maps

RETRIEVAL
1. Seleotion of data

OUTPUT
1. Printers

by:

a. Parameter

typ,

-2. Plotters

3_ VDU

value
c. Location

4. Computer
storage media

d. Period of

5. Microfilm

record
e. Time interval
of record
2. Selection of
output device

by digitiser

6. Telemetry

~
~

f;l

.....

medi~

a. Tapes/cassette
b. Diskettes
c. Cards
d. Communication
lines
(t elemetred
data)
e. Mark senseI
optical character readers
~

R

G

3. Infilling
missing data
values

of input to
reduce storage
requirements

Key-to-disk

R

N

b. Parameter

3. Further coding

Punched carda
Key_te_tape

E

I

errora

checks

media

3. Computer
compatible

S

data base

2. Calculation of

b. Keying onto

S

0

R

C

0

R

R

E

C

T

I

0

N
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Mathematical Programming System (MPSX), and those of a more specialized nature
which require user written software (e.g. land evaluation programs using soil,
climate and land use data or catchment simulation models using rainfall,
evaporation, groundwater level and runoff datal.
Further general discussion of data applications is given in
Chapters 4 and 9 of this part of the publication, more detailed consideration
being given in Part II which deals specifically with the processing and
application of hydrological data.

CHAPTER

2

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER STORAGE AND PROCESSING

2.1

The characteristics of a computer

The computer is able to execute a few extremely simple operations
(instructions) very accurately. and very quickly.
Thus. by breaking any
quantifiable problem down to a sequence of simple arithmetic and logical
operations it may be analysed using a computer.
Given that an automated data-processing system cannot exist
wi thout a computer. it is essential that some understanding of the nature of
computers is obtained.
Broadly. a computer system may be divided into two
components: hardware
the physical apparatus which constitutes a computer.
and software - the sets of instructions (programs) necessary to operate the
computer and process data.
Hardware comprises three groups of devices:
(a)

The central processor unit (CPU);

(b)

Mass storage (or backing storage or secondary storage);

(c)

Input/output devices.

The importance of the CPU is reflected in the fact that all other
hardware units are considered subordinate. and are given the general name,
peripherals.
The
relationship between these hardware groups, and the
principal components of each. are shown in Figure 2.1.
This chapter deals with the first two groups of devices which
largely govern the storage and processing capabilities of computers. and
describes the representation of both data and programs on computer storage
media.
In many cases figures for sizes. speeds and costs are given. these are
meant to represent typical current values (c. end 1984).
With the rapid
evolution of computing these figures will inevitably become out of date and
the manufacturers of equipment should be consulted for up-to-date information.
2.2

Central processor unit

The central processor is the heart of a computer system.
It
stores program instructions. stores the necessary data. and brings these two
sets of information together to execute a program.
The major classification of computers is determined by CPU
characteristics.
These classes include large "mainframe II computers, "mini "
computers and "micro" computers.
The essential difference between these
machines is the speed. core size and processing capabilities of the CPU. and
is reflected in their cost. which in 1984 might be summarized as:
Micro

< US

$5 000

< Mini < US

$25 000

< Main

Frame.
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The p~ice is fo~ each wo~k station which has a key
of a CPU, sto~age, p~inte~ and plotte~.
CPU has

2.2.1

fou~

boa~d,

display and a

I-ll

sha~e

main components:

(al

Co~e memo~y (o~

(bl

The

cont~ol

(cl

The

a~ithmetic

(dl

The machine

main

memo~y o~ p~ima~y sto~age);

unit;
and logical unit;

inst~uction

set.

Co~e memo~y

Co~e memo~y (o~ simply co~e) can be visualized as a set of sto~age
locations, each of which is add~essable, e. g. a value may be taken di~ectly
f~om, o~ put di~ectly into, a sto~age location by the cont~ol unit using a
unique location add~ess.
These locations ~ep~esent the smallest unit of
sto~age that the compute~ can access di~ectly and a~e called sto~age wo~ds.
As diffe~ent machines have diffe~ent wo~d lengths, a mo~e basic unit called a
"byte" is now unive~sally used to desc~ibe sto~age capacities. A byte is the
sto~age
space ~equi~ed fo~ one alphabetic o~ nume~ic cha~acte~.
La~ge
computers usually have at least 4 byte wo~ds, minicompute~s and the latest
gene~ation of mic~ocompute~s have 2 byte wo~ds, and the mo~e widely used
mic~ocompute~s have 1 byte wo~ds. Whilst the byte is the lowest cornmon sto~age
unit necessa~y in te~ms of machine compa~isons, it consists of a block
(normally 81 of the smallest data sto~age o~ p~ocessing units, "bits".

When p~ocessing, pa~t of co~e contains the coded set of p~ogram
and anothe~ pa~t contains the actual values. of the data being
p~ocessed. The ways in which bits a~e used to ~ep~esent numbe~s, cha~acte~s
and machine inst~uctions is discussed in section 2.4.
inst~uctions,

A cha~acteristic of co~e is the speed with which data can be
Most mode~n compute~s can access and t~ansfe~ the contents of a
wo~d f~om co~e to the cont~ol o~ a~ithmetic unit in 0.5 nanoseconds o~ less.
Fu~the~, this t~ansfe~ is non-dest~uctive, e.g.
the sto~age contents can be
~ead as many times as desi~ed and the o~iginal value is p~ese~ved.
The only
way to change the contents of a sto~age location is to w~ite a new value into
accessed.

it.
Howeve~,
the ~apid access to individual data items which co~e
allows is ~eflected in the high cost of co~e memo~y.
Although significant
developments in solid state sto~age techniques a~e ~educing costs, the~e is
still a high cost ~atio between co~e and the va~ious alte~native sto~age
devices, e.g. magnetic disks and tapes. Thus most p~ocessing systems ~ely on
the ~apid t~ansfe~ of data between mass sto~age devices and limited core
memo~y du~ing execution.
Two sto~age a~eas a~e ~ese~ved in co~e fo~ data
awaiting t~ansfe~; the fi~st is fo~ data waiting to t~ansfe~ f~om co~e to mass
sto~age and
is called the output buffe~, and the second containing data
t~ansfe~~ed f~om mass sto~age and awaiting assignment to co~e locations is
called the input buffe~. These a~eas a~e needed to balance the data t~ansfe~
~ates within co~e with those between co~e and mass
sto~age.
The ~ole of
buffe~ sto~age will be explained in subsequent chapte~s.
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Control unit

This unit contains the circuitry to monitor and control all the
operations of the computer.
It acts as a link (interface) between the
peripheral units and the core memory, and as an interface between core and the
arithmetic unit.
There are several registers in the control unit which
contain the address and code number of the current instruction being executed,
the address of the data item on which the instruction will operate (operand)
and perhaps two further addresses, one for a second operand (e.g. two operands
are necessary to perform an addition) and the other defining the address where
the result of the operation will be written.
Thus the sequence of events when executing a program is first to
call an instruction from core to discover the particular arithmetic or logical
operation to be performed, and the core addresses of the operands involved.
The instruction is then executed causing the operands to be read from the
specified memory locations and routed via the arithmetic unit to perform the
required operation. The result of the operation is returned to the address of
one of the operands, or to some other specified memory location.
This cycle
is repeated until all instructions have been executed.
The other major function of the control unit is to direct the
operation of the peripherals.
For this purpose the control unit operates a
communication system which allows the acceptance and storage of data from
input devices, the allocation of output devices to processed data, and the
transfer of data between core memory and mass storage.
2.2.3

Arithmetic and logical unit

This unit contains the circuitry for performing arithmetic and
logical operations on data.
The basic arithmetic operations are add,
subtract, multiply, divide.
Typical processing speeds are 0.5 microseconds
for an addition and 1.5 microseconds for a multiplication.
The logical register allows values or character strings
compared, e.g. to test if A = B or A > B or A < B

to be

The size of the registers is the same as the machine word length,
i.e. 1, 2, 4 etc. bytes. It is clear that the manipulation of large numbers,
or of numbers with high precision, requires iterative use of the registers in
machines with small word sizes.
2.2.4

Machine instruction set

Computers are able to transfer and manipulate data in the control
unit.
registers and core according to a number of specific machine
instructions.
Every user
request
or
high
level
language
statement
(section 4.1) must be translated into sets of these instructions which may be
recognized and acted upon by the control unit.
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Mainframe
computers
generally
recognize
a
larger
set
of
instructions and the longer word length of such machines allow each
instruction to have a more complex format.
The more complex format enables
some data operations to be performed by a single machine instruction.
The
smaller instruction sets and/or smaller word lengths found in mini and
microcomputers would require several instructions to perform the same data
operation.
2.2.5

CPU characteristics of microcomputers

The enormous advances made in electronic technology now enable the
integrated circuitry for any specified application to be miniatuarized and
reliably manufactured on a mass scale.
These miniatuarized,
low cost
integrated circuits have become popularly known as "chips". In computer terms
the most important chips are those which perform the CPU control and register
functions (the "microprocessor" chip), and those which contain the computer
main memory (the memory or RAM, Random Access Memory, chip).
Until recently the most widely used microprocessors had a 1 byte
(8 bit) word length. This word length allows the microprocessor to address
directly up to 64 bytes of RAM (memory).
There are relatively few
microprocessor manufacturers, so the same microprocessor is encountered in
very many different models of microcomputer.
The most widely used are the
Zilog Z80 and the Motorola 6502 (and their various upgraded versions).
This
has significant advantages for users, as it results in a high level of
compatibilty in microcomputer software.
The newer generation of microprocessors is able to handle 16 bit
data operations, Le. give the saLe 2 byte word length found in minicomputers.
In addition to the more powerful data manipulation capabilities, the 16 bit
microprocessor allows several million bytes of RAM to be directly addressed.
There are again two major families of microprocessor giving compatibility in
software.
RAM chips are most commonly produced with 16 or 64k bits of
storage. Thus, a microcomputer having 64kb of RAM contains a circuit board
with 32 or 8 linked RAM chips.
Whilst RAM is exactly equivalent to core
storage described above (section 2.2.1), it is given a different name to
distinguish it from another type of memory found in most microprocessors: Read
Only Memory (ROM).
ROM provides a permanent memory for programs and/or data values
over which the computer user has no control (i.e. the user cannot write into a
ROM). ROM software is said to be "hard wired" because it is built permahently
into the memory at the time of manufacture.
ROM, unlike RAM, is not
"volatile"; it does not erase its contents when power is switched off.
A
widespread use of ROM is to contain the high level language (normally BASIC see section 4.1)
with which users program microcomputers.
Having the
programming language built into the machine in this way frees RAM for user
applications, but means that the software contained in ROM can only be
upgraded by physically changing "plug-in" the ROM chips.
By the use of
relatively inexpensive but sophisticated equipment, users may transfer their
own application programme (written in "assembler" - see section 4.1) into a
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special type of ROM, known as a PROM (Programmable Read Only Memory).
Since
each software modification would require a new PROM to be made, re-usable
PROMs called EPROMs (Erasable, Programmable Read Only Memory) are available.
ROMs, PROMs and EPROMs are found in many data-processing hardware
devices, but one of their major impacts has been in the development of
"intelligent" hydrological stations.
ROM-based microprocessors are used for
the operation and control of observation sensors, data recording and
transmission, and increasingly for "on-site" data-processing.
Each microprocessor operation (the execution of each machine
instruction) is carried out according to the driving pulses of an electronic
clock circuit. The frequency of these pulses, and hence the speed at which the
microprocessor is operated, are quoted in megahertz (Mhz). Typical speeds are
3-5 Mhz, although some of the faster microcomputers use B Mhz timing pulses.
The speed of operation may be extremely important in assesssing the
suitability of a microcomputer to some applications, i.e. real-time flood
forecasting.

2.3

Mass storage devices

Core is expensive, much more expensive per byte of data stored
than other computer storage media.
A balance must be reached between
expensive, fast access memory, capable of addressing individual words and
cheaper, slower accesS storage which normally can address only larger data
blocks.
Thus, the total storage available in a computer system generally
has two components: core (or RAM), containing data and program instructions
currently being executed, and backing store, to and from which data sets or
programs are copied. The backing store has a much larger storage capacity than
core, and for this reason the peripheral units involved are called mass
storage devices. Because these devices are directly under the control of the
CPU they are said to be on-line.
There are other important differences in the nature of core and
mass storage which can be used to advantage.
Core is only a temporary
storage; when the computer is switched off, the contents of the storage are
lost. Mass storage, however, uses permanent storage media in which data and
programs can be stored for indefinite periods.
Here the data is encoded in
the same way as it is represented in core, facilitating high speed transfer
into core for processing purposes.
There are two main media used for mass storage, magnetic disks and
magnetic tapes.
A feature common to both is their prodigious storage
capacity, in the order of 20-200 M bytes (Megabytes or 10**6 bytes), compared
to say 0.5-2.0 M bytes core store for a typical machine.
Another important advantage of these mass storage media is that
they are exchangeable, i. e. can be removed from their peripheral units and
replaced by others. Thus, an infinite number of data sets and programs can be
made available to the CPU for processing.
The only limit is the number of
tapes and disks which can physically be stored adjacent to the computer.
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TABLE 2.1
Central processors

Typical memory

Type

size (+)

Mainframe
Mini

16 bit Microprocessor
B bit Microprocessor
NOTE:

2 Mb - 10 Mb
512 kb - 3 Mb
128 kb - 1 Mb
32 kb - 64 kb

Approx. cost
(U5$1000 1984)
100 - 2000
30 - 1000
3 20
0.5 4

Mb - one million bytes. kb - one thousand bytes
Microprocessor costs largely determined by whether
a single or multi-user capability is required.
(+) Memory also known as RAM or core.

TABLE 2.2
Mass storage devices

Type

Average access
speed. microseconds

TYPical
capacity
(Mb)

Memory

0.05 -

10

Storage media cost
$fkb

10

-

Cost of drive
(U5$1000 1984)

nfa

100

Fixed disk (14")

20 - 1000

- 10

nfa

10 - 90

Exchangeable disk (14")

20 -

500

- 10

0.01

10 - 60

*Winchester (8")

10 -

80

10

nfa

3 - 10

5

30

10

nfa

1.5

3
2

.

"

(5")

Diskette

(8")

0.25 -

2.0

25

0.04

1.0 -

•

(5")

0.15 -

1.0

25

0.06

0.5

-

10 -

40

2

3 min

0.002

5

-

20

-

40

5 - 6 min

0.001

2 -

5

0.05 - 0.15

4 - 5 min

0.005

-

.6

Magnetic tape (reel)
*Magnetic tape (cartridge)

*Tape cassette

NOTES:

1.
2.
3.

1

-

0.1

Storage costs represent price of exchangeable media only.
Cost of drive unit must be added. The drive is the physical medium onto whlch the disk or tape
is loaded.
(*) These media are primarily used in microcomputers.
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Magnetic disks

Magnetic disks are the most widely used on-line mass storage
media.
The magnetic disks (platters). 35 cm 114 in) in diameter on most
mainframes and minicomputers. are fixed in stacks (disk pack). and rotate at
high speed on a peripheral known as a disk drive.
Read/Write heads move
between the platters and can read from. or write to. any disk surface at any
selected location. Disks can exist as a single platter. and in this case are
referred to as a disk cartridge. A section through a disk pack is shown in
Figure 2.2.
Data are stored around the disk in concentric circles called
tracks. and these tracks are further broken down by sectors.
The sector is
the smallest unit that can be accessed directly by the central processor. The
sectors may contain any number of bytes. but"256, 1024, 4096 are common sizes.
There are two types of disks; fixed and exchangeable.
Some
computers have disks which are fixed and usually contain all the programs
necessary to operate the computer system. These programs are loaded into core
when the machine is switched on.
However, mass storage for user data and
programs is normally available through exccha,ngeable. disk drives. A single disk
surface typically holds 5-S Megabytes. thus a disk pack of 6 disks which has
10 storage surfaces can hold 50-SO megabytes. Unlike core memory. where any
storage location can be accessed in the same time interval, the access time
for mass storage media has two components - the time necessary to locate the
required data (seek time) and the time necessary to read the data and load it
into memory (transfer time). Total aCCeSS times for disks are usually in the
range 100 microseconds to 500 microseconds per read or write operation.
Since data can be read from any part of a disk surface ~n an
approximately equal amount of time. disks are defined as random access
devices. It will be seen that this has important consequences for data storage
and processing.
The growth of the microcomputer market has seen the introduction
of a new generation of hard disks popularly known as "Winchester disks".
Winchester disks are normally either 12 cm (5.25 in) or 20 cm (S in) in
diameter and have one to three platters.
In general the drives are fixed in
factory sealed units and have capacities of 5-30 Mb.
Large capacity fixed disks present some difficulties in making
"back-up" or security copies of their contents.
On systems having magnetic
tape drives (section 2.3.3) copies are made direct from disk to tape (or to
several tapes if the disk is vary large),
However. on most microcomputers
mass storage is provided by Winchester disks having, say. 20 Mb capacity and
diskettes (section 2.3.2) having. say. 1 Mb capacity.
Thus, to make a
securi ty copy of the disk on to diskettes is a very tedious and resource
consuming process.
For many mini and microcomputers it is now possible to buy a
single unit which comprises a fixed disk and an exchangeable disk cartridge of
equal storage capacity.
This configuration enables security copies of the
contents of the disks to be easily made.
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The increasing move toward miniatuarization promoted by the
introduction of microcomputers has led to the development of smaller, 9 cm
(3.5 in) diameter Winchesters in both fixed and removable cartridge form.
However, the current trends indicate that the 12 cm (5.25 in) will become the
microcomputer industry.standard for hard disks.
It is predicted that 12 cm Winchester drive units will have
capacities of over 500 Mb within three to four years, but the major advance in
disk design will be a switch from magnetic to optical (laser based) storage
technology. This should improve even further storage density and data access
times, a significant development in terms of high volume data processing such
as is required for remote sensed data (digital image processing - Chapter 8).
2.3.2

Diskettes

Diskettes, also called "floppy disks" as the disks themselves are
flexible, are much smaller and cheaper than the rigid disks described above,
with access times of a few hundred microseconds, or even a few milliseconds.
The industry standards are either 12 cm (5.25 in) or 20 cm (8 in) diameter.
Diskettes are available to record data in single or double density (SD or DD) ,
and data may be stored on one side (single sided - SS) or both sides (double
sided - DS) but can only be read from one side at a time. Typical storage
capacities range from 180 kb for a single sided, single density 12 cm diskette
to over 2 Mb for a 20 cm double sided, double density diskette. Diskettes are
used as mass storage devices for microprocessors (l2 or 20 cm), and small
minicomputers (20· cm) or are used as a data entry medium to mainframe machines
(20 cm). This is significant, as it presents a method of transferring data
between microprocessors and mainframe computers (assuming that a standard data
storage format is used).
The only widely used standard in diskette formats
are those adopted by IBM for both 20 cm (8 in) and 12 cm (5.25 in) diskettes.
This format has been used widely by both mini and microcomputer manufacturers.
2.3.3

Magnetic tapes

The basic magnetic tape consists of a 13 rom (0.5 in) wide tape
which is sensitive to magnetism. It may have 7 or 9 parallel tracks and the
packing densities are usually equivalent to 800,1600 or 6250 bits per inch
(see section 2.4 for further details). A typical 732 m (2400 ft) tape can
store from 20 - 40 million bytes of data.
Tapes are less bulky than disks of equivalent storage capacity,
and are much cheaper. However, there are serious limitations to the use of
tape as a storage media and these relate to its serial nature. To locate any
item of data on the tape, all the data stored on the tape up to that item must
be read or passed over. If the data are at the end of the tape, it could be
several minutes before it was found.
This compares very unfavourably with
disk storage where the seek time is relatively constant in the order of
50 milliseconds. The transfer rate of data between tape and core is of the
same order of magnitude as with disk.
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The problem of access time is particularly acute if the data on
the tape are not accessed for processing in the same sequence as they are
stored. For this reason tapes usually contain only data sets which have some
inherent sequential nature, i.e. time series data. Nevertheless, since tapes
are cheap and robust they are widely used for off-line storage of data and
programs which can subsequently be loaded into core or onto disk as required.
Tapes are also the most usual means by which computer compatible data are
transferred between computer installations. This role is greatly assisted by
the fact that data storage formats and the physical characteristics of tapes
are much more standardized than those for disks.
Another important use of tapes is as an archive medium. Data and
programs required for archive purposes are transferred on to a tape which is
then catalogued in a tape library. However, even in this role tapes are being
increasingly replaced by the diskette. As a security measure it is also usual
to copy the contents of on-line disks onto archive tapes at periodic intervals.
The requirement for an archive media for very large quantities of
remote sensing data (e.g. from LANDSAT) has been met by the development of a
high density 14 track magnetic tape medium.
2.3.4

Cassettes

There are other types of tape in cassette form. These are either
ordinary 6 rom (0.25 in) compact cassettes or 6 rom cassette cartridges produced
by certain computer manufacturers, and can store from 50k-250k bytes of data
on each tape. Like diskettes they are widely used as mass storage media for
microprocessors.
Whilst their bulk and cost are very similar to that of a
diskette, their read/write apparatus is much cheaper.
However,
the
fundamental disadvantages of tape . versus disk storage still remain, and
cassettes have proved less reliable than diskettes.
Cassettes are used quite widely as the data logging medium on many
automated
observation
stations,
particularly
for
climatological
and
hydrological purposes. though this usage is now decreasing in favour of solid
state memories. This type of directly computer compatible media obviously has
great advantages from the data processing point of view. Special high density
cassettes (including standard video cassettes). are used as both main storage
and disk "back-up" devices for microcomputers.
To summarize mass storage devices. Table 2.2 shows a comparison of
the various media (including core). and gives an indication of their relative
costs. Apart from core and fixed disk. all other storage. media need a
separately purchased drive unit. and the table includes the range of costs of
such units.
2.4

Internal representation of data and instructions

Storage devices have so far been considered without regard to the
way in which data are actually represented.
This section gives a brief
outline of the representation of text. numeric values. and the computer
instructions themselves.
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The decimal system, whilst convenient and universally accepted for
human use, is not practical for an electronic machine working at a very high
speed, as circuitry would be needed to sense ten different electrical states.
The easiest detection level for electronic systems is to test whether a switch
is on or off, a current is flowing or not flowing, an electromagnetic device
is charged or not charged, i.e. a two state or binary system.
Whilst the digits a - 9 are needed to count in decimal, binary
requires only the digits a and 1.
The binary system is illustrated in
Figure 2.3 (a).
The right hand position·of a binary number has a value of 1
as it does in the decimal system. However, the next position to the left has
a value 2, the next position a value 4. etc., in a series 2, 4. 8, 16, 32, 64
.•. and as high as is needed to represent any number. A comparison with the
decimal system is shown, where the value series is 1. 10, 100. 1000 etc.
It
can be seen that the decimal system is much more compact in terms of the
number of digits used, i.e. numbers up to 10 000 require only 4 decimal
digits, but require 14 binary digits.
Nevertheless, it is easier for the
circuitry to deal with many binary digits representing only two states. than
it is to deal with fewer decimal digits representing ten states.
In
electronic terminology "binary digit" is abbreviated to tlbit tl •

Thus computer hardware, the circuitry, registers. core store.
control unit, etc., are designed to deal with data coded exclusively in binary
form, and all data input and machine instructions must be converted to binary
notation before any operations may be performed.
It is largely this
conversion process which we have so far referred to as putting the data into
computer compatible form.

It is apparent that bits must be grouped together into blocks so
that the computer can tell when one item of data has finished, and another
started.
The grouping of bits is a fundamental characteristic of any machine,
and varies between different computer manufacturers.

The most common grouping is 8 bit blocks, though 6 bit blocks are
also used.
These bit blocks are called bytes, as we have seen, the standard
unit used for indicating computer storage capacities.
The main significance
of the byte is that it is the space necessary to store one character of data.
A 6 bit byte allows the binary coding of 64 characters, e.g. 26 letters of the
alphabet: the decimal digits 0 - 9, and up to 28 special characters (e.g.
+ : - /
"l. The use of the 8 bit byte allows the coding of 256 characters,
including the alphabet in lower case, and more special characters. Reference
to bytes within this publication implies 8 bit bytes.
When considering the
structure of core (section 2.2.1), it was seen that the basic unit of storage
which the computer could uniquely address was the storage word, and this was
made up of a grouping of bytes. the number in each group depending largely
upon the power of the computer (and again the design preferences of the
manufacturerl.
The standard word length of microprocessors. mini, and
mainframe machines is usually 1, 2 and 4 bytes respectively (8, 16 and
32 bits).

=
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BINARY

DECIMAL

1_1_00_~_10--,1-2J

\10000 11000

2

7 x 1 •

1

7

1

7

2 x 10 • 20

27

1

0

1

1 x 1 •
1 x 2 •

2

0 x 4

•

0

1 x 8

•

8

1

1 x 16 • 16

27
Binary and decimal representation of the decimal number 27
24
16
8

(a)

o

o

S

I

I

l

L

Each letter is held in an eight bit binary code (byte)
(b) Character storage representation
o 1

8

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O· 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

31

31

11 11·1
0

L

0 positive
1 negative
Sign bit:
(c) Integer storage representation of 27
o 1

o

24

I

Mantissa

31
Exponent

[

L-s ign
(d)
0

bit
Real number storage representation
Register Addresses

Operation
Code
(e)

Operand

Operand

1

2

Core

ddrese

Opilrand
3

Example machine instruction format
NOTE:

A 32 bit (4 byte) word machine has been assumed

Figure 2.3 - Representation of numbers and instructions
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Character representation

Character data is basically any string of alphanumeric, and
special characters which is not specifically a numeric data value.
It
typically appears as text descriptions or comments. For example, the following
are strings of character data:
FAO,VIA DELLE TERME DI CARACALLA,OOlOO,ROME
RAINGAUGE SITE 4001-A WAS MOVED ON 1/1/81
The storage of character data is straightforward.
As 1 byte
represents 1 character, each storage location in the core of a 2 byte word
machine will hold 2 characters, a 4 byte word machine will hold 4 characters
etc. Thus, the word "SOIL" would appear in core in the manner shown in
Figure 2.3 (b).
It should be remembered that the characters themselves are
not stored, but an 8 bit binary coding of each.
To store strings of
characters longer than the machine word length, it is necessary to reserve the
requisite number of consecutive storage locations.
Thus, to store the
23 character text description:
THIS SITE IS UNRELIABLE
six words of storage must be allocated on a 4 byte word machine (blanks are
characters, and the 24th byte would be set to a blank to fill the 6th word).
In order to facilitate the interchange of programs and data, the binary
codings for each character have been standardized to a few systems, the most
common of which are called ASCII and EBCDIC (see Glossary at the end of
Part I).
However, translation from one code to another can be readily
performed.
2.4.2

Numeric data

Numeric data falls into two categories, real numbers which contain
a fractional part. and integers which are whole numbers.
The numbers O. OOL
-102.6, 12., .1 are real numbers and -3, 63, 7- 2002 are integer numbers. The
distinction is made as the two types of numbers are stored in different ways.
It is standard on most large computers that one storage word is used to store
either a real or an integer number but, in conditions to be explained later,
this can be varied to suit the needs of greater computational accuracy or
greater storage economy.
Regardless of data type, it is conventional to
reserve the first bit of the number code to indicate the sign of the number.
This leaves 15 and 31 bits for the representation of the number value in 2 and
4 byte word machines respectively.
2.4.2.1

Int:egez::s

Integers are normally stored in direct binary coded form, e. g. 4
is stored as 100 and 42 as 101010.
Thus, allowing for the sign bit the
following range of integer values may be stored in one word of memory:
16 bit word machine
32 bit word machine

2**15 -1
2**31 -1

= -32767 to +32767
= -2xlO**9 to +2xlO**9
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The format of integer representation, and an example of the coding are given
in Figure 2.3 (c).
2.4.2.2

numbers
-Real
- - --

There is a wider variation in the storage formats for real
numbers.
For
most
scientific
work floating
point
representation is
preferred.
Here a number is represented as Ax2**B, where A is a fixed point
mantissa, and B is an exponent.
Typically in a 32 bit word machine. 8 bits
are reserved for the binary coding of the exponent. and 23 bits for the
mantissa. This gives an equivalent decimal range of 10**-38 to 10**38. An
example of this format is shown in Figure 2.3 (dl.
2.4.3

Machine instructions

It has been stated earlier (section 2.2.1) that not only data. but
also program instructions are held in core, usually one instruction per word.
The composition of an instruction word is a rather specialized
level of knowledge varying with the type of instruction and the computer
architecture. but a typical format is shown in Figure 2.3 (e) for the sake of
completeness.
Such a format would allow for an operation to be performed on
the two operands contained in the specified registers, and the storage of the
result as operand 3 in the core address given.
In general, programs are written at a much higher level of
complexi ty than machine instructions, and the computer breaks each program
instruction of the high level down into a set of machine instructions. The
translation of programs into machine instructions is dealt with in Chapter 4.
2.4.4

Number precision and data packing

Most computers provide the facility to change the standard size of
storage units for a numeric value.
The two options normally provided are
double precision and split precision.
As the names suggest, double precision
reserves two words to store a data value, and split precision gives a half
word.
Double precision is specified when high levels of accuracy are
required from real numbers or when, say. the ± 32767 integer range on a 2 byte
word machine is not large enough.
Although natural resource data is seldom
collected to an accuracy greater than three significant figures, the value of
totals may exceed the specified ranges of the standard storage option, and
double precision can be specified.
If economy of storage space is important, it is possible to store
values in half the word length.
Thus in a 4 byte word machine. two integers
lying in the range ± 32767 can be stored in one word. Further, if the values
to be stored were integers in the range 0 - 9, four such values could be
J;llaced together and stored as a character string, e. g. the values 2,7,6,3
could be stored as a character string 2763, one byte for each character. This
arrangement would save 75~ of the storage space that would be needed under the
standard storage options. However, it also means reading all the values from
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the storage location when only one is required, and extracting the required
single value from the string.
The technique of placing more than one
numerical value into a single storage location is called "packing" , and
requires routines to perform the necessary packing and unpacking of data
before and after storage. The smaller the computer storage available the more
necessary it will be to pack data.

C HAP T E R

3

DATA INPUT AND OUTPUT DEVICES

The previous chapter considered the hardware necessary to control
and execute data processing, and to store data and programs. It is apparent
that there must exist various methods of entering and extracting data from the
computer, and this chapter describes the input and output devices which
perform these duties.
3.1

Input devices

The main groups of input devices have already been listed in
Table 1. 2 under the heading of Data Entry.
In addition to data already
recorded on computer compatible media, there are four groups; key punching
from source documents, automatic reading of data forms, digitizing of maps and
charts, and electronic communication links.
3.1.1

Key punches

A key punch is a generic name for a device through which data is
entered on a keyboard, very similar to a typewriter, translated into a
computer readable code and then stored on some computer compatible media.
Most modern key punches are fitted with a VDU to allow visual checking and
editing of the data as it is keyed.
Data is usually presented to the key punch operator on a document
called a coding form, the design of which is discussed in Chapter 6.
The
computer compatible media produced depends upon the type of key punch
installation and may be punched cards, punched paper tape, or some form of
magnetic media (e.g. tapes and disks). In some key-to-disk input systems, the
disk is actually part of the computer on-line mass storage.
Indeed, on small
machines, and where small volumes of data are concerned, this method of direct
data input through a VDU is the most cornman and convenient.
However, in large
installations, particularly where significant volumes of data are being
handled, these key punching operations are performed off-line, and the data
stored on computer compatible media as an intermediate stage before being
entered into the computer.
It should be noted that off-line preparation of punched cards,
paper tape and diskettes require separate on-line reader units for data
entry. For standard disks and tapes however, extra units are not required as
readers will already be available as part of the computer on-line mass storage
system.
Punched cards, either 80 or 96 column, have been one of the main
forms of computer compatible media.
The advantage of cards is that they can
he read manually and sorted mechanically.
It is important to mark each card
with an identifying code in case the card deck should become mixed.
The
disadvantage of cards is that they are expensive and destructible.
They are
also redundant - having read them onto a magnetic stOI:age device they can be
discarded.
It is more logical to key punch directly onto the magnetic
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device. Punched paper tape, being continuous, does not suffer from the m1x1ng
of data, provided each tape is marked.
However, it too has the same
disadvantages as punched cards. Both forms are seeing a fast decline in use.
Key-to-disk, key-to-diskette, and key-to-tape devices are now much
more popular and have largely replaced punched card and paper tape
installations for large-scale data entry operations.
The accuracy of the keying operation may be controlled by data
being entered twice, a process known as "punching and verifying" described in
section 1. 3.2.
A feature of modern key punches is the ability to validate (see
section 1. 3.3) and edit data as it is being entered (i. e. under computer
control). This is made possible by installing a small computer within the key
punch, or on a master machine if Several key punch terminals are linked
together.
This produces the so-called "intelligent" terminal, and enables
two-way communication with the data being keyed. Such a system can be used to
display data input formats on the screen with blanks left to be filled in
exactly the same way as blank data forms (field data sheets). This is often
useful in allowing direct keying from field notes and measurements without the
necessity to transcribe data onto punching documents.
Intelligent terminals can also be used to encode data more
accurately than by manual methods. This requires that lists of keywords and
corresponding codes are stored in the key punch processor or are in the master
key punch.
Each entry is then compared to one of the appropriate keywords.
checked, coded and stored.
Figure 3.1 shows diagrammatically an example of a key-to-tape data
entry system.
The printer is used to list data sets for information or
checking purposes.

3.1.2

Automatic readers

These are devices which read specially marked or printed forms.
In the first category are optical mark readers (OMR) or mark sense readers
which can read pre-printed cards taken to the field and marked, normally with
a soft pencil, at predetermined positions on the card, to signify the value or
condition of some parameter. On returning from the field the cards are fed
directly into a mark sense card reader, where the position of the mark is
decoded into the observed parameter values.
Such forms have been used for
soil survey data but they tend to be bulky, and are liable to become dirty and
damaged, making reading operations difficult.
Other systems can actually read characters directly.
They are
optical character recognition (OCR) and magnetic ink character recognition
(MICR).
Some OCR systems are able to read neatly handwritten numeric values
directly, but in general both require the printing of characters using
specific type fonts.
A final category of automatic devices is voice readers,
able to interpret values dictated onto a cassette.
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The methods of most interest for land and water data purposes are
OMR, and OCR reading of handwritten values.
However, both methods are
currently relatively expensive and unreliable. and it is considered that their
use in developing countries would be difficult at present.

3.1. 3

Digitizer

If the data to be entered are in chart or map form. then the use
of a digitizer should be considered.
This machine consists of a board on
which the chart or map is laid, and a cursor which is used to follow the lines
on the chart or map. The x-y co-ordinates of the lines are recorded at some
interval which is selected either manually. depressing a button to store the
current x-y value of the cursor, or automatically.
The automatic option
allows x-y values to be recorded at some predetermined time or distance
interval.
The digitizer represents the only practical form of converting
large amounts of map or chart data into computer compatible form.
The
requirements of a chart reading system in terms of data processing is
significantly less than that of map reading and the two should not be confused.
Chart reader systems are required to record one or more simple pen
tracings across a chart. Map reading systems need to be able to reconcile and
differentiate between boundaries of closed areas and other more complex
topological features as might be found on a map.
Software for map reading
systems is specialized and consequently tends to be expensive.
However. the
nature of environmental data is' such that its relationship on a locational
basis (geocoding) is almost essential.
Methods of designing geocoded data
bases are considered in Chapter 8.
A final class of digitization techniques relate to the conversion
of photographic or other remotely sensed data which is continuous in space
(see Chapters 5 and 8).
In these cases specially designed video cameras and
"zoom transferoscopes" may be used to produce digital images.
Effectively
this is done by splitting up each "picture" into a large number of tiny cells
(pixels), and attributing to each pixel a value of colour. radiance.
reflection, etc. as relevant to the picture being digitized.
Since values
must be attributed to each pixel it is apparent that this automatic digital
image processing technique is capable of generating large quantities of data.

3.1. 4

Telemetry

In section 1. 2 where data collection was outlined, it was shown
that data could be transmitted by electronic/telecommunication techniques
called telemetry.
Practically all telemetry systems have the same components; an
electromagnetic signal representing the value of some required parameter. a
carrier signal, and a transmitting medium through which the
combined
("modulated") carrier and data signal is sent. The data signal is typically a
square waveform bit pattern.
The carrier may be a UHF/VHF sine wave.
The
transmittal medium is cable, for telephone based telemetry links. or air for
radio links.
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TABLE 3.1

Input devices

Type

Speed

Approximate cost

(1000US$-1984)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Card reader
Paper tape reader

900 - 9000 cpm
10 500 cps
Data entry terminal (VDU) 100 500 cpm
Card punch (+)
Paper tape punch (+)
Key-to-diskette (+)
Key-to-tape (+)

Notes:

discontinued

0.5
0.8

-

5
1.5

discontinued

0.8
2
3

- 2
- 10
- 15

1. cpm - character per minute
cps - character per second
2. The first three devices are connected directly to the
computer - "on-line" devices.
(+) These devices are lI o ff..... line". A reader.for the media
produced must also be available "on-line".

TABLE 3.2

Output devices

Type

Speed

Approximate cost

(1000US$-1984)
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

- 6000 lpm

5

120 200 cps
ii. Daisywheel
25 45 cps
Printer-plotter
80
3000 cps
45 cm
X-Y plotter
25 Drum plotter
90 cm. width
Flat bed plotter
1m. x 1. 5.
Visual display unit (VDU)(+) 100 - 2000 cps
10 Teletype (+)
30 cps

.6
1.5
2
2
4
10
.8
.6

Line printer
Character printer
i. Matrix

Notes:

300

-

1. lpm - lines per minute

(+) Also serves as data input device

- 30
-

2.5
3.5
5
5
30
50
1.5
1.2
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Telephone-based telemetry systems tend to be expensive and
ordinary voice quality lines are seldom reliable enough in developing
countries.
For an extra rental charge dedicated higher quality lines are
sometimes available. This latter option is generally only attractive when the
line is heavily utilized either by a single user, or by the shared use of the
line by many users ("multiplexing"). Telephone-based telemetry, however, does
require little capital investment by the user.
Each end of a conununication
link requires only a telephone and an inexpensive device to perform the
modulation and de-modulation of the carrier signal (the device is called a
II

modem II

)

•

Radio telemetry is conunon by VHF/UHF and also by microwave links,
and the transmission may be surface based, or may be via satellite. With the
increasing number of satellites and ground tracking stations it is becoming
much cheaper to use satellite radio telemetry where large distances and/or
large data volumes are involved.
Telemetry systems enable computers to communicate to remote
terminals or other computers, and are essential for any real-time applications
such as flood forecasting or the Global Teleconununication System (GTS) of
WMO's World Weather Watch (see: Information on meteorological satellite
programmes operated by Members and Organizations. WWW. WMO-No. 411;
Use of
WWW facilities for Hydrology, WMO-No. 451; and Operational Hydrology Report
No. 14 - Hydrological data transmission, WMO-No. 559).
In these cases remote
"data collection platforms" (DCPs) transmit data back to a central processing
centre when triggered by some time or event mechanism.
Indeed the whole
spectrum of remote sensing technologies from radar, through infra-red, to
LANDSAT's multispectral scanner relies absolutely on telemetry technology.
The important considerations when establishing a telemetry link
are that data formats are agreed. transmission selection switches are conunon,
transmission rate is known and is acceptable to both ends of the link. and
that adequate storage area is assigned to buffer differences between the
data-transmission rates and the data-processing rates.
The main input devices are summarized in Table 3.1,
indication of their cost and. where relevant, their speed.
3.2

with

an

Output devices

In Table 3.2, the main forms of computer output are listed.
For
output which needs only visual inspection, the VDU is widely used. However,
most output is needed in a printed form (hard copy), for which purpose a large
variety of printers exist, and printed graphical output is obtained from an
equally wide range of plotting devices. If the data is required at some other
location to which a teleconununication link exists, telemetry may be used. A
final category of output device widely used in the sphere of documentation is
the automatic production of computer output on microfilm (COM).
3.2.1

Visual display unit

Visual display units (VDUs or cathode ray tube CRT) are identical
in appearance to a conventional television screen and can contain between
200-5000 characters of data. Alternatively. graphs and maps with shading and
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with colour may be used. An example of this latter use is the display of rain
radar information where rainfall intensities are colour coded onto a
locational base map of the area surrounding the radar installation.'
This type of terminal is extremely useful for data validation and
retrieval when only limited but rapid aCCess to the data is required, i.e. to
check the contents of an input data file before program execution, or to check
a results file before printing.
A VDU is almost invariably used as the
control terminal of a computer, and is widely used for data entry.
One disadvantage is that no hard copy is produced, although it is
possible to purchase separate printing units which will print the current
screen contents when requested.
3.2.2

Printers

The main division in printing devices is between line printers. ,.'
which as the name suggests print a line at a time. and character or serial
printers in which characters are printed one by one.
The teletype is the utility serial printer (almost identical to a
telex), a low volume output device with print speeds from 10-30 characters per
second (cps).
Its advantage is the wide availability of service facilities
for such devices, even in developing countries. The teletype may also serve
as a data entry and computer control device, but its low speed and rather high
noise levels generally make it undesirable.
The next category of serial printers are those most frequently
encountered for low volume applications, having speeds from 50-250 cps. or
20-80 lines per minute (lpm).
The printing may be uni-directional or
bi-directional, that is. the printing may start at the beginning or end of a
line.
The printing is normally performed by a matrix print head which forms
characters from a series of dots selected from a matrix, but conventional
solid character print heads. either spherical ("golf ball") or disk shape
("daisy wheel"), are also used.
This type of printer normally allows upper
and lower case characters, and a wide variety of special characters. The solid
character printers, whilst having slower print speeds, give a higher print
quality and for this reason they are normally preferred for "word processing"
applications.
Line printers are devices used for printing large quantities of
output. One or more lines are printed at a time, and speeds vary from 300 to
3000 lines per minute. The printer is able to print in this way by virtue of
having a rapidly rotating continuous print chain or band opposite which are a
row of hammers fired to push the paper and ink ribbon against the required
character.
Usually only upper case characters are available, but special
print chains can be requested to include lower case, and even other alphabets.
e.g. an Arabic or Cyrillic chain.
Despite their seemingly high speed, .line printers are the slowest
of the high volume peripherals used with a computer. For this reason, when a
program is run which produces output for the line printer, the computer
operating system sends the output at very high transfer rates to a mass
storage device, normally disk.
The data set is then put into a print queue
and printed later at the much slower rate of line printer output.
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Basic graphical output called line printer plots may also be
produced by a line printer but resolution is low and since the di rection of
paper feed cannot be reversed everything must be plotted at one time. making
programming more difficult.
A number of small printers are now available which produce
reasonably good quality graphics using the dot matrix principle mentioned
above.
Eady examples of these used an electrostatic system but impact dot
matrix heads are now also used.
Ink jet printers offer the possibility of
coloured graphics.
As these printers can produce both diagrams and text and
are now relatively inexpensive. system costs are considerably reduced.
3.2.3

Plotters

Unlike printers which use a fixed set of characters printing in
fixed positions. a plotter (or x-y plotter) is a device that moves a pen in a
set of x-y co-ordinates.
The machine is driven by the computer and enables
maps. graphs and diagrams to be prepared. As the effort of programming such
devices is quite large, their use should be reserved for high volume
applications. though certain operations such as graph plotting and histogram
preparation can be programmed in a general fashion.
There are two main plotting systems, identified by the way in
which the plotting surface is mounted.
The first 1S the flat bed plotter
where x-y axes are in one plane. the pen moves in two di rections and the
plotting surface is stationary.
The second is the drum plotter where the x
axis is pen movement and the y axis movement is generated by movement of the
paper beneath it.
The paper is in the form of continuous stationery mounted
over a drum which can rotate in either direction.
Plotters come in all sizes with the very small ones coming as flat
bed plotters typically 25 cm by 40 cm area. medium size plotters as drum
plotters and the very big ones again as flat bed plotters. The drum plotters
can be from 25 cm to 120 cm wide.
Plotters are available with a selection of
coloured pens, and can shade and label output.
The large flat bed plotters are much more expensive. but produce
the best quality output. up to the standard of a very good draftsman.
However, they are extremely expensive and would not be considered for
inclusion in a normal data base operation.
Nevertheless. the use of the
facilities of outside agencies. i.e. government surveying departments. may be
worth investigating as they may be interested in obtaining land and water data
for their own purposes.
3.2.4

Telemetry

If the data are to be output through a telemetry system. some
communications hardware/software is necessary to encode and transmit it.
The
main problems, as with all telemetry systems. are ensuring a compatibility of
data coding, and maintaining the reliability of transmission.
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Microfilm

Computer output to microfilm (COM) is a method suited to the needs
of systems generating very large amounts of documentation.
This is seldom
true of natural resource data systems.
It is attractive to the comme["cial
world because of its high speed. up to ten times faster than a line printer.
However, its expense and sophistication make it generally unsuitable in
developing countries.
Table 3.2 summarizes the
indication of their speed and cost.
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PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE

The physical apparatus which. comprise a computer installation have
been described. However, the computer can only operate by responding to a set
of instructions.
Such a set of instructions is called a program, and these
are written in one of several programming languages which the computer can
translate.
To contrast the nature of programs with that of the computer
hardware, they are given the generic name of software.
It is the combination
of hardware and software which provide the computer resource.

4.1

Programming languages

It has been shown (section 2.4) how rr~chine instructions may be
coded wi thin the storage word of a machine.
This coding is called machine
language, i.e. it is a format that the machine can read and understand.
Machine language is the most basic method of communicating
instructions to the computer.
However. this language is difficult for the
computer user to understand, so initially numenc codes were replaced by
mnemonic codes that were easier to write and remember.
This level of
language, still in the same format as machine language, is called assembler,
and all computers come with their own assembler languages.
The problem with assembler language is that it is very machine
dependent and requires each machine operation to be specified. From the root
of this low level language have grown a large number of higher level languages
whose main objectives have been:
(a)

To make program writing easier, i. e. as near as possible a
mixture of English
language
instructions
and
standard
mathematical notation;

(bl

To make programs as transferable as possible, l.e. the
language used is independent of the type of computer on which
the program is run.

The important high level languages in general use today are still
BASIC (Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code), FORTRAN (Formula
Translation) and COBOL (Common Business Oriented language) (see Glossary).
BASIC and FORTRAN are scientifically oriented languages, whilst COBOL was
devised for commercial and business application.
BASIC and FORTRAN are the languages traditionally taught to
scientists and engineers. FORTRAN has a very high standard of transferability
between machines, and mainly for this reason has been preferred to BASIC which
was developed for, and is best suited to, "interactive" application (see
Glossaryl.
The advent of powerful minicomputers and microprocessors has led
to a resurgence in the use of BASIC, as it is more suited than FORTRAN to use
on these smaller machines.
For this reason BASIC language capability and its
level of compatibility have also been extended.
Added to the fact that BASIC
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already performed better than FORTRAN in the areas of character string and
matrix handling and input/output, it would appear to be a most suitable
language for those parts of any data base system which must be developed by
the user. However, this should be weighed carefully against the availability
of programming expertise in developing countries.
If system development
relies heavily on the use of existing staff whose backgrounds are in using
computers to help solve scientific and engineering problems, then the wider
capability in FORTRAN should be recognized.
Nevertheless, the increasing use
of
mini-computers
and
microprocessors
will
develop
BASIC
expertise.
Experienced FORTRAN programmers can totally switch to BASIC with as little as
two weeks' training.
Finally, the development of a programming language infers the
corresponding development of a program necessary to translate the instructions
of the high level language into binary coded machine language. These programs
are called compilers. High level languages are typified by the fact that the
translation of one language statement generates many machine instructions.
This should be compared to assembler language where there is an exact
one-to-one relationship between assembler language statements and coded
machine instructions. Compiler programs are themselves usually written In
assembler.
Compilers also perform basic checks on the program indicating
errors in the "granunar l1 of the programming language, illegal use of
statements, consistency of naming variables, etc. They cannot, however, check
the logic of the instructions programmed and this must be done by exhaustive
checking of results.
The original program consisting of the high level language
statements is called a SOURCE program, the binary version of the program
produced by the compilation is called the OBJECT program.
I t is the object
programs which are executed by the computer.

4.2

Software

Software is the g,eneric name for programs which are written to
direct the operation of the computer and make it perform spec:ific data
processing and analysis tasks.
There, are many categories of software, but the most relevant groups,
are::
1.

Operating systems

2:.

Compil ers

3.

Communications systems

4.

Utilities

5.

Fi Ie process,ors

6.

Genera.1 appl ication pac:kag,es

7.

Specific, applic:ation software
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Items 1 and 2 are essential features of the computer and are
supplied by the computer manufacturer.
Item 3 is also essential if the
computer is required to have any communication links to other sites. Items 4
and 5 are options supplied by the computer manufacturer or by an independent
software company, and their purpose is to improve the management and
manipulation of data sets.
These items
usually need to be written
specifically to match the characteristics of the hardware on which they will
be run (machine dependent). Items 6 and 7 are designed to be used on as wide
a range of hardware as possible, and are oriented to assisting in data
analysis.
As a reflection of machine dependence, items 1 to 5 would normally
be written in assembler language. whilst 6 and 7 would be written in FORTRAN,
COBOL or BASIC.
It is important to appreciate that even the operating system and
compilers, which allow programs to be entered, translated. stored and
executed. are themselves just programs written by computer specialists.
Software for mainframes and minicomputers is normally bought or
leased direct from the computer manufacturers.
This software is expensive
because of the high costs of program development. but is generally of good
quality in terms of reliability. documentation and after-sales support.
Conversely. microcomputer software is extremely cheap. but this may be
reflected in the quality of the software itself or of the documentation.
4.2.1

Operating systems

The operating system is the set of programs which supervises the
running of user programs. utilizing the resources of the computer in the most
efficient manner. On most machines the operating system is normally stored on
disk, and it is necessary for the machine operator to issue an instruction to
load the system into core when the machine is switched on (though in some
microprocessors it is stored in permanent solid state memory).
Since the
operating system is required to control machine operations. the most
constantly used segments are permanently held in core when the machine is
working, the other segments being transferred from disk as required.
Thus.
the more complex is the operating system, the more core is required to satisfy
the system overhead.
Most
modern
operating
systems
offer
the
facility
of
mutltiprogramming
(or time sharing), which is effectively.
though not
literally. the simultaneous execution of several programs.
Most programs
require many input/output transfers of data between CPU and the peripherals.
and relative to CPU speeds these transfers are very slow.
A multiprogramming
system has several programs loaded into core simultaneously. and in the pauses
whilst waiting for data transfers to be effected for one program the CPU is
able to execute instructions from other programs.
There are many techniques
and refinements but the objective of multiprogramming are the same;
to ensure
that the resources of the computer are used fully and efficiently at all
times. Operating systems also allow the use of so-called "virtual memory" and
"virtual machines".
In these systems the computer is able to address a large
core memory (often several million words) but is equipped with much less real
memory.
The larger "virtual" memory is simulated by storing the programs and
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data on fast disk drives and only the portions (usually called pages) of
programs on data currently in use need be held in the real memory, which is of
course more expensive than disk storage. When an address not in real memory
is referenced the relevant page has to be copied from disk to real memory, a
slow process.
Fortunately, most programs spend long periods using a small
subset of their instructions or data so page changes are rare and the system
can perform well and be economical in cost.
To perform these extremely complex operations, quite large minimum
storage capacities for core and backing store are necessary, and the basic
method used is the segmenting and continuous transfer of large blocks of data
and program between core and backing store.
For more details of these
features of operating systems. the interested reader is referred to the
bibliography.
A final important aspect of the operating system is the mode in
which it allows user jobs to be executed. The two important modes are batch
and interactive processing.
In batch mode all jobs submitted to the computer
are placed in a queue from which they are taken and executed one at a time.
There could therefore be a significant time lag between job request and
execution.
However, when the job is executed it has access to all the
resources of the machine.
In the inte ractive (or conversational) processing
mode, a job is initiated as soon as it is requested.
This mode needs on-line
input devices such as the VDU, and also a multiprogramming environment as
several users could initiate jobs simultaneously. Whilst the execution of the
job and any results produced can be monitored directly, the competition for
machine resources slows down the execution phase of each job.
Most large computers are able to operate under both modes
simultaneously, but it is important to note that compilers and some other
types of software discussed below may sometimes be written to operate only
under one or other mode.
Microcomputer
operating
systems,
. originally
designed
for
single-user, single-task environments with the 8 bit microprocessors, are now
being expanded for multi-users. and the advent of the 16 bit microprocessor
suggests .the possibility of the additional levels of sophistication described
above.
Again the small number of different microprocessor chips has lead to
the almost ubiquitous use of a handful of operating systems.
Probably the
best known is CP/M, written originally for 8 bit microprocessors, and
available in some form on practically every microcomputer, allowing access to
a very wide range of compatible software.
On 16 bit microprocessors the most
common operating system is probably MS-DOS, though the UNIX operating system
and its derivatives are also widely used.
4.2.2

COll\pilers

Compilers have already been described (section 4.1).
They are the
programs which convert user written programs (source programs) into binary
machine code readable by the computer
(object programs).
They also
incorporate into the object programs the machine coding of standard functions
referred to in the source program and check programs for language errors which
are indicated by compiler error messages (compiler diagnostics).
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Communication systems

These programs control the transmission and reception of programs
and data between computer installations or between a computer and remote
terminals.
These programs are particularly needed when there are several
transmission lines and some means of scheduling is required.
Communications
hardware and software are very specialized items beyond the scope of this
publication.

4.2.4

Utilities

This rather loose heading covers those programs which are designed
In general, utility programs are not
concerned with the contents of the file but operate on whole files treated as

to perform operations on files of data.

units.
Important operations are the transfer of a file from one medium of
storage to another. making copies of files, and reorganizing file sequence on
storage media.
An example of transferring medium would be to copy a data file
from tape onto disk before running a program. This would allow the program to
take advantage of the faster disk access time.
The file copying routines are used extensively for making backup
copies of important files or copying programs and data to other users.
The
programs which reorganize file sequence, delete old file copies, re-allocate
file storage, etc., are generally called "housekeeping" utilities.
Some utilities also allow the formation of program and data
libraries and keep catalogues of the library contents. All these programs are
generally included in a .single utility "package" which is supplied by the
computer manufacturer. Although not strictly falling within the definition of
utilities, such a package would also include routines for sorting and merging
the contents of files.

4.2.5

File processors

Whilst there is some measure of overlap with utility software, the
purpose of file processors is to assist in operations which deal with file
contents, e.g. the creation and updating of files, the retrieval of selected
data items, and report generation.
Such software is vital to data-processing applications, and can
normally be obtained from the computer manufacturer.
It is, however, an area
that has been greatly developed by private software companies, and many
packages with a wide range of capabilities are available.
At the top end of file processing systems are those which handle
large groups of related data in an integrated way, avoiding duplication of
data and making selected data sets
readily available
for
particular
applications.
These systems are known as data base management systems
(DBMS).
Their complexity is reflected by the high level of expertise
necessary to implement and maintain them and for this reason they may
unfortunately be inappropriate for developing countries.
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However, several of the features of DBMS systems, e.g. the use of
"keys" for sorting and relating files, and the use of data dictionaries, can
be implemented without necessarily adopting the full DBMS concept.
These
features are discussed in Chapter 6.
4.2.6

General application packages

All the software so far described has been developed to handle
data without regard to its use.
Application packages are written to help
programmers to perform user specific tasks.
In commerce these could be
payroll or stock control packages.
For scientific use they are usually
general purpose statistical and mathematical routines.
Two widely used statistical packages are Statistical Analysis
Systeme (SAS) and Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). The
most commonly used statistical analyses are simple and multiple regression
models. and of great importance for environmental data; time series models
(Chapter 10).
Popular mathematical packages are Mathematical Programming
System (MPSX), which performs linear programming. and the Numerical Algorithms
Group (NAG) Library, a selection of mathematical routines.
Application
packages may be used directly (stand alone) or selected parts may be built
into the user's own programs.

In general the statistical packages are more widely used than the
mathematical, unless automatic optimization or surface fitting techniques form
part of the analysis requirement.
All these packages work on data matrices provided by the user. and
a good data retrieval system should allow the possibility to select and create
these data matrices from the overall data base.
4.2.7

Specific application software

These are programs normally developed on an ad !we basis to
solve specialized data analysis problems. Examples are catchment simulation
models, ground-water flow models, land evaluation systems, and analysis of
crop response to fertilizer input.
In science and engineering, programs are usually written by
experts in the application field who have learned to program. Probably for
this reason they are not generally transferrable as they have been developed
to solve a specific problem, and are all too often poorly documented.
Further, each
expert tackling the same problem develops programs which
reflect his or her own interpretation of the physical system being modelled,
and again this tends to limit transferability.
With regard to the development and implementation of applications
software, the amount of effort required should be fully appreciated from the
outset. Even the simplest of processing systems, on the most sophisticated of
computers, takes much time to analyse, program, test and document. Further,
there will always be the need for software maintenance because of program
errors, changing user requirements. or changing hardware environment.
This category of application software will be fully covered in
Part II of this publication.
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THE NATURE OF DATA

5.1

Introduction

This chapter discusses certain universal characteristics of data,
which are independent of the quantity. or element measured, but strongly
influence data collection and storage.
Two important characteristics of data
are the distribution of the measurements in space and time.
In land and water
systems there are variations in the values of physical parameters in both
space and time.
When monitoring natural resource data, measurements of quantities
of interest have to be made at a number of sampling points and when time
variation is also involved a series of observations at different times are
also needed.
Usually to economize on data-collection costs the observations
have to be spaced as widely as possible consistent with being able to
interpolate intermediate values to an acceptable accuracy.
Three dimensions
may be recognized: the place of the observation, the time "t was made, and
actual parameter(s) observed.
Figure 5.1 shows this three-dimensional nature
of data.
The entries in the matrix may be the numerical value of some
measurement, a quality or property of the place, or some text note or comment.
Thus with every observation of a parameter are associated other
information such as the time and place of measurement and the name of the
parameter observed which serve to identify the data.
A data-storage system
has to reflect this identification information in some manner so that the data
stored may be used correctly.
In many cases the place of storage of the data
can provide some of this identification, for example all river stage
observations at a particular station may be held in a single file, and the
times of observations will be given by their ordering within the file.
In
other cases the place or time of observation will have to be explicitly
stated, for example a bore-hole log record would contain the coordinates of
the bore-hole.
By grouping the data the amount of extra information which
needs to be stored can be reduced.
This chapter discusses how data can be
broken down into groups for storage, and defines those groups and identifies
the attributes of each which govern data storage.
Also described are the
general characteristics of data-storage systems and the advantages and methods
of coding data.

5.2

Data tyPes

To assist in identifying data types, an immediate distinction may
be drawn between data which is fixed and data which varies in either time or
space.
In the case of fixed data only a single entry need be made along the
axis of the dimension in which the parameter is fixed. Thus, data which is
related to a physical object at a specific location, or to a parameter which
is constant in space need to be represented by only one entry on the space
axis. Similarly parameters which are fixed in time need only one entry on the
time axis. Conversely, variable parameters must be represented by a series of
entries along the axis of the varying dimension.
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Figure 5.1 - The three-dimensional nature of resources data
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In this context fixed does not necessarily mean absolutely
invariant, but varying within a range which, for the purposes of data
application, may be considered fixed. For example, the physical, chemical and
mineralogical properties of soil are constantly changing, but the rate of
change is generally so slow that soil survey data are usually considered as
fixed in time.
Figure 5.2 presents the possible combinations of fixed and
variable data in the space and time dimensions and gives examples of each type
in terms of land and water data.
A set of data collected at a point for a
parameter which varies with time is called a time series.
Time series data may be divided into three groups which relate to
the intervals at which observations are made.
There are regular time
interval,
irregular
time
intervaL
and
continuous
observations.
The
distinction is drawn as it affects storage formats. Spatially varied data may
be divided into two groups to highlight the difference between data which are
sampled at points and requires spatial interpolation, and data that are
sampled on an areal basis by remote sensing techniques.
Remote sensed data in the form of photographs need to be manually
or automatically digitized for data entry.
If the data are satellite based
they are probably provided directly in computer compatible form.
However,
such data usually need compressing before they can be included in the normal
scale of data base.
Similar problems arise with data sampled continuously
with time as these also need to be digitized.
However, the digitization
process reduces the number of data storage formats required, areal data being
reduced to sets of x-y distance co-ordinates, and continuous time data being
digitized into an interval time series.
Thus, referring to Figure 5.2,
computer storage "formats are only required for non-time series data types 1
and 2, and time series data types 4, 5, 7, 8.
5.2.1

Time series data

Three kinds of time series have been defined.
The regular time
interval series, the irregular time interval series and the continuous time
series.
These series usually relate to a single parameter.
However, when
several parameters are measured simultaneously at the same site they are
additionally described as being a multiple element or parameter series.
Examples of this type of series are data from meteorological stations where
several parameters are all measured at 09.00 GMT, or the values of water
quality parameters derived from a sample taken at a river quality monitoring
station.
For data observed at regular time intervals, only the time of
observation of the first item is needed when storing the data. The times of
occurrence of subsequent observations can be estimated by knowing the standard
time interval.
For data observed at irregular intervals, data must be stored as
pairs of values.
The first value in each pair is a time and the second the
observed value at that time.
The time may be the actual time of occurrence,
it may be the interval between the previous observation or it may be the time
measured from some arbitrary time datum. Much of this type of data will be
obtained by digitizing charts which converts the continuous time series into
an irregular interval series, a stream of pairs of times and values.
The time
value is given in interval form but may be converted to actual time for
storage.
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Data in a multiple parameter time series can be stored as a number
of separate single parameter series. However, this means duplicating station
and time details which are common to all parameters, and in general such data
is more efficiently stored as a mUltiple parameter series. The storage format
will be similar to the single parameter series except that the time value will
be the sampling time for all parameters that follow, and a code will indicate
which parameter values are stored and in which order they appear.
Examples of storage formats for these three
groups are given in the next chapter.

basic

time

series

An important basis for classifying time series is by the
interpolation method used when the data are stored: they are assigned a label
which states what KIND of data it is and therefore what form of interpolation
is appropriate to estimate values ·between filed values.
In hydrology, it ~s
useful to define data as INSTANTANEOUS, HISTOGRAM. INCREMENTAL and GAUGINGS.
A recorder usually makes a series of measurements, e.g. stage
height at various INSTANTS of time, perhaps once every 15 minutes. Such a
series is interpolated by sloping lines. Alternatively, a record may contain
a constant value over each period of time, e.g. spillway gate openings, which
are interpolated as a HISTOGRAM. When averages are computed and stored they
are of this kind. A recorder may measure the increment over each period of
time, e.g. rainfall.
This kind of data is described as INCREMENTAL data and
retrieval gives the total or the average rate over the period of time that the
recorded value was accumulated, depending whether the values are tabulated or
plotted respectively. Finally, a series of GAUGINGS is a set of simultaneous
measurements repeated at such infrequent intervals that there is no valid
interpolation for times in between.
GAUGINGS define calibration functions
(RATINGS) that enable transformations. such as stage height to discharge.
5.2.2

Non-time series data

Non-time series data vary only along the space and parameter axes
of the basic data set in Figure 5.1, and are represented by data types 1 to 3
in Figure 5.2. I t refers to points in space, identifiable areas of space,
individuals and individual holdings. The parameter values at these points or
areas are considered as constant with time and are immensely varied including
details of soil, surface and ground water resources, land ownership. and
socio-economic data.
This wide range of data types means that, unlike time series data,
it is not possible to generalize storage formats, and each case will need to
be assessed individually.
Criteria for selecting suitable formats will be
discussed in the next chapter.
There is one kind of non-time series data which requires special
treatment.
This is typified by soil data and geological log data for
bore-holes.
In this type of data there is a general description of the
location, followed by the description of several soil horizons or geological
strata at a variable number of levels.
These descriptions may include a
variety of chemical and physical analyses of samples taken at each level. A
potentially very large amount of data may be described which makes its storage
as a simple array of locations and parameters very inefficient. unless some
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data compression is performed.
In such a case a hierarchical storage system
is desirable where locational details could be stored at the highest level
with cross references to separate sub-groups containing data from each
sampling depth.
5.2.3

Spatially varied data

Spatially varied data are conventionally presented as maps showing
the extent or variation of different parameters.
For computer storage
purposes the map may be converted into digital form. aggregated into table
form. or represented analytically in the form of a mathematical model.
In the case of map data the coordinates of the boundaries of each
discretely identified area parcel can be stored. The same method is also used
to represent linear features. data usually being abstracted by means of a
digitizer. Lines are traced by the digitizer cursor noting the coordinates of
the lines at some pre-set frequency. The sampling frequency may be manually
or automatically controlled.
A digitized map may be replotted on an x-y
plotter to any required scale. and a great variety of processing can be
carried out such as overlaying different parameters on one another in the same
way as overlaying transparent map sheets or ·identifying intersections of areas
with different combinations of parameters.
Most software is also able to
automatically calculate areas.
The main characteristics of this system of
storage and manipulating data is its relatively high cost and requirement for
special machines.
Its advantage is that there is no loss of spatial
information between the original and the computer based information.
In the case of tabular data each row in the table may typically
represent an area parcel that can be conveniently located on a map.
Each
column may represent some property of that labelled parcel. such as population
density. or the percentage of the parcel devoted to some particular land use.
Except in certain special cases of the table the form and spatial
relationships of the parcels of land are lost. This is certainly true at the
simplest level when no locational information is given. At the next level the
locational reference may be given as the approximate centre of gravity of the
parcel. More sophisticated systems could allow some topological attributes to
be given to each parcel. The topology may be geographic or functional.
For
example. A is next to B. C and D. or A is connected by road to C and D etc.
The most important special case of the table is when the area
parcels represented are uniformly shaped. preferably rectangular. thus forming
a grid.
In this case most of the spatial relationships between the data are
maintained.
The grid can be of any density to suit the problem.
In the
limit. where the grid is extremely fine. it is possible to identify the· exact
location of the boundary between different irregUlarly shaped area parcels and
there is no spatial information loss at all.
However, there is then much
redundancy in storing the data. as parameters which vary slowly in space will
have identical values stored in many grid elements.
The final case is the representation of the data in an analytical
manner. Where a parameter is known to vary continuously. such as mean annual
rainfall, a map may be prepared which shows the spatial variation of rainfall
as a series of contours.
In this case mathematical or functional
relationships can be used to represent the variability of the parameter. This
is highly efficient and can be of greater precision than a simple contour
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map. -The function, in addition to taking into account known spatial factors,
can incorporate independent parameters which are known to physically affect
the parameter being described, for example, altitude in the case of rainfall.
These functions which are used widely for spatial interpolation and infilling
missing data values are discussed more fully in Chapter 9.

5.3

Data storage concepts

Having seen how data can be categorized into groups requ1r1ng
different treatment for storage purposes, the general methods of data storage
should be examined. Though methods vary-between manual and computer methods,
the concepts and terminology of storing data are largely identical.
Thus, a
conventional storage system will be described first, followed by a summary of
the equivalent computer system to indicate those areas where the terminologies
differ.

5.3.1

Conventional storage systems

In a conventional system data is stored in written form on pieces
of paper or cards. The items of data relating to a single object. e.g. a
place or an element (e.g. rainfall), will be put together on the same sheet of
paper or at least on a collection of papers which are kept together. Each
data group can be seen as a record of data about the individual object.
If
the record comprises a small amount of data, several records can be held on a
single sheet of paper. Conversely a large record may occupy more than orie
sheet of paper.
Each data record will have some structure;
each -data item
contained in the record is set out OIl the sheet of paper in a way that the
item can be identified and its value given. The item name might be given
followed by its value, or the item may be named only once and its value given
by presenting it in a table of values. In the latter case the identification
is made by position of the item in the table.
An item of information may be expressed as a string of text, such
as a comment or remark; it may be a specific quality, its value denoted by a
single descriptive word; or it may be the numeric value of a measurable
parameter.

In order to assist with retrieval and updating it is convenient
for collections of related records to be gathered into files. For convenience
of reference, file records would usually be ordered in some way to permit
rapid retrieval. A file may extend to several volumes if very large, with
each volume occupying a physical storage device such as a folder, box, drawer,
etc. A master file should give information about the location and contents of
the main data files.
When data are required from such a system, the relevant file is
searched for the piece of paper upon which the data are expected to be found.
That sheet of paper is the smallest block of data that can physically be
retrieved. Once obtained the paper can be scanned to obtain the necessary
information. To locate this sheet of paper, all the sheets may be searched
until the one required is found. Alternatively, the search may be facilitated
by the existence of an index of file contents which points to the physical
location of the data. This may be the exact location or a point from where to
start looking.
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Another aspect of data retrieval is the frequency with which a
file or part of a file is used.
If files are referred to often, for data
retrieval or updating, it is desirable to have them, or the parts requlnng
updating, permanently to hand. Files not required so frequently can be stored
at some remote location. These less accessible files are said to be archived.
To facilitate data srorage and retrieval each record in a file
must have at least one data item which serves as a unique identifier to enable
that record to be distinguished from all others. By ordering the records in
the file based upon this unique identifier, data retrieval can be made more
efficient. However, if the records also need to be accessed on the basis of
another data item which appears in the record, the efficiency is lost. One
could save two or more copies of the file ordered by different data items in
the records.
It would be more efficient, however, to save one copy of the
file ordered in some acceptable manner and also a series of indexes or lists
which ranked the data according to the different data items.
The indexes
would be used to refer to records on the basis of the values of selected data
items.
For example, in a soil inventory file, the major identifier for
each record might be the soil survey site number. The data would be stored in
ascending numerical value which would make data retrieval using this data item
straightforward. If, however, it was required to know which soil samples were
fluvisols, the first alternative would be to read every record, look at the
position in the record where the soil type appeared, and select all records
which had a fluvisol name or code. The second alternative is to have an index
which listed for the data value fluvisol, each record containing a fluvisol
soil. The index could have similar entries for each soil type. Other indexes
could be made for any other data item which may be used as the basis for data
retrieval, e.g. soil texture or structure. It will be seen that the computer
offers in addition a third alternative which is to sort the entire file using
soil type as the record identifier.
This brings together all the records
containing fluvisol soils, since their code would be identical, and these
records could then be easily extracted.
Another simple example of indexes is the way in which a library
provides an author index and a subject index. A book title is obviously its
major identifier. However, the indexes enable the location of a given book to
be found quickly by knowing either the author or the subject.
An efficient retrieval system enables records to be found on the
basis of both their unique identifier and other selected data items within the
record.

5.3.2

Computer storage systems

Computer storage systems are almost completely analogous to the
manual system just described. The storage media is not paper or card but disk
or tape.
Related data items are collected into logical records, the space
reserved for each data item being called a field. Data items which will be
used as a basis for record retrieval are called keys. The most important key
is the major record identifier. The units of storage media on which records
are written are physical records rather than sheets of paper. Several logical
records may occupy a physical record or vice versa.
Similar records are
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grouped together into files and several files are normally held in one
physical storage device.
In the case of the computer this is a tape, disk
pack or diskette, also called a storage volume. Very large files may occupy
more than one storage volume (multi-volume files as opposed to multi-file
volumes). Each storage volume has a master file or catalogue containing the
location and structure of the files held.
When data are retrieved by passing records one by one until the
required record is found, this is called serial or sequential accessing. The
alternative approach of creating indexes for each desired key and passing
directly to any required record is called direct or random accessing.
Files
which are permanently accessible need to be held on mass storage devices,
almost invariably disks, and are said to be on-line.
Files not held on the
machine are said to be off-line or archived.
One feature of conventional
storage systems used extensively in computer systems is the coding of data to
reduce the bulk and improve the inteltigibility of large volumes of data.

5.4

Coding of data

Two levels of coding need to be considered, the coding of
information external to the computer, for data input or output, and the coding
of data internally.
When using a computer there is no reason why separate
coding systems may not be used to gain efficiency.
The advantage of coding is
that the volume of data can be reduced and ambiguity is avoided.
A coding system is the representation of large amounts of
information by a small amount.
In effect the code is a pointer to a larger
definition and becomes particularly efficient when the item being coded is
observed very frequently. One detailed copy of the information is stored and
is represented elsewhere by a coded value.
These detailed copies can be
grouped together by subject into "dictionaries".
For example, consider the field observation of soil texture "sandy
clay loam".
This may be transcribed onto a punching document or keyed
directly into a data entry system encoded as "scI".
This represents the
external code. Before storage, however, the computer may convert this to the
numeric code 5 by cross referencing with the dictionary entry for "scI".
This
internal code is more efficient in terms of data storage space than the
external code. The dictionary entry might contain:
scI, 5, sandy clay loam, texture, ..... definition .....
The definition is a text description of this texture for the
purposes of the data base.
For output, the external code or the original
field observation may be used.
At a grosser level,
series of physiographic, soil
pages of text to describe it.
refers to a detailed entry in a

instead of referring to an area having a whole
and land use characteristics requiring several
it may be called land unit type 15, where 15
land classification dictionary.

In deciding upon coding systems for manual encoding and internal
computer storage, two main points should be considered. In the case of manual
coding it is better in general to use alphanumeric codes because operators can
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remember combinations of letters and numbers and their meanings more easily
than strings of numbers, especially if the letters are abbreviations or
mnemonics of the original items.
In the case of machine coding it may be advantageous to use a code
which gives the location in core memory or mass storage device where the full
dictionary entry for the coded data item is stored.
It may also be the
location of a related record in another file. In these cases, numeric codes
are to be preferred since they can represent storage addresses.
Whether or not a different set of codes is used for the internal
and external representation of the data, the coding may be made completely
transparent to the user, in that the single word WHEAT may be entered, or a
collection of words. and these words will appear again in the output. It will
not matter to the user how the data is represented inside the computer.
With conventional data-processing systems. in order to reduce
input volumes and reduce ambiguities it has been common to let an operator
encode the data for input to the system but let the machine decode them for
output. This was because it was not possible, or it was extremely expensive.
to put the machine intelligence and memory required for the coding task at the
point where the data were being entered.
The same difficulty was not
experienced with output because the output device was always associated with
the main computer. In general terms this situation has now changed and by use
of microprocessors and remote terminals, machine intelligence can be placed at
the point of data entry.
Despite the availability of these facilities there are still some
good reasons to permit the human to encode the data for input.
This is
especially illustrated in the case of surveys, or other situations where it is
difficult to foresee the complete range of code values that might be
required.
Also. there may be difficulty in spelling words and setting them
out unambiguously.
For example. a land use of BARLEY AND WHEAT may be
classified for a particular application to be the same as WHEAT. BARLEY or
just CEREALS.
It is hard to write computer programs that will see these
collections of words as meaning the same thing. It is often more efficient to
let an operator decide on a particular code before data keying.
The further
benefit is. of course. that the key punch effort is reduced in both volume and
intellectual effort. I f coding is done at the key punch a better trained
operator is required. and more sophisticated software must be developed and
maintained.
An important feature of any coding system should be its relative
permanence.
Whether numbers. letters or mnemonics are used. mistakes are
always made when a system is new.
It is important to design coding systems
which have the flexibility to accommodate new or expanded ranges of codes.
Each encoded data item requires a corresponding entry in a
dictionary of allowable codes. In general each dictionary entry may give the
external and internal codes. an abbreviated name. a full name. and a full
description.
If the same data item is known by other codes in other
classification systems these may also be included for translation purposes.
An essential code for all kinds of data is to be able to know
whether data are missing because they were not recorded intentionally or are
missing because they were not recorded unintentionally.
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DATA BASE DESIGN

6.1

Introduction

This chapter discusses the nucleus of the data-processing system the data base itself. The data base represents the information "asset" of any
organization.
Little has been said so far concerning the selection of data items
to be stored. and how they might be aggregated to form files.
The selection
process first requires the identification of the information requirements of
the project or organization.
This normally defines the major headings for
files or file groups and which probably already exist in a manual filing
system.
The next step is to translate the information requirements into the
actual data items that need to be collected and recorded.
Finally. it is
necessary to determine the best aggregation of data items for each file,
attempting to minimize the duplication of data.
It is possible to conceive a storage system where each data
application has its own data file. or at least its own group of data files
containing the necessary time series and non-time series data.
This would be
a very efficient way of storing data for that particular application, and
other files could similarly be created for each other analysis. However. it
is not difficult to see that this is extremely inefficient in terms of
computer storage because of the duplication of data items. Many files would
contain identical values of rainfall. river flows, soil type. etc.
Even if
storage were not limited there would be problems in keeping many copies of the
same information up to date.
At the opposite end of the scale each data item could be stored
only once. subsequently bringing together those data items required for each
application. This eliminates completely any duplication of data. but causes
some ·problems in relating data items for every application.
In computer
terminology this is an "integrated data base".
To eliminate the duplication of data in this way. the data must be
structured and organized to include the requirements of all users.
Data
should not be recorded on local files designed for specific applications.
The
concept is simple, and hardware and software capable of managing very large
data bases are now available.
These software systems have been introduced in
section 4.2.5 and are called data base management systems (DBMS).
6.2

The role of DBMS

Except for the special case of multiple parameter series. it has
been the practice with time series data to use only single parameter files.
Thus, separate files are kept for rainfall, river flow and groundwater levels
etc. Problems mostly arise when seeking to group non-time series data and it
was largely for this reason that DBMS software was developed.
A DBMS
effectively acts as an interface between the data base and the data
application. and provides a method for defining all the necessary data
relationships for each application.
To perform this task a data description
language (DDL) is used.
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Whilst a DBMS can easily be specified for most computers. there
are several reasons for being cautious in their application given the lack of
computing experience of those to whom this publication is directed. The main
reasons are:
(a)

DBMS requires a very
implement and maintain;

high

level

of

technical

skill

to

(b)

If data has been structured by one DBMS which is subsequently
found inadequate or inappropriate. the task of converting to
a new system. or modifying the old one can be very
substantial;

(c)

The options regarding record size. formats and relationships
are frequently too inflexible.

For new computer users. it is suggested that simple files with
simple structures be established first.
After some experience has been
gained. particularly with using more basic software utilities and file
processors (sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.5). some sample data could be transferred
to DBMS software. This evolutionary approach should allow users to obtain a
clearer picture of the data base they need; and develop their critical skills
in evaluating the performance of a given management system.
For these reasons. the sections hereafter are included to assist
in the design of a simple data base by conventional techniques and discusses
the way in which file and record structures and relationships are decided.
6.3

Sizing of files and records

In general there is no upper limit to the size of a file but it is
undesirable. though sometimes necessary. to create files larger than the
capacity of a storage volume.
This is particularly true in cases where
diskette and tape cassettes are used as the mass storage devices. These media
can store only about 250k bytes and lOOk bytes respectively. Disks and
standard magnetic tapes will hold approximately 20-100M bytes and 20~40M bytes
respectively.
Where files are larger. the storage volumes must be loaded
sequentially onto the drive units to abstract the required records.
The upper limit on the length of a record is the size of the
buffer store (see section 2.2) between CPU and the backing store. However.
for most practical purposes this constraint is not met as the buffer store may
be several thousand bytes. and a .logical record length is typically several
hundred bytes.
More important is the relationship between the logical and
physical record sizes. The physical record is the space available on the
storage media for the logical records of related data. The considerations for
physical record sizes vary between disk and tape.
In the case of disk. the physical record is the sector/track
block. the smallest storage unit addressable by the CPU. This block has a
fixed size which depends upon the particular disk device. The block size may
be 256. 512. 1028. 4096 bytes. etc. and it is efficient in terms of storage
space to ensure that the physical and logical record lengths are equal or
integer multiples. With one logical record per physical record. each record
is in a directly addressable sequence.
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In the case of tape the physical record length is not fixed, so
can be chosen to equal any logical record length.
However, there is one
important aspect of storing data on tape and that is the "blocking" of data.
In order for data to be written to or read from tape, the tape must be
travelling at the correct speed.
When a write instruction is issued to a
tape, the tape starts moving, accelerates to the right speed, writes the data,
decelerates and stops, waiting for the next write operation. This produces so
called "inter-block gaps" on the tape which are usually about 2 cm long, each
of which could hold about 1000 bytes of data. Thus, if records are short, say
100 bytes, and are written out one at a time, the recorded tape will contain
about 10% data and 90% space.
To overcome this, records are collected
together to make a much larger block before being written out. By specifying
a block size (which must be an integer multiple of the record size) of say
10 000 bytes in the previous example, 100 output records would be collected
and written out together, giving about 90% data and 10% space. This blocking
process is very important for efficient tape processing.
Another feature of this system is that since the block is the
smallest storage unit that CPU can access, 100 records will be transferred to
core in one read operation, helping greatly in sequential accessing by
reducing the number of relatively slow mass storage/CPU data transfers. It is
in this context that the input/output buffer size referred to above may become
a constraint. A block size cannot exceed the buffer size.
For the same reason of input/output efficiency, records are
sometimes blocked on disk, several logical records being stored in the same
track/sector block.
6.4

Structuring files

The structuring of files comprises two tasks. The first is to
define the logical relationships between the groups of files that have been
identified, and to establish the means by which these linkages may be made. A
data base conceived and operated in this way is called a relational data base
(see Glossary). The second task relates to determining the organization of
the file contents on the available storage media, that is, whether the file
should be sequentially or randomly accessed. An example of the considerations
involved in this choice has already been given in section 5.3.1 where the
general concepts of data storage were discussed.
6.4.1

File hierarchies

Relational data bases are used frequently in land, soil and
climate studies. A soil association or land capability map is an example of a
relational data base. A soil association is a mixture of soil types which,
when taken over a reasonable area, are often found to be in association with
one another in the same proportion. The soil association is defined by the
proportion of each of a number of soil types and the major land physiographic
units which make up the association.
The soil types are given both brief
(coded) and comprehensive descriptions. The area of each soil association is
plotted on a map; each area is assigned a coded value of the soil association
it represents; in the key of the map the definition of the association is
given. The soil descriptions are usually very bulky and are given in detail
elsewhere.
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Figure 6.1 shows this general arrangement. The representation is
both compact and convenient.
The map identifies each area and shows at a
level of human understanding the nature and distribution of the - soils.
By
looking further at the soils which make up the associations and then to the
details of the soils themselves. more and more detail can be obtained. The
process is analogous to examining an area with maps of a reducing scale.
Ini tially, the whole area can be seen very coarsely.
After identifying a
specific area of interest. the scale can be reduced. This reduces the breadth
of vision and focuses on an ever smaller area, exposing more and more detail.

It is a natural way of storing and retrieving information. The individual can
only comprehend a limited amount of information at a time. and as he
concentrates on ever narrower fields he must reject information about the
wider areas.

To some extent any coding system is a relational data base;
in
this case only two hierarchies are present. In the example above there are at
least four hierarchies;
the areas on the map. the soil associations. the soil
descriptions. and the coding tables used to describe the soils.
Because in
such a data structure there is a minimal amount of duplication of data, it is
very easy to modify and update with confidence.
Other natural hierarchies of data can easily be identified.
Soil
survey data. stratigraphical logs. geophysical logs, etc. represent a group
where one level of information relates to details of location, the next level
relates to data derived from one of a number of depths, and the final level
the groups of, say, physical. chemical and mineralogical data at each horizon.
However. the hierarchies and relationships need not necessarily be
so apparent.
This publication has discussed time series data. non-time series
data, data coding using dictionaries, and methods for attaching locational
references to data.
Thus. taking the case of a flow gauging station,
Figure 6.2 gives a summary of the groups of data. broken down into different
levels which need to be stored and cross-referenced.
Each of the groups 1 to
4 will be held in different sets of files. and it is probable that the data at
different levels will be held separately in an order which matches their
importance.
For all the data to be stored. a schedule such as Figure 6.2 needs
to be made, and by deciding on the way the data will be retrieved, the
necessary links can be made between files.
At the simplest level in groups 1
to 3, the link could be implied by virtue of a Common station name. or a
common area parcel identifier in the case of area data.
A more explicit method would be the use of pointers in the records
of one file which give the location of a related record in another file.
An
example of this will be seen in Chapter 9 which deals with data retrieval
systems.
A further possibility would be to use an index which gave for each
station or site number or area parcel number, a list of entry points into
other relevant files.
For files held on disk devices the pointer could be an actual
storage location, but for a serial file this pointer could only give the rank
of the record in the relevant file, and all previous records will need to be
read to arrive at the required point.
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Sequential versus direct access files

In a sequential or serial file the data are accessed in the order
in which they are written in the file.
To read a particular record all the
prior records must be either read or skipped over.
The file is initially
stored in the order of its major identifier or key.
The entries in a
telephone directory are an example of a sequential organization in which the
key for sequencing is the surname data item of the record.
The method is
simple to comprehend and use, but is inefficient when updating, as the file
must be prised apart to add new entries, or compacted after the deletion of
old entries.
It is also inefficient at retrieving records out of sequence.
Thus in the example of the telephone directory a request to retrieve the
telephone number of, e.g. Smith A., Smith B., and Smith C., would be rapidly
performed.
However, a request to retrieve Smith C., Smith B. and Smith A.
would require three searches through the file starting each time at the
beginning. This problem can be overcome if the retrieval requests themselves
can be sorted into the same sequence as the main file before the search is
made, but this is not always possible, particularly with on-line file
accessing. Magnetic tape. by its very nature, can store only serial files.
Sequential or serial files can' also be held on disk, but disks
also offer a variety of methods of direct access to data which are much faster
and more flexible than sequential access. All direct access methods require
some form of index to the data records and this adds an overhead to the
processing of the records.
Thus the simpler sequential access may have
advantages even when the file is stored on disk.
The first direct access method to be considered is the indexed
sequential file which, whilst the records are still in serial order, allows
the accessing of any individual record directly. This is done by creating an
index linking the key value of each 'logical record to the storage address of
the physical record (track/sector block) in which it is contained.
It is
usual for several sequential records to be stored in one physical record. For
retrievaL the value of the key data item is selected and the index file is
searched for this value, or the nearest value below it.
When the entry is
located it will provide the address of the required physical record. As disk
is a direct access device this address can immediately be located, and the
contents of the physical record read into the buffer store.
If the logical
records have been packed, the correct record will need to be extracted from
the buffer.
Whilst indexed sequential files offer a great advantage in terms
of accessing speed, the inherent serial order of the records still gives rise
to the same updating problems as ordinary sequential files.
A further refinement. random access files, also require disk or
diskette storage on which records are randomly arranged, with one logical
record per track/sector block.
An index contains the key values and the
address of the corresponding record which may be read directly.
The file is
easily updated by writing the new record into any convenient empty disk
storage block, and adding the record key value and the address of that block
to the index. Further, several indexes can be created allowing different data
items in the record to be used as search keys.
However, there are high
storage overheads involved in creating this type of file and this may be a
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1.

Non-time series
Level 1

Station no.,
station and catchment name, location
elevation, type, catchment area to gauging station

Level 2

Long-term mean annual and monthly statistics (runoff and
rainfall )
Current calibration table or equation
Station
history,
instrumentation,
reliability
and
maintenance
Calibration history
Full address and description of station location,
construction detail, landowners, etc.

Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6

2.

Time series
Level 1
Level 2

3.
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River stage record
River flow record

Geographic/Hydrological reference
Latitude·and longitude
National co-ordinate system
Hydrological network reference
Grid system reference

4.

Dictionary entries for:
Station type code
Instrumentation codes
Reliability code

NOTES:

1.

Data at different levels in groups land 2 may be held in
separate files.

2.

Records from the same station in different files in groups 1
to 3 may be related by the gauging station number, which is
used as the major record identifier.

Figure 6. 2 - Hierarchy of data from river flow gauging station
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limiting factor, particularly with small systems.
This type of organization
performs best under conditions of random access, that is, the file is
interrogated to retrieve individual records taken completely mit - of sequence
of the key values.
If long sequences of records are accesssed this method is
slower than sequential processing.
An
extension of the use of random access files is "list
organization" in which each key value of record has an associated data item
called a "pointer".
The pointer gives the address of the record containing
the next value in the sequence of the key with which it is associated.
This
enables the random access file to improve performance on the retrieval of
record sequences, but carries the penalty of an even greater storage
overhead. It is files of this type, and of greater complexity, which are used
by large commercially available DBMS.

Land and water resources data have normally been processed using
sequential files.
This is influenced by the fact that most programming
languages were designed to handle sequential files and that most older
processing systems are based upon the use of magnetic tape as a storage
medium.
More importantly, however, most of the data stored (time series
data), have an inbuilt sequential nature, and consequently are accessed in
this manner.
File updating with time series data is also well suited to
sequential
processing.
The updating is generally performed by simply
appending the latest set of element or parameter observations to the stored
set of values.

Nevertheless, there is also the need to store large non-time
series
data
files,
i.e.
soil
survey,
fertilizer
trials.
catchment
characteristics, and socio-economic questionnaire data.
This type of data is
most effectively accessed by indexed sequential methods or random access
techniques. The complexities of random access files, though largely invisible
to the user when used with proper file management utilities. or the more
comprehensive DBMS, are best reserved for large files accessed in the random
manner described above.
Their general speed of access also makes them very
valuable for on-line data retrieval.
The type of accessing does not in general affect the record format
used, as far as the user is aware, although much record restructuring may be
performed by the file handling software.
It is possible on many systems to
readily convert to any type of accessing if the basic record format is fairly
straightforward. However, programs designed for indexed sequential or random
accessing of files may need considerable modification if they can only be used
in sequential access mode.
6.5

Structuring records

An important difference between manual and computer systems is
that the computer solution requires the specification of record formats for
input. output, and storage.
These formats are determined
by the hardware
available, the requirements of data use, and the characteristics of the data
type. Thus, it may be desirable to design coding sheets and other data input
formats to match the 80 character (byte) physical record length of most VDU
screens and punched cards.
Similarly, output formats could be designed to
utilize the 132 character record length of most line printers. For storage
formats, it is generally necessary to find the most compact form of data
representation, and this may require extensive coding of data values.
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Input records

There are two forms of input record which need to be designed for
most data base systems; coding sheets from which data is key punched and VDU
screen forms into which data is keyed directly under computer control.
The data items to appear in the record, and their representation.
will have been determined using the same methodology as used above for storage
records. The only difference is that the size of input and output records is
measured in characters, and not bytes of storage. For example. temperatures
measured to an accuracy of one decimal place and lying in the range -10.0 to
40.0 need five character spaces to be reserved, and river flows up to
100 m3 /s measured to the nearest litre need seven character spaces.
6.5.1.1

Most coding forms are prepared assuming that the physical record
length of the input device will be 80 characters, as found on cards. and most
VDU screens. Data input in 80 character format on VDU screens is said to be
in card image.
The layout of the coding forms should state the data item
names clearly, and give a guide for locating the field assigned to each item.
Where record formats are repeated a tabular structure can be used.
In the
case where punched cards or card images are being used, sufficient information
must be appended to each record to enable it to be uniquely identified and
sorted. Thus, on cards, which can easily be transposed. columns 72 to 80 are
normally reserved for a card sequence number.
The form should be drafted
rather than typed· and the first and last characters in each field should be
specified, wherever possible allowing a clear space for each character, though
for numeric data this is not always critical. A form number should be given
to each type of form, which itself can be used as a code. The number should
allow a qualifier to be added for each version of the same form.
It is
helpful to include the date of implementation of the form. Figure 6.3 shows
the type of form used for entering a large table of numeric data such as
meteorological variables. Figure 6.4 shows the sort of form that may be used
for soil profile descriptions.
Where data have to be coded it is often more convenient to list
all possible codes on the form and tell the encoder to mark which one(s) is
relevant.
This can be done if the number of possible codes is few (less than
about 10 to 20).
This kind of coding is very useful for collecting data in
the field where it is impractical to keep referring to coding tables. In this
way the collecting of data is done simUltaneously with its encoding. When in
the office, and for the encoding of a "one off" data set. it may be preferable
and cheaper to use coding tables and a form as shown in Figure 6.5.
6.5.1.2

VDU
screen
-- - -forms
--

This form of input is rapidly galnlng popularity as the use of VDU
terminals becomes increasingly common.
In this method, forms are designed to
fit the screen size of the VDU, typically 80 columns by 24 lines. I f the
number of parameters to be input requires more space, additional "pages" of
the input form can be displayed as each previous one is filled. The screen
display indicates the current parameter to be input, and can indicate the size
of the field in words, or by underlining.
For example the following data
input prompts could be given on the VDU screen:
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INPUT 6 CHARACTER STATION CODE:
or INPUT STATION CODE:

,

In both cases the triangle represents the screen
indicates the point currently reached in data entry.

marker

or

cursor

which

This method of input may be slower than direct key punching of
data but offers two distinct advantages. The first is that as each data item
is input the computer can validate the value. cross checking both with
previously set conditions. and for consistency with data already keyed on the
same input form. Thus the majority of data errors are trapped at the keying
stage. The second advantage is that this format is very suitable for direct
encoding from field observations by those responsible for data collection.
They can input their own data directly. and under computer guidance identify
and rectify errors.
This may save an intermediate step of manually
transcribing field data onto coding sheets for conventional key punching. and
gives the data collector the full responsibility for data from collection to
validation. a vital aspect of successful data base operation.
A disadvantage is that technicians' time is being spent keying
data. whereas it could be prepared by lesser trained and quicker key punch
operators in off-line mode.
This is generally a small price to pay for
increased data reliability.
6.5.2

Storage records

The structuring of records comprises the selection of data items.
the way in which they will be represented. and the selection of those data
items which will act as retrieval keys.
As seen in the previous chapter. storage formats for time series
data are largely determined by the data structure.
Time series records
normally begin with a number or code for the station or unit of area to which
the data relates. a code for the parameters measured. time base details. and
then the string of time series values. either alone or with an accompanying
time measurement.
If the file contains only one parameter. i.e. a rainfall
file. the parameter code becomes superfluous, but may be retained to keep a
common record format with other time series files.
This allows the same
retrieval programs to be used for all time series data. If the file contains
a multiple parameter time series then the code should define the set of
parameters which appear and their order. Examples of storage formats for time
series data will be given at the end of this chapter.
Having decided upon the data items to appear in a record. the data
representation must be decided.
The alternatives are real and integer
numbers. character or text strings and logical variables. For measured values
it is also necessary to define the measurement units that will be used.
It
may well be that a data item is represented differently in input. storage and
output. In particular. to reduce the data volume for storage. coded values
will probably be used. If data items are coded for storage. the type of code
must be determined;
they are normally integer values or short alphanumeric
strings. i.e. the codes 1. 2. 3 may be given to indicate that measurements are
made daily. monthly or yearly. or the soil structures "prismatic" and
"granular" may be abbreviated to PR and GR.
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A technique commonly used when storing numeric data is to convert
real numbers to integers by use of a scaling factor in the data storage and
retrieval programs. This generally halves the storage requirement·of any data
item. Thus, flows in m3 Is recorded to the second decimal place or pH values
recorded to the first d('cimal place could be converted to integers using the
scaling factors 100 and 10 respectively, and in both cases reduce. the storage
requirement from 4 bytes to 2 bytes.
A further technique called "packing" where ntunerical values are
concatenated and stored in the same storage location has been described in
section 2.4.3.

Having defined the contents of all the fields, they may be
sequenced within the record. Unless there is some inherent logical sequence
to the record, it is generally desirable to group together data items
represented in the same way:
It is also necessary to allocate a specific size to each storage
field, and in section 2.4 the computer storage requirements of different data
representations were given. Typically these would be two bytes for an integer
number, four bytes for a real number, and one byte for each character of a
character or text string. Hence, the total -length of the logical records can
be calculated in bytes. The considerations regarding record size outlined in
the previous section should be referred to at this stage.
In order to store and retrieve records it is necessary to define
one of the data items, normally placed in the first field, as the major record
identifier. Obviously the value of this identifier should be unique to the
record with which it is associated.
Thus, the first data item could be a
station or survey site number for which data is given in the remainder of the
record.
Most of the points discussed are incorporated in Figure 6.6 which
shows the formatting of records in a sequential file.
Summarizing, the process of structuring data records is:
(al

Identify the data items which will form the logical record;

(bl

Identify the type and length of each item;

(cl

Devise coding schemes for selected data items;

(dl

Define the data item which will act as the unique record
identifier;

(el

Order the items to form the logical record taking
account the requirements for physical record size.

into

In an analogous way, these steps may also be applied to the
process_ of defining input and output records described in sections 6.5.1 and
6.5.3.
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Fields

1j

3

0675

Gh

C

1 1. 1

000079

0676

Jc

C

13.6

001000

0677

Ab

A

11.2

011200

0678

Jc

B

18.4

008000

0679

Rd

B

B.7

000340

0680

etc.
(a)

4

5

2

Sequence of records

Record Length
Field

No.

Data Item and Units

Data Type

1

Land Un; t No.

2

Storage
(bytes)

I/O
(chars)

Integer

2

4

Soil Code

Character

2

2

3

Slope Code

Character

2

1

4

Soil Fertility Index

Real

4 +

4

5

Areal Extent (hectares)

Integer

4 ++

6

Logical Record Length

(b)

NOTES:

1.

2.

3.

4.

14

17

Structure of records

Field 1 - Land Unit No. is the major record identifier, or key,
on which the file is sequenced.
Soil Fertility Index could be stored as an integer using a
scaling factor of 10. This would save 2 bytes of storage per
record.
The storage assumes a 2 byte word machine (e.g. mini-computer)
+ Double word length automatically used for real number.
++ Double word length specified by user to take large integer
value.
I/O ;s input and output.

Figure 6.6 - Sample record format for a sequential file
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6.5.2.1
To further demonstrate the structuring of storage records, sample
formats are presented for the three different kinds of time series previously
identified, the fixed interval series, the irregular interval series and the
multiple parameter series.
'J-ixed interval .jerie~

In the general case of the fixed interval time series each
computer record may contain a number of cycles of the measurement of a
parameter, and there may be one or more measurements per cycle. For example,
temperature records in the data base may be required only on a daily basis,
but the basic data may be six~hourly temperature readings. Thus, if a month's
temperature values were stored in a record, there would be 124 actual values
comprising 31 cycles of 4 measurements. The data retrieval program knows that
it must aggregate or mean the number of within-cycle measurements to convert
the data to the required time base. In most cases the number of cycles will
be equal to the number of values, for example daily rainfall values would be
stored and used as a daily time series. By structuring the data in this way,
a series can be accommodated even if it is observed at. irregular time
intervals providing the irregularities are cyclic.
Using' the previous
example, if temperature were measured at four unspecified times during the
course of a day, but it waS known there .would always be four values per day,
they could still be stored and aggregated in the same manner.
Each record is identified by the station number, the parameter
type, the time of observation of the first value in the record and the number
of cycles of data in the record. The time must be measured in the units of
the smallest time needed to specify the actual time of observation and
measured from the date of commencement of the whole data base.
If
Observations are made on the hour, hours can be used, if minutes, minutes must
be used. For a large number of series days is enough. Thus, if the first
observation in a record was taken on hour 115377, it would be known that this
was 13 years 59 days 9 hours (including 3 leap years) from the base date.
From this data and a knowledge of the time interval between values, the time
of occurrence of each value can be determined.
The station number enables all records for a given station to be
found. Parameter type codes define the parameters whose values are contained
in the record. The inclusion of this code means that records of different
types for a given station can, if necessary, be held on the same file. The
number of complete cycles is notect so that the data in the record can be
processed;
this accomodates varying numbers of days in the month or year
etc. The first value in any record must be the first of a given cycle and the
last must be the last value in a cycle.
In order to access the file an initial record, a "header record"
may be used containing the following information:
(a)

Code for identifying parameter type,
e.g. 1 - rainfall, 2 - max temp., 3 - evaporation etc.;

(b)

Code for the parameter units, e.g. 1 - mm., 2 - deg.C., etc.;
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(c)

Number of intervals in each cycle, e.g. 1, 3;

(d)

The time interval for the observations (coded),
e.g. 3 - hours, 6 - days;

(e)

The time interval for the cycles in the record (coded),
frequently the same as (d), e.g. 6 - days, 9 - months;

(f)

The code to indicate missing values, e.g. - 999,9;

(g)

The base date (time datum) for the measurements in the file,
e.g. 1900, 1 Jan, 0000 hrs. 00 secs.

Figure 6.7 (a) shows the format of the typical record as it is
stored in the computer.
It can be seen that this method of holding data is
data base independent and that different data can be held in different files
and different
numbers
of values
in each record.
All the necessary
book-keeping on times is done at the time of creating or updating the file.
9rregufar interuaR jerie.}

In the case of the irregular time series, each record consists of
a number of pairs of values, each pair comprising the time measurement and a
parameter value. The time measurement may be in basic units or, as in the case
of data derived from digitizer, may represent a time interval since the
previous data item. Here the time occurrence of a value is obtained by adding
the time intervals from the commencing time to the value.
The record is
identified by the station number, the parameter type, the time of occurrence
of the first value in basic units, and the number of pairs of values in the
record.
A header record contains the following information:
(a)

Code for identifying
2 - water level etc.;

parameter

(b)

Code for parameter units, e.g. 1 - mm, 2 - m;

(c)

Time unit in which
1 - secs, 3 - hours;

(d)

Code to indicate missing values, e.g. - 999.9;

(e)

Base date for commencement of data in the file,
1 Jan, 000 hrs. 00 secs.

interval

type,

is

e.g.

measured

1

rainfall,

(coded),

e.g.

e.g.

1900,

Figure 6.7 (b) shows the format of the basic record.
Once again
different parameter types can be mixed even if they have the same station
number.
mulfiple parameter Jeriej

In the case of the multiple parameter time series each record will
give the values of every parameter at the observation time.
The record is
identified by the station number, the record type, the time of the observation
and the number of parameters in the record.
The time is specified by the
rules given above.
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Repeated pattern
of parameter values
station

number

Parameter
type code

No. of
eye1es+

Time of

1st value

+ see text
(a)

Fixed interval

Observation pairs

station
number

Parameter
type code

Time of

1st value

No. of
value
pairs

(b)

First observation
T-ime
value

Second observation

Parameter

Time

value

value

Parameter
value

Irregular interval

Values for each parameter in the set

Station
number

Parameter
set code

(e)

Time of

observation

Parameter 1

Parameter 2

value

value

Multiple parameter 'series with fixed parameter sets

Pairs of values for each parameter

Time of
observation

station
number
(d)

No. of
values

Parameter 1

Parameter 2

Ivalue

code !value

code

Multiple parameter series with variable parameter sets

Figure 6.7 - Format of time series records
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different

and

will

contain

the

(a)

Code for identifying parameter set, e.g. set 1, set 2 etc.;

(b)

Key for parameter order in each set,
max temp., evaporation etc.; set 2,
rainfall etc.;

(c)

Key for units in each parameter set, . e.g. set 1;
C" mm. etc. ; set 2, mm. , deg F .• mm. etc. ;

(d)

Code to indicate missing values,

. (e)

Base date for the commencement
1 Jan, 0000 hrs, 00 secs.

e. g. set 1:
rainfall,
evaporation, min temp.,

rom. ,

deg

e.g. -999,9;
of

the

file.

e.g.

1900.

Figure 6.7 (c) shows the format of the typical record as it is
stored in the computer. Once again records of different kinds may be held on
the file with no detriment to its being decoded.
In order to access the file
reference would be made to the header ""ecord to see how to find a particular
parameter. Since each record has its own unique time. this format is suitable
for regular or irregular time series.
If the number of parameters measured at each time varied widely.
it should be considered to modify the storage format. Here the list of all
possible parameters identified by their position in the list would be replaced
by pairs of values for those parameters which were actually measured.
The
first value would be a parameter code, and the second the parameter value.
If, in general, less than half of the total number of parameters are measured
with each sample. it is more efficient to store in this paired format.
Figure 6.7 (d) shows this alternative.
In Chapter 9 it will be seen that by structuring records in a
common format, the use of standard data retrieval programs is facilitated.

6.5.3

Output records

Some thought has to be given to the layout of printed reports from
a data base.
The permissible form of the layout will depend upon available
facilities.
The principal points to note are the width of the output device
(usually a printer or VDU) measured in characters, and whether or not both
upper and lower case characters are available.
In designing an output it is
best to use paper ruled to the available printout dimensions showing the space
allowed for each character.
This design sheet is known as a mask. When the
output layout has been made on the mask it may be given to a programmer who
will write the necessary programs to produce the printed output in this
format.
The dimensions needed for a standard size line printer output mask
are shown in Figure 6.8.
The other type of output that may have to be considered 1S
graphics.
In this case it is best to draft the output in the conventional
form with all annotations so that the programmer can write the necessary
programs.
Program writing for graphic output is expensive and it should only
be undertaken if a large volume of rather standard output is envisaged.
Wherever possible attempts should be made to standardize graphic output.
For
example, hydrographs and other temporal parameters should be able to use the
same programs if some care is taken in the program definition.
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OPERATIONAL ASPECTS OF DATA PROCESSING

7.1

Introduction

Once established. the data base system operation is a continuous
cycle of data input. verification. updating and retrieval.
The retrieval
aspects are described in the next chapter. and the different physical systems
used in data base operation have been described earlier. This chapter is more
concerned with methods of maintaining the quality of data being stored. and
its subsequent security.

7.2

Accuracy of keyed data

Data entry is most commonly carried out using key punches. Key
punching can be performed on-line. when data is keyed directly onto the
computer mass storage device under computer controL or may be off-line when
data is keyed onto some intermediate computer compatible media such as cards.
tapes or diskettes. However. the functional features of any physical system
for entering the data onto the computer storage are the same. The problems
encountered are ensuring the accuracy of data coding and key punching.
Prior to key punching. the data are usually manually encoded.
This process converts the data from its original to some coded form. usually
in a format suitable for direct key punching.
In the case of pure numeric
data. the number may simply be transferred from one piece of paper to
another.
To economize on labour and avoid transcription errors. field and
laboratory data collection forms may be designed to enable data to be key
punched directly with no further encoding or transcription.
The use of codes for data was considered in Chapter 6.
In terms
of manual coding the easiest possible system should be adopted even if this is
not the final stored form of the data.
The use of mnemonics and alpha codes
generally ensures more accurate coding. Some simple rules for devising coding
forms for particular kinds of data were given in the previous chapter.
The usual method of ensuring that data has been key-punched
correctly is to have it punched twice.
This is the technique known as
punching and verifying and is described in section 1.3.2.
The next stage is to enter the data into the computer and check
that it is within the correct range of values for numeric data. and uses
allowable codes for coded data.
This validation provides some check on the
accuracy of coding and to some extent key punching. although the ordinary key
punching and verifying should have removed most errors from this source.
Validation routines may be written by the user or provided as part of a
comprehensive DBMS.
During this process the data may also be converted into
the final form in which it is to be stored in the data base. This may require
the aggregation or splitting of input records to produce
records in the
required storage format.
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As described in the previous chapter, the direct input of data
forms on a VDU screen under computer control allows immediate validation of
data as it is keyed.
This system is normally designed to omit the
verification stage associated with normal off-line key punching.
With certain types of data further checks on the encoding of the
data can be carried out in the form of checking the mutual consistency of the
data.
It may be known that certain values within the record should exhibit
some broad relationship with one another, or the data from adjacent stations
should be related to one another in some way.
If these relationships are
known, this information can be used to flag unusual combinations of data so
that further investigation can be carried out.
These more sophisticated
techniques are discussed in more detail in Chapter 10.
Coded data are best checked by preparing decoded reports of the
data in a form as close to that of the original data prior to coding.
A
comparison of the two data sets can then be made.
7.3

Accuracy of chart data

Ensuring the accuracy of chart or map data is a more complex
process. For example, when entering chart data, a means must be provided to
annotate the data in the same way that the chart is annotated. It is normally
necessary to record the beginning and end of the chart. the scale of the
co-ordinate axes, and notes relating to anomalies, such as time delays, amount
checks and calibration checks. The frequency of digitizer readings can be set
as a function of distance moved or time elapsed, or readings can be made at
manually selected points.
It is convenient to use manual selection for most
charts, noting points between which the chart value can be obtained with
sufficient accuracy by linear interpolation.
These techniques are shown in
Figure 7.1.
After entering data from a chart, the most simple means of
verification is a direct plot or VDU display of the input. Once this initial
verification has taken place, the digitized chart must be corrected for time,
calibration and amount. This produces a segment that is correct. Usually the
digitizer is of finite length and the chart is digitized in segments. All the
segments have to be put together using programs written by the user.
This
involves quite a large amount of effort.
When a continuous record has been
built up in the computer for some reasonable period it can be repacked and
saved as a permanent record. Alternatively, certain summary statistics may be
taken from the charts and only the summaries saved;
in this case the
digitized record is subsequently deleted.
The only forms of direct encoding of data commonly used in land
and water resource data collection are automatic meteorologicaL raingauge,
and water level stations. These may give an intermediate output of magnetic or
punched paper tapes.
Special equipment is required to read these tapes into
the computer.
An alternative is analogue recording apparatus (charts) and a
digitizer. This kind of arrangement is more flexible and more suitable where
skill is likely to be concentrated at the centre rather than in the field.
Both chart and tape recorders are likely to be displaced by recorders with
solid-state electronic memories. These may prove to be superior alternatives
for developing countries.
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1.

The chart has been digitized manually on the rlslng
limb, and automatically, using a constant watBr level
decrement, on the falling limb.

2.

The interval between points is selected to allow linear
interpolation to an acceptable accuracy.
Figure 7.1 - Digitizing chart data
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Validation and updating of data

When data have been key punched or otherwise converted to computer
compatible form they are entered into the data base. The records of data will
be stored in some order based upon sorts using one or several keys.
The
result may be a file sorted such that the key values are put into a
numerically ascending, or perhaps alphabetical order.
When creating a new
file the data are validated on entry and all validated records are saved and
sorted.
The records requiring correction are key punched and put with the
next batch of data to be added to that file. The new batch of data is read in
and validated, the validated records are saved on an intermediate file and
sorted.
Finally, the data on this file are merged with the data on the
original file.
The merging process ensures that the data are maintained in
the order of the key(sl.
The process of entering corrections can be kept
separate from normal augmenting or updating of information if required, though
the operations are the same. Figure 7.2 helps to explain this process.
This system of entering data into a file allows data for different
types of record stored in the same file to be entered separately, the sorting
and merging will ensure that eventually all of the relevant information comes
together.
Every time a file is altered by augmentation or correction it may
be necessary to alter certain key information in the file.
For serial files
it is usual to maintain a summary of data in the file.
If it were raingauge
data a summary of the statistics for each station may be kept; any new data
may alter some or all of these statistics. To keep the file up to date these
changes should be made each time an update is made. In the case of an indexed
sequential or direct access file it is necessary to adjust the indexes which
are used to access the file.
When updating the data in a file some special precautions have to
be taken if the data refers to time series data.
It should be ensured that
any data on a master file are as complete and reliable as possible.
This
means that the final merging of new data with the old data should not take
place until the new data are fully validated. The frequency with which this
is done has to be decided. The master file may be updated only once a year but
to spread the data preparation and processing over a year data may be key
punched and entered into a temporary annual file each month. At the end of the
year when the annual file is complete and fully validated, the annual file is
merged with the master.
Copies of the master are made and themselves
validated and the old master destroyed.
In the case of non-time series data, such as well log or soil
survey data the updating process can be continuous, in order to spread out the
work load.
It has to be decided whether all data should be collected together
for key punching or to permit. say, the chemistry laboratory or the soil
surveyors to control their own data entry.
The latter has the advantage that
each specialist being closer to his own data can monitor its quality more
easily.
In either case the validation and update process must be specified.
Keeping track of error corrections may be easier if the process is done one
batch at a time.
By not permitting any invalid data to be stored on any
permanent or semi-permanent record it is ensured that such data can never
appear in the system.
If errors are not corrected, however, this produces
gaps where data are missing; but at least the data will not be wrong.
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Figure 7.2 - File updating logic
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Another solution is to allow suspect or estimated data to be
stored, but with some qualification attached.
Thus a set of indicators
(flags) could be specified such as: E - estimated, H - high, L "- low, X extrapolated beyond calibration, etc.
These flags should be attached to the
data values at all times.
With all data systems, the administrative procedures required to
monitor the progress of data through the system must not be overlooked.
It
should be the responsibility of some designated official to keep track of the
data in the system from coding through key punching, data entry, validation
and final entry onto the data base. In designing the system these duties have
to be defined and staff allocated to perform them.

1.5

Security of data

There are two aspects of security, the unintentional corruption of
data and the control of unauthorized access. In the first case, the causes of
insecurity are physical loss or damage to the storage media or the corruption
of the data by a possible machine fault.
A basic precaution is to adhere to
the instructions for the storing of tapes, disks, etc. This may require the
provision of an air conditioned storage area free from magnetic disturbance
(not next to a transformer, for instance).
Many microprocessors and
microcomputers have tape cassette and diskette units which require periodic
attention from the user. Failure to observe these servicing requirements may
damage hardware and corrupt data. Since trained service support for equipment
may be minimal in many developing countries, the users should do all in their
power to eliminate the possibility of hardware damage.
It is advisable to keep several copies of the data, three at
least, one for working, one for back-up and one for ultimate security. One
copy should be kept away from the computer location.
By keeping these copies up to date, it is ensured that if data are
corrupted by a machine fault the worst that needs to be done is to retrieve
the previous update and start again from that. Troubles usually occur during
writing or updating, reading is less prone to give trouble, though this is not
impossible. Every time a file is changed copies should be made of the new
file.
Once again this security involves administrative procedures which have
to be defined and persons allocated to perform them.
Unauthorized access gives rise to two kinds of problem; the first
is wilful or accidental changing of data on files and the second is the
copying or using of confidential data on the files.
The maintenance of
several copies of a master file enables periodic checks to be made on the
first kind of problem.
The second type of problem is not important i f the
computer used is dedicated to the particular data base since control is as
good as it would be with a conventional manual system. In any case a system
which tells whether a file has been accessed can always be used.
Where a
machine is shared with other users, within a government or commercial service,

the computer system itself provides some security of access by letting the
user attach labels to the files which prevent unauthorized access.
This
usually means letting only certain users who know special passwords have
access. Because the data in such data bases as discussed here are normally
available as part of the published statistics of the department concerned, a
high level of security is not required, only sufficient to prevent accidental
corruption of the data.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A GEOCODED DATA BASE

8.1

Introduction

When retrieving data from a natural resource data base it is
normally desired to identify a discrete parcel of land, and determine the
resources related to that parcel. Alternatively, it may be required to find
all parcels of land that exhibit a given set of properties.
Thus, it is
required to make areal statements about resources. usually from observation
networks which sample at points. The methods of storing data should attempt
to recognise these retrieval requirements, which essentially relate to the
ability of the computer to analyse the data as it would appear in map form.
There are two problems to be overcome to facilitate this form of
analysis and presentation.
The first is to devise a method for representing
the dimension of space in terms of ·computer storage, and the second is to
convert the data measurements to a format compatible with the spatial
representation selected.
These processes constitute the "geocoding" of the
data base.
Thus, if it is decided to use a geographical referencing system
based on grids, software must be obtained or developed to manipulate data in
grid form.
Further, it is necessary to convert point values of spatially
varying parameters into areal values representative of each grid element, and
to approximate linear features and area boundaries by grid lines.
This chapter describes the various methods of discretising space
for computer representation, and some of the techniques used to convert data
to a compatible format.

8.2

Representation of space

The most basic requirement of defining space is to be able to
relate individual points. This can obviously be done by using some coordinate
system.
The most universally acceptable system is latitude and longitude
which can be used to define any point on the Earth's surface.
Whatever
coordinate system is eventually chosen, it must be based on, or compatible
with, latitude and longitude.
However, for several applications this basic system is unsuitable,
the main difficulty being that it does not produce practical map projections.
Most countries use coordinate systems based upon the equal area Universal
Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM coordinate system).
However. the actual
projection used depends upon the application. for example meteorologists
prefer the Polar Stereographic Projection, particularly outside equatorial
regions.
It is possible to convert easily between the systems using
mathematical algorithms.
By giving a pair of coordinates in whatever system. a point may be
defined and related to all other points.
By defining a set of
related coordinates (vectors), linear features and area boundaries may also be
defined and related to any other points, lines. or areas.
uniquely
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Linear data are typified by rivers, canals, geological faults, and
roads.
The simplest form of vector gives the coordinates of the end points of
a line. Better spatial definition is achieved by defining more intermediate
points untiL in the extreme, as with digitised data, a continuous stream of
x - y coordinates is stored and the spatial variation of the line is
completely defined.
One widely used application of linear data is in hydrological
referencing systems which relate points on the same drainage network.
The
network mayor may not be fully geocoded. but the main objective is to relate
selected points in terms of distance apart on the drainage network. bed
elevations and channel cross-sections.
Such data are useful for flood
routeing, monitoring pollutant movement, upstream/downstream relationships and
relating abstractions and discharges on the same river system.
Land areas may be represented in several ways.
The simplest
method is to identify .from maps those land parcels which display some
classifiable characteristics.
Each parcel is then assigned a unique name or
code number, and this is entered in the computer with a list of associated
values of the areal characteristics.
Thus, the data are stored as a table
with each row relating to a given area parcel.
This format preserves no
spatial relationship between areas, but is simple and hence widely used.
A development of the table is to define the location of a single
point in each area, a nominal centre of gravity, or some observation station.
This location may be used to relate, in a coarse way, the area parcels that
each point represents.
For example, the points may be plotted on a line
printer and against each point an areal parameter value can be printed.
Further levels of sophistication include the use of topological relationships
mentioned in section 5.2.3.
In addition to poor spatial relationship there is another
limitation of the table format.
Land areas will be aggregated in different
ways to match the physical attributes they represent. Thus area parcels will
be identified on the basis of soils, watershed, and political boundaries, all
of which will be different, and there is no way of relating the data. The
only means of deriving more information is to overlay the three maps used to
define the land areas, and identify and list by hand the characteristics of
each individual land cell.
These cells may then be combined and retrieved
subject to any required combination of the three parameters.
However, if a·
new parameter were added, the overlay procedure would need to be repeated
completely for all parameters.
There are two solutions to the problem. The first solution is to
represent area boundaries in vector form, which allows complete spatial
relationship of the data.
In the above example, by digitizing the watershed,
soil, and political boundaries the computer could automatically produce
overlays and identify areas with any combination of parameter values. Adding
a fourth parameter would simply be a matter of digitizing a map for that
single parameter. and the computer would incorporate this data into the
spatial data base.
Whilst the vector solution is very powerful, it is expensive in
terms of computer hardware and software. A more practical solution is not to
define areas based upon their physical significance, .but in terms of some
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regular areal unit small enough to enable the definition of area boundaries to
an acceptable accuracy.
This allocation of area into a regular, usually
square, basic area is called "grid" representation of space and has been
briefly discussed in section 5.3.4.
The alternate forms of space representation described above are
summarized in Figure 8.1.
Because the regular grid representation is of such importance,
some further words are added about it. The coarseness of the grid governs the
precision of the data representation and a compromise must be made between the
high storage and processing requirements of the fine grid against the loss of
precision with a coarse grid. Grid sizes are typically 2 to 10 km in existing
systems.
In many instances the effective precision can be increased by
listing several attributes of each grid area, for instance, the proportion of
the area covered by each of several types of soil or land use. For example,
to define information at a level lower than the grid level, the land use of
the grid square might be expressed as 10% urban, 5% water surface, 55% bunded
rice, 30% maize. The spatial relationships between these areas wi thin the
grid and between adjacent grid areas are lost, but for many uses this is not
important since the total areas of each category will still add up to the
original values.
It is wise to use the finest grid affordable as a coarse
grid can always be derived from a fine grid but not vice versa, except in the
case of continuously varying functions where interpolation routines (described
in Chapter 10) can legitimately be applied.
In the case of planning and land-use studies another problem is
the co-ordination' of data collected under different categories, possibly by
different organizations. If two grids are aligned differently, or start from
a different base line, or are in awkward multiples of one another then there
is no way of comparing information on the two grids. The co-ordination that
is required is very simple. The position and alignment of the axes of origin
of all grids and a set of regular allowable spacings must be agreed.
If
everybody uses these rules they need no further co-ordination of their
efforts. Each group can be left to carryon with their work knowing that, at
some degree of approximation, their data are compatible. The grid should be
based ,upon a geographical co-ordinate system used by all departments of
government.
In deciding on an appropriate grid spacing for a parameter it is
helpful to consider the accuracy with which the original boundaries were
drawn. Once they are on a map they appear precise but in practice they may be
the result of some speculative interpolation.
The finest grids should be
reserved for cases of real precision, such as obtained from proper land
surveys or official maps showing administrative districts or land ownership
boundaries.
The grid may be considered as a highly structured form of table,
but in the limit, when very fine spacings are used, it reduces to the vector
format.
The table, the grid and the vectoral representation of area may be
regarded as methods ranked in order of increasing sophistication, each one
demanding a higher level of human and mechanical input. In creating a land
and water resource data base it would be best to commence at the level of
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tabular data and progress towards vector representation.
This allows a
natural progression in the development of the geocoded data base.
In an
advanced data base system all three levels of representation would co-exist
and software would allow the aggregation of data from vector to grid and grid
to table format.
Hence, data held in vector format for the purposes of
automated cartography could be compressed into grid form for the purposes of
general spatial analysis.
8.3

Representation of data

The techniques required to convert data from the form in which it
is collected to a format which matches the representation of space is largely
governed by whether the variable measured is continuous in space.
If so it
may be expressed as a mathematical function which allows parameter values to
be estimated at any point, but also to be integrated over any area. These
techniques are widely used for infilling missing data values and are discussed
in greater detail in Chapter 10.
Where functions cannot be evaluated, the following methods may be
used for approximating areal values:
Cal

A constant value derived from a measurement _within the area
or some adjacent area;

Cbl

An arithmetic or weighted mean of point values within and/or
around the given area;

The values derived may be considered to act at the nodal point of each area,
although with the grid it is also possible to estimate values at each grid
corner.
If information is required at a sub-area level the function
methods, or either of the above approximations may be used to estimate the
proportional distribution of parameters within an area.
For example, this
could be the distribution of land-use types, or proportion of the area with
different soil erosion potentials. For storage purposes there are two ways in
which area data may be structured;
Cal

By element. For each parameter, or group of parameters, a
list of values is given for all areas;

Cbl

By area. For each area all the parameters measured or
estimated are stored together, normally in categories of
parameters, e.g. climatology, soil fertility, and water
quality.

The former case may be seen as holding the information as a series
of thematic overlays. In the latter case the data are stored as a table, each
row of which shows all the resource and environmental data. Which method is
best depends upon the application. In terms of data storage both methods are
acceptable but there may be some advantage for understanding and retrieval of
data using one particular method.
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Vector data are stored in the first format as this accords with
the way in which data is digitized from thematic maps, i.e. rainfall isohyets,
soil boundaries and administrative districts, and this allows overlays to be
made as desired.
When data are stored in the second format there is
choice which relates to whether proportions are given for all
attributes or just for those present.
Retrieval is easier using
format since only a single request to look at all records in a
location would be necessary whereas in the second format, all
identifiers of each record would need to be inspected.
However, if
many possible attributes the simple method cannot be used.
Figure
these alternate representations of one category of area data in table
8.4

a

further
possible
the first
specific
parameter
there are
8.2 shows
format.

Software systems
There

are

many existing software packages for geocoded data
For example SYMAP and LUMP are well developed and
documented grid square systems.
There is also a USGS system called GIRAS (a
Geographic Information Retrieval and Analysis System) for handling land use
and land cover data.

archiving and retrieval.

GIRAS is designed to accept digitizer input, provide comprehensive
editing facilities.
produce cartographic and statistical output, permit
retrieval and analysis of data and exercise data base management tasks.
The
editing
and
output
procedures
use
the
vector
method
of
spatial
representation.
Facilities exist for gridding the polygon data to make it
compatible with grid systems such as SYMAP, and it is under a continuous state
of development.
The International Geographical Union produced in 1977 a document
entitled "Geographic Information Systems. Methods and Equipment for Land Use
Planning" which gives an excellent review of the methodologies for design and
evaluation of various systems using geocoded data bases.
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DATA RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS
9.1

Introduction

Previous sections of this
publication have
described the
preparation, input and storage of data.
Whereas these are the operational
methods, a reliable and comprehensive data retrieval system is one of the
principle objectives of a data-processing system.
There are generally two levels of retrieving data. The first is
to abstract blocks of related data from one or several files in the data base
using some selection criteria. These blocks themselves become new files which
may be used as an input to some subsequent analysis. The second level, made
attractive by the development of on-line user terminals, is the direct
interrogation of the data base and the selection, display and analysis of
data. The first task is becoming increasingly absorbed into the capabilities
of the second.
The previously encountered differences in file formats between
time series and non-time series data are reflected in the retrieval systems.
Nearly all commercial systems are designed for non-time series data, but with
a little ingenuity can also be used for time series. This is an advantage as
systems normally provide query languages specifically for the purpose of data
base interrogation.
This chapter will describe the manipulations necessary for
retrieving both time series and non-time series data.
The non-time series
retrieval systems are most common, and to demonstrate their capabilities an
actual system will be described in some detail. All retrieval systems of the
type demonstrated offer the same or similar facilities, but they may differ
internally.
An overriding consideration with all retrieval systems is that the
same retrieval program can be used for as wide a range of storage records as
possible. Obviously, this is greatly facilitated by the use of common storage
formats and of "header records" in each file which inform the retrieval
program of the record structure. A retrieval system formulated in this way is
said to be "data base independent", that is, the retrieval program does not
know, or care, what are the actual data being manipulated.

9.2

Data retrieval of time series files

It is perfectly possible to use the standard non-time series data
retrieval processes for retrieving time series data but it is worth developing
some special routines, especially for output and restructuring files for
subsequent applications. The time series data files are either fixed or
irregular series. They may give a single or multiple set of parameters at
each station.
Data retrieval for all kinds of series must allow for the
selection of the station and the time interval for which the data are
required.
It should also be possible to specify the· output format and the
output device.
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For irregular time series, a retrieval option could be provided to
aggregate or interpolate the data into a fixed interval series.
In such a
case the required time interval needs to be specified, see Figure 9.1. Thus,
irregular groundwater level readings could be interpolated into a monthly
series, or flows derived from a digitized chart could be aggregated to daily
totals.
For single parameter fixed interval series it will be necessary to
abstract data for several stations for the same period and re-structure it.
The new record format will show the values of a parameter at a given time for
each station.
In effect this amounts to transposing the original storage
matrix, see Figure 9.2.
For multiple parameter series which are usually stored row by row,
with each row giving the values of all parameters for that time, one needs the
facility to abstract time series for a specified interval for a subset of the
parameters, as in Figure 9.3.
Table 9.1 gives the typical time series data retrieval functions
that are required.
The data are structured so that the retrieval is largely
data base independent in that it does not matter whether rainfall or river
discharges are being retrieved, although distinction between instantaneous and
average data (e.g. discharge, m'/s), and accumulated data (e.g. rainfall
total in mm) is necessary.
Header records or station file data indicate to the retrieval
program the internal structure of the data being retrieved and thus the
internal form of the storage is transparent to the user.
The next step in retrieval for each kind of data is to select the
data by its locational key and the period of time, and output it to a file.
This file is then displayed or manipulated in some way.
The retrieval options
and manipulations specified are all that is required for a wide range of
applications.
By knowing the internal form of the storage, the data can
subsequently be used in specific user application programs.
9.3

General retrieval systems

In order to describe the application of a data retrieval system
and to illustrate some of the points concerning data storage, it is best to
use an example.
The example chosen is the USGS system entitled "The
Geological Retrieval lind Synopsis Program" (GRASP).
This is described fully
in Geological Survey Professional Paper 766.
It is a useful example not only
because it contains the basic features necessary in any comprehensive
retrieval system, but also because it was designed for use with environmental
data.
GRASP is designed to provide retrieval and limited manipulation
capabilities on data files structured in a matrix-like form. GRASP gives full
interactive (on-line) access to the data.
Though the word Geological is
mentioned in the title, it is independent of the actual data base, provided it
can be envisaged as a matrix.
It is almost computer independent as it is
written in Fortran.
It can be used easily by non-computer specialists to
retrieve data because the mode of operation is interactive through a VDU
terminal, with prompts being supplied by GRASP.
GRASP can identify improper
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Figure 9.1 - Converting irregular to regular time series
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TABLE 9.1
Typical time series data retrieval requirements

1.

Retrieve data for station ..................•.. for period
and store in File

2.

Retrieve data for
Station names/reference numbers

to

stations. for period •........ to

.
.

.

..........................................................................
... ..... . ..... . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . .
Store by time interval in File •.• '

,

.

3.

Retrieve irregular time series for station
for period
to
Save it on File

.
.
.

4.

Interpolate irregular time series on File
.
on to
hour
intervals and save in
File ......•.•.............................................................

5.

Compute .....•......................... hour rainfall volumes using
............................. . stations on File
and using weights

.
.
.

6.

Display fixed interval series for data on File

.

7.

Plot (6)

8.

Retrieve all observations of parameter
in
area ..•.........•......•..... with a value greater than ..........•.........
for period •..•................. to
, ...•.........• ,
.

9.

Prepare yearbook for station ...............•......•........'.......•........
single parameter time series. year
.

10.

Prepare yearbook for station
multiple parameter time series. year
Include (parameters)

.
..
.
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use of the system by checking input requests for validity and enables the user
to re-enter invalid requests.
Because in retrieval mode users are allowed
only to read, and not to change files, it is difficult to corrupt the data
base.
GRASP is readily available from the USGS and has been implemented
on most large and medium sized computer manufacturers' equipment.
It is
envisaged that facilities for retrieving data and having it interpolated onto
grids for presentation and mapping will soon be available.
Prior to use, a data base has to be created.
It is created in a
series of four files;
a Mask file; a Definitions file; a Dictionary file;
and the Numeric Master file containing the actual data.
One restriction on
the system is that all the records in the master file must have the same
structure. The basic information is seen as a matrix with an unlimited number
of rows with up to 400 columns (data fields), each containing coded or numeric
values of a parameter (or "attribute" under GRASP terminology), and a further
1000 words (4000 characters) of purely descriptive data. The descriptive data
can be grouped into distinct types, typically being remarks on aspects of the·
data.
The Mask file contains the attribute names, their types (e.g.
integer, real, character string and qualified real) and pointers to the first
entry in the Dictionary file for each attribute whose value is represented by
a character string.
An example of the Mask file arrangements is shown in
Figure 9.4 (a).
In addition to the usual data types there exists a "qualified
real variable" which allows a reliability code to be attached to an item of
data.
The qualifier is a single letter indicating say, that the value was
extrapolated beyond the normal range of an analysis technique.
The Definition file allows the specification of related attributes
which may be grouped together into categories.
Such categories might be
chemical
analyses,
locational
details,
fertilizer
inputs.
etc.
This
categorization is very useful for retrieval purposes.
The Dictionary file contains all character string values allowable
for character type attributes.
In each record there is a pointer to the
record containing the next attribute value, followed by the current attribute
value itself.
The Dictionary file is designed as a list organized random
access file where values form a linked list to facilitate searching.
Figure 9.4 (b) gives an example of the Dictionary file arrangement.
In the Numeric Master file the data is stored in compressed form
for economy of storage. Although each record in the master file can refer to
up to 400 attributes plus comment, they are in fact of variable length because
missing values are not stored.
Special words indicate to the computer how
many blanks to insert when unpacking the data to form the full record.
This
means that an item can be accessed by its position in the unpacked record and
there is no need to identify each item separately.
Whilst integer and real numbers are stored in terms of their
binary equivalent (see section 2.4.2), values for character type items are
stored as integer pointers to the entry number in the Dictionary file.
Non-dictionary type items are stored as character strings.
Figure 9.4 (c)
shows an example of the Numeric Master file prior to compression.
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l'um>t'plulll noncomputt>rizt.>d dictionaries
for thrt't· charRl'lt'r type variables:

In the computer. the Dictionary File
-is arranged as follows:

VRrillhlp No.1

Dictionary File

Variahlp No.2
'. Country

ConlinpMt

Variablp No.3
Provin.ct' (State)

Item No. Pointer to
next item
1
2

---~-

North Amt'ril'B

USA

California

South America

Canada

Virginia

Europe

Mexico

British ColumbiJl

Arlrentina

Quebec

Brazil

Cordova

o

3

South America

3

0

Europe

4

•

USA

6

Canada

,

('hilt'

n

Gl'rmany

6

7

Muico

7

"9

Argf"ntina

,

"In :th,> cornpulpf, th.. MASK File i. arranged as follow,,;
'-'--_.

MBMk File

Variahle Name

North America

2

Variable Type

1<

, , , ., '"dJ

Brazil

9

III

10

0

Germany

11

12

California

I

12

13

Virginia

~,,,."

~

Dictionary File

Chile

Crmtinpnt

Character

('ountry

.Character

4

13

14

British Columbia

Province eState)

Charat"ter

11

14

I.

Quebec

•

16

0

Cordova

ProductiU:n
,

.. .

Nuri'lpric, real

·Note: Thi" variRblt' I. numeric, and dDei
not. ",quirt' a pnlntf>rto the
Dittionary File

("0" Indicates end
of Ii.t for particular
variable)

Figure 9.4 (al - GRASP Mask file

Figure 9.4 (bl - GRASP Dictionary file

~

Giyen thefollowina two BucceNivenoncomputerized record8

be entered into the Numeric Storap -FiI.:

Record Z

Rerord I
~ontjnent

North America

South America

Count!,>, ._...........................•._....

United States

Argentina

Pr04m'til)n .

3928.1.6

49298.7

.

:19

Identification No............•:

.

Province. (orStateL

Virginia
.'--_
_.........,.-_....L. Cordova

38

---J

the computerized Nu~eric Storage File is arranged as folloW8:

ContinentO

2

Country-

4

I

Pl'CKluction

!DNa.

Province-

39281.6

38

2

49298..7

39

6

-See fiB'Urt! I-for didlonary codification of eontinent, country, and province

Figure 9.4 (cl - GRASP Master file

etc.
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The structure of the data base and the encoding of the basic data
described above illustrates many of the general points brought out in the
discussions in earlier sections of this publication.
It is clear that the
system has not been designed to access time series data.
From the point of view of the user, GRASP is a mechanism for
obtaining information from a data base in a very simplistic and rigid manner.
The "language ll which is used to "direct" GRASP is composed of 11

II

cormnands " •

These commands can be logically divided into four groups.
Group I (Files, Names) is used to:
(a)

Select or change the data base of interest;

(b)

Obtain information regarding the nomenclature and content of
the selected data base.

Group 2 (List, Dump, Function) is used to:
(a)

List and save a selected set of records called a file;

(b)

Perform selected computations of numeric attributes in a file.

Group 3 (Conditions, Logic, Search) is used to perform a retrieval
(Search), on the data based on given criteria (Conditions) which
are combined via a logical expression (Logic).
Group 4 (Help, Review, Quit) is used to:
(a)

Obtain brief information about the commands that GRASP will
accept;

(b)

Obtain information regarding the history and status of the
current session with GRASP;

(c)

Terminate the current session with GRASP.

All commands except Help and Review will ask for a series of
responses.
Certain commands (Search, List. Dump and Function) require an
input file name, the List and Dump commands also ask for the number of lines
per page. This causes the system to pause after each printing of this number
of lines, awaiting a response from the user. At the beginning of execution,
the GRASP system will print out. the names and descriptions of data bases
available. The data base name corresponds to the name of the Numeric Master
file. Assume, for purposes of the following explanation, that a data base
describing oil and gas pools in the State of Colorado is available and named
COLFIL. The purpose of each command is:
Files:
This command is used to select a data base and may be
issued at any time during a session. The individual attribute names for any
one data base will not be recognized by GRASP until this command has been
issued.
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Names:
This command enables the user to examine the names and
definitions of attributes and categories of attributes which appear in the
records of the selected file. Further, if attributes have coded character
values, the code definitions, or permissible alternative codings may be
inspected.
List:
This command is used to output selected attribute values
(or expressions) from a selected file.
Output may be to an interactive
terminal or to a specified data set on disk which could be processed at some
later time by other programs.
The system first asks the user for the input
file name and the number of lines per page. The user is next asked to enter C
for column printing or R for row printing. Column output prints the selected
acronyms as headings and their respective values below. One line of column
output corresponds to one record. Row output consists of lines, each of which
contain an acronym and its corresponding value. Records are separated by a
line of asterisks. Before output proceeds, the system asks for the name of
attribute or expressions which are desired.
This is done by prompting with
index numbers.
Expressions may optionally be preceded by some name.
Five
intrinsic functions are available:
square root (SQRT),square (SQR), log base
10 (LOG), power of ten (TEN), and absolute value (ABS).
Expressions may
involve these intrinsic functions, attribute names, numeric constants, the
arithmetic operators (+, -, *, I), and the grouping symbols ().
The following
is an example of a list to be output:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

to 6.

POOL
FIELD
DEPTH
LOG (DEPTH)
WELLAV-CRUAN69/(NUMPOOL-TOTPROD).

In the above example, GRASP has prompted with the index numbers 1
Note that the list is terminated by a blank entry.

Dump:
This command is very similar to the List command, having
row printing specified.
Instead of asking for a list of names, the system
asks for a list of category numbers.
It then prints (in row fashion) the
attribute name and value for each attribute present in the selected categories
of the specified file.
Function:
This command performs functions on a file.
Currently,
the only functions available are the arithmetic mean (MEAN) and a linear
least-square fit (FIT) of two attributes. The system asks for the name of the
input file. Next, the user is asked for the name of the function and nameS of
the arguments.
The argument names are the acronyms for attributes within a
record, as many as five may be given.
For instance, if MEAN DEPTH, TOTPROD,
CRUCM70 were entered, the range, mean root mean square, sum and sum of squares
for DEPTH, TOTPROD and CRUCM70 would be computed and printed.
I f FIT DEPTH.
TOTPROD were entered, the system would respond with the slope, intercept and
correlation coefficient.
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Condi tions:
This command is used to enter a set of retrieval
criteria.
Each criterion must be given in the form lIacronyrn relation value tl
where number or a series of letters (such as ADAMS, 19342, MISSISSIPPIAN).
The above relations have the following meanings:
EQ
NE
GT
LT
LE
GE
BE

equal to
not equal to
greater than
less than
less than or equal to
greater than or equal to
between (two inclusive numbers).

The system precedes each condition with a letter prompt (up to 26
may be entered), which will be used in the logical expression that combines
the conditions.
Entering cr by itself terminates the list of conditions.
Following is an example of a set of conditions:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

COUNTY
DEPTH
TOTPROD
LITHOL
COUNTY
POOL

EQ
BE
GE
NE
EQ
NE

BACA
5000, 6000
10
DOLOMITE
ADAMS
MISSISSIPIAN

In the above example. the system provided the letters A to G as
prompts.
Logic:
This command is used to enter a logical or connective
expression which combines the previously entered conditions to form the
retrieval criterion.
The logical expression may be composed of the logical
connectives (operators), the criteria entered via the Conditions command, and
the grouping symbols ().
The logical connectives are AND, OR, and NOT
(written .AND., .OR., .NOT.). Note that they. are each bracketed by periods.
Assume that the example conditions given in the preceding
Conditions command section had been entered. If the user wanted to retrieve
the pools in Baca County that had a depth of 5 000-6 000 ft. the logic
expression would be A .AND. B. If all the pools in Adams and Baca Counties
except those of Mississippian age having dolomite lithology were desired, the
logic expression would be (A .OR. E) .AND. (D .AND. F). I f it was necessary
to retrieve information on all pools with at least 10 producing wells having a
depth greater than 6 000 ft or less than 5 000 ft, the logic expression would
be .NOT. B . AND. C. If one wanted to retrieve all pools having less than 10
producing wells in the same range as above, one could use . NOT. (B . OR. C)
for a logic expression.
This expression in words, says "if the pool has a
depth of 5 000-6 000 ft. or if it has 10 or more producing wells, I don't want
it" ~.
Search:
After glVlng the conditions and connecting logic that
compose the question to be asked of some file, an actual search of the data
bank can be made. This is done with the Search command.
The system will ask
for the name of the file to be searched (input file) and the name to call the
file of records found (output file). After the search has been made, the
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system types the number of records searched and the number of records found.
The capability of entering both input and output file names allows the user to
perform "nested" searches.
This enables searches to be made on files which
were themselves created by previous searches.
Frequently this is the most
economical way of performing multiple or complex retrievals.
For instance.
suppose one wanted information on several sets of pools. all of which were in
one county.
One would first create an output file that contained all the
pools in that county and then use that file as the input file for subsequent
searches.
Review:
This command provides a review of the conditions and
logic which are currently in effect. The names of input and output files for
the last 10 retrievals are also printed.
This command is used to refresh
one's memory on what was done recently during the current session.
Help:
This command is used to print
commands and brief description of their functions.

a

list

of

the

possible

Quit: This command is used to exit from the GRASP system. A list
of the files created during this session is printed and the user is permitted
to save them for future use.
This description of GRASP shows what a general data retrieval
system is able. and unable, to do.
The biggest disadvantages are that the
form of output is restricted and bulky, all records must be searched and only
one kind of record can be .saved.
The latter disadvantage can be overcome
somewhat for structured data like soil records.
Some commercial data base
retrieval systems·allow these deficiencies to be overcome. However. as far as
the user is concerned, most data retrieval systems work on a similar basis to
GRASP.
After considering this example of GRASP. it can be seen that if
time series files were structured as GRASP files with only one parameter type
per file, they could be archived and retrieved by selecting records where the
station number was a certain value, and the time lay between certain times.
etc.
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MODELS FOR EXPANDING THE UTILITY OF DATA
10.1

Introduction

This section outlines some of the ways of extracting more
information from a data set.
The discussion includes ways of aggregating
(integrating)
and
interpolating
(differentiating)
data
spatially and
temporally and generating values for missing data.
Also included is the
checking of data for consistency.
All of these techniques are classed as
secondary data processing (see section 1.3.6).
Nearly all of the methods used exploit the knowledge that, within
statistical limits, there are regular patterns of values in the data. These
patterns may be:
(a)

Seasonal or temporal in nature, including lag effects;

(b)

Correlations between different parameters and/or between the
Same parameters at different places and times.

In .lMO· s Cas.ebook on Hydrological Network Design Practice,
(WMO-No. 324) and in Operational Hydrology Report No. 19
Concepts and
Techniques in Hydrological Network Design, (WMO-No. 580), actual examples are
given of how the correlation between the values of the same and different
parameters, measured at different locations, may be used in network design and
the infilling of missing values.
Because of the patterns and relationships that exist among the
data the amount of independent information is less than it appears; some part
of the data is redundant. It is this redundancy, arising because many of the
processes producing the data are related, and continuous in space and time,
that enables missing values to be confidently estimated.
10.2

Spatial interpolation and aggregation

It is usually not possible to measure everywhere the parameters
required for a study. For reasons of economy they are measured at a sample of
locations. To obtain the values at unsarnpled sites a measure of interpolation
or extrapolation is required. In designing the sampling network some thought
has to be given to how precise the interpolated values might be for any given
parameter;
this will be a function of its variability in space.
Sampling
points should be located as far as possible from each other whilst allowing
the interpolation of parameter values at intermediate locations to an
acceptable level of accuracy.
A comprehensive data base should provide the
means for interpolating data in space.
Not all types of data are suitable for interpolation, for example
land parcel boundaries; they are fixed and arbitrary, their location must be
measured and not inferred.
The characteristic of parameters that can be
interpolated in space is that they must vary continuously or at least
effectively continuously. I f they do then the variation may be described by
mathematical functions.
The phrase "effectively continuously" is used as
different functions may have to be used for different parts of the space. In
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this case it is necessary to define the way in which the space will be
divided. Another definition of this type of parameter variation is "piecewise"
continuous.
If the sampling network were aligned along a regular grid it would
be easy to define functions for interpolation which were based upon
differences between values at different locations.
However. this is very
unusual and in practice sampling locations are scattered around. not even at
random.
They are usually concentrated near population centres or areas of
specific interest.
This
requires
that the basic method of
spatial
interpolation can be applied to such an irregular array of data. All spatial
interpolation methods are based upon fitting a surface to a series of
observations of a parameter.
The surface is usually represented by a
mathematical function. the coefficients of which are determined by the
observations.
There are a wide variety of functions which may be used and
these are divided between those which are continuous over the whole area. and
those which are continuous only in certain pieces of the area.
An example of a piecewise continuous function is mean annual
rainfall which is affected by. inl er aRia. orographic effects.
On the
leeward side of mountains. a marked drop in rainfall (rain shadow) occurs. In
this case there would be two space functions. one for each side of the
mountain crest.

Another interpolation method is to use only data from nearby
observation sites.
This is a particular example of a piecewise continuous
function where the pieces are defined by the network used for each
interpolation point. For example. the nearest four raingauges to a point may
be used to compute the rainfall at that point. Each other point could use a
different four gauges.
The kind of functions used in the interpolation process vary
considerably. as do the independent variables used in the functions. The most
popular functions are polynomials in the x and y coordinates of the points.
e.g.
Z

= ax

+ bx**2 + cxy + dy**2 + ey + f

Where a to f are coefficients
The problem remains to find the values of the coefficients a. b. c. d. etc.
The method is to find a number of points i at which Z is known. see
Figure 10.1. substitute these values Zi and the corresponding values of the
independent variables x**i. y**i. etc. into the equation. and solve the
resulting set of simultaneous equations for a. b. c. etc.
Obviously. there
should be sufficient equations to obtain a solution. which means that there
must be at least as many measurement points as unknowns. If more measurements
are used then the method of least squares can be used to obtain the unknowns.
In the first case the function will be forced to pass through all of the
measured values and in the second it will be smoothed through them in the
least squares sense.
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Another type of function is the weight function where the value of
the function is a weighted average of the values measured at some nearby
points. In fact it can be shown that all interpolation methods can-be reduced
to this form:
Z = LWi*Zi
Where Wi is the weight applied to observation Zi at station i.
One general formula for the Wi· that has been suggested is a function of
reciprocal distances of the sample point from the interpolation point.
Wi = l/Di**n
The usual number of points used in this type of formula is from 3to 4 with n
having a value in the range 1 to 2. Some experimentation is required before
fixing the formula for a given parameter in a given area.
Such experimen~
tation requires the use of a denser network;
the density being reduced once
the formulae have been established.
The polynomial function can include variables other than x. y
coordinates.
These variables are ones believed to have a cause and effect
relationship with the parameter being represented. for example. altitude and
distance from coast in the case of rainfall. When the function is applied to
a large area it is said that the data have been regionalized in the function.
Such functions can. with care. be used to regionalize all sorts of parameters
apart from basic data.
It is particularly useful to regionalize derived
statistics such as mean runoff coefficient. flood frequency statistics.
rainfall intensity statistics and socio-economic variables.
Some data need special treatment before they can be regionalized
or interpolated.
An example is runoff statistics. particularly when it is
wished to preserve the natural order of drainage. The mean annual runoff per
unit area could be measured for a number of catchments and the values used to
interpolate runoff at points on a drainage channel that lay between the gauged
points. However. reliable results could not be expected as one catchment may
be fundamentally different from another.
Furthermore. it is not the unit
runoff on some particular point which is of interest. but the total runoff
from the catchment above that point. Grid square models have been developed
to enable the interpolation of such data.
In these methods. parameters are
interpolated onto a square grid from which. say. water resources information
relating to specific catchments may be derived.
In a sense the application
here is spatial interpolation followed by spatial aggregation.
A pre-requisite to using the grid approach is that it should be
possible to interpolate all parameter values from their original form onto a
grid. or otherwise measure them directly at each grid point. Such parameters
as soil type. geology. etc. can be measured directly from maps.
Rainfall
statistics may be interpolated by any of the functions described above.
The
general
usefulness
of
representing
agro-economic
and
socio-economic data on the same. or a compatible grid should also be
recognized.
This affords a means of associating all development statistics
with each other for related parcels of land.
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The converse problem of interpolation or differencing of data is
its aggregation, or integration, to use the mathematical expression. If it is
·possible to express the spatial variation of some parameter by a function, it
is also possible to integrate the volume contained under the surface described
by that function. When the function is a piecewise continuous polynomial, the
integration is reduced to a weighted average of the values of the function
recorded at a selected set of locations.
The Thiessen method is one such method. In this case the surface
takes the shape of a series of planes where the value of the function is held
constant in the vicinity of the gauge, that vicinity being defined by all
points nearer to that gauge than to any other. The integration weights are
then proportional to the areas of each vicinity.
Once it is possible to interpolate the values of a function onto a
grid, the function may be plotted, either as a series of contours or as a
symbol map where each symbol indicates any desired range of function values.
The ability to interpolate and map spatially varied data is an important
secondary processing operation.
10.3

Temporal interpolation and aggregation

A problem frequently encountered in any land and water data base
is that of missing data from a time series. The data may be missing because a
gauge was not installed at the time for which data was required, or because of
some temporary malfunctioning of the recording system.
In general the
techniques described above can also be applied to this type of problem.
Three types of problem may arise: the interpolation of parameter
values between successive observations in the regular sampling cycle, the
interpolation of values missed by a recording failure, and the extrapolation
of the recorded series back or forward in time.
The first type should not be a problem, as the regular sampling
frequency should have been selected with the knowledge that intermediate
values could be interpolated with sufficient accuracy, and indeed, what
interpolation method would be used. The most commonly used method here is a
straight line interpolation, e.g. the interpolation of intermediate. values
from a digitized chart. AS shown in Figure 7.1, the digitization is performed
on the basis that such an interpolation will be made. Another technique is to
fit a smoothed curve in the data gap using numerical difference methods, e.g.
Everett's second difference interpolation.
For infilling missing values the techniques vary depending mainly
upon the length of the gap, the total length of the record, and the
availability of data for the same or related parameters at adjacent sites.
A method for synthesizing a recOl:-d across a gap is required when
the mean flow is important, such as in studies of reservoir storage and power
generation. On the other hand when extremes are important, such as in studies
of spillways, siltation, dilution of waste and run of river water supply,
synthetic methods should not be used.
Improvement of analytical methods to
use directly data values at unequally spaced times and automatically pass over
gaps is reducing the need for synthetic records.
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At the lowest level where the period of missing data is so short
or the parameter so slowly varying that a smoothly continuous variation can be
assumed, the straight line or difference methods can be used. More usually,
however, the record gap contains parameter variations which cannot be
approximated in this simplistic manner.
In these cases there are two classes of methods available; the
first relies on the cross correlation between time series at different
locations, and the second relies only upon an analysis of the characteristics
of the series from which the data is missing. This latter class of methods are

called "time series analyses".
Cross correlation methods have the objective of estimating values
which match the missing values as closely as possible.
The values can be
estimated by a simple correlation with an adjacent site measuring the same
parameter, or using multiple regression techniques with several adjacent
sites.
The regression may include only stations measuring the same parameter.
or could include other related parameters.
For example a multiple regression
equation to estimate runoff at a gauging station with an incomplete record
could use values from other flow gauging stations (on the same or other
drainage networks), but could also include rainfall and soil moisture
variables. Finally the regressions, of any sort, may use variables with some
serial correlation component.
Thus a regression equation to estimate flows in
time period i may have, as independent variables. the flows and rainfalls at
other locations in periods i , i-I, i-2 etc.
All these methods rely on the
availability of concurrent sets of data from all sites, including that for
which the data are missing, to estimate the coefficients of the correlation or
regression equation. The length of these concurrent periods should allow the
equations to be defined with acceptable statistical reliability.
With seasonally varying time series it is usual either to produce
different equations for different seasons, or more satisfactorily. remove the
seasonal component before the analysis and obtain one single equation.
It
should be noted that most regression analyses rely on assumptions of
statistical normality of variables and the residuals between observed and
estimated values.
Where necessary. data transformations should be performed
on the basic data before regression analyses can legitimately be applied.
Such methods are beyond the scope of this publication and the reader is
referred to the bibliography.
The book entitled "Applied Regression Analysis"
by Draper and Smith is particularly recommended.
Time series analyses allow gaps to be filled. or much more
usually, records to be extended, by trying to ensure that the statistical
properties of the series are the same before and after the missing values have
been estimated.
Thus, if this method were used to infill daily river flows
for one month, it would not try to reproduce the actuill values on a daily
basis.
It would instead seek to make the overall statistics for the month
match those derived for the same month in previous years. whilst having regard
to the flows in the preceding months.
The first step in this analysis is to break down the time series
into its component parts. These series may comprise a long-term trend. as
revealed by a moving average analysis. one or more cyclic variations, e.g. sun
spot and annual cycles, and finally the residuals which are governed solely by
random statistical effects.
This breakdown is shown in Figure 10.2.
The
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trend and cyclical components can be wholly defined and are thus called
deterministic.
The residuals provide the stochastic element of the series.
and need to be analysed to remove any serial correlation.
If all the
deterministic components and serial correlations are removed. a randomly
distributed set of residuals is obtained. The extent to which the residuals
are randomly distributed is a measure of the success of the analysis.
Standard software packages are available for performing these analyses.
providing values for the coefficients of the various deterministic and
stochastic functions.
Having defined these functions. a sequence of values of any length
may be generated simply by providing starting values and a random number
generator. Such data-generation techniques are typically used to extend river
flow records for reservoir design.
More advanced techniques endeavour to
generate data for several sites using cross correlation.
Again. precise
details of these techniques are beyond the scope of this publication. but
references are given in the bibliography.
10.4

Consistency checking

All techniques for generating missing values form the basis for
methods of ensuring consistency between data. The aims of a consistency check
are to establish whether a whole series of data are consistent over a period
of time or whether an individual observation is consistent. The double mass
curve can be used in the first case and the correlation and interpolation
methods in the second. The double mass curve is particularly powerful because
it magnifies small but persistent changes in the measurements by accumulating
those differences.
When the value of a parameter at one site is estimated from the
values at other sites. or from previous and subsequent values at the same
site. an estimate can be made of the error of this estimate by using the
correlations and known regressions among the data.
It can be stated with a
given probability that the estimate will lie within a specified range of
values. This can form the basis for checking on the consistency of data.
Using this method. an estimate is made of a measured value as
though it were missing.
If the measured value lies outside the range of the
estimate at some tolerable confidence interval then the measured (or at least
recorded) value becomes suspect.
It can then be scrutinized more closely
before being accepted or modified.
Alternatively. if large numbers of measurements fall outside this
established range the implication is that something has changed from the time
when the relationship was established.
This does not necessarily indicate
what has changed. but a warning is given that something unusual is happening.
This drawing attention to anomalous behaviour in data is a very important
data-processing function.
There is another type of consistency check which applies to
certain types of time series. particularly rainfall,
Wi thin a homogeneous
region. it can be expected that large-scale events such as rainfall have a
high probability of commencing everywhere within a given time period.
The
high
intensities
will
likewise
occur
in
some
identifiable
pattern.
Occasionally an observer will record rainfall on the wrong day; all of his
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or a = b + c + serially correlated e

Figure 10.2 - Time series data analysis
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data will be one day out of sequence.
A check on the pattern of data at
nearby stations, as shown in Figure 10.3, will quickly detect this kind of
error.
Interpolation, correlation and time series methods may be used for
this problem, but a visual inspection of the plotted data is usually
sufficient to detect and identify such errors.
Other kinds of check which are applied mainly to non-time series
data can detect whether methods of classification being used are producing
consistent results.
For example, a soil is classified by considering the
values of a number of different parameters measured at each point.
When
similar patterns of measurements occur, the soils are classified as the same.
When data are stored in a data base, the computer can be used in assisting
with the classification and in ensuring that the manual classifications are
consistent.
There are automatic methods for classification processes called
"numerical taxonomy".
They include techniques .called discriminant analysis
and cluster analysis.
However, such methods are expensive to apply and
require large amounts of computer time and power. It is far better to use the
data base in an interactive fashion with the analyst sitting at a terminal
which can give him instantaneous access to any part of the data base. In this
way he can recall data that has been classified as the same and quickly use
his experience to monitor the consistency. He can also use the computational
power of the machine to assist in this process.
It is in this application
that a powerful data-retrieval facility is invaluable.
10.5

Summary

Summarizing this section, it can be said that secondary processing
techniques are applied to expand the value and utility of the collected data,
and require software which will perform the following tasks:
(a)

Abstract data for the purposes of performing regressions for
interpolation function parameters;

(b)

Abstract values of a given parameter from the data base
together with the map coordinates and the values of related
parameters thought to be useful for interpolation;

(c)

Take the data
space grid;

(d)

Output the interpolated data from (c), either as a plot or as
a symbol map;

(e)

Integrate the values of a parameter abstracted by (b) above
over a specified area. This also requires a means of
specifying a geographical area;

(f)

Abstract and interpolate or aggregate any time series data
for any time period, possibly using other time series data;

(g)

Estimate missing data both in time series and in space;

(h)

Evaluate the mutual consistency of data.

from

(b)

and

interpolate

it onto a

regular
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( nun)

G'fields

Ch. Ercall

III

1/2
1/3
1/4
115
1/6
1/7
1/8
1/9
1110
1/11
1/12
1/13
1/14
1/15
1/16
1/17
1/18
1/19
1/20
1/21
1/22
1/23

19.5
2.1
0.4
15.4
0.0
0.0
10.3
10.1
9.2
4.1
20.6
4.8
9.3
0.3
12.7
0.2
27.4
0.0
1.7
46.2
0.0
0.4

1.9
0.8
14.4
0.0
0.0
10.5
9.5
10.2
5.1
21.1
4.5
9.2
0.4
7.9
0.0
19.1
0.0
2.4
30.9
0.0
0.5

Shows obvious sequence error
Figure 10.3 - Error detecting

0.8
17 .2
0.0
0.0
14.3
8.3
12.3
1.8
18.8
8.0
10.7
0.9
1.5
9.3
17.8
0.0
1.8
12.8
0.0

+-Error
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.DESIGNING OR EVALUATING A COMPUTER SYSTEM
11.1

Introduction

This section should enable the potential designer of a data base
to gain a rough idea of what kind of resources and facilities may be required,
and whether any existing facilities are suitable. The first step in designing
anything is to define the functions to be performed by what is being
designed.
From this definition of function and a knowledge of the
environment, the loads on the system can be estimated. Once. the loads are
known, the equipment and personnel can be acquired and organized to achieve
the aims of the system.

The broad aims of a computer data base are to provide a safe means
of storage and ready access to information. In the case of a resources data
base a certain amount of processing capacity is also required to perform
essential secondary calculations on the raw data. The designer has to find
the optimum way of meeting the requirements.
11.2

Evaluation

In evaluating a computer system it should be attempted to compare
the cost of performing the same tasks by hand. To do this the volumes of data
to be prepared, stored and analysed should be determined. The cost and time
taken to perform all operations should be estimated. In considering the cost
of the two alternatives, the increased potential afforded by the computer
solution should not be overlooked. ·In terms of straight cost of performing
the basic minimum task of, say, producing a water year-book, the manual system
may look cheap. But the computer, by virtue of its flexibility, is able to
perform many other tasks.
In addition to this there is the training and
knowledge gained by the indigenous staff which increases their capacity for
development and aids them in getting the best from their advisors.
One final benefit is that a start is made on storing data in
computer compatible form.
In many developed countries full implementation of
computer systems is prevented by the problem of sheer size of the backlog of
data awaiting conversion.
This situation can be prevented in developing
countries.
·To design a system the following operations are necessary:
(al

Decide on the functions the system is to perform;

(bl

Identify the different kinds of data to be held on the system;

(cl

Identify the procedures carried out on each· data
including acquisition, processing, storage, retrieval
reporting;

(dl

Decide on the files and file structures including the record
formats for input and storage;

set
and
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(e)

Determine the data preparation requirements, coding and key
punching. Both annual and peak weekly demands are required;

(f)

Evaluate the size of files required for different purposes.
The total archived storage and the maximum on-line storage
required for both serial and direct access files can then be
deduced;

(g)

Identify all processing requirements for normal use;

(h)

Determine the methods of data retrieval and the volume of
output required including peak weekly load, by type of output;

(i)

Design output formats;

(j)

Select the hardware required;

(k)

Identify staff requirements by type,
requirements;

(1)

Determine accommodation requirements for equipment and staff;

(m)

Design and write or acquire software;

(n)

Implementation including staff training.

together with training

Items (d) to (i) guide the decisions on hardware requirements for the system.
Allowance should be made for expansion.
However much computing power is needed, the best way of meeting
these needs must be considered.
It may be to use a system completely
dedicated to the single task of data storage and retrieval, or could be a few
hours per week usage of a much larger system which is also used for other
purposes.
In either case it is possible to rent all or part of the service
from a commercial computer bureau.
A computer bureau provides computer hardware and software design
and support functions on a rental basis.
The advantages of using such a
service are that training requirements are reduced by shifting this function
to the operator of the bureau. Likewise responsibility for maintenance of the
equipment (a very important consideration) is also delegated.
In building up
the data base a large programmer/analyst input will be required while the
software systems are being developed.
This need is reduced once the main
functions of the base are established. Renting a service or facility is often
an economic way of meeting a temporary high demand.
If data retrieval is
required on an instantaneous basis. renting can only be considered if powerful
computer terminals can be provided at the point of need.
Where there is a
significant private sector in a country, the possibility of hiring must be
considered.
Alternatively there may be central government facilities which
can be hired on a temporary basis by other government departments.
The problem with contracting work entirely to outside computer
professionals is that the expertise remains outside the scope of the user.
Further, the objective is to give maximum benefit to the users of the data,
and this is best achieved if control of the data remains in their hands.
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If computer data processing is introduced by a department for some
specif ic purpose, for instance, the preparation of year-books of statistics,
and this task is given to outside computer expertise, it would be- performed,
and the year-book would be produced. However, only that will be produced - no
development of the use of the computer data nor the computer skill of the
staff of the original department.
The staff will remain without the
experience to request better things, and the computer professionals would not
understand what more could be done with the data; they would see the year-book
as an end in itself.
It is all too easy for technical people to overlook the management
of institutions and functions;
Table 11.1 gives further details of the
functions of management of a data base.
11.3

Input requirements

The number of man hours to encode and key punch the data has to be
determined. This is best done by analysing each coding form and record. The
time to encode a record can only be obtained by measuring the performance of
typical persons used for encoding, allowing for improvement with practice.
The volume of key punching is easily determined for each record. The peak
weekly, annual and total number of records of each type should be estimated.
It is frequently necessary to key punch historical data sets held
in manuscript form.
These manual archive data sets may be very large and
sufficient resources must be allocated for transcription and key punching
operations.
Assuming that key punching can be carried out at from 6 000 to
20 000 characters per hour, depending upon type of coding form and operator
skill, an estimate of the key punch time for each type of record can be made.
A summary with the following headings might be made:
Record type

Characters
per record

Time to
encode

Peak weekly
records

Annual
records

Total

The records may be grouped by type of data or by file.
If special inputs such as digitization or optical character input
etc. are to be used, corresponding estimates for these data inputs should be
made. A 30 cm long chart can be digitized iI). two to three minutes allowing
for set up. Digitization of map data could be carried out at 1 cm per second.
These are very crude estimates and actual times will depend upon the task.
These data will also enable an estimate to be made of the time to
physically input the data into the computer given the method of input used.
In the case where data are collected on some intermediate media such as
diskettes, the diskette to machine transfer rate could be several thousand
characters per second, and can frequently be regarded as negligible.
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TABLE 11.1
Functions of data base management
GENERAL POLICIES:
Operating and access policies
Data confidentiality
Inter-agency agreements
Long-range developmental ·policy
Policy review and revision mechanism
STAFF PLAN:
Capabilities required
Short- versus long-term needs
Job descriptions
Staff turnover plan
Staff training programme
DOCUMENTATION:
Development proposal
Implemented system or parts thereof
System utilization
Cost accounting
FINANCIAL PLAN (budget):
Total development and operating resources required
Financial continuity considerations
Maintenance costs
Use subsidization versus use charges
INSTITUTIONAL SETTING:
Authority to develop and operate system
Responsibility
Ownership
TECHNICAL POLICIES:
Standard software support and maintenance
User-specified software support and maintenance.
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Output requirements

To determine output volume it is necessary to'look at -the designs
for the output reports. It should be assumed that data will be reported on at
least at validation stage and thereafter at a frequency to be determined by
the design of the system.
If no regular reports are made, a guess has to be
made of the usage of the data retrieval capacity of the system assuming
existing requirements. Al ternati vely, estimates can be made of the cost and
volume required to meet a typical retrieval request and assume that users will
be prepared to pay a certain amount for the service.
This will enable a
volume estimate to be made.
The volume is the number of lines of computer
output allowing for headers and new pages.
It may also require estimation of
graphic or other output to be made.
Once again it is useful to draw up a table showing the volume
requirements against file together with estimates of peak weekly and annual
loads. Graphic output is measured by line length and character output. This
data enables the assessment of the kind of output capacity required and how
much it will cost, either in equipment and paper charges or hire charges.
11.5

Storage requirements

Two types of data are required.
The basic information on input
can be used to estimate storage requirements. ,Although- the internal form of
the data may be different from the input records the volume will be the same,
to the degree of accuracy required. The first, type of data is on the annual
and total volume requirements, including an allowance for historical data.
This enables the total cost of storage media to be determined and files should
be structured on an annual or station-by-station, basis. The second type of
calculation will indicate what is the largest volume of data required to be
on-line for immediate access at anyone time.
This will result in a
compromise between the ideal and the-affordable.
In making these compromises
the specifications of the required system are developed.
The on-line data may be held on slow devices like magnetic tapes
or fast devices like disks.
The split between the two types has to be
decided. For interactive data retrieval where the requester of information is
sitting at a computer terminal expecting an immediate response, direct access
disk storage is essential.
Similarly, if direct access files are to be used,
a commensurate amount of disk storage should be provided. For requests which
can wait a few hours or days, the slower tape systems can be used.
11. 6

Processor requirements

It is extremely difficult to estimate processor requirements. For
simple systems which have a single user carrying out a single task, the
processing time for most operations is less than the time taken to input and
output the data and can be nominal. For multi-user, multi-task systems it is
virtually impossible to estimate accurately the machine processing time needed.
An estimate can be made, however, by counting the number of
instructions of each kind carried out on the data during processing.
Different times must be allowed for moving data around within the core memory
and between peripheral devices. By knowing the average times needed to carry
out all the various instructions, an estimate of processor time can be made.
Even if the programs are already available this can be a tedious and hazardous
business.
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Assessing
processor
requirements
is
also
related
to
the
organizational objectives of the processing system; in particular, whether
centralized or distributed processing systems are envisaged (section 11.10).
11. 7

Personnel requirements

Figure 11.1 indicates the personnel structure of a typical mediumto large-sized data-processing unit, and implicitly also represents the
functional structure.
For a small unit the same person would carry out a
number of the functions, or some could be contracted to a computer service
bureau.
However, if a data base operation is to be run by an organization it
would be essential that the overall direction and management, encoding and
visual validation of data, be performed by that organization.
This would
require that some senior person be appointed to look after the computer
functions and staff be appointed to encode and possibly key punch basic data.
The number of staff needed would be· indicated by estimates obtained on the
lines given earlier in this section.
The basic minimum number of staff is thus one manager or
co-ordinator and one data encoder.
In practice, data would be encoded at
source as far as possible by designing suitable forms for recording
information.
It would be preferable that the manager >las a person with
computer training and could also carry out the tasks of analyst and
programmer.
All other services can be hired in the form of short-term
specialists and as a service from a bureau or other computer centre.
If a full data base operation is to be maintained, then all
functions must be covered, even though some could still be hired from a
bureau.
It is difficult to estimate total labour requirements because this
wilL to some extent. depend upon the speed of progress required.
Datapreparation staff has been mentioned, operational staff can be estimated from
the number of devices requiring service.
There are formulae available for
estimating machine room operational staff. As the number of staff increases,
there will be a management overhead.
It is possible to make progress with a single analyst/programmer
but more progress can be made >lith more staff. On setting up a data base, a
training programme for all categories of staff should be implemented if there
are no trained people available.
In any case subject specialists should be
given courses in computation to enable them to realize the benefits of
computer usage.
11.8

Environmental requirements

The power requirements and heat generating capacity of the system
must be estimated from the specifications of the machines.
Usually power
requirements >lill be equal to heat generating capacity. To this must be added
the heat generated by operational staff.
From these data the electricity,
heating and/or cooling requirements for the system can be determined.
All computers should be operated in a clean, smoke-free atmosphere
wi th moderate humidity.
If too dry, static electricity problems occur.
If
too moist, corrosion and condensation problems occur. This may not mean that
air conditioning and humidity removal is required, but it should be considered
in harsh climates.
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In most developing countries the frequency and magnitude of power
fluctuations means that particular attention must be paid to the provision of
adequate power stabilization equipment.
Adequate space should be allocated for the processor, storage of
data, data preparation and staff.
Data-preparation staff need standard
amounts of space, as for any ordinary clerical worker. The processor needs
sufficient space, dictated by the size of the equipment and the need of access
for maintenance.
11. 9

Computer selection

Having decided upon the physical requirements, it is necessary to
select a particular computer system for purchase. It is at this stage that
expert help should be sought in order to match the system requirements to
available machines.
In many developing countries the number of viable
suppliers is probably not very large, so to some extent the task is
simplified.
Special attention should be paid to the need for system
maintenance, and the local capabilities of the supplier in this respect.
To give some guidance on machine evaluation. a list of selection
criteria developed as part of a recent FAO Project is given in Table 11.2. A
quantitative method of assessment was developed from this list by scoring the
performance of available systems against each criteria. By applying weights
to reflect the relative importance of the criteria for the ideal system
required, a ranked list of the suitability of available systems was obtained
to guide purchasing policy.
11.10

Centralized or distributed processing systems

One of the important decisions with regard to the organizational
aspects of large-scale data-processing systems is the choice between
centralized and distributed data processing.
Centralized processing is a conventional way of using computers.
In this case, all data are processed at one computer centre and, as a rule, on
one computer. Access to the central machine is made by a large number of
terminals, many of which are remote from the central site. Remote terminal
communication is normally enabled via low speed voice quality telephone lines.
Distributed processing is a modern concept which is characterized
by a radical change in the approach to providing users with computing
facilities. In general a distributed processing system comprises two or more
geographically distributed computers or computer centres. the exchange of
information between machines by telecommunication channels and, possibly,
co-ordinated management of the system.
Users have access to the system
through local terminals at each computer site.
Compared to centralized
systems the number of communication lines is greatly reduced, but the
computer-to-computer linkage requires much greater data transmission speed and
reI iabil i ty .
The concepts and relevance of centralized and distributed
processing have developed under the
influence
of
several
economic,
technological and organizational factors.
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TABLE 11.2
Computer selection criteria

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Hardware costs
(al
Capital
(bl
Leasing
(cl
Maintenance
(dl
Installation
Language availability
(al
FORTRAN
(bl
BASIC
(cl
COBOL
Peripheral availability
(al
Single VDU
(bl
Multiple VDU
(cl
Fast line printer
(dl
Slow line printer
(el
Graph plotter
(f)
Digi tizer
(gl
Diskettes
Maintenance
(al
Local availability
Technical and scientific software
(al
Availability
(bl
Cost (lease/purchase)
(cl
Quality of local support
(dl
Ease of further development
Commercial and business software
(al
Availability
(bl
Cost (lease/purchase)
(cl
Quality of local support
(dl
Ease of. further development
Other software facilities
Manufacturers
(al
International standing
(bl
Standing with Government
Agents local viability/strength
Machine availability
(al
Locally
(bl
World-wide
Basic training
(al
Ease of machine use
(bl
In-house training by manufacturers or agent
Pre-delivery use of equivalent machine locally
Pre-delivery local training
Compatibility with existing machines
Type of CPU power
(al
Distributed
(bl
Centralized
VDU screen controlled input of data
Easy enquiry language
Operating system
Ease of archiving data
Expandability with same CPU
Delivery data
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Pure economic factors recommend centralized processing because of
the so-called "economies of scale", i.e. the reduced overheads due to
expansion of the scale of production. In essence, these scale effects suggest
that data-processing expenses (per unit of datal decrease with increasing
power of computers. Before the advent of the most recent generation of mini
and microcomputers it was generally accepted that computer processing power
was proportional to the square of its cost. Advances in computer production
technology have led to changes in computer power-to-cost ratio, and ratios
proportional to the square root of the cost are now usual.
Technologically, there were. problems of hardware and software
compatibility in communication, processing and storage of data, and initially
a lack of computer skilled personnel. These factors promoted the centralized
processing concept of concentrating machine power and human skill in one
centralized location. The trend toward centralized processing was accelerated
by the development of data base principles and technology which enabled a
unified, integrated approach to data processing.
However, it became clear that centralized processing systems with
large numbers of on-line users were not performing as expected due to:
Heavy load on a single central
optimum use of machine resources;
Complex communication network
terminals;

to

CPU,

requiring

continuous

support many remote user

High cost of communication facilities relative to the cost of
processing;
Complex software required to support many users accessing a
very large single data base.
These
problems
encouraged
many
technological
developments
including: multiprogramming and later virtual memory and virtual machine
operating systems, data base management systems, and data communication
(message and packet switching) software.
Whilst these improvements were very significant in maintaining the
importance of the centralized processing approach, they could not overcome two
inherent weaknesses; the vulnerability of the system to failure of the central
machine and the inability to respond quickly to technological changes.
Co-incidentally, advances in high speed communication technology
and moves
toward
de-centralized management techniques
suggested the
implementation of distributed processing networks.
Distributed processing
establishes processing centres functionally arranged to match the' tasks of an
organization.
This results in enhancing the independent control and
management of data processing, and increases the user's responsibility for
effective computer use.
To satisfy different management practices and data
processing requirements there are two important distributed processing network
structures; hierarchical and horizontal. Whilst both structures increase the
overall system reliability and reduce communication costs, they are different
in concept.
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In hierarchically distributed systems the data-processing tasks
are shared amongst all the computer centres.
In general there is an upward
flow of data in an increasingly aggregated form, a downward flow· of derived
information.
The higher level processing centres normally exercise some
measure of control over those at lower levels.
Whilst this hierarchical
structure increases the system reliability and decreases communication costs,
there still remain problems in adding new processing centres, particularly at
higher hierarchical levels.
Horizontally distributed systems are normally characterized by
centres handling the complete range of data-processing functions needed to
meet local needs.
Differences between centres reflect the different functions
of the sites within the organization and thus vary in the composition of the
data stored and the technical facilities available.
Such a horizontal
structure may be extended simply by adding new processing centres, and
individual centres are much better able to develop in ways suiting the local
user applications.
It is apparent that telecommunications play an important role in
large-scale data processing.
Whilst communications have not undergone the
same power-cost revolution as processing, most of the significant advances in
computer network design are in this field, particularly using satellite
links. The cost of satellite communication links are in general independent
of distance, and currently is about 10% of the cost of surface-based

communication.
Experience
in selecting
between
centralized
processing
and
distributed processing (hierarchical or horizontal) systems suggest that the
one which more closely matches the management structure and style of an
organization is most likely to be successful.
However, as will be discussed
in Chapter 12, it is still more usual to establish centralized processing
systems in developing countries because of the scarcity of skilled personnel
and hardware/software support.

C HAP T E R 12
DATA BASE DEVELOPMENT
12.1

Introduction

It has been seen that it is technically possible to collect data.
transmit it to central storage media. process it and save it. all untouched by
human hand. This is frequently not practically possible because of lack of
capital and expertise. There may also be socio-economic factors which make
this level of automation at least inadvisable.
However. in deciding to
automate some part of the processes of data collection. transmission and
storage. a vision of this ideal situation may be kept in mind.
From this
vision the factors which prevent its achievement may be identified and
gradually overcome. This also allows a system to be initiated in such a way
that rational paths for development are not closed at the outset. Figure 12.1
shows the components of a fully automated data-collection system which would
permit data to be measured with sensors at the original source and
subsequently either communicated directly via satellite to the next part of
the system. or stored in computer compatible form for later transmission. All
transmission is automatic via telephone or radio/satellite links.
The selection of a strategy for the development of a data base is
influenced by the organizational level at which it will operate.
A complete
hierarchy of levels where natural resource data is collected and analysed is
given in Figure 12.2. At whatever technological or organizational level the
data
base
is
envisaged.
Figure 12.3
summarizes
the activities and
responsibilities in the development process.
The function of the highest organizational level. international
activity. should be confined to the transfer of knowledge about the
development and operation of data bases. and transferring technology and
information relating to analysis. This would include computer software for
capturing. storing and retrieving data. mathematical models for expanding the
utility of data. watershed and groundwater models. models for sediment and
pollution movement. models of plant growth. fish catch strategy. agro-economic
activity. forest resource utilization. and so on.
In order to facilitate this exchange of information it is useful
to have a common language to describe natural resources and activities. For
the purposes of interchanging programs and data in computer compatible form it
is also useful to use some standard formats. To a large extent international
activity in data base systems has been confined to trying to establish common
definitions. codes and formats for data. and to assemble information on
software that is available for data base and data processing activities. Such
international projects include the Global Environmental Monitoring System
(GEMS) of UNEP/WHO/Unesco/WMO. the Hydrological Operational Multipurpose
Sub-programme (HOMS) of WMO. the FAO Soil Map of the World. and FAO's farm
management data system FARMAP. These application specific projects should be
consulted at an early stage of data base development in order that the current
state-of-the-art can be assessed.
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of this publication however. it is the
and below, the national level which are of

National level

At this level there may exist a natural resource data base above
the sectoral systems. Sectoral refers to the goverrunent functional sectors.
for
instance
agriculture.
population
census.
water.
meteorology and
coirununications.
A natural resource data base is a collection of information which
enables a planner or other specialist to identify and quantify the resources
of a country. In its most comprehensive form it is an inventory of a country.
and a complete specification of the envirorunent.
Since the original
information is extremely detailed and· extensive, a practical national resource
data base will hold only summaries and syntheses of the original data. These
summaries would be held by a planning section.
The original sectoral data
would be maintained by agencies responsible for collecting raw data.
This
implies some high level of compatibility between the two systems. and this
needs to be recognized at the design stage (see also section 11.10).
In a developing country where agriculture frequently represents
the largest slice of the total economic activity, the land and water resources
element of natural resources may be expected to form the most important blocks
of information after population resources. Table 12.1 (a) and (b) shows the
main composition by sector of the information in a natural resource data base.
and the form in which the data is usually held.
12.3

Sectoral level

Even at the sectoral level. the data for a comprehensive land and
water resources data base are collected by many different organizations.
usually goverrunent departments. They are collected on a regular or sporadic
basis and may relate to parameters which change continuously or to ones which
are always constant. In practice each organization responsible for collecting
data will maintain files of the data it collects.
In developing a
comprehensive data base it must be considered what data will be held. who will
operate it,· and how the data will be obtained from those responsible for its
collection.
Figure 12.2 sho>ls typically how data may flow from the original
source to a central sectoral facility in a hierarchical fashion.
Information
is stored at each level in the hierarchy. some or all of this information will
be passed up the system. In the case that it is all passed upwards. there may
be no need to store it lower down in the system. Automated data-processing
systems can be introduced at any level in the hierarchy and used in
conjunction with transmission of data.
In a developing country it is generally most logical to start
development of an automated data-processing system at the centre and work
outwards. There are exceptions to this general rule. in particular when data
acquisition at key remote locations must be carried out with automatic
recording or transmission equipment.
The ideal place to start is at the
sectoral data base level since each sector controls what goes on below it and
there is usually no higher level which has control at the level of detail
required.
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TABLE 12.1 (a)
Natural resources data

Information

Form

Type

Physiography - land form

maps

piecewise· continuous

Topography

maps

continuous

Soils (soils associations)

maps, tables

piecewise continuous

Geology surficial

maps

piecewise continuous

maps

piecewise continuous

maps, tables

continuous

surface

maps. tables

sub-area. networks

groundwater

maps,

tables

sub-area

flooding

maps. tables

sub-area

tables

sub-area

surveys

point

surveys

point - sub-area

Transport

maps

networks

Administration

maps

piecewise continuous

Land capability

maps

piecewise continuous

Land use

maps. tables

piecewise-continuous

Banking. finance

tables

Minerals

tables

point - sub-area

Fisheries

maps. tables

sub-area

structural
Climate
Water resources

Demographic
Agro-economic

inputs
- outputs

sub-area
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TABLE 12.1 (bl

Categories of information in a natlIra 1 reSQurceg data base
Category

Remarks

Identification

Contains items to identify the sub-area, for instance,

name;

code;

x-y co-ordinates;

membership of higher

order groups, 6.g. district or region.
Area

Size, if not a standard grid area.

Physiography

Contains series of codes and amounts giving codes for

each physiographic land unit and their extents.
Topography

Contains one or·

more altitudes for each area, most

relevant to grid square system.
Soils

Contains series of codes and amounts defining soil
types, characteristics and extents.

Geology

Contains a series of codes and amounts for each geological

series present and its extent. Includes structural and
surficial geology and borehole logs.
Climate

Contains a series of codes and amounts to identify
climatic characteristics such as thermal and moisture
regimes.

Water Resources

Contains statistics to enable surface and groundwater
resources to be quantified for an area. Drainage basin

code, aquifer codes. In the case of grid models the
drainage and extent of seasonal flooding may be indicated.
Demographic

Contains population structure for the area to enable
work force in different categories (age, sex etc) to
be determined.

Transport

Contains items to indicate access to adjacent areas by

transport category an4 capacity, Thus enables transport
network to be built up.
Agro-economic

Contains items to obtain crop yields by agro-eco10gica1
zone and inputs, management applied, also gives details

of family-farm incomes and expenditures, mostly aggregated
from farm survey data. Special items to deal with agroforestry and soil conservation may be required. Also
implied under this heading is existing land use.
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In practice, though the different sectoral data sets may be
maintained by different organizations, they could use the same physical
facilities.
This does have the advantage that transfer of information between
sectors and outside is facilitated. Software development costs can be reduced
by sharing the same systems. At the same time data structures and formats can
be standardized.
Though the use of a single facility large enough to meet all needs
may seem like an ideal way to introduce computing to data management in a
developing country, it may not be practicable for a variety of socio-economic
reasons.
Different organizations have different outlooks and employ staff
with different backgrounds and abilities.
Putting the control of data into
the hands of a few "experts" in the computer section is seen to downgrade the
function of those who have been responsible in the past.
It is necessary to'
involve such people and let them retain control.
The involvement is a
learning process and the use of formal courses in training such staff 1S
imperative.
By putting the computing at the immediate disposal of the sectoral
organizations. it is possible to try to overcome these problems and to move
towards achieving acceptance of the new system.
This can be done by letting
each organization have its own computer or terminal(sl with sufficient
capacity to meet
its
needs
for
input and output.
The problem of
standardization of equipment is usually solved by manufacturers of equipment
because there is usually little competition and any manufacturer operating in
a country is only prepared to support a limited range of equipment.
In many countries the distributed computer solution is the only
possible alternative because telephone networks are not adequate to carry data
communications with reliability (see also section 11.10). This solution also
introduces redundancy into the total system which generally makes for
reliability. It also spreads out experience rather than concentrating it as a
central facility would do.
The small systems are far more friendly to the
user than large systems and the number of experts needed is not larger than
required for a central facility, moreover the general level of expertise
required is lower.
The total system outlined in Figure 12.1 can be envisaged as a
national goal.
In order to achieve it some standardization will be
necessary.
This does not necessarily mean that identical equipment be used
throughout, but it does mean that users should be aware of the need for some
standards which may be used for the' interchange of data.
If the systems
described in this publication are used, no difficulties should be encountered
in expansion and ,compatibility.
A good example of the development of such
standards are those developed by the Australian Water Resource Council for
application iIi that field.
Other desirable forms of standardization are, the use of common
geographical coordinate systems and, 'where relevant for a gridded geocoded
data base, the origin and agreed space intervals for the grid.
It is also
necessary to use common laboratory analysis techniques, or at least have some
means of converting between the results from different techniques.
In this
respect the formulation of data base dictionaries which define, inl er aRia,
measurement units and techniques, and text definitions, is a great step
towards the standardization process.
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Compatibility is also desirable for the internal form of the
records. This compatibil ity need only be to the level of adopting standard
record formats for the four basic kinds of data identified; regular,
irregular, and multiple parameter time series, and non-time series.
This
would allow some standardization of retrieval programs, and ease programming
problems in subsequent application programs.
The external form of the data,
as it may appear on coding forms or punched cards, say, will vary because of
the historical backgrounds of different organizations, and the rapid changes
in recording and data preparation systems.
Individual systems would be
developed by each sectoral organization for coding, data entry, validation and
file updating.
Within a particular sector, those responsible should first
determine whether any national data-processing policy exists. If not. there
is no need to wait for one before commencing development work.
A senior
sectoral expert should be appointed· to develop the data base, if necessary
providing training in computer usage.
It may be necessary and advisable to
call in outside experts at this stage to assist with identifying staff and
implementing initial procedures, especially the design of coding forms to meet
existing and possible data base needs.
On identifying the size of the problem and the policy for solving
it, the staff and equipment required can be estimated. Implementation should
be a gradual process, implementing one system at a time, running existing
manual methods in parallel with computer methods until full confidence in the
computer system is established.
The emphasis should be on meeting the needs of the sectoral
organizations rather than any external body, be it other national sectors or
international agencies.
The general structure of a sectoral level data base is given in
Figure 12.4. As seen in Chapter 6, there may be several levels of non-time
series data relating to different levels of detail for such physical features
as gauging stations, soil survey sites, pumping stations, fertilizer trial
plots, etc. The geographical referencing system may work with grids, vectors
or both.
Figure 12.5 serves as a rough guide to the computer configuration
which might be necessary to support such a data base for a medium/large
sectoral system.
12.4

Project level

Most projects with which FAO and WMO are associated involve the
establishment of data-collection networks and data-processing systems.
Frequently the emphasis is on the establishment of institutional and
operational frameworks for analysis rather than the analysis itself. For this
reason a commonly occurring theme of many projects is the development of a
data-processing system which will be a service to the project, and form the
nucleus of an expanding system when the project is complete.
In general the project level data base will contain only a subset
of the application areas of the sectoral data base, but the structure will be
identical to Figure 12.4. Many systems are designed simply to archive data in
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computer compatible form for later analysis. Since the missing analysis stage
often highlights data errors, it is even more vital that comprehensive
procedures should be used for data validation and error correction.
The computer systems required at the project level fall into the
microprocessor - mini .range.
In addition to ensuring that the machine will
satisfy immediate project needs, it should also be compatible with the
processing systems at higher levels.
Since the mass storage devices of
computers in this range will most likely be diskette, some standard diskette
formatting such as IBM "soft sector" should be used.
This will ensure the
capability to transfer programs and data.
Whilst communication lines may not currently be capable of
supporting telemetry links, the future use of project level equipment as an
intelligent terminal to the higher level of processing should be considered at
the design stage.
The smaller systems need to be, and generally are, very "user
friendly", that is they should be as readily usable as possible by project
staff, most of whom will not be familiar with the use of computers.
Whilst
still
developing
rapidly,
the
capabili ties
of
microprocessors are already sufficient to meet the needs of many projects, and
as such offer several advantages:
(a)

They are designed to be used by non-computer experts.
Most
systems have interactive self-tutoring programs to teach
programming languages and techniques.
Documentation is
written so as to be understood by the interested layman;

(b)

They are widely available and easily maintained. They can be
bought "off the shelf" in many parts of the world - many
mini-computer systems have delivery times of at least six
months;

(c)

Because all systems are based on a small number of standard
microprocessor chips, there is a high degree of compatibility
of software, and consequently a very wide range of packages
available, at very low cost;

(d)

They are extremely cheap.
A comprehensive microprocessor
system with software can be obtained for under $5 000 (1985
prices) ;

(e)

If care is taken in selection they can be compatible with
mini-computer systems, either directly by a communication
link, or indirectly by diskettes;

(fl

They do not require purpose built installations.
A normal
air-conditioned office with standard office electricity
supply is quite adequate.
However, with the wide voltage
fluctuations
in
most
developing
countries
a
voltage
stabilizer is virtually essentiaL as with other sensitive
electronic equipment.

A microprocessor
system
applications is shown in Figure 12.6.
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GLOSSARY
Access time
The time taken to retrieve data from a storage device, or to obtain
data from a peripheral unit, measured from the instant of executing an
instruction to call for the data to the moment when. the data are
stored in the specified location. The two components of access time
are seek time and transfer time.
Address
The unique identification of data-storage locations.
In core store
the word is the smallest addressable location, on disk or diskette the
track/sector block is the smallest addressable location.
American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII)
Standard format binary representation of data and computer control
characters.
The most common standard used for data exchange and
computer communication systems.
Analog
The representation and measurement of the performance or behaviour of
a system by continuously variable physical entities such as currents
and voltages. Opposite of digital.
Archive
An archive is a set of catalogued files which are held on some backing
storage medium, normally magnetic tape, and not held permanently
on-line. Archived files are restored by loading the archive storage
medium onto an on-line peripheral drive unit. Archiving provides a
cheaper method of storing data not required frequently, and the
removal of files of this type from the on-line file store can greatly
improve the efficiency of a computer system.
Assembler
This is the lowest level language available for programming a
computer. Because the level is so close to the actual format of the
machine instruction codes, assembler language is totally hardware
specific.
For general application, higher level languages such as
FORTRAN and COBOL are preferred as they are more convenient to
program, and virtually hardware independent.
BASIC
This is a high level programming language principally designed for
developing programs in an interactive mode. The name is an acronym
for "Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code". BASIC is used
most extensively on microcomputers and some minicomputers.
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Batch processing
A method of operating a computer in which user jobs are piaced into a
job queue, and jobs are processed from the queue on a one-by-one
basis.
Thus, there is usually some delay between the job input and
its eventual processing. Compare this with interactive processing.
Bit

An abbreviation of binary digit, one of the two digits (0 and 1) used
in binary notation.
All programs and data are converted into binary
notation, that is, strings of bits, for storage and manipulation.
Blocking

The grouping of individual records into blocks, usually to achieve
greater efficiency for input/output operations, by reducing the number
of read or write operations required.
The groups of records are
collected together (blocked) or broken down (unblocked) in "buffer"
stores.

Buffer
Generally used as a means of temporarily storing data when information
is transferred from one unit to another, e.g. between a central
processor and its input/output peripheral units. The buffer can be
used as an area for blocking or unblocking records, but is more
usually used to compensate for the different speeds at which the units
can handle data.
Byte
A set of bits considered as a unit; usually a sub-division of a word
able to store one alphanumeric .character. The most common byte size
is eight bits.
Card image
Many programs have been written to manipulate data input from cards
VDU
screens.
The physical
record length of such input
80 characters. Any file containing 80 character (80 byte) records
said to be a card image file, regardless of the storage medium
which the file is actually kept.

or
is
is
on

Cathode Ray Tube (CRT)
See Visual Display Unit
Central Processor Unit (CPU)
The central processor unit is the heart of the computer since it
co-ordinates and controls the activities of all the other (peripheral)
units and performs all the arithmetic and logical processes to be
applied to the data. All program instructions to be executed must be
held within the central processor, and all data to be processed must
first be loaded into this unit.
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COBOL·
COBOL is an acronym for "Conunon Business Oriented Language". I t is an
internationally accepted progranuning language for general conunercial
use.
Coding sheet
A purpose-designed form onto which programs and data are written
before being transferred to an input medium. The input operation is
usually to key punch direct from the coding sheet.
Compilers
Complex programs which convert computer instructions written in a
source language into machine ·code. The resulting (object) program can
be read and executed directly by the computer. The source languages
may be COBOL, FORTRAN, etc.
Computer Output to Microfilm (COM)
A specialized high speed technique for
large volume output
applications, where output is stored on microfilm or microfiche.
Data bank
See data base
Data base
1. A general meaning synonymous with data bank, a comprehensive set
of related data files for a specific application, usually on a direct
access storage device.
Data stored in a data base are generally
available to a larger number of users by means of remote terminals.

2. A specialized meaning relating to the use of data base management
systems.
A set of data files so structured that appropriate
application programs draw from the files and update them, but do not
themselves constrain the file design or contents. That is, the files
are not designed to satisfy a specific limited application. Data are
again stored on direct access storage media.
Data base management system
Software which enables the complex relationships of data base files to
be easily defined.
The systems normally include data input,
validation and editing routines, a "data description language", and a
"query" language to allow selected data retrieval from the data base.
Data description language
A language used in a data base management system to describe the
structure of records, data elements, files and their relationships.
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Digital
Referring to the use of discrete signals to represent data'in the form
of numbers of characters.
Most forms of digital representation in
data processing are based upon the use of binary numbers, sets of
binary digits (bits) grouped together to represent numbers, alphabetic
characters, and symbols in coded form. Compare with analog.
Direct access storage
A backing or secondary storage device in which the access time to
retrieve any items of data is effectively constant. Such devices are
magnetic drums, disks and diskettes.
Compare with serial access
storage.
Direct addressing

A system where the absolute addresses of data items in core or on disk
are used as data identifiers.
EBCDIC
The acronym of one of the character codes used for data exchange. Not
as widely accepted as ASCII, its importance lies in its use by IBM
machines.
Element (in hydrology)
Some hydrological phenomenon such as water level (stage), discharge,
or precipitation which is to be observed or measured.
Exponent
The power to which a number is raised, e.g. in the expression 2....23,
the exponent is 23.
Field

A subdivision of a record containing a unit of information. The field
may contain a numeric data value, a text description, or some
alphanumeric code.
File
organized collection of data records.
The relationship between
records on a file may be that of a Gommon purpose, format or data
source, and the records mayor may not be sequenced.

An

Floating point arithmetic
Performed by the floating decimal point registers in the control unit,
this allows numbers to be stored more economically and accurately than
with the alternative and simpler fixed point registers.
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FORTRAN
FORTRAN is the acronym for Formula Translation.
I t is a problem
oriented high level language for scientific and mathematical use, in
which the source program is written using a combination of algebraic
formulae and English statements of a readable form.
Geocoded data
Data which are defined in space are
form uses co-ordinates of some·
geocoded data are represented in
co-ordinates which represent a soil

said to be geocoded. The simplest
data reference point, but fully
vector form, i.e. a stream of
or watershed boundary.

Hardware
The physical units or apparatus used to make up a computer system.
Compare with software.
Header
A record at the beginning of a file which defines the structure of the
records that follow. A general data retrieval program can therefore,
by reading first the header, condition itself to read the data from
any file.
Interactive mode
A method of operation in which the user is in direct communication
with the computer, and is able to obtain an immediate response to his
input messages. It is also known as the conversational mode, and is
an example of on-line computer use.
Interface
A means of allowing data communication between two separate computer
units. The interface may use hardware or software or both.
Key
A selected data item or actual storage address which is used to
locate or define a record. The key may be part of the record, or may
be kept in a separate key file.
1.

2.
A marked button on a keyboard depressed manually and used for
entering a character into some computer compatible media.
This process is known as key punching.
Key-to-disk
A data preparation device which allows data to be written direct from
a keyboard to a magnetic disk. The disk may be on-line or off-line.
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Key-to-tape
A data preparation device which allows data to be written direct from
a keyboard onto a magnetic tape.
There is usually an intermediate
phase where the data is stored on disk for editing. and once accepted
is transferred to tape. Key-to-tape is an example of an off-line data
preparation system.
Kilobyte (k byte or kb)
One thousand bytes.

Equivalent to one thousand characters of storage.

Logical record
A record containing all the fields necessary to represent some
required group of information. The length and structure of the record
is expressed with regard to the information that it must convey.
rather than to satisfy any limitations imposed by the medium of
storage. Compare with physical record.
Magnetic Ink Character Recognition (MICR)
The technology related to the recording of information on documents by
means of magnetized ink characters. and the automatic recognition of
such characters by means of machines (magnetic ink character readers).
Mark sensing
The automatic sensing of marks made with some conductive material on
predetermined positions on a punched card. The marks are usually made
with a graphite leaded pencil. and are sensed electronically and
interpreted by a mark sense reader.
Merging
An operation

performed on two or more ordered sets of records to
create a single set or file.
The two original sets must first be
arranged into the same sequence by sorting on a common key.

Megabyte (m byte or rob)
One million bytes.
Microsecond
One millionth of a second.
Millisecond
One thousandth of a second.
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Multiprogramming
To make most efficient use of the CPU, this
programs to reside in the core memory at
program is awaiting the allocation of an
awaiting data transfers to or from backing
be executed.

technique allows several
the same time.
If one
input/output device, or
store, other programs can

Nanosecond
One thousand millionth (10**-9) of a second.
Object program
This is the version of a computer program which can be understood and
executed by the computer.
It is a set of machine instructions in
binary form, and is obtained by translating the original source
program written by a computer programmer.
The translation is
performed by a compiler.
Off-line
Equipment used or processing performed not under direct control of the
central processor is said to be off-line. Examples are card punches,
key-to-tape systems and magnetic tape archives. Compare with on-line.
On-line
A part of a computer system is on-line if it is directly under the
control of the central processor. Examples are tape and disk drives,
line printers and visual display units (VDUS). Compare with off-line.
Operand
One of the items in an operation, e.g. an addition,
logical comparison.

subtraction or

Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
The identification of printed characters by means of light sensing
devices.
PL/l
A high level programming language designed to combine the features of
a commercial language (COBOL) with scientific languages (ALGOL and
FORTRAN) .
Packing
A technique whereby several data items are compressed for storage
purposes. This allows economy of storage space for large data sets,
but requires that data be "unpacked" for subsequent use.
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Parameter
Either a hydrological element or a coefficient in some hydrological
model, formula or other relationship which may be adjusted to apply
the general modeL etc. to particular cases, for example fitting a
rainfall-runoff model
to a
particular catchment
will
involve
determining parameter values appropriate to that catchment.
Peripherals
Machines which can be operated under computer control.
Peripheral
devices consist of input devices, output devices, and storage devices.
Physical record
A physical unit of storage which contains the logical records of
related data.
Physical record size may be variable as on tape, or
fixed as on disk.
Pointer
A numerical value in a record field which gives the address of the
next record in the sequence of records. A record may contain several
pointers if the records need to be retrieved in different sequences.
Program
A set of
computer.

instructions written to solve a specific problem using a
A program is an item of computer software.

Punching
The process of entering data onto some computer
using a keyboard, same as keying or key punching.

compatible

medium

Query language
A special set of keywords found in a data base management system which
assist in retrieving data.
Such query languages allow very complex
selection criteria to be used for data retrieval.
Random access
See direct access.
Real time
Real-time processing is the immediate processing of data to obtain a
result.
Thus, most process control systems operate in real time,
since input data must be processed quickly enough to enable the
results to be used as feedback information.
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Relational data base
A particular form of data base in which the data are conceptually held
in tables.
Each row, or record, in a table consists of a set of
columns or fields, each containing a single data item.
Rows in
different tables may be related to each other when they have the same
value for a particular column. In most implementations of relational
data bases the tables are held as separate disk files.
Example: a
data base may contain a table of catchment members and areas and
another with catchment numbers and discharge data.
The catchment
areas and discharges could be related to each other though the
catchment number, enabling a program to be written to compute, say,
runoff per unit area.
Record
A group of related
constitute a file.

data

items.

Many

records

grouped

together

Register
A special store location generally having a capacity equal to the word
size of the computer concerned, and having specific properties for use
during arithmetic and/or logical operations.
Seek time
The time· for a particular data record or storage address to be
located, once the control unit has been given the address.
In core
storage, and with disk (random access) devices, the seek time is
approximately constant. However, on serial storage medium (magnetic
tape) the seek time is variable and can be in the order of several
minutes.
Sensor
An electrical or mechanical device
parameter.
The sensor readings are
automatically, or both.

which measures a
observed manually,

required
recorded

Sequential processing
Processing records in a data file according to some predetermined
sequence of keys.
For files on tape media this is equivalent to
serial processing; for files on disk, however, it is a separate
technique.
Serial processing
Processing records of a data file in the order in which they occur on
a given storage device. This is contrasted with sequential processing
in which records are processed according to the value of a selected
key within each record.
Magnetic tape, by its very nature, is
suitable only for serial processing.
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Sorting
To arrange records in a sequence determined by the value of specified
keys within the record. An example would be sorting a soil data file
by alphabetic soil name, or by drainage class.
Source program
A program written in a SOurce language.
This would be the actual
program written by a programmer in COBOL, FORTRAN, etc. and needs to
be compiled and converted to an object program for execution.
Stand alone
Refers to software packages which are self contained and require no
user written routines to operate. Many statistical and mathematical
packages fall into this category.
Telemetry
The automated communication
electromagnetic waves.

of

data

between distant

locations

by

Transfer time
A component of access time, this is the time interval between the
instant that data transfer from store begins, and the instant it is
completed.
Verification
The process of checking the original key punching of data.
associated with punched card or paper tape systems.

Normally

Virtual machine environment
An environment in which several different users are able to operate
their applications within a computer system in such a way that there
is considerable sharing of hardware and software facilities. However,
each user application is unaware of the existence of the other
applications, and is developed as though it alone occupied the
computer.

Virtual storage
A storage management system in which a user is able to use the storage
resources of a computer without regard to constraints imposed by a
limited core store, and the requirements of other applications which
may be using the computer.
Visual Display Unit (VDU)
A display unit that consists of a cathode ray tube (CRT) which is used
to display characters or graphs representing the data read from the
core store of a computer.
A visual display unit also incorporates
facilities to key in enquiries so that computer file can be
interrogated from remote locations.
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Word
A basic unit of data in a computer memory; the unit consists of a
predetermined number of bits to be processed as an entity.
In many
computers a fixed word length is used, but in other machines variable
length words are encountered.
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Appendix IV

I N T ROD U C T ION

Organization and analysis of hydrological* data are fundamental
parts of development planning, and the associated tasks of project design and
operation.
The consequent need for comprehensive data-processing systems for
hydrological data has been widely recognized, and is invariably stated as an
objective of all agencies involved in data collection and analysis.
Despite
these intentions, the successful design and implementation of such systems has
been relatively limited, particularly in developing nations.
Most countries have well established and expanding hydrological
networks, producing correspondingly increasing quantities of data.
However,
because of the shortage of suitably trained personnel and the inevitable
pressure to perform "urgent" work at the expense of routine data processing,
much of the collected data remains unprocessed. The larger the backlog of raw
data, the more difficult is the task of data storage and analysis.
This
results in manual processing techniques becoming totally impractical, except
for limited individual studies.
Such a situation represents a mis-direction of resources into
the data collection effort, and leads to a steady deterioration in data
reliability as no overall quality control is being performed.
Further,
investment decisions in new water related projects must be taken on the basis
of the limited subsets of unprocessed data which can be made available to
project designers in an acceptable time frame.
This introduces broad limits
of uncertainty into the design, leading at best to over-investment, and at
worst to operational failure.
The introduction of automated or electronic
data processing is essential where this situation already exists, but is
equally valuable in preventing it in places where significant amounts of data
are only now becoming available.
Successful implementation of computerized systems has been
particularly
limited
by
the
fragmentation
of
hydrological
data
responsibilities in many countries.
Multilateral and bilateral development
aid organizations, governments agencies, research institutions and consulting
firms of different kinds, all have interests in hydrological data, and
generally operate hydrological networks to meet their own needs.
There is in
some cases a lack of co-ordination between, and even awareness of, networks
operated by other agencies.
The solution to this problem is not necessari ly
to seek a unification of the various networks, or indeed to achieve a total
uniformity in data collection and processing systems, but rather to avoid
areas of duplication of effort and allow a ready exchange of data.
If these
advantages are recognized by the agencies concerned it will become apparent
that properly designed data-processing systems can be of enormous assistance.
The reasons for this lie in the organizational demands of computer processing;
procedures must be formalized,
terminology rationalized, and field and
laboratory techniques standardized.
International standards for data exchange
formats may also be adopted.

*

In the context of the Guidelines the term hydrological data implies data
related to surface water and groundwater which includes water levels,
flows, suspended sediments. ice cover, physical and chemical quality of
water, as well as precipitation, evaporation and snow cover.
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Thus, whilst different organizations may operate computerized systems
most sui ted to their own requirements, it is feasible for these separate
systems to transfer data (and programs) of common interest. This· may require
some conversion of computer and/or data classification codes in order to
"translate" from one system to another.
Transfers may be performed directly
be telemetry or indirectly by the use of computer storage media such as
magnetic tape or diskettes.
Many of the methods described in this part of the Guidelines are
available through the WMO Hydrological Operational Multipurpose Sub-programme
(HOMS).
References to relevant HOMS components and sequences are made
throughout the Guidelines and intending users may obtain these through their
HOMS National Reference Centres or through WMO.
Three major technological developments currently having
effect on the scope and design of hydrological data systems are:

a

profound

(a)

The availability of remotely sensed
indirectly computer compatible form;

(b)

The increasing use of telemetry for data transmission;

(c)

The enormous growth of a world-wide market in microcomputers
based
on
outstanding
performance/cost
ratios,
and
the
availability of a broad range of cheap standard software packages.

data

in

directly

or

Whatever
the
objectives
and
technologies
associated
with
a
computerized data-processing system, it is essential that those responsible
for its design and implementation always have two images in mind:
the first
is the target system relating to the current phase of implementation, and the
second is the ultimate scope and operation of a system which would satisfy all
envisaged requirements.
Only with these images in mind can systems be
designed which allow feasible expansion paths to meet increasing user
demands.
The penal ty for developing systems which prove not to permi t the
required expansion paths may be extremely high in time, money and user
confidence.
The aim of Part II of the Guidelines is to present the steps which
must be followed
in planning,
specifying,
implementing and operating
computerized systems for the processing of hydrological data.
Particularly,
emphasis will be placed upon the various alternatives:
organizational,
administrative and technical which need to be reviewed at each of the above
steps. The selection of the most satisfactory alternative will be governed by
the objectives of the particular system being designed, and the constraints of
finance, personnel, equipment and time.
Concepts and terminology relating to computer based data-processing
systems in generaL and their application to hydrological data specifically,
will frequently be given without elaboration.
This presumes a fair level of
reader familiarity with the topics discussed.
Readers lacking such a
background are strongly advised to study first Part I which gives a
comprehensive introduction to the principles involved.

CHAPTER

1

INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DESIGN OF HYDROLOGICAL
DATA-PROCESSING SYSTEMS
1.1

Scope and objectives

The organizational levels and related issues of setting up a
data-processing system are described in Part I, Chapter 12. The introduction
also described some of the needs for hydrological data-processing systems.
The recognition of a need for action provides the foundation for the first
major step in the development process, which is to define the scope and
objectives of the proposed system. The scope may be seen as the number and
type of activities which the system will encompass, whilst the objectives
define the purpose for which the activities will be undertaken. The scope and
objectives serve as both the design framework, and the criteria against which
the ultimate system performance may be tested.
The major determinants of scope relate to the specific functional
responsibilities of the hydrological agency (or agencies) promoting the
processing system. Thus national planning, meteorological and water resource
agencies all have different functional responsibilities, and these invariably
affect their data base and data analysis requirements. The scope should also
define whether a processing system is "parameter'l oriented or "application"

(or problem or project) oriented.
In parameter oriented processing systems
all information for particular parameters is collected with the objective of
creating a background data base (or inventory) for a wide range of
applications, e.g. processing systems for daily rainfall or groundwater data.
Application oriented systems normally relate to some defined environmental or
management problem such as pollution of water sources or optimum releases from
a reservoir to meet demands for power generation, drinking water and
irrigation. These systems require limited sub-sets of many types of parameter
data, linked to application specific analysis techniques.
The objectives of a processing system are closely linked to the
organizational level at which the system will be implemented within an agency
(or agencies) (see Part I, Figure 12.2).
Wi thin the scope of a parameter
(inventory) oriented system, national objectives might be to provide the water
and other related sectors, e.g. agriculture, urban development and transport,
with hydrological information for planning and design. This may result in an
inventory of all hydrological data from the national hydrological observing
network, and the preparation of year-books.
There may also be broader
objectives to set and implement national standards of hydrological data
processing. However, within the same general scope, but at the project level,
more specific objectives would be defined such as the establishment of a
regional storm rainfall (depth-duration) data base suitable for the design of
drainage works and the estimation of soil erosion hazards. Whatever specific
objectives the hydrological data-processing system should fulfill, the
fundamental objective may always be stated as: to maximize the utility of a
hydrological service's data resource. This objective may be re-stated as: to
produce the sets of information necessary to enable a hydrological service to
discharge its functions in the most efficient manner. It is important not to
lose sight of these basic objectives.
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The preceding discussion has
already suggested a
direct
relationship between the scope and objectives defined and the type of
processing system (hardware and software) best suiting those needs.
Three
major groups of hydrological data-processing systems may be identified;
inventory*, analysis and research, and real-time. The close parallel with the
management functions of planning, design and operation should be noted.
1.1.1

Inventory systems

These are the most fundamental processing systems and should
logically be of the highest priority for implementation.
The primary
objective is to produce data bases (data banks) of hydrological observations
made in the field, and some directly derived hydrological parameters, e.g.
river flow from stage observations and potential evapotranspiration from
various climatological parameters.
Such systems provide an inventory of the
available water resources of an area, region or nation. Emphasis is placed
upon a consistency of standards, a high degree of quality control, and the
permanence of the observation network. Hydrological observation standards are
maintained by the use of sensors of approved specifications, and uniform
observation techniques.
WMO publications**
(WMO-No.
49
Technical
Regulations, Volume III, Hydrology; No. 168 - Guide to Hydrological Practices;
and No. 519 - Manual on stream gauging) give detailed guidance on the
establishment
of
such standards***.
Computerized data-processing for
inventory systems offers great advantages in its ability to handle rapidly the
large volumes of data generally involved, and to apply to ALL data a
CONSISTENT set of data validation procedures. Further, these data validation
procedures may be far more sophisticated than is reasonably possible with any
manual system. This is not to say that computers are capable of identifying
correctly all data errors, rather that they can identify all those values
which should be brought to the attention of the hydrologist for verification,
amendment or deletion.
Once established, a computerized hydrological inventory brings
several other advantages. These are: consistent coding schemes, standardized
storage formats and, perhaps most important, ready access to the data.
Retrieval of the data should be available at set periodic reporting intervals
(monthly and annual being by far the most common) but also upon request by the
data user. The general form of these user retrieval requests has been given
in Part I (see the relevant column of Table 1.2 and in a more elaborated form
in Table 9.1 of Chapter 9 - Data retrieval systems).
system

An ultimate measure of .the utility of an inventory type processing
is the ease and flexibility with which it can satisfy all reasonable

*

The term "inventory" is used in preference to the more popular term "data
base" to avoid confusion with the computer specialist's concept of Data
Base (see Part I, Gloss~ry).

**

See publications listed under WMO in the "Bibliography" at the end of
Part II.

***

Relevant ISO Standards are covered in the WMO guidance material.
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user requests for retrievals from the data base. To assist users in defining
retrievals it is essential that one output from the system is a catalogue of
data held.
The general characteristics of hydrological inventory systems are
summarized in column A of Table 1.1.
Some indication is given of the role of
microcomputers whose principal application is seen to be in off-line (from the
main processing machine) data entry and editing, but also for holding the
total inventory system itself in a specific project or small geographical
area.
Figures 1.1 and 1. 2 show the organizational structures of a typical
national hydrological inventory system.
More detailed national case studies
have been set out in Operational Hydrology Report No. 17 - Case studies of
national hydrological data banks, (WMO-No; 576).
1.1.2

Analysis and research systems

Hydrological data-processing systems in this category have either
or both of the following objectives:
(a)

To perform the analysis required for the planning or design
of water related projects (or project components).
Typical
examples are:
(i)

Optimum development
water resources;

(ii)

Control rules

for

strategy for

the

single or multiple

operation of

integrated water

resources systems;

(b)

(iii)

Probability related storm rainfall profiles;

(iv)

Backwater curves;

(v)

Sizing of engineering components;
pipelines, channels, etc;

dams,

turbines,

To
develop
and
improve
computer-based
techniques
for
hydrological data processing. Outputs, in the form of tested
AND documented computer sofware, may be for application in
inventory, analysis and research or real-time processing
systems.

Analysis and research systems are typified by small/medium data
storage capacities (compared to inventory systems) but high-computational
ability in terms of memory and processing speed.
In these important
characteristics the structure of such systems is the opposite of inventory
systems.
The typical mode of operation for a medium to large system is for
several users to have lion-line" access to develop and execute their individual
application programs,
each having significant memory and computational
requirements.
The data for analysis (planning and design) applications will
almost invariably be obtained from the inventory system either directly or by
transfer on tapes or diskettes.
For research applications, inventory data is
often supplemented by data from additional (temporary) hydrological stations.
Research applications usually require the development of more stringent
quality control routines than are required even for inventory systems, in

H
H

TABLE 1.1

I

.".

Characteristics of hydrological data-processi.1'l9_systems

~
Activitiesl
Applications

System

A. INVENTO~Y
(Resource monitoring and ,lanDing)

Data Collection
Networ,ks

Large

Data

Continuou8 - Daily !Iaq:lles.

obgervat~oIl

Data reporting

Data transmission

~

Very Large.

Weekly/MOnthly via hydrometric observers,
Observers. Postal service.~imited use of
telemetry •

Data Entry/ValidatioD

Data format
Data conversion
Data entry lIIOde
Dat.a validation
Computer Hardware
Operating made
CPO memory or RAM
Backing storage
Peripherals
Microcomputer role

Charts,

FQ~. F1el~

notes computer

compatible storage. ~ia.
Chart dlgltlsatlon, Data transcription/
translation
Off-line equipment producting data sets on
llledia suitable- for, high speed data input
Extensive.

B.

&~ALYSIS

AND RESEARCH

c.

REAL-TL.'iE

(Forecasting and operational control)

Very small. if any.

Small - .MediUlll.

)
)

Continuous - Quaai-continuoos.
Data primarily obtained througb

)
)

)
)

)

A and C.

Time or_,~en.r::.~~~!!!:;'!£_J;~p?,.r,ti.n.g+ 'Int.e.rxQ&2..Y.

D

Land lines, Radio via UHF1VHF. Satellite.

Meteor Scatter.

Data generally transferred from A. C
in coq>uter compatible format.

Electronic signaLs. Manual by telephone:iS§.I.

On -line. Small data set.s,

Enter telephone/SSB data into VDU terminal.
On-line. Data used i1Illllediat.ely.

Very extensive.

Limited.

Batch - Batch/Int.eractive.
Small - Medium

Int.eractive - Bat.ch/Int.eracti:ve.
Medium - Large. Fast cycle t.imes.

Very Large - diskslta()@S (+disketlE!sfrom' data
entry).
VOU's. Printer, Plott.er, Digit.izer (Offline)
Data entry (off-line
or on-line). Intelligent te~nal.Stand-alone system for
small data base/inventories.

Small -

Real-time ,
Medium. Fast cycle times for forecasting
(possibly twin processors for security).
Small.

~.edi=.

VDU's. Printer. Plott.er, Graphics Termillal,
Digitizer (off-Line).
Systems development. assess machine capabilities for application.

VDU'BPrinter, Plot.t.er, Graphics Terminal,
Multl.plexors.
Linked CPU's for handling communicat.ion,
data pre-processing,and models separately.

Software/Applicat.ions

Data validation (intra and inter station)
Infilling mi.ssin_g ~ueS(iD.·time and space)
Data coding conversion for storage.
Data base updating(sort/merge,report errors).
Data retrieval.
Conve~sion rout.ines for data exchange

Simulation QOde:s:
Surface and groundwater quantity and
quality.
Pipe.channel and reservoi~ design.
Statistical distributions and extrelIl! values
Forecas d.ng techniques.
Optimisat'ion techniques-linear and dynamic
prog~a~ng. Flood routing.
Salt water intrusion

Limited data validation.
Handling of missing values(in tim andspacel
Catchment antecedent conditions.
Forecasting model~
e.g. flood vo1UIIe.flood routing,t~d,al.effect
Cont.rol
e.g. reservoir releases for irrigation.

OutpUtS

Organised.~cc~ssible archi~e of qualit~
controlled hydrolog:1.i::a. data.
Monthly and annual sWl:IDary reports.
User specified retrievals,
Cat.alogue of data held.

Proj~t

planning and design resuLts.
Tested methodologies and document.ed
sofrware for impLement.ation by type A,B,
or C data processing systems.
Hard'ware and software evaluation.

Forecasts,warnings, alarms and control
information for human interpret.ation
or for direct. automat.ic application
(automatic syste~ control).

In te raction/ feedback

Interface routines between data base and
appiication software i.e. analysis omd
't'esea't'ch applications in the next column.

Monitor operational. performance of plans
and designs imptemented(,hysical works,
control ruleS,water resource allocations
etc). MOnitoroperationaL performance of
.colq)ute-r ,so'ftware de-vei"oped':

Comparison of goodness of fit (observed v.
predicted) .possible III!thodoLogy changes,
model re-calibration.Review action/control r~leg. Limit.ed summaries of selected
data sets. Receive,additional backup/
'calib'ratIon dat.a from inventory
dat'a base.
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Figure 1.1 - National sector level hydrological inventory system
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order that the statistical properties of the input data may be compared with
those of the research parameters.
It is quite common that computer configurations are designed to
satisfy both inventory and analysis and research requirements.
If the
computer system is large enough the two activities may be performed without
regard to the other. but more usually some organizational constraints. i. e.
scheduling of applications. will be necessary.
An important subsidiary
objective of research activities should be the evaluation of available
hardware and software for potential application.
The development of "intelligent" hydrological recording equipment.
that is. the use of microprocessors in recording devices at hydrological
stations. has created further scope for software research and development.
This very specialized area is discussed in more detail in section 3.4.2.1.
The characteristics of analysis and research data-processing systems are
summarized in column B of Table 1.1.
1.1.3

Real-time systems

The main characteristics of real-time hydrological data-processing
systems are the relatively few (usually less than 50) observation points. with
emphasis on the rapid transmission and processing of observed data.
Flood
forecasting.
reservoir releases for irrigation. and raw water quality
monitoring in water supply systems. are typical examples of the operational
activities which demand real-time data collection. transmission and processing
techniques.
In practice "real-time" is defined by the availability of system
outputs within a few hours or even one day from the event. but it is
effectively real-time relative to the one week or one month reporting periods
typical of inventory systems.
Rapid
transmission
of
data
observed
either
manually
or
automatically is performed by a variety of transmission techniques.
At the
simplest level these may be telephone. telex lines or SSB (single side band)
radios.
VHF/UHF radio links. possibly using repeater stations are also very
common. and for short. high volume data links. microwave radios may be used.
Of increasing cost~effectiveness. particularly where observations are made
over large areas and/or difficult terrain. is the use of satellite-based radio
telemetry links.
The satellites used may be orbiting (if time delays between
orbits are acceptable) or geostationary (essential for more rapid response
systems).
Having similar cost-effectiveness virtues. but with the added
advantage of not needing a satellite, is the technology of meteor burst
communications.
Satellite and meteor burst telemetry are discussed in more
detail in section 3.4.2.
The characteristics of real-time applications have a profound
effect upon the nature and specification of suitable processing systems.
Systems should handle many channels of telemetred data. accept manually
entered data received at the processing centre from SSBs. telexes and
telephone calls, process all this data as rapidly as possible. provide a high
level of system security against failure. and possibly disseminate the
processed data over other communications lines.
In order to achieve the required level of system security· it is
not uncommon for real-time hardware (particularly the CPU) to be duplicated.
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The installation would almost invariably have its own stand-by power supply.
The need for rapid processing of data normally precllides detailed
data validation.
Indeed the extreme values of hydrological variables which
real-time systems are designed to monitor make it difficult to define
reasonable validation checks.
In some systems the raw data itself is the only information used
to determine any necessary response, e.g. a predefined upstream river level
may be all that is necessary to trigger the issuing of a flood warning.
However,
the
increasing
capabilities
of
both
computer
hardware
and
hydrological models now allow the raw data to be passed to analysis systems
which attempt to simulate the behaviour of the hydrological/hydraulic system.
Thus, in the case of a flood forecasting system, hydrological models of
catchment response and hydraulic models of channel (and flood plain) flow are
used to predict the consequences of current hydrological events at critical
points in a river basin.
It is in such cases that the proper design of
real-time data-processing systems are fully tested.
It can be seen that real-time systems are complex to design
requlrlng processing of communications on many channels (normally with random
timing of incoming messages), efficient software for data handling and
analysis, and fast central processors to reduce analysis time to a minimum.
For this reason, real-time systems are normally installed on a "package"
developed by a
single manufacturer,
or a
specialized
consortium of
manufacturers.
The user is able to define the number, type and location of
hydrological sensors, and to specify the format in which data must be provided
at the central processing centre.
This data is used directly or as input to
user-supplied analysis software.
Since the wide variety of sensors and observation techniques used
do not generally conform to the standards used for most hydrological networks.
it is not common that real-time data are stored for later transfer to
inventory data bases.
However, some data sets are stored for further
analysis, particularly to study methodological improvements in forecasting
techniques.
Real-time
"packaged"
hydrological
systems finding
increasing
application are rainfall radars. Rainfall radars require a computer (included
in the package) to evaluate quantitative rainfall estimates for elements of a
rectilinear grid (say 2 km by 2 km) and/or for user defined catchment areas.
Rainfall radar is described in greater detail in section 3.5.2.
It is quite
conceivable that the radar and real-time processing computers could physically
be the same machine if the proper design specifications are given to the
suppliers of the radar system.
The charact"ristics of real-time data-processing systems are
summarized in Column C of Table 1. 1, whilst the organization of a hypothetical
real-time flood forecasting system is shown in Figure 1.3.
1.2

System development procedures

At the
initial
stage of
system development the following
background information and data~processing system characteristics should have
been identified:

DESIGN OF HYDROLOGICAL DATA-PROCESSING SYSTEMS

(al

The lead agency (or agencies) responsible for
and operation of the processing system;

(b)

The scope and objectives defined by the lead agency;

(cl

The
broad
set
of
hydrological
parameters
and/or
data-processing applications suggested by the above scope and
objectives;

(d)

The type of processing system (inventory, analysis and
research, real-time) implied by (c), and hence, some overall
picture of the type of computer (hardware and software)
configuration required.

Wi th this
information,
the
various
alternative
procedures and options may be identified and evaluated.
1.2.1
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specification

development

Inter-agency dialogue

Even where it is intended to develop a processing system to meet
the demands of a single agency, it is essential to identify all other agencies
involved in data collection and data processing, or as end users of the data,
since the proposed development will directly, or indirectly, have an impact on
them. It has already been noted that responsibilities for hydrological data
tend to be extremely fragmented and it is vital that a dialogue is maintained
with all other agencies involved if the system is to fulfill its objectives
and gain general acceptance.
This is particularly important if other agencies
already operate data-processing systems, in which case standards for data
interchange should be an early item of discussion.
It is much easier to
attain some ultimate degree of compatibility if allowance is made for such
factors at the design stage.
1.2.2

System development overview

Having identified the major processing tasks it is
define the individual processing components (sub-systems).

necessary to

Consider
an
application
(analysis)
oriented
system
having
objectives to improve the reliability of estimating reservoir releases for an
irrigation scheme.
Processing sub-systems would be required for rainfall,
reservoir in-flow and storage, river flows, crop, and climatic data.
These
sub-systems would need to accept data from various sources in different
formats and units, perform validation checks, provide a mechanism for querying
and amending data, update master storage files, perform the necessary
analyses, and output results in a useable format.
It~ is
essential at this, and all subsequent stages, to seek
guidance
from
electronic
data-processing
(EDP)
specialists.
In most
countries,
even when national scale data-processing systems
are
being
developed,
the EDP specialists are
usually application experts
(i. e.
meteorologists, climatologists. hydrologists) trained in data processing,
rather than experts trained only in computer science.
In a sense this is
preferable because of the high level of data interpretation skill required in
all aspects of validation, editing and subsequent analysis.
However, in
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certain areas, e.g. communications and implementation of data base management
systems, some more specialized computer expertise may be required.
For
smaller systems this expertise may be obtained on a short-term basis, but in
larger systems some permanent assistance is essential.
The detailed specification of sub-systems should be decided upon
as a result of agreements reached between the data users, the data collectors
and EDP specialists.
These decisions will seek to balance the user
requirements against the available resources of money, skilled manpower, and
data.
The technical capability of local hardware and software supply and
support is also a very limiting factor in many developing countries.
The EDP specialists' responsibilities during this stage are to
assess the feasibility of proposals made, and identifiy alternative options
given the above constraints.
Where the proposals call simply for the
automation of existing manual processes, the additional capabilities which the
computer solution offers should be brought to the attention of the promoting
group.
This may in turn call for some review of the procedures used for data
collection and dissemination.
It must be appreciated that the decision to
implement an EDP system has consequences far outside its immediate application
area.
It is useful at this point to refer to the diagram given in
Part I, Figure 12.3.
So far, the discussion has related to the central part
of that diagram, dealing with the scope and objectives of the system.
The
range and depth of the considerations must now be extended to drawing up
detailed specifications on which basic work programmes can be agreed on and
allocated.
As indicated in section 1.1.3, interested parties should prepare
specifications for input formats and data entry systems, output formats and
retrieval systems, and the extent and type of data coding.
This will allow
the design of coding and key punching forms for data input, and suitable
layouts for output.
All parties must also agree upon the relevant data
validation checks to be made, the organization of a system to refer data
queries back to the data originators, the criteria by which data will be
accepted for inclusion in the master files, and the frequency with which these
files are updated. The EDP specialist must design file structures and record
formats best suited both to these agreed specifications, and to the
characteristics of the particular computer used.
If there are no existing computer facilities available, the EDP
specialist must also prepare specifications to be used as the basis of a
tender document. A detailed introduction to all the above operations has been
given in Part I.
The specific considerations relating to the design,
implementation and operation of hydrological processing systems constitute the
remainder of Part II.
1.2.3

Organization and management

The previous
section identified some of the organizational
procedures which must be established for the successful implementation of a
data-processing system.
It is useful to draw together the various decision
areas associated with organization and management, as they frequently playa
more important role in systems design and operation than the purely technical
aspects of computer hardware and software.
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Typically, the decision areas are:
Hardware related

What is the need for, and specification
of, new computer equipment?
Do local suppliers have the capability
to support hardware and standard system
software.
If
not,
what
are
the
alternatives?
Who will operate the equipment?
Should the equipment be centralized or
would
there
be
advantages
in
distributing the data
entry and/or
processing tasks?

Software related

Is new software needed?
Is
it
desirable/feasible
to
use
existing software developed elsewhere?
Who will transfer/develop/maintain software?

Operational procedures

Which data-collection
be changed?

procedures

Which data-collection procedures
be improved?

must
could

Who should be responsible for data
transcription (if necessary) and data
entry/editing?
Where
should
these
operations be performed?
What procedures will be used to query
suspect data and receive and process
corrections?
What levels of system and data security
are necessary?
What type of routine data summaries and
analyses will be performed and for whom?
How often will data bases be updated,
analyses be made, forecasts be issued.
What procedures will
be used for
allowing users to define ad Iwc data
or analysis requests, and by what means
will outputs be made available?
Who will decide upon the need to change
procedures, hardware and software.
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Training requirements

What skills need developing?
What type
required?
Who will
training?

of
give

training

programme

and

will

who

is

receive

Most of these problems have been discussed in the relevant chapters of Part I
(see in particular Chapters 7. 11 and 12). but it is useful to keep them in
mind when reviewing the rest of the material in Part II.
It is.
unfortunately. possible to develop a data-processing system of a high
technical quality. but which cannot be used effectively because organizational
and management policies are improperly defined or understood.
1.3

Hydrological Operational Multipurpose Sub-programme (HOMS)

Whilst the precise role and functional responsibilities of each
hydrological agency in each country is probably unique. the basic set of
hydrological data collection and primary processing tasks undertaken is
largely identical.
This suggests considerable scope for the transfer of
associated technologies and techniques. and reference has already been made to
WMO and FAO publications aimed at assisting this transfer.
However. it was
recognized that more direct assistance on a continuous basis was required to
properly support these technology transfer possibilities. This need gave rise
in 1979 to a WMO Congress resolution which established the Hydrological
Operational Multipurpose Sub-programme (HOMS) within the Operational Hydrology
Programme of WMO's Hydrology and Water Resources Programme.
The principal HOMS output is a continuously updated HOMS Reference
Manual (HRM) containing summary descriptions of all the individual pieces of
technology (HOMS components) which 'are available.
Individual components.
proven and supported by contributing agencies. are in a variety of forms such
as manual or computerized techniques for data collection. processing and
analysis. commonly used hydrological models. manuals describing field or
office procedures. or instrument specifications.
As an aid to storage and retrieval of component descriptions the
HRM is divided into sections related to the major activities of a hydrological
service. Many of these sections. e.g. data storage and retrieval and primary
data processing. are directly relevant to these guidelines.
Appendix I
contains a selection of the components in the sections relevant to this
pUblication.
Of particular relevance are the many components available in the
form of computer software. i. e. sets of computer programs. to carry out the
required data handling operations or computations. The great majority of the
programs currently available are written in FORTRAN with a few in other
languages such as PL/I. ALGOL. COBOL or BASIC. The summary description of the
component states the purpose. the range of applicability. the language and
size of the program. the peripherals required and the types of computer on
which it has been used. Programs are available on a variety of media such as
magnetic tape or cards or as listings. User manuals are available with the
programs. giving instructions on installing and running the programs.
Guidance is also given on the necessity of assistance in implementation or
operator training. Reference manuals are available at over 80 HOMS national
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and regional reference centres, and at WMO headquarters in Geneva. Components
are stored according to the classification scheme described above and, in many
cases, this classification will be used to retrieve components.
However,
additional guidance on selecting components is provided in the form of
"sequences" and "user requirements".
The sequences are groups of components
wihich can be used together to perform some larger task than a single
component.
In each sequence care has been taken to ensure that the components
are compatible with each other so that the result of applying one component
can be used as the starting point of the next in the sequence. Components and
sequences are both addressed to the needs of the professional hydrologist who
knows what processes need to be carried out and wants the technology needed to
carry them out.
For end users of hydrological information, such as an
engineer designing a reservoir spillway or an irrigation agronomist wanting to
know how much water is available to irrigate a crop, another approach is
needed.
The HRM contains a number of "user requirements" which describe the
sequences and/or components available to meet the requirements of the end
users for hydrological information.
These user requirements and sequences
provide a useful method of determining the components to be used for any
particular application.
It is strongly recommended that a high priority be given to
consulting the HRM at an early stage of development of any type of
hydrological data-processing system.
Most software components in HOMS are the
result of many man-years of programming effort.
It is foolish and expensive
in time, money and expertise to re-develop software which already exists.
However, care should be exercised if new users need some modification of
software to accomodate different requirements.
It is sometimes the case that
seemingly small changes in software specification require extensive program
modification.
Any modifications should be discussed in detail with the
component supporting agency listed in the HRM before transferring the
software.
In the extreme case the modification effort for existing software
may be greater than the development effort for a programm which exactly meets
the user requirements.
Some specific examples of HOMS components will be given later in
this publication.
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HYDROLOGICAL DATA AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS

Throughout this publication hydrological data is referred to by
one of two classifications:
format or type.
Part I
(section
6.5.1)
introduced the concept of identifying standard formats which could be used for
storing and retrieving data, regardless of its type.
The type is the
hydrological parameter represented by the data value (daily rainfall and
run-off, dissolved oxygen, piezometric head, etc.).
The standard formats identified in Part I are reviewed very
briefly with reference to hydrological data and the main groupings of data are
introduced by type. The data formats found within each type grouping can then
be recognized and hence suitable storage and retrieval systems may be
developed.
The final section in this chapter describes the particular data
sets necessary to describe various types of hydrological observing station.
2.1

Data formats

Except for remote sensing applications, all hydrological data is
collected from individual sampling points distributed unevenly in space.
This
is very important as it defines a single basic format necessary for the
spatial representation of data.
Since it is impossible to infer the location
of a sampling point from knowledge of the position of other sampling points,
all data must carry with it a
location marker;
either geographical
co-ordinates, or a unique sampling point number which enables the co-ordinates
to be found in a separate reference file.
The format of data with regard to time was shown to have several
different but classifiable structures.
In fact. most natural resource data
needs two storage formats for each sampling point.
The first format is
required for fixed (or stationary, or non-time series) data which does not
vary, or varies only slowly, with time.
The second format is for the time
series:
the series of data values needed to represent physical parameters
having significant temporal variation.
Raingauge location and elevation are
items of fixed data whilst the daily rainfall values recorded at the gauge
represent a time series.
Time series data may be categocized as continuous,
regular, or irregular in time.
Examples of these three series are water-level
tracings on charts, daily rainfall totals, and flood gaugings.
Since it will
be referred to on several occasions in this Part. Figure 6.7 of Part I is
reproduced here as Figure 2.1.
The above distinctions were made because the different categories
need handling in different ways.
Regular time series require only the start
date, the interval between observations. and the number of observations stored
in each physical computer record, i. e. whether one record contains ten days.
one month or one year of daily data.
For irregular time series, each
observation must be accompanied by its relevant time reference.
Continuous
series need to be converted into digital form for storage, and this
digitization

process

will

create

a

regular

or

irregular

series.

When

a

digitizer is used to abstract chart data an irregular time series formatis
produced, even though the points may have been abstracted at regular time
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Repeated pattern
of parameter values
Station
number

Parameter

type

code

Time of
1st value

No. of
cycles+

+ see text
(a)

Fixed interval

Observation pairs

Stat,ion
number

Parameter

type code

(b)

Time of
1st value

No. of
value
pairs

First observation

Time
value

Parameter

value

Second observation
Time
value

Parameter
value

Irregular interval

Values for each parameter in the set
Station
number

Parameter

Time of

set code

observation

(c)

Parameter 1
value

Parameter 2
value

Multiple parameter series with fixed parameter sets

Pairs of values for each parameter
Station

Time of

number

observation
(d)

No. of
values

Parameter 1
code

Ivalue

Parameter 2
code

Ivalue

.

Multiple parameter series with variable parameter sets

Figure 2.1 - Format of time series records
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intervals. This is because the digitizer generates pairs of time value (X,Y)
co-ordinates.
It is possible to convert this to a regular series for storage
purposes.
A special type of time series common in water data is the multiple
parameter time series.
These are series where several observations are made
at the same site.
Examples are climate stations and water quality sampling
points.
Much of this data normally comes from the field on a single data
sheet, and is input in this format.
Whilst the data could also be stored in
this way, there are advantages in an alternative format which separates all
the variables into several single parameter time series files.
The relative
advantages and disadvantages of these two formats will be discussed in
Chapter 5.
A variation of the multiple parameter series is encountered when
data are sampled at various depths at the same location, e.g. water quality
and certain sediment samples.
These types of data requi re space, time and
depth references.
In an exactly analogous way to time, the regular or
irregular spacing of sampling depths will determine the type of depth
reference required.
Spatial data structures were discussed in Part I, Chapter 8.
These include gridded or vectoral data structures, and it must be recognized
that in future the collection of some types of water data by satellite remote
sensing will require such geocoded data base systems.
However,
very
specialized software is required to handle data of this type, a major problem
for remote sensing data being compression of the vast quantities of data to an
amount which may be included in the usual scale of most data bases.
One simple form of spatial referencing (to be discussed more fully
in Chapter 3 and Appendix II) are hydrological reference systems.
These may
comprise a single code defining a watershed, or strings of codes defining, by
topology or in absolute terms, the relationship between points on river and
aquifer systems.

2.2

Selection of hydrological variables

The initial phases of processing system development identify the
major processing tasks and the individual processing sub-systems required to
support them.
There is a subsequent step, not necessarily straightforward,
which is to identify precisely the hydrological variables which will be
included in the scope of the data-processing system.
For inventory systems, the hydrological variables to be included
are normally defined at a very early stage.
However, for analysis and
research systems which relate to some environmental or management problem,
decisions must be taken about the number of variables which relate to the
problem, and hence will need to be allowed for in the design of data entry,
storage and retrieval systems.
It is not essential that all variables are
included explicitly in the data-processing system.
However, it is necessary
to know how "background" data interacts with the computerized data for
processing purposes.
For example, a river flow processing system may not
include data collected on bed accretion or ice damming.
Nevertheless, the
processing system must allow some level of operator interaction with the river
stages or rating curves to adjust flow estimates during affected periods.
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Figure 2.2 - Hydrological and related parameters for agricultural applications
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Since the development of a substantial data-processing system may
take several years, it is also important to assign priorities for the
inclusion of hydrological variables into the system. The priorities may be
assigned in the order of individual variables, or for several variables during
specified periods of record.
An example of the hydrological variables related to specific
problems in the agricultural sector is shown in Figure 2.2. It is interesting
to note that inventory systems seek to obtain complete data sets for the rows
of the table, whilst analysis and research or real-time systems seek data sets
represented by the columns of the table. The elements of the table indicate
the priority level for the given variable in the given problem. The priority
codes are:
1

2
3

blank

essential for optimal decisions
useful
supplementary
not relevant

The preparation of such a table for any envisaged hydrological data-processing
system gives a good overview of the data handling capabilities needed.
2.3

Characteristics of hydrological variables

There are three distinct phases of the water cycle which provide an
initial sub-division of hydrological variables; atmospheric, surface, and
sub-surface.
The atmospheric hydrometeorological components of the water
cycle of most interest to the hydrological sector are precipitation,
evapotranspiration, temperature, and radiation. Apart from some monitoring of
soil moisture and temperature in the unsaturated zone, the sub-surface phase
is restricted almost entirely to groundwater.
2.3.1

Hydrometeorology

The quantitative estimation of the atmospheric phases of the
hydrological cycle requires observation of precipitation and of other
climatological elements, such as air temperature, air humidity, wind, pan
evaporation, etc. (see Figure 2.3).
For hydrological purposes, the latter
climatological elements are used either directly or indirectly to assess
evaporation and evapotranspiration, and to a lesser extent for frost, snow and
ice monitoring. Other uses include a range of agrometeorological services to
farmers.
2.3.1.1
It is imperative to have reliable precipitation estimates as they
represent the upper bound on available water resources. A particular feature
of precipitation is its extremely wide variation in time and space, and for
this reason it will always be a significant component of any hydrological data
collection and analysis system. The most important forms of precipitation are
rainfall and snow.
Data from conventional precipitation networks is most commonly in
This observation
the form of daily read rainfall and melted snow totals.
In remote areas,
technique yields a simple regular interval time series.
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particularly where a reliable on-site observer cannot be found, monthly read
gauges are used, again producing a regular time series. For the same reasons,
and usually in areas where precipitation is very sporadic, "accumulating"
gauges may be used.
These are visited infrequently,
usually
after
precipitation was expected, or was known to have occurred.
Such data are
processed as an irregular time series.
An alternative approach is to
apportion the accumulated total precipitation according to the totals recorded
at adjacent daily stations, producing a regular time series. Data from these
manually read totalizing gauges comprises by far the greatest input into any
precipitation processing system.
For precipitation in the form of rainfall, automatic gauges are
widely used, normally recording data in chart form.
There are two main
considerations in abstracting digital data from this type of chart.
First,
whether the abstraction should be performed manually or automatically, and
second, whether the abstraction should be made at regular or· irregular time
intervals.
The manual versus automatic question is common to all types of
chart for whatever data, and is fully discussed in Chapter 3.
Regardless of the abstraction technique, digitized rainfall charts
will ultimately be stored as irregular series. It is easy to see that storing
rainfall totals for, say, every 15 minutes during extended periods without
rainfall would be extremely wasteful of storage space.
This is a further
example of the concept introduced in Part I, both for hydrological network
design and data processing, that the time interval between stored data points
should be the maximum possible whilst allowing interpolation of values at
intermediate times to an acceptable level of accuracy.
An organizational feature of rainfall data in most countries is
that it is archived and published primarily by the Meteorological Service
which is not generally under the same authority as the Hydrological Service.
Normally both agencies operate
important
raingauge networks,
and the
Hydrological Service provides the Meteorological Service with data on a
reciprocal basis.
It is very important that such co-operation exists.
Indeed, there should be careful discussion between the agencies when rainfall
processing systems are proposed.
It would be sensible to encourage the
Meteorological Service to develop these systems themselves, as they would
undoubtedly have access to a larger data collection network, and the services
of experienced meteorologists who could ensure that data validation and
interpolation procedures were of a high standard.
This solution would also
leave Hydrological Service staff free to concentrate on EDP systems for other
data which was totally within their field of responsibility, e.g. flow
gauging, groundwater and water quality monitoring.
However, it is recognized that priorities may differ between
sectors, and that the development of "in-house" processing systems for data
from the Hydrological Service's own raingauge network may be inevitable.
Nevertheless, formats for data interchange should be agreed as a high priority.
Rainfall radar is an application of remote sensing technology
which is rapidly gaining acceptance.
Whilst operational capability has been
proven, ability to provide data of an accuracy normally expected of rainfall
data for planning (inventory system) purposes is still questioned. However,
in difficult terrain the technique could assist in improving the accuracy of
the sparse rainfall networks that exist.
Rainfall radar may only be operated
in conjunction with specialized real-time data-processing software normally
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supplied by the hardware manufacturer (see sections 1.1.3 and 3.5.2).
In addition to the use of standard, non-recording, totalizing
gauges for measuring snowfall, there exist several specific snow observation
techniques.
These range from snow depth markers to snow pillows and gamma
radioisotope snow gauges. Snow depth marker data is available as regular time
series from manned stations, but more usually as an irregular time series.
Snow pillows and radiation snow gauges may provide regular time series,
frequently by telemetry, or may record data on charts or directly on computer
compatible media.
2.3.1.2
Co-operation between the Meteorological and Hydrological Services
should also extend to climatological data as both will operate climatological
stations.
Climatological data is derived from stations measuring a limited
sub-set of variables, or from stations specifically built to measure the
complete
range
of
variables
required
for
hydrometeorological
(or
agrometeorological) purposes.
The highest order of climatological stations
are normally operated and manned by staff from the Meteorological Service,
their purpose being to provide synoptic weather information.
Data returns from climatological stations appear as multiple
parameter time series, for which a standard storage format may be used.
Rainfall data will be copied over into the single parameter rainfall system
files.
In Chapter 5 it is proposed that- the conversion to single
parameter time series for all climatological data may be a more convenient
format for archiving, once derived parameters such as evapotranspiration have
been obtained.
This format would allow the simple inclusion of data from
stations where only one or a few climatological variables were measured.
The difficulties in processing climatological data arise mainly
from the wide range of parameters which can be measured at a single station.
There is also a wide variation in the type of instrument used to sense any
given parameter, each of which may require some conversion or correction when
being processed.
The processing system must therefore be aware of the
observation method and instrument used at different stations in order that the
relevant adjustments can be made.
Where evaporation values are derived by
indirect methods, look-up tables need to be stored to compute theoretical
incoming radiation and daylength, or alternatively they may be derived from
the basic physical equation.
If it is required to compute theoretical evapotranspiration from
several surface types, data on roughness coefficients and albedoes are
required for each surface.
Descriptions of instrumentation, observation and
processing techniques for climatological data are covered in several WMO
publications (in particular WMO-Nos. 8, 100 and 134) and FAO pUblications
listed in the bibliography (Part II).
2.3.2

Surface water

Figure 2.4.

The components of surface water data collection are given in
Al though there are parallel needs for data on both quantity and
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quality in all components of surface water monitoring, water quality is shown
as a separate sub-division.
This reflects the fact that water_ quality is
generally developed as a major processing sub-system.
In consequence, the
discussion of surface water systems may be similarly divided.

2.3.2.1
The primary breakdown of data is made between flowing and
non-flowing bodies of water.
The reason for this distinction lies in the
processing requirements. For non-flowing bodies of water it is generally the
level (or some simple level-volume relationship) which is of direct interest.
For flowing waters there is the additional need to compute flow rates, the
form in which the data will most generally be used.
This level-discharge
conversion is only straightforward if some constant cross-section hydraulic
control is used for which the level-discharge relationship is known.
Such
sections are frequently impractical because of the nature and size of
watercourses to be gauged.
In these cases current metering, slope-area
estimation and dilution gauging may be used for single measurements of
discharge, and a series of measurements for a range of levels enable the
construction of the level-discharge relationship. All such methods rely on
either the selection of a stable bed profile or, more usually, the periodic
redefinition of the profile.
This redefinition modifies the level-discharge
relationship.
Additional complexities arise
in applying
the
calibration
equations because of other variable hydraulic controls, e.g. different sluice
settings or gate openings, or seasonal differences in the channel roughness
conditions.
The processing system must store the various calibration equations
in table, or preferably in equation format, know when to apply them, and flag
each set of processed flows with an identification code for the particular
calibration curve used.
Where level data are taken from chart recorders, exactly the same
considerations apply as for the processing of rainfall charts. One important
difference is that there is generally much more persistence in flow data, most
gauges being positioned where there are perennial streams.
A particular problem of flow processing is deciding what to do
with the stage measurements once flows have been derived. Many applications
require only flows; levels may be re-computed subsequently from the relevant
calibration relationship. However, this level data, by whatever means it was
collected, does represent the basic data source, and as a general rule such
data should be preserved. Autographic charts may be stored on microfilm or
microfiche. A common solution is to process raw level data into a validated
regular time series and store it off-line on a magnetic tape. This allows
complete reprocessing if say, it was found that the wrong calibration curve
had been used to compute flows. Another solution is that the original series
of field observations of levels should form this fundamental series which are
archived together with the stage discharge relations.
Discharge series are
computed whenever discharge data are required.
This avoids the need to
maintain in effect, two archives, allows for easy inspection of original field
observations, and permits ready alteration of stage discharge relationships
should that subsequently prove necessary.
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Data relating to snow and ice conditions are an important element
of hydrological data-processing systems in some countries. Data are collected
on the extent, depth and water equivalent of snow and ice by a wide-variety of
techniques, including multi-sampling along snow courses. In this latter case
the best format for data storage may be decided by analogy with the sampling
techniques associated with water quality or groundwater data.
Satellite
imagery is increasingly used for estimation of snow extent, and even
depth/water content in some countries.
However, the constraints of complex
digital image processing place automated processing outside the normal range
of most hydrological EDP systems.
2.3.2.2

Sediment
- --

-

Two types of sediment sampling are used in most hydrological
studies; bed sediments and suspended sediments (see Operational Hydrology
Report No. 16 - Measurement of river sediments (WMO-No. 561». The suspended
sediments can be grab samples, continuous point samples or depth integrated
samples.
Analysis
may
include
particle
size
analysis
and
total
concentration.
In addition to information on the exact type and location of
the sample, the discharge and perhaps the velocity at the site or point of
sampling must be measured/calculated and recorded.
The problem with identifying any kind of water sample is
accurately specifying the location of the sample. In the case of a river the
usual way is to measure from one bank and give the depth of sampling if
relevant. This information, together with the water leveL is sufficient to
specify the exact location of the sample rather than its relative location.
The water level can also be used to estimate water discharge if a rating curve
is available for the site. In the case of lake or sea the x - y coordinates
or grid reference of the site has to be given as well as depth and water
level. In the case of tidal waters it is useful to know the state of the tide
at the time of sampling.
The storage of sediment data can be treated in exactly the same
way as other water quality data, or a special file can be kept. In a small
system it may be better to collect all sediment data together and treat it
separately. If the standard water quality format described below is used then
the records for each sample are divided into two parts, a sample identifier
and environmental information, and details of the analysis which may then also
include chemical analysis.
This is true for bed samples and suspended
samples. If an individual sample forms part of a sequence of observations,
this should be clear from the coding system used.
When sediment discharge has been computed, it is best to store the
results in a file Or group of files containing at least the following
information:
Site details
Sediment discharge - by size fraction
Water discharge
Cross-sectional area
Wetted perimeter
Water temperature
Date and time of sampling
Water level-gauge reading
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to be prepared and periodically

Groundwater

Groundwater data can be dealt with under three headings (as shown
in Figure 2.5): springs, wells and yields/costs.
Well water level is still
most often obtained by manual dipping techniques and usually at irregular
intervals, producing an irregular time series format.
If the wells are
pumped, estimates of quantities abstracted may corne from meters, from duration
of pumping, or from quantity of power consumed.
These estimates require
knowledge of the pump specification and the pumping head, and may be performed
by the processing system.
In addition to defining the surface drainage system of which the
spring or well is a part, it is necessary to code the aquifer system(s).
In
the case of wells there is, in addition to the basic site description data,
the full geological and hydrogeological logging of the hole.
It is probably better to save separate collections of data on
wells, the details of discharge and water quality, the site location including
licensing arrangements, and the details of the logging of the hole.
Water
level, discharge and water quality are time series data sets which can be
stored in the standard formats presented elsewhere. Site location and logging
are single sets of observations which do not change with time.
More
information on the specification of fixed hydrological station data is given
in section 2.4.
The natural resource data base system outlined in section 9.3 of
Part I is well suited to storing geological and hydrological bore-hole data.
Each horizon can be coded and the parameters of each horizon recorded.
To
devise the coding system for such a data bank is a large job and existing
systems should be first reviewed to assess their suitability (see section
3.3.2). However, a simple start can be made by noting against each bore-hole
the location of reports on that hole in conventional form.
This system would
start by being an aid to data retrieval in a conventional library sense. For
many kinds of data the coding and abstraction effort required to store the
full, detailed information is simply not worthwhile for the number of
occasions on which it would be used.
2.3.4

Water quality

Water quality has been divided into two groups, chemical and
biological. A feature of both these groups is the enormous range of tests and
analyses that may be performed on any sample, both in the field and, more
particularly, in the laboratory.
The processing problems which this presents
are accentuated by the different sets of analyses performed on samples from
different stations and from the same station at different times.
Water
quality analyses yield a multiple parameter time series but the range of
parameters investigated requires that each data value be associated with a
parameter code and perhaps a code indicating the analysis method.
This
necessitates the preparation of dictionaries for chemical and biological terms
and analyses and the formulation of codes for each (see section 3.3.2). Thus,
the final multiple parameter format used will be the station identifier, the
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time and possibly depth identifiers, the number of analysis results in the
record, and the corresponding number of pairs of parameter/analysis codes and
values. This format is shown in Figure 2.1 (d).
As with climate station
data, there are arguments in favour of separating these multiple parameter
files into single parameter files, but this will be more fully discussed in
Chapter 5.
Some water quality sampling points are located at flow gauging
stations in order that mass balance calculations may be performed. Thus, some
common link between quantity and quality files is required.
Other
problems
of
water
quality
data
handling are
the
identification of samples by location, type, purpose, etc.
In general, a
sample is taken at a point and so its unique identification is given by its x,
y and z coordinates. However, some samples are depth integrated and some are
taken within the framework of a river· cross-section. In almost all cases the
x, y and z coordinates given are relative rather than absolute. It is almost
universal to specify the depth of the sample, this implies that the water
level must also be recorded if an absolute value of the vertical coordinate is
to be known. In the case of cross-sections, the distance from a datum on one
bank is given. For open water the x - y coordinates are given, either as a
map reference or in some arbitrary framework, the origin of which must be
specified somewhere.
In a comprehensive data storage system it is very desirable,
except where the same site can be used each time a sample is taken, that site
locations are given some standard grid reference.
This is particularly
relevant for lake and sea data. When the same site is used repeatedly, as at
a river cross-section, then relative coordinates may be recorded.
It is impractical to give every sample collected an individual
number to identify it.
The sample's full identity should be given by its
location, the time the sample was taken and a local identification number
which would be retained through the laboratory analysis. It is not necessary
to save the local sample number within the computer storage system after data
validation. It is impractical to give every sample a different number because
most sample collectors would not bother to check if a given number had already
been used before using it again, especially when there were long gaps between
sampling.
To identify a sample the following items of data may be used:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)
(g)

Site number
Sample number
Type of sample
Date and time
Set number
Water level
Water temperature

(i)

Depth
Distance of x coordinate

(j )

y coordinate

(h)

unique site number
only
to
label
the
data
for
collection, analysis and collation
point, depth integrated, bed
identifies all samples in a set
water discharge
environmental parameter may be coded
in water quality format
distance from bank marker
coordinates of sample set
for lake or sea samples

or

grid
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These data enable records to be sorted and stored, placing all
data from one site, of a single kind, at the same time and of the same set all
together.
This facilitates rapid retrieval in the most frequently required
form.
While the analyses may be identified for, and presented to, the
computer as a series of parameter codes and associated data values, it is not
essential to store the data in the computer in that form.
The data may be
stored as a simple two-way table in which the rows represent the samples and
each
column
is
used
for
a
particular analysis
or water quality
characteristics. Data compression techniques may be used to conserve computer
storage space if many columns are frequently empty. The advantage of this
format is that the analysis codes do not need to be stored with each data
value. Using this method of coding data it is possible to permet the use of a
wide variety of forms of data which can be collected by a number of different
agencies to suit their own needs, in addition to those of any central data
base facility.
2.3.5

Water use

Water use data may be divided between abstractions and effluents.
There are of course several water uses such as transportation an amenity which
fall into neither category, but data on such water uses are rarely kept.
Abstractions and discharges have a direct effect upon both the quantity and
quality of a water resource.
It is difficult to generalize on the format of these data as they
vary considerably in type.
Some large abstractions and effluents may be
measured directly, most will be estimated, and the quantities involved may be
constant or widely fluctuating with time.
In basins where there is a high degree of water use, it becomes
difficult to assess the true "natural" hydrological regime, and several
processing systems have recognized this fact by archiving gauged flows,
abstractions (and associated net water use coefficients), effluents and
reservoir volumes, and subsequently attempting to assess the "natural" flows
for hydrological studies, particularly those which seek to assess the effects
of various resource development options through time.
2.3.5.1

Effluents

It is necessary to be aware of all significant effluents to the
surface water system and their associated water quality. Depending on their
size, effluents may be measured continuously or, more usually, on a daily or
monthly time basis.
Quantities may be stored in the same way as river
discharges and water quality using the standard formats
referred to
elsewhere.
In the site description any licensing arrangements will be
included and these may vary from month to month and/or in relation to the
natural flows or levels in the water bodies receiving the discharges.
The location of an effluent site must be specified in relation to
the drainage network in the same way as a flow-measuring station. This may be
done in a station description file.
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Abstractions
------

Knowledge of abstractions is required for the same reasons as
effluents.
Once again the actual abstractions as well as the licensed
abstractions are required.
Actual abstractions are presented in the same
format as other discharge measurements.
If water quality is involved the
standard water quality formats are used.
Table 2.1 summarizes the general data collection
formats of the hydrological variables discussed above.

2.4

and

storage

Station description data

Previous reference has been made to the two categories of data
which are used to characterize a station:
data which is fixed in time and
data which varies in time, e.g. wat"er levels and discharge. Generally the
fixed data is input when the station is first incorporated into the data base,
and the sets of observations made at the station are added periodically to the
station time series file.
It has also been noted that this general view may be too
simplistic for some types of hydrological station. For instance, whilst the
prime objective of a flow gauging station is to record a time series of water
levels, there is for many stations a second time series formed by the set of
level-discharge relationships. In recognition of the time variation of some
station characteristics, data structures of the type shown in Figure 2.6 have
been utilized in several water data bases. The station history file is useful
for all types of· stations, whilst the level-discharge calibration file is
required particularly for flow gauging stations. This structure allows the
current station description and calibration files to be of fixed size and
format, a useful feature when designing retrieval programs.
The station
description file contains data on the current instrumentation and time series
data location and format and if this needs revision it is first copied to the
station history file then replaced in the station description file by the new
data.
For the purposes of discussion all the data except the specific
station time series, e. g. daily rainfall values, water levels, and water
quality values will be classified as station description data.
Whether conceived as a single file or broken down as in Figure 2.6
the
variables needed to describe
the
location,
purpose,
equipmenL
administration, and operation of hydrological stations can be readily
identified.
Table 2.2 summarizes these data, but also gives examples of
station data specific to some of the hydrological variables identified in the
previous sections.
Site description data files are essentially as found in any manual
system, although more emphasis is placed on the location and format of other
relevant data.
For example, computerized hydrological station files need to
contain explicit references to the disposition elsewhere in the computer of
the associated time series files, or the dictionary files which convert codes
for station, instrument, and analysis types, watershed names, data reliability
etc.
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TABLE 2.1
Classification of hydrolggigal data by format

Data

Daily precipitation
Hyetograph
Climate (temperature, evaporation. humidity, etc.)
Lake level
Lake quality, chemical
Lake quality biochemical
Sediment
River levels
River discharges
River quality, chemical
River quality, biochemical
Spring discharge.
Spring quality, chemical
Spring quality, biochemical
Well logs
Well levels
Abstractions
Well quality, chemical
Well quality, biochemical
¥ie Ids - cost
Licensing

SPFITS
CTS
MPFITS
SPFITS, CTS
MPVITS
MPVITS
SPVITS
SPFITS, CTS
SPFITS, CTS
MPVITS
MPVITS
SPFITS, CTS
MPVITS
MPVITS
NTS
SPVITS, CTS
SPATS, CTS
MPVITS
MPVITS
NTS

NTS

Code for data types
Codes given reflect the most usual data observation techniques
SPFITS
SPVITS
MPFITS
MPVITS
CTS

Single parameter fixed interval time series
Single parameter variable interval time series
Multiple parameter fixed interval time series
Multiple parameter variable interval time series
Continuous time series

NTS

Non time series

..
..
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TABLE 2.2
Typical hydrological station description data

1.

Type of station

2.

Station number

3.

Grid coordinates

river level, bore-hole etc.

latitude,
Transverse
(UTM)

longitude, or Universal
Mercator
projection

4.

Description of site location

how to get there, details of where
to find surveys and full original
details

5.

Hydrological location

hydrological reference.
area and/or aquifer(s)

6.

Details of each instrument
at station

type

Drainage

manufacturer
serial number
pointer

to

rating/calibration

curves

limits of calibration
time and measurement
data recorder
date installed
date last serviced
frequency of servicing
7.

Details of licensing

name of licensee

address
consent conditions

scales

of

CHAPTER 2
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TABLE 2.2 (contd.)

amount
to
discharge
(+)
or
abstract (-) conditions may depend
on time of year or flow condition
(level or discharge)
water quality
range of values
allowed for each coded parameter.
for each discharge condition
8.

Structure. of the time series
input data formats

for each kind of input record the
position. format and units of each
data .field

g,

Structure of the time series
storage data formats

format (Figures 2.1 and 2.6)
number of data values per record
are multiple parameter data values
identified by
position
or by
parameter code plus data value?

10.

Physical organization of
time series files

which disks disks/tapes etc.
for what period is data available
(including missing segments)

11.

Details of environment·

data include
alti tude, etc.

12.

Details of cross-sections

for river sections only, includes
datum of location of verticals and
level gauge.
This may contain
only the latest section or it may
contain a selection of previous
sections.
If frequency of survey
is high it may be necessary to
create a separate time series file
for this category.

13 •

Bore-holes

a basic minimum set of well data
includes the depth. top of well
datum,
diameter
schedules
and
which aquifer(s) is tapped (coded).

exposure

reference to detailed
computer records to
rapid access.

of

site.

manual or
facilitate
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TABLE 2.2 (contd.l

coded geological succession
analytical parameters

and

pump test data in standardized form
constructional details

NOTE:

The drainage area or aquifer codes must enable the discharge to be
logically related to the basin or aquifer.
In the case of the
aquifers x-y coordinates and· definition of the pumped aquifers are
needed. In the case of surface discharge the site should at least be
topologically ordered.
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DATA COLLECTION, PREPARATION AND INPUT

3.1

Data collection and input options

There is a high interdependence between data-processing systems
and the methods used to collect and transmit data.
On the one hand,
processing systems must be designed to accommodate the full range of formats
in which data is normally made available for input.
On the other hand, the
availability of automated data-processing techniques provides an opportunity
to improve and extend data collection methods.
In the extreme, manual data
observation, transmission and analysis could be replaced by a completely
automated system.
Whilst it is unrealistic, for many reasons, to consider
totally
automated
hydrological
networks,
it
is
inevitable
that
any
comprehensive hydrological observing station network will comprise some mix of
manual,
semi-automated,
and
fully
automatic
stations.
The
relative
proportions of this mix will depend upon the problems faced and the resources
available in individual countries.
This chapter describes the relationship between data-collection
techniques and the data-entry systems which must be provided to support them.
For this
purpose,
data-collection methods may be divided into three
categories:
manual, automatic and remote sensing.
The first two relate to
point data obtained from hydrological stations, and the third relates to
spatially sampled data obtained by a variety of techniques.
These three
categories
and
their
associated
data
input
operations
are
shown
diagrammatically in Figure 3.1. The details of this diagram will be discussed
in subsequent sections.
In studying this chapter attention should be given to the
possibilities of gradually automating existing data-collection and data-entry
the proposed
procedures
to
more
closely match
the
capabilities
of
data-processing system.
3.2

Registering hydrological stations

Before data from any station (manual or automatic) is entered into
the processing system, it is usually necessary to enter (register) details of
the station itself.
The elements. of station description data have been set
out in the previous chapter (section 2.4), and may be used as the basis of
input form design for different types of hydrological station.
The relevant
sets of data utilized for two types of station are shown in Figures 3.2 and
3.3. The first example, a water quality station description form, is taken
from the Global
Environmental Monitoring System
(GEMS)
water quality
data-processing system, GLOWDATA, which is based upon the Canadian NAQUADAT
system
(see GEMS/WATER
Operational
Guide
and
NAQUADAT* Users
Manual.
The second example, a well description form, is taken from another Canadian
system. Both forms are key punching documents and will be referred to in the
subsequent sections describing key punching and data coding.

*

Also HOMS component G14.3.0l

Forms

(C)

Forms

(NC)

VDU)

(on-line

I

Device

Computer
Input

+

I

C 0

A

P

Digitizer

U T E R

or to tape)

(to diskette

Computer

Manual

(CCT)

Image

Digital

I
Image

Digital

APT

~

ynu

'CC

otas:

Manual interpreted
data input on-line

VDU

-.

-

-

-
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keyboard
do not need
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some coding and
possibly data
transcription
necessary
Automatic
Picture
Transmission
Weather
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Data transmission

Facsimile
WEFAX. Recorder

Digital
Image
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(telemet~
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data processing
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I

I

Telemetry
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Processing

Media
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I

Data Recording

Data Observation

Figure 3.1 - Data collection/transmission formats and their data-entry systems
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station
Some hydrological EDP systems utilize more general
description forms which allow any type of station to be defined.
The
generality of these forms makes them more difficult to design, and much more
sophisticated in terms of data-processing software, but they ensure that the
system can readily be expanded to cater for new types of station.
Such a
system is used in the United Kingdom's "Water Archive" (see references under
UK Dept. of Environment, Water Data Unit, in Bibliography, Part II) in which
any "feature" (hydrological station, river abstraction point. sewage treatment
works, laboratory etc.) is defined to the processing system using a general
set of feature description forms.
Each form in the set contains a different
hierarchical level of information relating to the feature.
In addition to
defining hydrological stations, and hence enabling the links shown in
Figure 2.6, station description files provide an inventory of the hydrological
network and the data collected from it. This information is used as the basis
for preparing periodic catalogues of all
data held
(in computer or
non-computer format).
Such catalogues are of immense value to current and
potential users of hydrological data.
3.3

Manual station data

For the purposes of EDP systems, manual stations are defined as
those requiring a high level of human activity in many or all of the
operations between data observation and final data input to the computer
system.
In this broad sense, hydrological stations producing charts are
considered to be manual. Manual operations are required to change, annotate
and transport charts and to abstract digital data, even if a digitizer is used.
The other important format for field and laboratory data is
manually completed data sheets (data forms). In most countries this format is
still the most common for collecting data from all non-real-time hydrological
networks.
Completed data forms are sent periodically (each "reporting
period") to the data entry centre by post. courier or hand-carried by the
hydrological observers.
3.3.1

Data recording/key punching forms

The proper design of documents used for the recording and/or key
punching of data is one of the fundamental aspects of all non-real-time
data-processing systems.
The design procedures must balance the often
conflicting needs of:
(a)

The hydrological observer, laboratory
clerk responsible for filling the forms;

technician

or

data

(b)

The key punch operator;

(c)

The available data entry hardware and software. and the
capabilities of those responsible for software development.
Once
designed,
comprehensive
filling and key punching
instructions should be prepared for each form to ensure
continued efficiency and accuracy in their use.

Part I contains much detailed background to this section and the
reader is strongly advised to refer to sections 3.1.1 and 6.5.1 of that part
of the publication.
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GLOBAL WATER QUALITY MONITORING
STATION FORM
DATE

I

ALL BOLD TYPE PROVIDES KEYPUNCHING INSTRUCTIONS ONL.Y
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14< 0 3 q 0 1
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Iii
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m
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Figure 3.2 - Water quality station description form
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WELL DATA
NAME OR NUMBER

WELl. OR TEST HOLE

SERIAL IpENT

~

..,
..
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Figure 3.3 - Well description form
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When considering the incorporation of manual hydrological station
data into an automated data-processing system, the highest priority should be
given to the design of data recording forms which also serve as key punching
documents. In Part I the need was stressed to minimize data transcription as
it is both time consuming and a frequent source of errors. Whilst the design
of common data recording/key punching forms is relatively straightforward for
data recorded as numeric values, some types of data are best entered into the
computer as codes. In such a case special consideration must be given to the
design of relevant codes and the key punching forms themselves.
In
section 3.3.2 the problems of data coding are discussed in more detail. Apart
from coding, the complexity of form design is determined by the number of
parameters and the sampling frequency and technique.
3.3.1.1
Data recording/key punching forms are usually simple to prepare
for single parameter time series, e. g. water levels and rainfall totals.
Indeed it may not be necessary to modify existing field sheets if they are
well set out and completed in a legible manner by the hydrological observer.
Many large EDP systems have data entry (key punching) systems which directly
use the standard weekly or monthly field sheet as the data key punching form.
In the simplest case of daily rainfall or river level observations
(fixed interval series) the only data key punched are the parameter identifier
(say, 01 for daily rainfall, 07 for river level), the station number, the
reporting period (e.g. month 7 or week 33) and then the set of parameter data
values (31 or 7 values respectively for the periods quoted). Whilst the form
may contain the dates of each of the observations, they need not be key
punched, as the order in which the values are given automatically fixes the
exact date.
Occasional bore-hole water level observations produce an irregular
time series, but the same basic input form could be used with some indication
to the data entry operator that the date of each observation should also be
key punched.
There exists an important difference between the observation
techniques used in the examples quoted, which may have some impact on the data
entry and primary processing requirements. Daily rainfalls and river levels
are usually observed at a fixed time, say, 0900 hours. This implies that each
station has its own observer and its own form.
Standard observation times
provide a common time base for comparing the dynamic processes of
precipitation and river flows.
In the case of bore-holes where water level fluctuations are much
slower, it is usual for one observer to visit several stations in a single
field trip. The observer may use a separate single parameter form for each
station, or more conveniently. may use just one dated form in which each row
contains the bore-hole site number and the observed depth to water level.
Whilst this latter format is helpful to the observer, it requires more complex
computer software to break down the data entered from the form and append the
latest water level value (and date) to each bore-hole time series file. This
again emphasizes the interaction shown in Figure 12.3 (Part I) between data
collectors and data-processing specialists when designing data entry systems.
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The general formats for single parameter data recording/key punch
form design are shown in Figure 3.4 (al. Detailed consideration of code and
key punch options are discussed later in this chapter.
3.3.1.2

For multiple parameter time series the complexity of designing
common data recording/key punching forms is determined by:
(al

The most common
The type of hydrological time series.
from
climatological
stations for
examples are those derived
water
quality
sampling
sites
hydrological purposes and
(surface or groundwater);

(bl

The
source
of
the
time
series
parameter
values.
Hydrometeorological data are recorded in the field whereas
most physical. chemical and bacteriological analyses ofa
water quality sample are performed in a laboratory (or
several laboratories);

(c)

The total number of parameters which may be observed and the
consistency of their usage.
Some climatological stations
record only one or two hydrometeorological parameters. whilst
others may record as many as twelve.
Depending upon the
purpose for which a water quality sample is taken. a
different sub-set of analyses may be performed.
The total
set of possible analyses is extremely large;

(dl

The number of observations/samples in each set (e.g. the
number of parameter observations in a climatological station
reporting period or the number of samples taken for a single
river cross-section)·.

Since climatological station and water quality are by far the most
common hydrological multiple time series. the remainder of this section will
relate specifically to them.
However.
from
the
detailed background
information given in Chapter 2 it should be easy to interpret the discussion
for application to other multiple parameter data sets such as obtained from
sediment sampling.
It should be noted how the ability to transfer
data-processing techniques from one type of hydrological data to another is
greatly improved by using the. concept of data formats presented at the
beginning of Chapter 2.
3.3.1.3

All the raw data required for processing are obtained at the
climatological station site. although the number of parameters observed at
each station varies considerably.
There are two ways in which a manual
recording/key punching form could be structured; by parameter for successive
observations. or by observation time for all the parameters measured at that
time.
The first alternative; a set of single parameter forms for each
reporting period. has the advantage of being able to use exactly the same
The only change
single parameter forms as described in section 3.3.1.1.
12 for minimum
needed is the use of different parameter codes
(e.g.
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Single Parameter Time Series (SPTS)

-ID -P

-R

r

T1 V1
T2 V2 -

Manual

- -

System

-

a ta recording/keypunching form
Fi xed interval (SPFITS)
Hourly water levels
Daily rainfall
Variable interval (SPVITS)
Piezometric leVelS)"
1
Snow depth
~rregu arly sampled

-

Ti Vi

1
Keypunching
.I.

SPFITS
or
SPVITS

Computer
System
(b)

Fi Ie format as in
Fi gure 2. 1a or 2. 1b

Simple Multiple Parameter Time Series (MPTS)
Option 1:

Record and enter as single
parameters
10

o
P2

R

R

R

-

Record _ and enter as
multiple parameters

Data recording/

keypunching forms

Wind speed
Humidity
Temperature
Rainfall

R

Manual
System

P4

Option 2:

"

-10
T1
T2
Ti

---1

P1
V11
V21
Vi1

P2
V12
V22
Vi2

R

P3
V13
V23
Vi3

P4
V14
V24
vi4

1

--

Keypunching

1
Computer
System

SPFITS
or
SPVITS

..

Computer

files---

...

11PFITS +
or
MPVITS

File
format
as in

Note: 1. If data is collected as a fixed interval time series only onetime
reference (R) need be keypunched.
2. If option 1 used for multiple parameter series J the same data entry
system may be used as for single parameter time series.
Key
10
Station identification number.
Pn = Parameter code for parameter D_
R = Reporting-period reference (e.g. month or week no).
Ti

Time of observation i

(not keypunched for regular time series).

Vi(n) = Value of observation i for given parameter (n).
SPFITS, SPVITS, MPFITS, MPVITS. See Table 2.l.
+ = After data validation may be converted into single parameter files.
Figure 3.4 - Manual station data preparation and input options
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Figure 3.4 (contd.)

(c)

Complex Multiple Parameter (Field and Laboratory Datal Time Series

Option 1:

Keypunch·separately all forms
Field
. ,recording/keypunching
form

Laboratory A
recording/keypunching
form

,

l~'w

fID3 T3 S3
1102 T2 S2
101 T1
I-_
-S1
FD1

Manua 1

System

10 T1 S1 LA1

P1 P2
V11 V12

11:4 T4 S4 LA4

I
-

-

Keypunching

-

- --

-

1D T1 S1 LB1

-

V41 V42

I

.

Laboratory B
recording/keYPunching
form

-

rasformat
above

-jJ

•

..

format

System

format
as above

as above

101

T1

OR1

ID3
104

4.

Key:

FD1

-

ID2

3.

V4n

~----

lI

.

1

2.

•

: J

J.
SORT/MERGE
Using ID, T, S, as keys

Compu ter

Notes: 1.

-

Keypunching

I

Computer
files

-

11:4 T4 S4 LB4

----i

Keypunching

Pn-1 Pn
---- V1n

T4

OR4

P1 :Vl1

-

- -

I

I

-

I

FD4

P1 ,V41

Pn iV1n

,
I

Format of com....

I

puter file as
in Figure 2.1d

,I

I
I

'-

'

Pn,V4n

Field sample identification code (S) - nonnally sequence number
but may include relative location and depth references.
Laboratory sample identification code (LA or LB) probably sanple
accession number.
Field sanple sequence number and laboratory number generally not
required a£ter data validation.
ExanI>le shown assurres only one sample per site per observation.
Multiple sanples would require sanple sub-identifiers.

ID Station number or code
Ti Time reference for sanple i.
Si Field identification code for saJttlle i. See note 1.
FDi Field data for sanple i.
LAi, LBi Laboratory identification code for sample i. See note 2.
Pn Pararreter (water quality dterminand) n. May have an associated
analysis rrethod code.
yin Pararreter value for pararreter n, sanple i.
ORi cptional reference data for sample i (e.g. type of sanple, field
sample and laboratory identification codes, relative location,
depth) .
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Figure 3.4 (contd.)
Option 2:
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temperature or 19 for run of wind).
This is significant in terms of the data
entry system as no additional software need be developed specifically for the
input of hydrometeorological data.
Thus, for a monthly reporting period, a
key punch operator could enter one form for a water level station, one form
for a rainfall station and several forms for a climatological station (one
form for each observed parameter).
The processing system would identify which
parameter is related to each form by reading the parameter code.
Chapter 5
identifies several additional advantages related to the storage, retrieval and
analysis of time series data entered in single parameter format.
Inevitably, the simplicity of software design implies more complex
manual procedures.
The field observer will need to complete separate forms
for each parameter.
This process lengthens the data-logging procedures,
slightly increases the chances of data-logging errors, and produces some
redundant information since the same station number and the same set of
observation times will be recorded on each form.
The correct balance between
simplicity of manual and computer procedures is largely determined by the
relative
scarcities
and
abilities
of
hydrological
observers
and
data-processing specialists in each country.
The general characteristics of single parameter recording/key
punching forms and input systems are shown in Figure 3.4 (b), Option 1. The
need to key punch the time of observation is determined, as usual, by the
regularity or irregularity of observations.*
The alternative method of data recording;
multiple parameter
forms, simplifies manual data logging and presents the data in a logical way,
showing together all the parameter values recorded at each observation time.
This produces a single data recording/key punching form for each reporting
period, and also simplifies the physical key punching operation.
However,
special software routines would need to be written to handle multiple
parameter formats.
A multiple parameter recording and input system is shown in
Figure 3.4 (b), Option 2.
Using the form shown it could be assumed that
parameters ·are recognized by the data-processing system according to their
position, i.e. in which column they are located.
Since the range of
hydrometeorological parameters observed in many hydrological networks is not
too great (normally less than 15) it is possible to design a single form for
general application.
On such a form the first column would always be for
rainfall, the second always for maximum temperature and so on.
Whilst this would simplify the task of writing the data entry
software, it would require care on the part of the hydrological observer to
ensure that the correct columns were used, and for the key punch operator to
skip all empty columns.
These problems can be overcome by properly annotating
each column on the form, issuing batches of forms for each climatological
station with non-observed parameter columns crossed through, and key punching
the codes of the observed parameters before entering the set of observations.
If the key punch operator subsequently enters data in a column which does not

*

Figure 6.3 of Part I shows a more complex single parameter form used for
reporting hourly observed (temperature) values on a monthly basis.
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correspond to one of the specified parameters, the data entry
subsequent data validation programs will signal an error condition.
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The simplest multiple parameter form for the hydrological observer
and key punch operator, and hence at the highest level of complexity in terms
of computer software, has user definable columns.
Thus, if six parameters
were observed at a station, only the first six columns of the form would be
completed and the parameter values contained in each column would be defined
by the observer entering the parameter name and code at the head of the
column.
This type of form is used extensively for water quality data from
laboratories (see below). lifter input, data would be stored in the multiple
parameter format shown in Figure 3.4 (b), Option 2. lifter data validation, a
software routine could break down this multiple parameter format to update
single parameter files if required for the data base storage system. It is
invariably the case that rainfall data, at least, are transferred to such a
single parameter format.
3.3.1.4
11 detailed assessment of the characteristics of water quality data
has been given in section 2.3.4, and much of this information is directly
relevant to the design of suitable data recording/key punching forms.
The
design process is much more complex than for hydrometeorological data.
In
addition to the much larger numbers of parameters involved, and the wide
variety in their use, extra reference data are generally required for location
(e.g. position in a cross-section), depth, purpose of sample, and the number
of samples that may be taken as part of a single "observation" at a site.
Further, only some of the data are collected in the field; water quality
analyses are performed at one or more laboratories, each of which generate a
separate data form.
Well defined and strictly followed procedures are
obviously required to ensure that all the various data components associated
with the initial sample (or set of samples) taken in the field can be brought
together again (either inside or outside the computer) for processing and
storage.
The wide range of possible parameters normally requires that data
forms and computer storage systems must always handle pairs of data for each
sample parameter; a parameter code and the corresponding parameter value.
This general format is shown in Figure 2.1 (d).
If several types of analysis
can be performed to obtain a parameter value, it may be necessary to include a
third code for the actual analysis technique used (see section 3.3.2).
Some mention has been made (section 2.3.4) of dual identification
codes for samples; the (temporary and non-unique) codes assigned by the field
observer, and the sequential sample code given by the laboratory.
Whilst
prov1s10n must be made for both codes on the data recording/key punching
forms, section 2.3.4 recommends the use of sample identifiers built from
station number, time, type of sample and sampling depth information for data
storage/retrieval purposes. Only if multiple samples were taken would there
be any need to allocate a separate sample sequence number or use relative
location reference for each sample of the set.
Close collaboration is again needed between data collectors,
laboratories and those responsible for designing the computerized input system
to handle data obtained using the above procedures.
Basically, a decision
must be made whether data will be key punched separately for each field and
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laboratory form, or whether all (or selected) data relating to one sample
should first be manually transcribed on to a single form for key punching.
In the first method data are input according to the analysis or
group of analyses performed by a given laboratory. The recording/key punching
form for each laboratory contains the results of analyses on many samples (1
sample per row, each column containing the results of particular analysis).
An example of such a form for a
single parameter (or water quality
determinandl is shown in Figure 3.5. It can be seen that if several analyses
were performed on each sample, more columns of the form could be used with the
determined code and analysis method appearing at the head of each column (this
format is directly analogous to the final option described above for
hydrometeorological data).
This method has the advantage that data can be key punched as they
become available from each laboratory. This is important when differences in
priority,
workload or number and complexity of analyses result in
significantly different turn-round times from
individual
laboratories.
However, extra complexity is required in the processing system as data from
the various field and laboratory data forms must be sorted and merged within
the computer to abstract data grouped by sample. The· general format of this
approach is shown in Figure 3.4 (c), Option 1. The vital necessity of having
sufficient identification references for each sample on each of the forms
should be stressed. Without these unique "key" values it is impossible to
utilize a standard Sort/Merge software utility to combine the individual forms
as shown. Ultimately the field and laboratory sequence codes (S and L in
Figure 3.4) need not be stored in the data base, but they are essential in the
initial stages of data entry and validation.
The second method of preparing water quality data for input is the
method of transcription. Data are collated manually from field and laboratory
sheets and transcribed on to a single key punching form for each sample.
Whilst this method has the disadvantage of additional manual manipulation and
possible introduction of errors during transcription, it does present the data
in a more logical grouping (by samplel and allows the exclusion of parameters
not required in the computerized data-processing system. This significantly
reduces the bulk of key punching form and simplifies the data-processing
system required as data will probably be stored in the key punched format.
This format of data presentation is also advantageous when much manual
interpretation/analysis of sample data must be performed.
An example of this· type of key punching document is shown in
Figure 3.6. Further discussion of the various codes appearing on this form
will be found in the next section. The form has been prepared by collating
field data, and the results of physical, chemical and bacteriological
laboratory analyses. Note that the key punching form describing the station
at which this sample was taken is given in Figure 3.2. The general structure
of the data preparation methods utilizing such an approach is shown in
Figure 3.4 (c), Option 2.

3.3.2

Data coding

Frequent reference has been made to the use of codes for the
representation of many types of data.
An introduction to the concepts and
practices of coding has already been given in section 5.4 of Part I.
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The main objective of using codes is to make data more compact and
less ambiguous.
Thus, the description "daily rainfall station situated at
Bogor sewage treatment works" could be coded as, say, 209 01 where 209 is the
numeric code identifying the station location in the hydrological network, and
01 is the numeric code used for defining daily rainfall observations. It can
be seen that the coding is much more efficient in space and eliminates the
possibility of mis-spelling location names (particularly important where names
would need to be transliterated for computer entry) or the use of alternative
local names for the site. It is well within the capabilities of hydrological
observers to enter such a level of coding directly into the data recording/key
punching document. Key punching effort is considerably reduced by the coding
procedures.
Within the computer it is conceivable that the codes 209 and 01
could be replaced by indicators of the starting locations of the station
description file and corresponding rainfall time series. This computer level
of coding for storage purposes is discussed in the next chapter.
Almost invariably the computer will provide the user with decoded
information on output, i.e. the printout of station data will show the station
name and a heading stating that the records relate to daily rainfall totals.
This requires the data output system to interrogate the station description
file, locate the station name within that file, and refer to a schedule
(dictionary) of parameter codes which contains the text description of each
code value.
The steps involved in devising and utilizing codes are;
(a)

Define the data items which require coding.
These are
normally descriptive data items which are used frequently,
e. g. the names of locations, parameters, analysis methods,
measurement units and data quality indicators;

(b)

Decide when the coding should be performed. To satisfy the
objectives of making common data
recording/keypunching
documents, coding should be performed at the time of data
logging by the hydrological observer or laboratory technician.
Alternatively, though much less desirable, data may be coded
as it is key punched.
This slows down the key punching
process and requires a more technically skilled operator.

(c)

Consider the adoption of existing (national or international)
coding systems for some data items.
Schedules of parameter
codes, laboratory analysis methods, and measurement unit
codes have already been developed by several countries. The
adoption of such coding systems would facilitate the
interchange of data and reduce the need to devote resources
to developing new coding lists;

(d)

Obtain or prepare coding lists, incorporate codes into the
reporting/key punching forms and computer systems, and
include coding instructions (and relevant coding lists) into
technician instruction sheets for form filling;

(e)

Train observers in the use of codes, monitoring completed
forms very closely for the initial period after introducing
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Figure 3.5 - Coding form for mUltiple sample analysis by determinand
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This should be done for
technician familiarization

Nearly all codes used for hydrological purposes are numeric.
Alphabetic or alphanumeric codes are widely used for bore-hole logs and in
other areas having more descriptive data such as soil and land use
classification.
The typical usage of codes in hydrological systems are;
1.

Location reference codes: Codes normally exist for basin or
sub-basin, and it is very useful to incorporate them into the
station
description
data
file.
This
allows
rapid
identification of all stations
(or
stations
measuring
selected parameters)· in a single or group of basins. Codes
should be hierarchical so that a code of 113, say, would
indicate sub-basin 13 in the major-basin coded as 100, and
code 200 would represent the entire major-basin coded as 200.
At a more sophisticated level,
but allowing
detailed
definition of the relative positions of points on a river
basin are the various methods of "hydrological referencing".
In these systems a coding convention is used to trace any
point on a river relative to the outflow to the sea.
Some
more complex methods allow the incorporation of geographical
grid references
in order that non-river points,
e. g.
bore-holes may be located relative to the river. A typical
hydrological referencing system is shown in Appendix II.
Such reference codes allow the identification and retrieval
of data upstream, downstream, or between, specified points on
the river system.

2.

Station identification .codes:
In most manual systems this
code is a simple sequence number assigned to identify the
station at the time of its introduction to the hydrological
network. Wherever possible these existing codes should be
used in the computerized system.
In the manual system it is
probable that each type of station was assigned sequence
numbers starting from 1.
This mean that there are many
non-unique station numbers. It is recommended that a station
type code also be used, e.g. 06 is a water quality station
and 07 is a climatological station. Thus, the combination of
station type and station number code should produce a unique
station identifier. If, for historical reasons, there exist
even duplicate numbers for stations of the same type, the
alternatives are to change the number of one of them, or to
include the basin/sub-basin code into the overall station
identification code.
Obviously this only works if stations
wi th duplicate identification codes are in different basins.
In the long run it is probably best to change the station
sequence number.
This change of number should be noted in
the station description file.

3.

Parameter codes:
group of codes.

This
The

heading covers by far
range of hydrological

the
and

largest
related
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pal:"ametel:"s which may need to be included in a compl:"ehensive
data base is enOl:"mous.
FOl:"tunately, sevel:"al hydl:"ological
agencies have pl:"epal:"ed and published coded parainetel:" lists
(see NAQUADAT - Dictional:"Y of pal:"ametel:" codes and the UK
Dept.
of Envil:"onrnent.
Watel:" Data Unit
Hydl:"ological
detel:"minand dictional:"Y).
The coding lists nOl:"mally compl:"ise
a foul:" 01:" five digit code fOl:" the pal:"ametel:", a text
definition of the pal:"amete I:" , and possibly some abbl:"eviations
01:" synonyms.
One featul:"e which vades between the lists is
whethel:" the measul:"ement units and/ol:" analyses techniques
(pal:"ticulady fOl:" labol:"atol:"Y del:"ived data) al:"e included in
the definition 01:" al:"e themselves coded. Thus, in one system
pal:"ametel:" code 008101 is dissolved oxygen measul:"ed in mg/l of
O2 using a dissolved oxygen metel:", whel:"eas anothel:" system
descdbes the same pal:"ametel:" as 0126 (dissolved oxygen) with
measul:"ement unit code 206 and method code 15, whel:"e 206 and
15 al:"e entdes in the I:"elevant code lists fOl:" "mg/l" and
"meter II respectively.
The pUl:"pose and use of these code lists I:"esults in them being
called data "dictional:"ies" within an EDP system.
Table 3.1
shows an extl:"act fl:"om a dictional:"Y of (in the stl:"ict sense)
hydl:"ological codes, whilst Table 3.2 shows an extl:"act fl:"om a
watel:" quality dictional:"Y.
The fil:"st example uses sepal:"ate
pal:"ametel:" and unit codes, whilst the second has a single
pal:"ametel:" code to covel:" the whole dictional:"Y definition.
This watel:" quality dictional:"Y also gives details of the
applicabili ty
of
the
analysis to samples
taken fl:"om
gmundwatel:" (G), lakes (L), and I:"ivel:"s (R), and a tal:"get
accul:"acy fOl:" the indicated analysis method.
The compl:"ehensive natul:"e of the dictionades shown and the
wOl:"k involved in theil:" pl:"epal:"ation again indicates the
advisability of tl:"ying to use existing codes.
4.

Data
qualification
codes:
It
is usual,
and
highly
I:"ecornrnended, to have a set of codes available fOl:" the
hydl:"ological obsel:"vel:" and labol:"atol:"Y technician to qualify
unusual 01:" unceJ:"tain data values so that futuI:"e data usage
may be weighted accol:"dingly. Thel:"e al:"e basically two gl:"oups
of qualification, the fil:"st can be viewed as the cUI:"I:"ent
status
(I:"eliability) of the data value and the second
indicates some backgl:"ound conditions which may cause a
non-nol:"mal status. FOl:" both gl:"oups the code used is nOl:"mally
a single alphabetic chal:"actel:", also known as a "flag".
Flags fOl:" the status of the data al:"e typically:
E S -

estimated value, with an implication of a satisfactol:"Y
estimate.
suspect value, thought to be incol:"I:"ect but no means to

vel:"ify.
G L -

value gl:"eatel:" than calibl:"ation 01:" measul:"ement limit
(value set to limit).
value less than the detection limit (value set to
limit). Enables a diffel:"entiation fl:"om a zel:"o value.
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Flags for background conditions may be:
I S F D
N
P -

presence of ice (or ice damming).
presence of snow.
presence of frost.
station submerged (during flood events).
results from a non-standardized (quality controlled)
laboratory.
results from a partially quality controlled laboratory.

The last three items in the first list, and the last two
items in the second list are the flags used in the form shown
in Figure 3.6.
Flag values should be key punched if they are present and
will be stored with the data to which they relate.
The
computer data validation procedures performed on the input
data may generate more data status flags, for which the same
codes may be used.
Data validation is discussed more fully
in Chapter 5.
5.

Missing
data
codes:
It
is
extremely
important
to
differentiate between data which are missing, and data which
were recorded as having a zero value. If the data field for
a missing numeric value is left blank, most computers
automatically infill a (misleading) zero value.
Since a
character value is not allowed in a numeric data field this
missing data problem cannot be overcome by inserting "M" (for
missing). One possibility is to put the code M as a separate
data status flag, but in systems where flags are not used
some physically impossible data value, e.g. - 999 is entered
in the data field to indicate a missing value to the
processing system. If required this value may be decoded to
a blank or a "-" on output.

As some indication of the application of codes, reference may be
made to the forms presented so far. Coded values are used as follows:
Figure 3.2

Station number, Octant, Regional Centre, Collection
Agency, WMO Station Code

Figure 3.3

Station number,
location and time preC1S10n,
parameter codes. reliability code. casing material,
slot type and material

Figure 3.5

Determinand (Parameter) code, Method (Analysis) code

Figure 3.6

Operation
(addition,
change,
deletion)
code,
station number, type of sample, parameter code,
laboratory quality code, data status code.

A final example of code usage is given
lithological log from the well described in Figure 3.3.

in Figure 3.7 for a
Whilst the first five
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codes are cornmon, Figure 3.7 contains additional codes for:
Method of drilling,
and age precision.
3.3.3

lithological nouns and descriptors,

age

Analysis of charts

The primary decision to be taken (shown in Figure 3.1) is whether
charts will be abstracted by manual or by automatic techniques. Where small
numbers of charts are involved the design of computer systems for automated
chart abstraction may not be worthwhile. However, studies should be made by
the system designers to balance the cost and accuracy of manual and automatic
techniques.
The case for automatic techniques is assisted where the necessary
software can be purchased to suit available computer hardware. and also where
the digitizing equipment may form part of a larger map analysis system.
Automated chart analysis generally implies the use of a digitizer with a
hand-held cursor used to trace the chart.
Good quality digitizers are
expensive compared to other basic components of computer hardware, and the
analysis software may cost a similar amount. A higher degree of training is
necessary to operate a digitizer than to abstract charts manually.
It should be noted that charts having non-rectilinear grids cannot
be analysed directly using software developed for normal orthoganally gridded
charts.
Such charts are found on some climatological and water pressure
recorders.
At a higher level of sophistication in the digitization process is
the use of scanners which automatically follow the chart trace.
These are
extremely sophisticated pieces of equipment, and it is unlikely that they
would be purchased by the water sector for its own needs.
To a large extent the need for automation is governed by the
complexity of the chart.
If the majority of charts are derived from
groundwater level recorders, manual abstraction techniques can be fast and
accurate.
If, however, there are many rainfall recorder charts, manual
analysis becomes slow and liable to error.
Charts taken from instruments
having
reversing
pen movement
present particular problems
in manual
interpretation.
Whether manual or automatic methods are used, the abstraction
technique must be determined.
The technique of data abstraction at change
points between which variations. can be linearly interpolated can provide
adequate results.
This technique much reduces the digitizing effort,
particularly on charts where there are prolonged periods with little ·or no
parameter change, e. g. rainfall charts in dry spells, groundwater charts.
river flow recessions. Further, data aggregations may subsequently be made to
any time base without significant loss of information.
For rainfall charts where traces can be very dynamic, it may be
preferable to abstract in continuous trace mode and develop software to
eliminate redundant points which may be interpolated acceptably.
This data
compression technique. discussed further in the next chapter, does not
sacrifice any of the original data content.
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STATION #

3/ 9
3/ 8
3/ 8
3/ 7
3/ 7
3/ 6
3/ 6
3/ 6
3/ 6
3/ 6
3/ 6
3/66
3/ 5
3/ 5
3/ 5
3/ 4
3/ 4
3/ 4
3/ 4
3/ 4
3/ 4
3/ 4
3/ 4
3/ 4
3/ 4
3/ 4
3/ 4
3/ 4
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3/ 4
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3/33
3/ 3
3/ 3
3/ 3
3/ 3
3/ 3
3/ 3
3/ 3
3/ 3
3/ 3
3/ 3
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PRECIP

3/ 9/83

1410

54
1318
143
1409
330
1457
733
327
321
254
221
151
2306
1545
412
2330
2000
1636
1406
1024
1000
945
918
457
430
357
333
248
236
230
221
209
118
2115
1721
1621
1603
1521
1200
1151
821
739
718
654
648

14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.

13.
12.
12.
11.
10.
9.
8.
8.
8.
7.
6.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
l.
l.
O.
99.
98
97
96.
95.
93:-92.
9l.
90.
90.
89.
88.
87.
86.
84.83.
82.
80.79.

Printout
received
00.54 on
was made

shows the status of reports
between 06.48 on 3rd. March and
9th. March. The last bucket tip
at 07.33 on 6th. March.

Note:
l. M3ssages sent from the recorder to
signal bucket tips 81, 85, and 94
were not received.
2. Multiple data lines for sorre values
e . g. 8 and 14 are generated by
interrogations from the centre. The
station did not need to report but
was requested to do so.
3. The bucket tip counter is reset to
o (zero) after 99 tips.
4. The total rainfall in any period is
equal to the number of bucket tips
in the period (1 bucket = lmn)

Figure 3.8 - Time series of reports received from a telemetered tipping bucket raingauge
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Even at stations where digital recorders have been installed, many
hydrological services still maintain chart recorders. The reason.is that the
chart gives the observer an immediate visual appreciation of current and
antecedent conditions, including any significant errors. If charts serve only
this control (and back-up) function, the development of specific chart
processing systems becomes superfluous as the archive data will be derived
from the digital record.
Digi tizers are normally operated on-line in small (micro/mini)
based EDP systems and data can be stored directly on diskette, disk or tape.
When the digitizer is used off-line, normally under the control of a dedicated
microcomputer, either the raw digitized data are transferred to the main
processing machine on diskette or, if the processing software is contained in
the microcomputer, the time and datum corrections may be made and the
digitized values converted to the required time series format before transfer.
If chart abstraction is performed manually the data must be
transcribed on to a key punching form for input. The most simple way to do
this is to use a standard single parameter time series form as described in
section 3.3.1.1. Since the data would probably be extracted as an irregular
time series, both time and parameter value would need to be entered on the
form for key punching.
3.3.4

Key punching

The basic operations and options for key punching data have been
discussed in Part I, section 1. 3.2 and at greater length in section 3.1.1.
Design considerations for the supporting software and hardware were covered in
Part L section 6.5.1 and 11.3 respectively.
It was seen that the basic
choice lay between off-line or on-l ine systems, and within either system
whether or not data should be validated during the key punching process.
Off-line systems provide key punched data on some computer
compatible medium which is transferred to the input device of the main
processing computer. Older systems produce punched cards or paper tape, but
these media are bulky, non re-usable and associated with relatively slow input
devices.
Data are punched on to the media directly as it is keyed. All
off-line systems available nowadays produce either diskettes or 9-track
magnetic tape.
Associated with this shift in storage media there has been
increasing microprocessor based "intelligence" of data entry equipment. This
has allowed data to be subjected to specified initial validation checks as it
is keyed (i.e. data entry under computer control), and then transferred to
temporary storage areas from which it may be recalled and searched for further
editing. Once data checking procedures have been completed the data sets may
be output to diskette or tape and sent for processing.
The main advantages of off-line data entry systems are that they
can be located remotely from the main EDP computer, and that they release this
central machine for more complex data-processing tasks. The decentralization
of the data entry function has already been recommended in Part I where it was
suggested that, as far as possible, those responsible for data collection
should also be responsible for data preparation, including the initial data
validation stages. Data volumes collected by hydrological observers are not
very high in conventional EDP terms, since most of the observers' time may be
spent travelling between stations to collect a single, or relatively few, data
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It is both practical and highly recommended that by the provlslon of
simple microcomputer facilities at field centres, hydrological observers could
supervise, or themselves perform, the key punching of data under computer
control.
The computer controlled forms could be generated from standard
microcomputer data entry packages, or could be derived from software developed
centrally for the specific purposes of hydrological data entry.
When
specifying such systems a high priority should be given to ensuring diskette
format compatibility (see Part I, section 2.3.1).
Variations in user data
formats within files stored on diskette are not so critical as they can be
handled by simple, user written format conversion routines. Where computer
programming skills are not well developed,· these problems are best overcome by
using the same microcomputer and data entry software at all local offices.
Similarly, to minimize problems of reading diskettes into the central
computer, the same model of microcomputer could be attached as an on-line
device. This would also allow easy central editing of diskettes forwarded
from the field.
values~

The tasks of distributed data entry centres are:
(a)

To key punch locally completed data reporting/key punching
forms, preferably under computer control;

(b)

To check and correct keyed data. This may be performed by
visual inspection of data printouts and/or the use of simple
data validation programs developed centrally;

(c)

To copy the corrected data to the central office on diskette;

(d)

To receive and respond to queries from the central office
after the execution of more sophisticated data validation
routines on the main EDP machine. If necessary, the original
data set may be edited and a new diskette copy forwarded;

(e)

Receive printouts of quality controlled data, and diskette
copies of this data if it is used for local analysis purposes.

Where centralized data entry systems are preferred, or where there
still remain significant volumes of data to· be key punched centrally, larger
off-line data entry systems of the type shown in Figure 3. I of Part I should
be utilized. Since such systems are normally manned by experienced key punch
operators the standard punch/verify type of data entry should be used (see
Part I, section 3.2).
The data validation checks performed by computer
controlled data entry techniques can cause delays in system response,
unnoticeable to most operators, but disruptive to the key punching speed of
professionals. Further, since such operators have no hydrological background,
they would have no means of interpreting warning or error messages arising
from tests of hydrological validity. In effect the functions of data entry
and data validation would be split between the central data preparation
service and the central hydrological office.
This again points to an
advantage of distributed data entry systems, where the much smaller scale of
operation would allow the two functions to be combined.
Diskettes and/or tapes generated from off-line systems arrive at
the main EDP machine for input and are submitted to comprehensive sets of data
validation routines (described in the next chapter).
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On-line key punching systems enable data to be input directly to
the main EDP machine through VDU terminals. This type of data entry is suited
to small EDP systems. but for larger applications should be minim-ized as far
as possible. as on-line terminals should be devoted to the execution and
control of more complex data-processing operations. or to software development
tasks. However. the ability to perform some level of on-line data editing is
extremely useful when a small number of data items need to be corrected after
a validation run.
For limited edits this procedure is much simpler than
requesting the off-line systems to prepare new data sets.
All data coding forms shown so far have reflected the importance
of 80 character physical records for data input (see Part I. section 5.5.1).
This standard. established by the use of punched card data entry systems. has
continued with the USe of VDUs which. almost universally. have a screen width
of 80 characters.
Whatever key punching system is used it is essential that clear
guidance is given. preferably on the data recording/key punching form itself.
on the way in which key punching should be performed.
There should be no
ambiguity about what must and what must not be punched. and the format of the
data contained in each data field.
3.3.5

Manual stations using telemetry

At some stations data are observed manually. but are relayed by
telemetry.
Such semi-automated data collection is used frequently in
real-time processing systems (section 1.1. 3). and increasingly for routine
hydrological data collection in inventory processing systems (section 1.1.1).
At the simplest level is the use of telephone. telex and radio
links. This requires sufficient capability at the data-processing centre to
receive the peak levels of incoming messages. and the availability of on-line
terminals through which the data received may be manually entered into the
computer. Similarly. data entry software needs to be developed which will
allow random sets of single observations from different sites to be input. and
which will take these values to update the individual time series files. The
input or update procedures should include some elementary level of data
validation. e.g. range checks.
If the telemetred data are used for inventory purposes. it is
recommended that the observer also forwards the usual data entry/key punching
form at the end of each reporting period. Whilst the data need not be key
punched again. the form may be used to check the values already entered.
The above procedures involve humari intervention at both ends of
the telemetry link. Techniques are now available which allow the observer to
encode the data in computer compatible format which may be received and
processed automatically at the centre.
The method employed is for the
observer to key punch station and parameter identification codes and the
observed values themselves into a small keyboard. similar in appearance to a
hand-held calculator.
The instrument. variously called data collection and
transmission terminal (OCTT) or "touchstone keypad" (see Figure 12.5. Part I ) .
codes the input data into the required transmission format. The transmission
is almost always by radio. including the use of satellite relays. These units
are relatively cheap (including the radio transmitter) and eliminate the need
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for centralized manual data operations.
Where well trained hydrological
observers are available this technique provides an excellent balance in
combining the advantages of on-site data observation with the advantages of
automated data transmission and processing.

3.4

Automatic station data

This section is concerned with stations equipped with automatic
sensors from which data are recorded on computer compatible media and/or
transmitted by telemetry to some central data collection centre. Whether data
is recorded locally or transmitted from the station, there are many common
features of the two types of automatic station. These common features are
briefly discussed before considering the specific characteristics of both
techniques.
It should be noted that not all hydrological parameters are
monitored automatically. The status.of automatic sensor development may be
summarized as:
(a)

Operational with
systematic reliability:

Water level, temperature (air,
water, soil), rainfall humidity,
solar radiation, wind speed,
wind direction, pH, salinity;

(b)

Operational with
variable reliability:

Open channel water flow, pan
evaporation, snow fall, snow
depth, soil moisture, water
turbidity, dissolved oxygen;

(c)

Not yet developed:

Sediment and
water quality
thickness.

bed load, most
parameters, ice

It can be seen that the main hydrometeorological elements and surface water
level are very adequately covered, but that water quality must rely
extensively on manual data collection techniques.
Sensors fall into two groups; those which provide analogue
signals, e.g. float actuated water-level gauges and radiation thermopiles, and
those which produce digital outputs, e.g. tipping bucket raingauges. Analogue
signals must generally be converted into digital form for any subsequent
operations.
Water
level
recorders
are
usually
equipped
with
mechanical/electronic converters such· as shaft encoders,
whilst most
climatological sensors are digitized by wholly electronic means. Many sensors
produce signals which need conversion to present data in the standard units
for analysis.
The conversions may be general or may relate to calibration
relationships derived for the individual sensor. Data recorded on site are
generally not converted, this is done at the central processing centre.
However, transmitted data are normally converted prior to transmission.
There are two time bases for data collection. one is the frequency
of sampling and the other is the frequency of data recording.
For some
sensor/recording systems, e.g. float/punched tape at water-level stations,
these time bases are the same.
However, for systems which rely more on
electronic techniques, particularly if parameters observed have appreciable
time variation, e.g. wind speed, the sampling interval could be as little as
from 5 to 10 seconds, whilst the (summed or averaged) data would only be
recorded or transmitted no less than every 10 minutes.
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Non-telemetering station

At these stations data are recorded on computer compatible media,
usually paper tapes Or magnetic tape cassettes. Hydrological observers visit
the stations at intervals of one to three months to collect the data and renew
the recording media for the next period.
The medium is then taken to the
data-processing centre.
3.4.1.1

A feature of these types of storage media is that whilst they are
computer compatible they almost invariably need some translation or change of
medi um before they Can be read di rectly by the standard range of computer
input devices.
Many water-level recorders are fitted with 16-track paper tap·e
punches.
This 16-track format is popular because the data are encoded in a
decimal format which can be read directly from the tape by field observers.
Such a tape requires a specialized tape reader at the processing centre.
Similarly, data loggers with tape cassettes are widely used at automatic
climate and water quality stations, yet it is only machines in the
microcomputer class which usually support direct data input from cassette.
The reason for this apparent incompatibility between digital media
recorded in the field and the range of input devices found on most computers
is basically one of data transfer speed. With the substitution of diskettes
and magnetic tapes for punched cards and paper tape, all computer input
devices are now capable of higher input speeds, which permit much more
efficient handling of large data volumes.
Even though 5- and a-track paper
tape recorders are still being used on many hydrological instruments in the
field, 5- and a-track paper tape readers are fast disappearing computer input
peripherals.
Most paper tapes are vulnerable to the environmental conditions
experienced at hydrological stations, being affected in particular by changes
in humidity.
This results in slight but significant changes in tape
dimensions which may subsequently give rise to errors in processing. Even the
introduction of more stable plastic coated tapes has not eliminated these
problems, although recent information received indicates that aluminium
backing on paper tape has overcome problems caused by humidity changes (New
Zealand).
The risk of processing errors can however be minimized by the use
of low speed tape readers which have wider tolerances on variations in tape
dimensions.
The system of handling paper tapes· and cassettes is generally to
have an off-line "pre-processor", that is, some small machine (probably a
microcomputer) dedicated to the task of transferring the data on to high speed
media, which may subsequently be input to the mainframe computer.
Most paper tape systems record only the data value (e.g. water
level) .
Time is not recorded as it is assumed that a standard sampling
frequency is used, normally each 15 minutes (at 00, 15, 30, 45 minutes past
each hour).
If, for reasons of variable catchment response different sampling
frequencies are used at some stations, it is imperative that this information
is known to the data-processing system.
The recording frequency could be
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stored in the station description file.
Every paper tape or cassette forwarded for processing must have
accompanying manuscript information on the station name and number, and the
start and end times of data recordings made.
It is also usual to provide
manually observed control values of the recorded parameters at both these
times.
For example, a water level punched tape should have separate
annotations of the initial and final check gauge readings.
For river level
data which will be converted to flow, indication must also be given of any
change in rating curve which may have taken place during the period of data
recording.
Groups of stations used for energy gradient techniques of
computing flow should be labelled and submitted together for processing.
If
faults are known to have occurred, these must be indicated and, if possible,
estimated values for the affected periods should be provided.
In section 5.5 of Operation Hydrology Report No. 13 - Manual on
Stream gauging, Volume II (WMO-No. 519), detailed descriptions are provided
with examples of the identification, correction and processing of 8- and 16track paper tape recordings of river level, and the flow conversion process.
Tape cassettes are used to store data from single or multiple parameters
sensor systems. The most frequent examples of each case being tipping bucket
raingauges and automatic climatological stations respectively.
The cassettes
used are normally standard 2-track tapes (Part I, section 2.3.2).
Time
references may be recorded on one track, and parameter values on another.
On some tipping bucket rainfall recorders each tip of the bucket
is recorded as a discrete event on the tape as it occurs, and the time
references are recorded at preset intervals.
For detailed storm rainfall
analysis these intervals could be as little as one or two minutes.
If no
rainfall occurs during a period, the tape contains just a sequence of time
values on one track. During periods of intense rainfall each time reference
is separated by a number of recorded pulses (bucket tips) on the second
track.
With the
increasing sophistication of
electronic
circuity at
hydrological stations (normally microprocessor based), it is possible to
integrate the number of events (for digital sensors) or compute average,
maximum and minimum parameter values (for analogue sensors) in the period
between two recordings.
It is usual for a station identification code to be
recorded on cassette.
The format of data recorded for a multiple parameter
station is:
Station identifier
Date of observation
Hour and minute of observation
First sensor identification plus data value
Second sensor identification plus data value
Etc.
As previously stated, data values are usually recorded in the
units sensed. When the cassettes are returned to the data-processing centre,
part of that processing must be the conversion of data into standard units
using the calibration or conversion coefficients provided by the instrument
manufacturer.
These coefficients should be stored in the station description
file.

and

The manufacturers of automatic stations usually supply hardware
software for the centralized "pre-processing l ! of data.
This software
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performs data validation checks, unit conversion, time aggregation (e.g. to
hourly or daily values) and tabulations. Data may then be passed directly by
standard local interfaces to the main system data base in a suitable format.
By specifying their exact data format requirements, data users
could avoid a considerable amount of software development by purchasing the
necessary processing capability from the manufacturer.
Data derived from cassette should always be kept, preferably after
transfer to diskette or standard magnetic tape.
Thus, original detailed
information would not be lost, regardless of the level of aggregation at which
the data was currently used.
3.4.1.2

Solid state memories

----------

Increasingly utilized for all types of in-situ data collection are
the minituarized solid state memories (RAMs
see Part I, section 2.2.5)
associated with microprocessors.
It has already been seen that microprocessors are used to control the operation of sensors and for the conversion
and aggregation of sensor data.
It is now possible to store the resulting
data in exchangeable memory modules.
The typical capacity of such a RAM
module is 8 000 data items which corresponds to about 11 months of hourly
recorded data or almost 3 months of 15 minute data.
At the start of each recording period a blank RAM module is
inserted into the field recording device.
Periodically, the modules are
exchanged and the removed module is taken to the processing centre where it is
plugged into a module reading device.
The reader, having its own
microprocessor, can process and format the data contained in the module, and
the output may be printed and/or transmitted over standard (RS-232) interfaces
to the central processing computer. After the data has been transferred, it
is erased from the module which may then be re-used.
The advantages of this system are that no mechanical moving parts
are required in the field recording system. power requirements are low and the
recording unit is much more compact. The extremely high level of automation
which this system offers is reflected in the disadvantage common to most
computer compatible recording systems that the observer has no visible means
of checking instrument performance in the field.
I t is probable that this type of on-site recording device will
playa much greater role in data collection and processing systems.

3.4.2

Telemetering stations

This section will not describe the detailed methods and merits of
telemetry in general. Numerous publications (see section 3.4.2.2) cover this
subject very adequately.
Attention will rather be focused on the broad
implications of telemetry for data processing, and the characteristics of some
individual telemetering systems which have specific impacts.
3.4.2.1

Station
and
----

network considerations
------

Telemetering stations have the capability to automatically
transmit data to a remote collection or relay point. This capability has been
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developed to satisfy either or both of the following needs:
(a)

Real-time data collection. Specifically, the need for timely
information in hydrological warning and forecasting systems,
or for control of some types of water resource system;

(b)

Data collection from remote/difficult areas.
In some areas
unfavourable conditions prohibit the use of conventional data
collection techniques. Telemetering automatic stations offer
the only practical means to augment the hydrological network
in such cases.

The characteristics and organization of real-time data collection
systems have been discussed in section 1.1. 3.
The fundamental design
constraint is the overall lead time between the causal parameter values
monitored and the consequent effects at specified locations. This lead time
must be allocated between:
(a)

Collection and transmission of data;

(b)

Processing and analysis of data;

(c)

Dissemination of results or forecasts;

(d)

Response time to control or mitigate forecast effects.

The design objective is to minimize the time required for the
first three operations, thus allowing the maximum time for the fourth. Data
processing must play its role in manipulating data and modelling the
hydrological systems as efficiently as possible. Further, the data-processing
system should controL or be supported by, a central communications system
capable of handling the peak loads of incoming and outgoing telemetered data.
Allowance should be made for incoming messages originating from telemetered
manual stations (see section 3.3.5).
The computations required to assess the incoming volumes of
telemetered data must take account of the frequency and length of data
messages being received. The frequency may in general be fixed, e.g. hourly
reporting of river levels, but most telemetering stations also transmit on an
event or alarm basis, and the stochastic timing of these messages must be
allowed for. In some systems, or at particular (interrogable) stations, there
may be the necessity for two-way communication.
Depending upon the data
source and transmission method, the structure of messages will be different,
and the communications software must be able to identify and decompose the
different structures.
The increasing use of modern microprocessor control equipment at
telemetry
stations has some
important
consequences for the
central
communications and processing systems.
By the use of "plug-in" EPROMs
(erasable,
programmable
read-only
modules,
described
ln
Part I,
section 2.2.5), the microprocessor can be programmed to perform fairly
sophisticated manipulations of sensor data prior to data transmission. These
manipulations include the restructuring of messages to standard transmission
formats to overcome the problems identified in the previous paragraph, and the
changing of message transmission frequency.
In particular, stations may be
programmed to increase the frequency of reporting data when observed parameter
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values exceed some defined threshold value.
AS previously discussed (see
section 3.4.1.1) data conversion (sensor units to normal hydrolog~cal units).
and the computation of maximum. minimum and mean value are standard operations
at many automatic climatological stations.
This range of on-site data
processing could be extended to suit the requirements of individual users.
In principal the concept of performing the maximum amount of
on-site data processing is extremely attractive as it reduces the workload of
the central machine which may only have one (much more powerful) CPU to
perform all processing for all stations. Obviously. there is some limit to
the amount of on-site processing which is useful for the one or several
individual parameters observed at a single station. However. this technique
assists in the overall objective of reducing the time between data sensing and
central forecasting in real-time systems.
EPROM software is generally written by the suppliers of automatic
station equipment using microprocessor assembler code. but there is no reason
why this could not be done by suitably qualified personnel in larger
hydrological services. The software is field upgradeable simply by swapping
the plug-in EPROMS. The expertise and equipment required for this level of
operation is probably beyond the current support capabilities of many
developing countries.
With regard to stations installed to augment the coverage of
hydrological networks in remote or difficult areas. timeliness of data is a
minor problem. Since such a station is intended to provide data for inventory
data-processing systems (section 1.1.1) emphasis is placed on data quality and
security.
This generally results in stations being equipped both with
telemetry equipment and the type of long-term data recording media discussed
in section 3.4.1 above. The recording media serves as a back-up for periods
when telemetered data was unobtainab~e (unless the failure was associated with
the sensor).
Many stations

are

used both for

real-time

and

remote network

purposes.
3.4.2.2
It is usually beyond the technical expertise and/or functional
responsibilities of hydrological agencies. to directly develop and maintain
telemetry systems. It was stated in section 1.1.3 that users normally specify
the number and type of sensors. the reporting modes and frequencies desired.
and the format in which data are required at the processing cent.re.
These
factors. together with the geographical scale of operations usually dictate a
single or limited range of feasible telemetry techniques.
Specialized
agencies or contractors may then be approached to make proposals for the
detailed technical specification of telemetry equipment.
The range of telemetry options for automated data collection are:
(a)

Dedicated land lines;

(b)

Automatic dialing telecommunications links;

(c)

Surface based radio - line of sight. or by repeaters;
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(d)

Radio relay by satellite - geostationary or polar orbiting;

(e)

Meteor scatter radio techniques.

These are described in the Operational Hydrology Report No. 14 Hydrological data transmission - (WMO-No. 559) and are summarized in the Guide
to Hydrological Practices (WMO-No. 168).
In addition to the relevant
information
provided
in
the
above-mentioned publications and with respect of option (d), there exist at
least two ways of receiving data from a data-collection platform (OCP): via
the satellite operator or through local ground receiving stations (which may
be operated by the hydrological agencies themselves).
Data from Argos OCPs are always recorded on board the satellite on
a magnetic tape. Each time the satellite passes over one of the three command
stations (2 in the USA, 1 in France) the contents of the tape are transmitted
to the ground and subsequently retransmitted to the Argos centre in Toulouse,
France, for processing, dissemination and storage.
The two dissemination
formats of interest to automated data-processing systems are direct telemetry
links, and computer compatible tapes.
Computer compatible tapes are suitable
only for non-real-time (inventory system) stations.
For some potential
real-time users of data, the delays associated with all the above activities,
plus those experienced in waiting for the satellite to arrive within range of
the OCPs, may be unacceptable.
On the other hand, all geostationary
satellites are available constantly and the regional (not global) location of
the command centre very much reduces delays and the timeliness of data should
be quite adequate for most real-time applications.
3.4.2.3

World ~e~t~e£ ~a1c~ i~l ~n~ 1h~ Q12b~1_T~1~c2~u~i~a1i2n_Sys1e~

iG!Sl

As part of WMO's World Weather Watch there exists a global system
of meteorological geostationary and polar-orbiting satellites (see Information
on meteorological satellite programmes operated by Members and Organizations,
WMO-No. 49).
This satellite system represents just one input to the whole
range of WWW activities some of which are of direct relevance to the
hydrological community. Within WWW there exists the Global Observation System
(GOS) ,
the
Global
Data-processing
System
(GDPS)
and
the
Global
Telecommunication System (GTS).
Whilst all these systems were originally
designed for, and still give priority to, synoptic meteorological data,
increasing emphasis is being placed on the inclusion of hydrological DCPs and
the general transmission of real-time hydrological data and hydrological
forecasts (see WWW Planning Report No. 35 - Use of WWW facilities for
hydrology, 1976, WMO-No. 451). The WWW also sets international standards for
data transmission formats which may be used at any scale.
For hydrological
purposes the HYDRA and HYFOR groups of data formats are used, and these are
discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
3.4.2.4
Telemetered data will be received at a communication centre which
may not necessarily be located at the main data-processing centre.
This case
is frequently encountered with radio telemetry centres which are located
outside urban areas in order to avoid the high levels of interference
associated with these areas
(where the data-processing centre may be
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situated). The short link between the two centres may be made by dedicated
line, telephone or high gain directional radio link.
Wherever located. the communication receiving facilities monitor
incoming signals, separate the data messages from the carrier signal
(de-modulation) and perform basic data validity checks. These checks include
the completeness and format of messages, and the validity of the station
identification and parameter codes. Where several lines of communication data
are received it may be necessary to combine them into a single line for
transmission to the data-processing machine.
This operation is called
multiplexing.
Where telemetered data
it may be transferred to update
reporting period. This file will
using the usual validation software

are received only for inventory data bases
a temporary station file for the current
be processed in weekly or monthly batches
system.

For real-time purposes it is usual for data to be displayed and/or
processed as it is received.
The standard processing options include
conversion of units, averaging or integrating values (if these operations were
not done on site before transmission), formatting data for display and/or
storage, executing user specified analysis and retransmitting processed data.
In Figure 3.8 an example is shown of the reports received from a
tipping bucket raingauge which have been formatted, stored, and displayed on
demand. This is one of the basic functions of a software system called ALERT,
developed by the United States National Weather Service, and available as a
sequence of HOMS components (sequence 010 containing components C30.3.0l,
C71.3.0l and FOO.3.05).
The system is able to receive data from up to
100 sensors of various kinds and has been implemented on a TRS-80 Model I I
microcomputer. This microcomputer has two RS-232 interfaces; one is used for
incoming data and the other is avai'lable for data retransmission. Formatted
data are stored on a 20 cm diskette with a capacity to hold the last 500
reports for each senSOr. The figure shows only one of several ways in which
this data can be presented to the user, more will be described in Chapter 5.
Of particular interest in this system is the incorporation of the
Sacramento watershed model to produce real-time runoff predictions.
These
forecasts may be disseminated via the second RS-232 interface.
For all
systems of this type displays may be directed to a VDU, printer or plotter as
required.
Most suppliers of telemetry systems offer the type of central
control and display microcomputers described above with optional packages of
processing software either prewritten or custom written.
This may be
advantageous where computer software skills are limited.
Indeed for small
applications this machine operating alone or with additional multi-user
terminals may form the total data-processing system. This approach would also
allow the user to specify a "turnkey" operational system from the telemetry
supplier.
The
user
could
further
develop
the
turnkey
system
as
data-processing requirements grew.
3.5

remotely

Remotely sensed data
For most practical purposes there exist two widely used sources of
sensed
data;
satelli tes
and
weather
radar.
Historically,
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conventional aircraft were important for monitoring water, snow and ice
extents, but this is now much more readily and cheaply accomplished using
satellite images.
3.5.1

Satellite images

The
utilization
of
satellite
images
in most hydrological
data-processing systems is currently that of providing control or background
information.
This may be for forecasting purposes in real-time systems, or in
the quality control operations associated with inventory systems.
The widest
usage of images is in research and analysis systems where techniques are being
developed to abstract the many relevant hydrological components in an
operationally practical manner.
For these studies images are handled in a
digital format.
The uses to which hydrological agencies have put satellite imagery
include: mapping the areal extents of water (floods and reservoirs); snow and
ice; rainfall extent and amount; soil moisture conditions; sediment and water
quality monitoring.
The limitations on including digital image data in most
hydrological data-processing systems is the extremely large volume of data
involved, and the fact that most hydrological data bases are point (i.e.
station) oriented and not space
(i.e. area) oriented.
Digital
image
processing represents a significant growth area which will considerably affect
hydrological data processing in the future.
Whilst digital image products of meteorological satellites are
primarily aimed at meteorological users, increasing hydrological applications
in rainfall assessment, storm movement and water/snow extents are being
found.
On the other hand earth resource satellites (LANDSAT and SPOT) are of
direct
interest
to
the
hydrological
community.
These
polar-orbiting
satelli tes provide high resolution images.
Since the area covered on each
orbit is quite small it takes typically from 16 to 18 days between two passes
of a satellite over any given point.
Thus the images produced are not useful
for real-time systems.
By ground truthing it is possible to determine what balance of
received signals in each of the bands produces classifiable "signatures" which
correspond to selected environmental parameters.
These calibrated signatures
enable the spatial quantification and analysis of many hydrological ratiables,
e. g. soil moisture, crop water stress, water surface area.
This set of
analyses is complex both in terms of the volume of data to be handled and the
sets of calculations necessary.
In the short term it will be more realistic
to investigate the data-processing possibilities of LANDSAT/SPOT images using
data pre-processed for users by the satellite operators in the form of
Computer Compatible Tapes (CCTs).
Each LANDSAT multispectral scanner (MSS) image covering a physical
area of 185 x 185 km, comprises a set of picture elements (pixels) each
representing an area of 58 m x 79 m.
Thus, one image comprises a 2 400 line
and 3 280 column array of pixels.
For each MSS pixel there are 4 radiation
band reflectance values.
Such a data set, one set per image, is the format in
which LANDSAT CCTs have been made available to users.
The image data set is
approximately 30 M bytes and fills one 732 m nine-track tape recorded at
1 600 bpi. With the advent of the Thematic Mapper (TM) system, the tapes used
at the central LANDSAT facility (the EROS data centre) are 14-track high
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density tapes, but they are converted to 6 250 bpi for general release.
Specialized software is obviously needed to handle this volume of data,
particularly if the user has to perform geometric corrections.
When placing an order for a CCT the user must specify the data
type (radiometrically corrected only or radiometrically and geometrically
corrected), the tape density (800, 1 600 or 6 250 bpi) and the line sequence.
The line sequence determines whether the data are organized by radiation
bands, giving the 2 400 lines for the first band, followed by the 2 400 lines
for the second band etc., or whether it is organized by lines, giving the
first line repeated four times for each band, then the second line repeated
four times etc. The format of a LANDSAT tape in this latter format is shown
in Figure 3.9 where the term "channel" is synonymous with band.
User CCTs
have only one run or image per tape so the complete user tape structure is as
shmm in (b).
Geostationary satellite tapes, although containing data for only
two bands are much more difficult to handle because the whole image is
circular, and the larger area covered results in extreme edge distortion.
Whilst a large computer is required to properly handle a full CCT
image, there are several processing systems developed for small minicomputers
which use FORTRAN routines to select and process a small portion (window) of
the image. Indeed, there already exist microcomputer-based processing systems
which handle data sets for small windows transferred from a mainframe or mini
to a standard microcomputer floppy disk.
The whole technology of digital image processing will see a
significant growth in the near future.
Whilst the technology cannot replace
the need for comprehensive hydrological networks, it presents an increasingly
cost effective and operationally sound means of monitoring the hydrological
situation in large remote and/or inaccessible areas, as found in many
developing countries.
3.5.2

Rainfall radar

Rainfall
radar
systems
have
been
briefly
discussed
in
section 1.1.3. Whilst generally termed weather radars in recognition of their
general application for tracking precipitation and storms such as typhoons.
cyclones or hurricanes, it is the quantitative assessment of rainfall that is
by far of greatest interest to hydrologists. Rainfall radars generally have
acceptable quantitative accuracy for a radius of up to say 100 kIn and a
qualitative value up to 200 kIn.
However, to support the quantitative
estimates it is necessary to operate a small network of telemetering automated
raingauges which serve to calibrate the radar signals (WMO Technical Note
No. 181 - Use of radar in meteorology, WMO-No. 625).
The rainfall intensity
estimates are normally presented on a conventional radar screen, or a colour
VDU terminaL as a gray scale picture on the former, and a colour coded
rectilinear grid (typically of 2 kIn to 5 kIn spacing) in the latter. Since the
radar must be sited in a prominent position it is normally necessary to relay
data to other remote sites, e.g. to the main data-processing machine for
analyses and forecasting.
As is the case with most real-time telemetry equipment, rainfall
radars are usually purchased as a packaged system, and this package includes
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some sort of computer.
The computer is required to convert reflected signals
into rainfall estimates, with reference to the calibration gauges, and to
control the operation of the radar.
In particular, the elevation of the
antenna is generally changed for some radar sweeps to obtain full vertical
estimates of the rainfall variations.
As with any other packaged system it is important that the type
and format of the output data formats are clearly specified.
In addition to
the gridded rainfall intensity map it is usual to store several subsequent
images (say every 15 minutes) and these may be quickly scanned to allow storm
movements to be tracked.
By specifying the location and boundaries of
watersheds within view of the radar, catchment average rainfall intensities
may be obtained.
Such estimates are directly useful as input to many
real-time
forecasting
techniques.
It
has
already
been
suggested
(section 1.1.3) that small real-time applications could be performed directly
on the radar computer.
This may require the radar contractors to supply a
slightly larger computer than that normally provided in the package. The user
may also request the contractor to develop additional application software.
Again, this capability is particularly useful where the user's software
development skills are limited.
TABLE 3.1
Extract from dictionary of hydrological codes

CODES
DET LNIT

PREFERRED TITLE AND SYNONYMS

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
21
21

RIVER FLOW
RIVER FLOW HOURLY MEAN
RIVER FLOW DAILY MEAN
RIVER FLOW DAILY MEAN (0000-2400)
RIVER FLOW MONTHLY MEAN
RIVER FLOW ANNUAL MEAN
RIVER FLOW ANNUAL MEAN (Oct.-Sept.)
RIVER FLOW DAILY MAX
RIVER FLOW MONTHLY MAX
RIVER FLOW MONTHLY MAX DAILY MEAN
RIVER FLOW ANNUAL MAX
RIVER FLOW MONTHLY MIN DAILY MEAN
RLNOFF DAILY TOTAL
RLNOFF MONTHLY TOTAL
WATER LEVEL REL 0.0.
WATER LEVEL REL 0.0. DAILY MEAN

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2024

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
21

NOTE:

0.0. is Ordnance Datum, the notional zero elevation.

WATER LEVEL REL
WATER LEVEL REL
WATER LEVEL REL
WATER LEVEL REL
WATER LEVEL REL
RAINFALL HOURLY

0.0. MONTHLY MEAN
0.0. ANNUAL MEAN
0.0. DAILY MAX
0.0. MONTHLY MAX
0.0. DAILY MIN
TOTAL

UNIT
M3/S
M3/S
M3/S
M3/S
M3/S
M3/S
M3/S
M3/S
M3/S
M3/S
M3/S
M3/S
MM
MM
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
MM
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TABLE 3.2
Extract from dictionary of water quality determinand cades
G1 l2 RJ

Units

Oete....lnlnd

Abbreviatton

18130

Aldrin

AldrJn

1010t

"gI'

Alkalinit)' TotAl
AlkaltnHy Toul

AU. Tot

Ill9Il tACOJ

Alx Tot

1It9/1 CACO]

"de

Anionic Tef'lsldes

Tens An

.....,

Arsenic

AS

11911 AS

]]104

Arsenic
BariUlll

AS

-WI AS

8A

"'!Ill SA

56101

SOH'"
06'510

8uiUlt

Bento G.H.I. Perylene
J~4 Benlofluoranthene
11.128£!nzofluoranthene

.

""1 8A

P• H

Biochel1lical Oxygen Demand
Roron

05'02
OSlO}

Boron

05135

Boron

48101

(ad1U111

••
•• •
•••
•

-•
• •
•
•
•• •

•

0.02'

0.02
0.1 mg/1 lluryl
O.OOS IIlIJIl

Potentiometric Titratlon
Colourilill!tr1c Tltntion
Coloudrnetr)'

O.ODS rag/1

Flameless AtOlllic Absorption

0.1 Mg/l

Atomtc Absorption

0.1 ../1

Flallle [lIIission
Fluorescence Spectrophow-try

"'/1
B.O.O.

•

•
•

Boron

"gI'
../1

3.4 BeMopyrene

08201
OSIOI

Method of Analysts

Gas-Ltquid Chrocnatoljlraphy

)]10]

10102

Concentra. t Ion
Accuracy hr9tl..-

""1
""1 0'
1l'Q/1 B
1IlJ/1 8

"'"'""

•

CO

•
•
•

•
•

•-•

•

.

rMJ/1 CD

20101

c.lcilJlll

CA

llIg.l CA

2010)

Ca1ctUII

C.

0911 CA

•
•
•
•
• •
• •
••
•

+
+
+
+
+ •

, ""1
0.1 1'l!l/1

5 ""
Hannttol PotentlOllletric Metllod

0.' 1llQ/1

Curcl.llllin Method

0.1 IIIgIl

F1uorl11etry

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

0.1 ..gil

ColoudlAetry

•

0.001

~g/l

Cal'lllinic Acid

AtOllllc Absorption

) 119/1

Edtd Titration

1 1119/1

AtOOIlc Absorption

1 ngll

FhA:! [_Iss ion

20105

(a)ch.-

CA

~/1

08301

Chemlc.. l OlfY·gen OeNnd

COO

1119/1 02

17201
1120]

Chloride

IIIg/l Cl

(hloride

Cl
Cl

17205

(hlorid<!

Cl

llIg/1 Cl

11201

Ch}(,rtde

Cl

IIlgI1 Cl

06711

Chlorophyll

C"LORD A

""1

24101

ChJ"OllliUlll Ku:ava'ent

CR tlEX

",11

leOO2

ChrollllUlll Total

CR TOT

""9/1 CR

l!JIOI

Copper

0.005 IllJ/I

Colourimetry

Copper

CD
CD

r.rg/l CU

29105

rag/I CU

o 005

AtOlllic Absorpt1on-·Soh'ent btractton

Z9100

Copper

CD

rMJ/1 CU

Cyanide

CN

-.gil CN

000

ODD

ugll

Gas-Liquid ChrOlllatograpliy
Gas-Liquid Chrolllil1tography

.....
18010

•

CA

IIllJll Cl

OR

•
•

lI~thod

20 "'9/1

K2CR07

, .1

Titration

1.1
1 .1
1 .1

Coioul'"iretry

0.005 1119/1

Coloul'"ill'letry

Specific Ion Electrode
ion

hchan~

0.005 M9/1

Colourill~try

0.005 P¥J/l

AtOAlic Absorption

IIIgl1

0.005 1Ig!\

Atooic Absorption··Dlrect Aspiration

0.005 119/1

Colourtlllt!try

18020

OO£'

ODE

ug/1

IIlDOO

OOT

ug/l

Gas-Liquid Chromatography

Un50

Dieldrtn

OOT
Dielddn

ugll

Gas-liquid

..I'

08101

Dissolved OxYgen

CO2
O(SS 02

08102

Oissolved Ol()'gen

OISS 02

1119/1 02

0204)

Elet:tric~1

ELE~

us Ie/cm

Dissolved Carbon Dioxide

[onducttvlty

cOtm

"9/1 02

]6011

Faecal Colifo", Bacteria

fAEe COL

HallOO 1111

3601:2

Faeca 1 Col Ho .... Bacteria

FAEC COL

r1oll00 _I

16101

Foteca IStreptococcf

FAE STREP

HallOO _I

36lOl

Facca 1 Streptococci

FAE STREP

Ho/100 1111

09104

Fluortde

F

llIg/1 F

0910S

Fluoride

F

IilIj/1 F

01106

Fluoride

F

..11 F

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

••
••
•+

••
••
• •
••

1 111911
0.2 IIg/1
0.2

III!JIl

Chromato~rilphy

Winkler Method
Oissolved Oltygen Meter

1.0 MSH at 20 Oeg. C

Conductivity Meter

H.A.

Multiple Tube

N.A.

Hclbrane Fil tel" Count

N.A.

Hulttple Tube Fententat10R

H.•A.

HclltJrane Ft 1ter

0.1 1J9/l

ColouriIlJet.·y

..11

Fluo,·anthene

Note:

+

• ·
• ·
•

0.1 1ll9/l
0.1

"'9/1

S~dfjc

Ion £1ectrod

Electro¥ Potential Method

1

determinations to be made on samples from Groundwater marked as +

2

determinations to be-made on samples from Lakes marked as +

3

determinations to be made on samples from Rivers marked as +
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QUALITY CONTROL AND PRIMARY PROCESSING
This chapter describes the procedures employed for controlling the
quality of data and the subsequent processing often necessary before data are
in a format suitable for permanent storage and/or use.
Quality control is performed by a wide variety of data validation
methods, including some sophisticated and powerful techniques made feasible
only by the use of computers. Important factors affecting data accuracy and
reliability, and hence, the scope and effectiveness of quality control
procedures include:
(a)

The consistent use of appropriate observation techniques
(including the appropriateness of instrumentation);

(bl

The intrinsic accuracy with which data may be observed. This
depends
on both
the
observation techniques and the
completeness of the hydrological network relative to the
temporal and spatial variation of observed parameters; and

(c)

The maintenance of instrumentation and observation sites.

These factors determine the ability to identify suspect data and,
of equal importance, the ability to correct data (and, where possible, correct
the factors producing unreliable data).
Thus, the highest priorities for
obtaining reliable data are the adequacy of the hydrological network and the
training and supervision of field personnel. Even the best quality control
procedures can never compensate for deficiencies in these areas.
With the exception of some types of real-time hydrological
systems, it is usual for quality controlled data to be subjected to further
stages of primary processing. Primary processing operations convart the input
data into formats suitable for storage in the hydrological data bases. These
operations culminate in the periodic updating of the master data base files,
and the production of corresponding printed summaries of the original data and
important derived values.
Much of the material in this chapter, particularly the latter
sections dealing with primary processing, is given comprehensive treatment in
existing WMO guidance material, e.g. Guide to Climatological Practices
WMO-No. 100; Guide to Hydrological Practices -WMO-No. 168; Manual on Stream
gauging - WMO-No. 519. This chapter is designed to be complementary to these
texts, emphasizing the role of computers, and providing cross-references to
the more specialized data-processing considerations presented in the remainder
of this publication.
The software necessary to support quality control and primary
processing procedures is extensive, and may be quite complex.
To minimize
software development effort it is strongly recommended that the applicability
of existing software be reviewed. Sections G, H and I of the HOMS Reference
Manual provide much relevant material for such a review.
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Sources of error in hydrological data

The design of data validation routines requires an appreciation of
the possible sources of data error.
By identification of these sources,
routines may be developed in a specific and, hence, more effective manner.
The two basic error types are random and systematic.
Either
condition may be isolated or persistent in time. Isolated errors may occur at
regular or at irregular time intervals, whilst persistent errors may be
constant or changing (normally increasing) with time.
This latter case is
relevant to many hydrological data errors, and fortunately is one of the
easiest types of systematic error to detect.
Errors may be associated with
any of the following:
Instrumentation
Station condition
Observation and recording

Transmission
Coding and transcription
Input
Processing
Instrument errors fall into two categories.
The first relates to
the intrinsic accuracy of the instrument, and the second to its condition.
Thus, whilst an instrument may be capable of measuring a parameter to ± 0.5%
accuracy,
it may, through lack of calibration and/or maintenance, be
significantly less accurate.
These causes tend to produce systematic and
persistent errors increasing with time, and the validation system should be
capable of identifying data with these characteristics.
Variations in station condition also produce systematic and time
varying errors.
Examples are changes in stage-discharge relationships caused
by the accretion or scouring of bed material at a rated river cross-section,
or the change in microclimatology at a meteorological station due to excessive
growth of surface vegetation.
Observation and recording errors arise through manual methods by
mis-reading or incorrect booking of measurements. Where errors are not caused
by continual mis-reading of an instrument by a poorly trained observer, they
tend to be random and isolated.
At automatic stations errors often arise in
the failure or gradual "drift" of sensors, recorders and clock devices.
Such
errors are normally controlled by the time and value datums noted by the
hydrological observer at the time of changing the recording media.
For data
recorded on charts there is an opportunity to make some or all of the
necessary corrections before data entry.
However, for recording media which
are directly computer compatible, a separate data error reporting and data
entry system must be provided for the initial entry of data corrections.
Errors in transmission relate specifically to corruption of
telemetry data.
Most telemetry systems have inbuilt validation checks which
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indicate data corruption, but the most serious form of "error" is the complete
failure of the transmission system when data are irretrievably lost. For this
reason, most telemetry stations providing data for hydrological inventory
systems are equipped with back-up, on-site recording devices.
Coding errors can be detected if non-existent codes are used, but
where a permissible code is incorrectly assigned, it can only be recognized as
an error by inference from associated variables.
If they are significant.
transcription errors will be trapped by the normal validation measures of
permissible code and expected range checks. The only other alternative is to
visually check computer listings of the values with the roginal field sheets
from which values were transcribed.
In most cases this would be too time
consuming, and it must be hoped that any further errors would be revealed by
later station consistency checks. The best method of overcoming transcription
errors is to eliminate the transcription process by the use of common data
logging/key punching forms as described in Chapter 3.
Whilst

the

two-stage

punch and verify method

(Part L

section

1.3.2) is extremely efficient in trapping data input (key punching) errors, it

doubles the resources (personnel and equipment or time) required. Where these
factors are limiting the only effective solution may be visual checking of
computer listings of input data against punching documents. For time series
data, however, a much better method is to input check totals or averages.
Thus. by inputting a month's rainfall data as a daily series followed by the
monthly total it is a trivial task for the computer to perform a summation of
daily values and cross check with the input monthly total.
This method
reveals almost all input errors and, depending when they were made, may also
identify transcription errors. This check method is so reliable that it makes
two-stage punching and verifying redundant.
Errors in processing are rarely associated with computer hardware
faults, but rather with defects in 'the programs which perform the processing
or the use of incorrect background information.
Typical examples of this
latter problem are the use of the wrong stage-discharge curve when processing
flow data. or the wrong calibration curve for climatological instruments and
current meters.

There are occasional errors ar1s1ng from the mixing of measurement
units, this is particularly true where both local and conventional units are
used. As a general preventive measure it is essential that measurement unit
codes and, where relevant, calibration curve codes are stated explicitly on
input forms, output records, and stored with the data.
All the above errors arise in translating the actual values of a
parameter at a sampling point to the value. Or some derived value, stored in
the data base. However, even if this process was completely error free there
is another factor which the validation system should be designed to monitor.
This factor is the representativeness of the sampling point in terms of the
spatial variation of the sampled parameter.
Thus, whilst a raingauge may
record with absolute accuracy the rainfall at a site, the site itself may be
in a local area of rain shadow totally unrepresentative of the general area.
Since the point data will undoubtedly be used to derive areal values, sets of
unrepresentative areal values will be generated.
of
hydrological
stations
is
normally
Unrepresentativeness
associated with the incorrect exposure of climatological instruments, but
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another example would be the measurement of stage at a curving river section
where there was superelevation of water levels.
An initial step in devising validation routines is to use the
above-mentioned check-list to identify the origins of error in a processing
sub-system, and then to categorize the errors into groups suitable for
detection by a particular data v~lidation technique.

4.2

General validation procedures

It should be recognized from the outset that data validation
techniques can never be made fully automatic.
Whilst some parameters have
strictly limited ranges of validity which the computer may check, most time
series parameters have asymptotic probability distributions which only allow
the computer to recognize a value as being suspect. The most extreme values
may prove to be correct and, if so, are vitally important for all hydrological
data applications. For such variables, therefore, the computer should only be
used to accept or query data - not to reject it. The computer must refer the
suspect values to analysis by experienced human judgement.
The advantages of computer validation techniques are that they are
objective and tmiform.
Data from all sources are subjected to the same
scrutiny.
The computer also allows the use of complex checking algorithms
impossible to contemplate by manual techniques.
These algorithms may be
complex in terms of the mathematical content. or the amotmt and type of
control data used. A further advantage is the elimination of tedious manual
checking of data, most of which is correct.
The computer permits the
specialist to devise sets of validation rules which will report only those
data values considered in need of closer manual inspection.
Validation outputs should clearly indicate, normally by the use of
"flags" (section 3.3.2), both the data values queried and the reason for
suspicion. As a further aid to any subsequent error correction process, some
systems (section 4.3.1) also provide a computer estimated "expected" values.
When deciding what complexity of validation procedures should be applied to
any given parameter, the accuracy to which it can be observed, and the ability
to correct detected errors, should be kept in mind.
It is usual to
as updating the data base
Updating procedures were
considered in more detail
review of hydrological data

perform validation of data batches at
files, normally on a monthly and
discussed in Part I, section 7.4
in the next chapter (section 5.1. 1)
base management.

the same time
annual basis.
and will be
as part of a

One
important
organizational
aspect
of
validation
is the
possibility, referred to several times in this publication, of splitting data
validation
tasks
between
field
centres
equipped
with
data
entry
microcomputers,
and the central data-processing computer.
Since
most
microcomputers have standard data entry software packages which incorporate
data validation options, no software development effort is required.
Field
validation checks could include most of the simpler techniques described
below: absolute checks for dates and parameter codes and relative checks for
range and rate of change. Tables and plots of input data could also be made
for manual checking. Such a system would considerably reduce the error rate
of data arriving at the centre where more elaborate validation, e.g. interstation consistency checks, could be performed.
Perhaps a more significant
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advantage of this procedure is that the responsibility for the major part of
the validation process is assigned to the hydrological observers themselves.
The overall set of operations related to data validation are shown
diagrammatically in Figure 4.1. Whilst these operations will be described in
detail below, there are two significant features of this diagram; the high
level of manual intervention, and the extensive use of background data.
Although the scrutiny of suspect data must always remain a manual
process, the validation which identifies anomalous values may be performed
entirely manually, by a mixture of computer and manual methods, or completely
by computer.
The latter two options, as indicated in Figure 4.1, are relevant
to this publication.
4.2.1

Combined computer/manual techniques

These techniques rely upon the computer to format the input data
in such a way as to facilitate manual checking. The two formats are tabular
summaries and plots.
Tabular summaries may bring together data from selected stations:
adjacent stations for the same parameter, or adjacent stations for related
parameters, and these parameters are printed for manual inspection.
An
example of a table produced specifically for such checking purposes is given
in Part I, Figure 10.3 where a timing error in the recording of a daily
rainfall total is highlighted.
There is no doubt that visual checking of plotted time series data
by experienced personnel is a very rapid and effective technique for detecting

data anomalies. For this reason most data validation systems incorporate the
facility to produce time series plots on VDUs, printers and plotters. If the
original time series data were derived from a chart it may be compared
directly with the plot.
Particularly helpful for this comparison is the
scaling of printed plots to match that of the original chart, allowing checks
to be performed by overlaying the two traces. This checking technique detects
errors due both to data entry and to significant errors in the original
recording not detected at the time of digitizing. Overlays may also be made
of traces from adjacent stations, a very simple but effective way of
monitoring inter-station consistency.
Time series plots may contain just the observed traces, but more
usefully should also show upper and lower bounds (statistical confidence
limits or previously recorded extremes) to assist in.the manual interpretation
process. The plots may be made in the units observed, or the computer may be
programmed to transform values. The most common example of this technique is
the use of logarithmic plots of river flows and groundwater levels.
Figure 4.2 shows a logarithmic plot of daily river flows on which the
previously recorded maxima and minima have been superimposed.
To identify long-term trends in time series, double mass plots
(Part I, section 10.4), are readily computed and plotted for selected
stations.
Figure 4.3 shows a typical mass plot for checking long-term
rainfall station consistency.
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Plots may also be prepared to allow manual checking of spatial
variation.
The simplest means is to plot station positions, together with
their identification numbers and data values. Such a technique is ·used widely
for monthly and annual checking of rainfall and groundwater data on an areal
basis. More complex software can interpolate data in space and plot isolines.
4.2.2

Automated checking techniques

To review the wide range of techniques available for automated
validation systems it is useful to refer to absolute,
relative and
physico-statistical errors.
Absolute checking implies that data or code values have a value
range which has zero probability of being exceeded.
Thus, geographical
co-ordinates of a station must lie within the country boundary, the day number
in a date must lie in the range 1-31, and in a numeric coding system the value
43A cannot exist.
The limits used may take one of the following forms:
(a)

A single absolute value or range;

(b)

A set of ranges
different times;

(c)

Ranges applicable to many stations or
applicable only to individual stations.

applicable

in

different

areas
ranges

and/or at
which

are

Data failing these tests must be incorrect, and it is usually a
simple task to identify and remedy the error.
Relative checks include the following:
(a)

Expected ranges of variables. Values will be queried if they
exceed. say +2.50 of some long-term average value;

(b)

Maximum expected
observations;

change

in a

(c)

Maximum expected
stations.

change

in

a

variable
variable

between
between

successive
adjacent

Values falling beyond the expected ranges or limits are flagged as
requiring manual checking. Such checks may reveal values to be correct or in
need of modification.
In a UK test 20 000 rainfall observations were
subjected to a set of relative checks. and 4.1% were indicated as being
doubtful. After closer manual inspection 2.4% were confirmed as erroneous and
the remaining 1.7% were considered to be correct. It will be appreciated that
the definition of acceptable ranges requires some care in order that a
manageable number of queries is generated.
During the early stages of data
base development it is advisable to make tolerance limits fairly broad. these
limits can be tightened as more statistics are obtained about the variation of
individual parameters.
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Whilst requiring much background analysis of historical records,
the expected ranges for relative checks (method (a»
should be computed for
several time intervals including that at which the data are observed.
This is
necessary
since
the variance of
data
decreases
for
increasing time
aggregations.
Daily river levels would first be compared with an expected
range of daily values for the current time period, e. g. the current month.
Since there is a possibility that each daily value could lie within an
expected range, but that the whole set of values was consistently (and
erroneously) high or low, further range checks must be made over a longer time
period.
Thus, at the end of each month, the average dai ly values for the
current month should be compared with long-term monthly averages.
In a
similar way, at the end of each hydrological year, the average for the current
year is compared with the long-term annual average.
This technique is of
general applicability to all hydrological time series data.
The method of comparing each data value with the immediately
preceding observation(s) (method (b» is of particular relevance to parameters
exhibiting significant serial correlation, e.g. all types of water level
data.
An example of the application of this technique to river stage data
will be presented below.
Where serial correlation is very strong, e.g.
groundwater levels, multi-period comparisons could be performed as described
for method (a) above.
Daily groundwater observations could first be checked
against expected daily rates of change, and the total monthly change could
subsequently be compared with expected monthly changes.
Method (c) is a variation of method (b), but uses criteria of
acceptable changes in space rather than in time.
This type of check 1S
particularly effective for river stage (and flow) values from the same
watershed, although with larger watersheds some means of lagging data will be
necessary before inter-station compari sons are made.
For other hydrological
parameters the utility of this technique depends upon the density of the
observation network in relation to the spatial variation of the parameter.
For all parameters it is often advantageous to reduce values to units more
appropriate for the purposes of comparison. An example is the conversion of
rainfall totals to dimensionless units by using the ratio of observed values
to some long-term average station value.
This has the effect of reducing
differences due to station characteristics, e.g. elevation.
Physico-statistical checks include the use of regression between
related parameters to predict expected values.
An example of this type of
checking is the comparison of water levels l<ith rainfall totals and the
comparison of evaporation pan values with temperature.
Such checks are
particularly relevant to observations from sparse netl<orks, where the only
means of checking is to compare with values of related parameters having
denser observation networks.
Another category of physico-statistical checks
is used to verify that the data conform to general physical laws. This type
of check is used extensively for water quality data.
Most of the relative and physico-statistical checks described
above are based upon the use of time series, correlation, multiple regression
and surface fitting techniques described in greater detail in Part I,
Chapter 10.
4.3

Specific validation procedures for hydrological data types

In most instances the general procedures described above provide a
sufficiently high capability to detect suspect data.
However, some of these
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procedures have been adapted and extended in a more specific manner to match
the characteristics of certain data types.

4.3.1

Rainfall

Since rainfall is the most important and variable hydrological
parameter, there are many rainfall stations and hence large amounts of data.
Most developed countries now have well-established systems for the quality
control and archiving of rainfall data and the first part of this section
contains a brief sununary of the system used by the Meteorological Office in
the United Kingdom for the processing of daily rainfall (see Meteorological
Office - An outline of the work of the hydrometeorological data-handling
section) .
The errors occurring in the collection and processing of rainfall
data are almost universal so this system should serve as a model for many
environments.
At the Meteorological Office, rainfall data is subject
at three stages.
For daily stations, each day's value is compared
from nearby stations and this is the "Daily Quality Control" (DQC).
irregular stations and any 5-day-week stations are subjected to
with nearby stations and all accumulations apportioned into daily
the computer, and these too become subject to the DQC.

to control
with data
Data from
comparison
values by

After the daily quality control is completed, the derived monthly
totals are merged with the monthly totals from monthly-read raingauges and the
whole is subjected to a monthly total quality control (MQC) using the
linear-neighbours II technique.
At the end of the year, all stations annual totals are subjected
to a further annual quality control '(AQC) on a similar basis.
The object is
to identify any adverse effects of cumulative data faults over the year (see
section 4.2.2 above).
As also described in section 4.2.2, the rainfall totals themselves
are not used directly in most of the validation processes. Daily, monthly and
annual totals are divided by the long-term Average Annual Rainfall (MR) to
produce more "stable" values expressed as percentages.
The "near-neighbours" technique attempts to locate the nearest
adjacent stations (maximum of 8) to the "base" station (that station being
quality controlled).
This search is subject to a requirement for acceptable
directional distribution of the near-neighbour stations from the
base
station. Several checks are performed on the selected near-neighbour stations
to reject any suspect values for the analysis and then,
using the
inverse-distance-squared weighting, a weighted mean of the near-neighbour
station is computed.
The DQC program compares each day's reading at the base station
with the weighted mean of the near-neighbours.
If the difference between the
observed value and the weighted mean is more than twice the standard error of
the weighted mean or the difference (when converted back from %MR to
millimetres) is >2.5 mm, then the difference is considered significant. and
the base-station value is "flagged", +1 if the observed value is greater than
the weighted mean and -1 if it is less than the weighted mean.
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Thus the weighted mean value represents a "computer estimated
value" for the base station. The computer print-out presented after the DQC
program run for manual scrutiny and decision is therefore able to list both
the observed and estimated value. Additionally. the computer suggestions for
amendment are identified by encoded "flags". as are the actions already taken
by the DQC program.
Having flagged the suspect rainfall values they are
passed through to error identification and correction routines.
The MQC program performs a similar analysis to the DQC. but also
includes data from monthly stations. It does not automatically amend values
but flags suspect data for manual checking which is assisted by a computed
plotted map of monthly totals.
As described above. the AQC programs check on the cumulative
reliability of a station over a year. and present a final opportunity to
identify missing data. and for hastening action to try and complete the
record. As for MQC automatically plotted maps of annual total rainfall are
drawn up to assist in the manual identification of poor data.
By the end of the annual quality control action. the year's
rainfall dataset is considered "clean" for all practical purposes and final
archiving: at this stage. too. the data can be accessed for publication.
The reliability of the system described is related to the network
density as this determines the confidence with which inter-station comparisons
may be made. In areas having sparse rainfall networks there is an increasing
tendency to install rainfall radars (section 3.5.2).
Areal values derived
from such an installation provide excellent data both for validation and for
input as rainfall data for areas having no rainfall station.
Another
application of radar data for validation purposes is encountered in areas
subject to intense localised thunderstorms. e.g most tropical countries.
The validation of data from autographic rainfall charts has
largely been covered by Part I. section 7.3. which dealt with the accuracy of
chart data and the data plotting techniques described in section 4.2.1.
However. a further stage of the process is to compare the rainfall total from
the autographic gauge with that from an associated totalizing check gauge. It
is usual practice to scale the abstracted autographic data to correspond to
the totalizing gauge value.
4.3.2

Water levels

The techniques of tabular and plotted data. range and rate of
change checks described above are used extensively for water level data.
Overlaying of adjacent station plots is of general utility. but
the overlaying of river stage data from stations on the same river system is a
particularly useful validation process.
An interesting plot format is shown
in Figure 4.4. which although it relates to flow is equally valid for water
level data. The plot covers a 13-month period and is designed to reveal any
discontinuities which may appear between successive annual updates of a master
data base file.
important

In order to reflect variations in water level response.
that range and rate of change checks are specified

it is
on a
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station-by-station or station group basis.
When the sampling interval is relatively short. for example the
15-minute interval standard on many digital recorders, more sophisticated
pattern recognition techniques may be used.
Such a technique developed by the UK Institute of Hydrology
(Report No. 15 - A system for quality control and processing of streamflow,
rainfall and evaporation data) for river stage data recognizes patterns which
are considered acceptable and others which are considered suspect, as
indicated in Figure 4.5. The pattern check is applied successively to every
sequence of four 15-minute stage values for each gauge. The relevant pattern
code and the four suspect readings are printed out to a query file every time
a "suspect" pattern is detected by the system.
To avoid suspect patterns
being printed out unnecessarily (for example when the punch tape recorder is
"hunting" at small variations in water level) a minimum acceptable error limit
should be included in the routine. If the difference between successive stage
readings is less than this minimum the suspect values are not reported.
4.3.3

River gauging

A useful checking procedure for river gauging data is to plot the
average water level during the gauging and the vertical depths on a trace of
the cross-section.
The cross-section data should be available from the
station description file (section 2.4) or one of the associated files.
Profile differences not ·,d may be caused by observer or data entry error, or
may be genuine changes in the bed leveL and should be queried.
From this
same set of information the computer may be programmed to evaluate the
cross-sectional area associated with each vertical.
The remaining validation processes depend on the level of
aggregation of input data, e.g. basic field data or manually computed
velocities.
Whether computed or input, velocities may be included as
annotations to the cross-section plot. The user must decide if the checking
procedures are simply to establish the accuracy of the data entry operation,
or whether a system is being developed to compute flows. In the latter case
the flow computations are normally performed to check the manual values
derived for immediate use in the fields or field office.
If gaugings are made to establish or verify a section rating
curve, the computed flow should be plotted (manually or automatically) on the
existing rating curve to identify suspect values or rating shifts.
For all gaugings, the validation program should check for the use
of valid station, current meter, propeller and method of analysis codes
numbers and, where possible, for valid combinations of these.
It is also
useful for any plots or printouts to contain this information and the relevant
calibration coefficients.
4.3.4

Climatological data for hydrological purposes

When considering general quality control procedures it was noted
that validation of climatological data by methods of inter-station comparison
was questionable in many cases because of the sparsity of the climatological
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was questionable in many cases because of the sparsity of the climatological
station network.
Thus, the basic validation techniques applied are range
checks, rate of change checks and, of particular importance, consistency
checks between related parameters observed at the same site.
For example, all
reported psychrometric data should be checked or re-computed to see that the
dry bulb temperature exceeds or equals a reported wet bulb or dew-point
temperature and, depending on what parameters are available, the dew-point
temperature and/or relative humidity should be computed and checked against
the reported value.
Similarly empirical relationships between evaporation pan
or lysimeter data and other observed parameters could give broad indications
of suspect data at the validation stage;
More sophisticated adjustments or
evaluation of evaporation and evapotranspiration are normally made
in
subsequent primary processing stages (section 4.5.3.1l.
For all climatological data, station and parameter codes should be
tested for validity and, where relevant, sensor calibration values and ranges
should be output with suspect values.
Comprehensive details of climatological quality control procedures
are presented in WMO's Guide to Climatological Practices (WMO-No. IDOl.
Many
of the statistical checks presented in this text are ideally suited to
computer evaluation.

4.3.5

Sediment data

Many of the cross-section plotting techniques described for river
gauging are directly relevant to suspended sediment data validation.
Indeed,
the two sets of data may be validated together if both sediment and velocity
observations were made.
As with water quality data
(section 4.3.6),
mass
balance
calculations may be performed if sufficient quantities of data exist.
A
useful check where catchments are reservoired is to test that river sediment
loads within a reasonable distance downstream of the reservoir are less than
those upstream.
If a sediment rating curve exists for the section sampled,
the departure of the sampled value from the curve may be estimated for its
statistical significance and/or plotted for manual scrutiny.

4.3.6

Water quality

The very wide range of parameters has resulted in the use of
relatively simple validation procedures for water quality data.
Such criteria
are normally absolute checks of analysis codes, relative checks of expected
ranges and physico-chemical checks of determinand relationships.
If range
checks are being devised in the absence of historical data, it should be noted
that the valid ranges for many parameters will be associated with the purpose
for which the sample was taken, and the location of the sampling point. Thus,
the levels of dissolved salts found in water samples taken from drinking water
sources will be less than those found in effluents or in brackish or marine
water bodies.
Physico-chemical tests are very effective and, hence, widely used
for water quality data.
Examples of typical test performed for normal and
specific (effluent) samples are shown in Figure 4.6.
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If some parameter values have been determined in the laboratory,
and all the relevant associated data are available to the computer, they may
be re-computed for verification purposes.
For all water quality data,
station, parameter and analysis codes may be checked for validity, and where
possible for validity of their combination.

4.3.7

Snow and ice

Whilst the water equivalent of falling snow caught in raingauges
may be validated along with rainfall data, other snow and ice parameters are
more difficult to handle.
Data on the extent of snow cover may only be validated by a time
consuming manual synthesis of field observations. aerial survey data and,
increasingly,
satelli te
imagery.
Techniques
to
perform
automated
interpretation of satellite imagery for snow extent (and even depth and water
equivalent) are being developed.
Whilst these techniques show promise there
are still problems of differentiating between snow and cloud cover. and of
insufficient image resolution.
Further. unless a geocoded hydrological data
base (Part I. Chapter B). is used, data on extents may only be stored as
manually abstracted catchment area totals.
Data on snow depth and water equivalent again demands much manual
validation and verification, integrating data from snow courses, snow gauges
and conventional precipitation gauges.
The large spatial variation in snow
cover makes
inter-station
comparisons
difficult.
However,
there
are
techniques to estimate the statistical reliability of snow course observ~tions
(see Guide
to Hydrological
Practices.
Volume
I,
WMO-No. 168).
Under
conditions of melting snow, "degree-day" factors are widely used for
correlation purposes and, where snowmelt represents a significant proportion
of river flow, established relationships between runoff and snow water
equivalents may be used.
Air (and water) temperature relationships are
valuable not only for the computation of degree-day factors, but are also used
for assisting in the validation of ice cover and thickness data. and in the
forecasting of ice formation and break-up dates.
Snow and ice data. whether quantitative or qualitative, are in
themselves important background validation data for a wide range of other
hydrological parameters.
For example. anomalous river stage data during the
winter months may be explained and possibly corrected if background data
indicated the nature and extent of ice conditions.
4.4

General primary processing procedures

A somewhat artificial distinction has been made between validation
procedures and primary processing procedures for presentation purposes in this
chapter.
Data validation procedures essentially make comparisons of test
values against the input data values.
Primary processing has been· viewed as
the procedures necessary to manipulate. and often transform. input data for
output and/or storage.
From an operational point of view, both validation and primary
processing are part of the master data base updating procedures executed on a
monthly basis in most hydrological systems (see Figure 5.1).
However, it
should be noted that updating. and some stages of primary processing. are
conditional upon the successful validation of data.
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The main components of primary processing are:
(a)

Data adjustments for known errors.
These are -the errors
reported by the field technician or those responsible for
manual quality control of the incoming data sets.
As shown
in Figure 4.1, corrections for these errors must be made
before the data are submitted for validation.
Corrections
are often necessary for data derived from computer compatible
recording media, e. g. paper tapes and cassettes, since the
data may not be edited until it has been read into the
computer. Similarly, automatically digitized chart data are
frequently input with known errors.
The most conunon adjustments required are to compensate for
datrun errors and differences between the time and parameter
values recorded and those logged by the field technician for
control purposes. The errors may be associated with gradual
"drift" of the clock, sensor device or recording mechanism,
but may also be caused by discrete events, e.g. clock
stoppage or pen/punch jam. In the former case the processing
system may automatically perform the required adjustment
using linear or some more complex scaling of recorded
values. In the latter case it is normal for manual estimates
of missing data to be provided, if the affected period is not
too long and sufficient background data is available.
Adjustments may also be required to compensate for more
complex phenomemon such as the presence of ice at river
gauging stations. In this case it is almost certain that the
corrected stage (or flow) values would be manually computed
for the affected period.
The reporting of errors implies that some standard procedures
are followed, and the existence of forms for reporting errors
to data-processing personnel.
Such a form is shown in
Figure 4.7 and is used to notify modifications necessary to
an accompanying punched paper tape.
This form may be used
for n6tifying corrections of stage or flow.
An essential
feature of the correction process, whether performed by
manual or computer methods, is that all data modified should
be suitably flagged to indicate the adjustments made.

(b)

Aggregation and interpolation of data.
Many variables,
because of their dynamic nature must be sampled at relatively
short periods, but are only utilized as averages or totals
over
longer
periods.
Thus
for
many
hydrological
applications, climatological parameters may only be required
as daily values but must be sampled with greater frequency to
obtain reliable daily estimates. Temperature and wind speed
are good examples, but in many cases the same is true for
water level and river flow data.
Whilst aggregation is
straightforward for regular interval time series, a two-stage
interpolation/aggregation must
be
made
for
irregularly
sampled parameters.
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It is important to note that the levels of data aggregation
are usually different for data output and data storage
purposes.
Indeed. it is not uncommon to store data in the
recorded time units for achi ve purposes, usually on off-line
magnetic media.
Data at a high level of aggregation. say
monthly and annual averages may then be kept permanently
on-line for general reference purposes.
Interpolation and aggregation need to be performed in space
as well as in time. Cross-correlation of station records to
estimate
missing
data
is
the
most
common
spatial
interpolation. and the estimation of areal values from point
observations is the most common form of aggregation.

(cl

Assessment of derived parameters.
The most frequently
derived
parameters
are
runoff
and
potential
evapotranspiration.
However, the full
range of derived
parameters is very broad and includes many water quality
indices.
Descriptions of the computations used for important
derived parameters are given in the next section.
One important data base management decision is whether
derived parameters need be stored after they have been
estimated and reported.
It is obviously not essential to
occupy
limi ted
storage
space
with data
that may be
re-computed from the basic data held.
The basis for making
this decision is:
How often will the derived parameters be needed?
How complex are the computations required, both in terms
of algorithms used and amount of background data required?
Are the objectives of the data base to store basic data
for
users
to
process
themsel ves,
or
to
compi Ie
inventories
of
all
important
(basic
and
derived)
parameters?
It is not usual to store sediment and dissolved salt loads
since these are used less frequently, and may be very rapidly
computed by the multiplication of two basic time series:
flow and concentration. The WATSTORE system (Case studies of
national hydrological data banks, WMO-No. 576) keeps on-line
daily average flows, whilst the TIDEDA system (ibid., also
HOMS Component No. G06.2.0l)
stores only stages in the
original time series formats used for input.
The only
certain rule is that whatever subsequent values are derived,
the original data series should be preserved. preferably on
off-line magnetic media.
Derived parameters, particularly those derived from t.1O or
more basic time series, may themselves need validation.
Thus, whilst both the river stage and rating curve data may
satisfy any validation tests applied to them on an individual
basis, their combination to produce flow estimates may reveal
some inconsistencies. Section 4.3.2 described some validation
techniques specifically suited to flow data.
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Output of statistical summaries.
These are the routine
outputs, usually on a monthly and annual basis, of data
processed during the data base updating cycle. These outputs
may also be considered as the basic data retrieval outputs
and, with this in mind, many elements of the primary
processing and data retrieval software should be common.
Due
attention
to this
point will greatly reduce software
development effort.
A final link in this commonality of
software is seen in the use of computers for producing
hydrological year-books (section 6.5.3), in which the output
format should match other standard summaries as closely as
possible.
Figure 5.3 shows a monthly summary table for hourly rainfall
data abstracted from rainfall recorder data, and Figure 4.8
shows a
monthly summary table of
daily
(and extreme
instantaneous) river flows and levels from a gauging station
equipped with a IS-minute punched tape recorder.
Both these
examples show the extensive use of data aggregation discussed
under item (b) above.

(e)

Conversion to data base storage formats.
The complexity of
this operation depends upon the difference between the
formats in which input data are held, and the formats of the
master data base files.
Data are normally held in the input
format on a temporary basis whilst awaiting validation and
primary processing.
After primary processing the quality
controlled, processed data are transferred to (updates) the
master data base files.
It should be emphas·ized that there is no need, and it is
generally inadvisable. to use common formats.
Data input
formats should be designed to suit the characteristics of the
data collection and data entry systems; data storage formats
should be designed to suit the storage media and the data
access requirements. The design of input, storage and output
formats was reviewed in Part I, section 6.5.
An example of the merging of data from several input forms
into a single record for storage purposes was shown in
Figure 3.4(c).
Conversely. in Figure 3.6. a water quality
key punching form was shown from which the input data may
well be split for storage purposes. e. g. frequently used
physico-chemical data may be
kept permanently on-line.
whereas the bio-chemical data may be abstracted and stored
off-line.
In addition to the re-grouping of data. additional levels of
data coding may be performed. and measurement units may be
converted to the standards adopted in the data base.
The
conversion of irregular to regular time series (item lb)
above) is also one of the operations necessary in most
cases.
There are many options regarding the way in which
data may be compressed for efficiency of storage. and these
techniques are discussed in section 5.1.2.1.
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1. Dissolved Sol~ds
All results expressed in mg/l should comply with the check:

N0 2 ,Sio 2 .and F are optional i.e. validation
they should be included if available.

chec~

can be used without them, but

2. Ion Balance
a. Standard requirements (8 - 12 ions)
Ions should be converted to mell and subjected to the check;
cations - Anions/ x 100 < 3%

ICations + Anions

where Cations = Na+K+Mg+Ca+NH 4 and Anions = Cl+S04+N03+HC03+N02+P04+F
P04,NH4,N02 and F are optional i.e. the balance can be checked without them
b. Minimum requirements (6 ions)

This rough check can be used where only major 1005 have been measured. Results
should be converted to mell and be subjected to the check:
Cations - Anionsl x 100 <: 10%
Cations + Anions

I

where Cations = Na+Mg+Ca

and Anions = Cl+S04+HC03

3. Conductivity

0.55 Conductivity

(~s/cm)-e TDS~

0.7 Conductivity

(~s/cm)

where TDS = Total Dissolved Solids
(a)

General checks for water quality

Total solids

> total dissolved solids

Total cyanide

Total salida

> 3ettleable solids

Total phenols

> cyanide {excluding ferrocyanide)
> monohydric phenols

200

> 'satn of dissolved oxygen

Total phenol s

> polyhydric phenols

20

> mg/l dissolved oxygen

Total dissolved chromium

> chromate

BOO, (total)

t- _BODS (filtrate)

Oil (totd)

> oil tfreo}

BOO, {total)

> BOO, (settled)
> BOO

Oil and grease

t-

COO

Tot51 oxidiaed nitro':jsn

• nitrate + nitrito

Total oxidisel,l nitrogen

> nitrate

'l'otill hardness

.. C.. + ./'Ig

Total hardness

> temporary hardnesl>

Total phenols

(b)

0il (freo}

monohydric+polyhydric phenols

Checks for effluent quality

Figure 4.6 - Checking water quality data against physico-chemical laws
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Not all data would be subject to each of the above processing
procedures.
The degree of processing necessary depends upon the. part,icular
hydrological parameter, the way data were recorded and/or abstracted for data
entry, and the type of hydrological .processing system.
In real-time systems
it is quit'e conceivable that incoming data in the raw state (validated or
unvalidated) are all that is required to trigg.er some manag.ement or
operational action.
The extent of processing is also dependent upon the severity of
data status flags and reports produced during the data validation phase.
Unless the validation .system detects an indisputable error, i. e. failure to
satisfy an absolute error check (section 4.2.2 ), it is preferable to allow
processing to continue, may be even to the updating stage.
Such a policy
eliminates the need for any further processing action should the queried data
prove later to be correct. The status of the data is flagg,ed in the working
files whilst confirmation or editing of the data is awaited (Figure 4.1).
4.5

S.pecific primary process.ing procedures

The above general procedures are applied differently to the
various hydrological data types, and it is necessary to identify some of the
specific procedures commonly practised.
As noted at the beginning df this
chapter, several WMO and FAO publi.cations deal directly with many of the
'procedures to be described, and reference to the relevant publications will
frequently:be made. These texts should be consulted for background theory and
the formulation of techniques primarily .for 'manual processing.
This section
presents the additional information required to computerize and extend such
techniques..
'4.5 ..1

:Rainf:al1

Inevitably; the main aims of processing rainfall data reflect the
important data uses and, hence, different time bases of rainfall observation.
Data from recording raingauges are analysed to extract information relating to
storm characteristics, whilst dat" from totalizing gauges serve primarily to
quantify the ·availability and variation o'f wat.er resources .
. .Be'fore analysing any data from record.ing raingauges , i t is
necessary to ..produceregular interval time series from the irregular series in
which the data are usually inpuL
If the data have been subjected .to a
previous stage:of validation, this time series format conversion may already
have taken place.
The computer program used for conversion should be
sufficiently flexible to allow the evaluation of any .desired regular interval
time series compatible with the resolution of the input data.
The program
will need both to interpolate and aggregate to produce the regular series, and
the selection of a suitable time interval will .be ,discussed below.
\1hether derived from recording or totalizing gauges a first
priority,
if not
performed as part of the data validation, is the
apportionment of accumulated rainfall totals and, wherever possible, the
filling of data gaps.
Accumulated rainfall totals are common in daily
raingauge networks when say, over a weekend, a raingauge was not read.
However, they are also common with tipping bucket gauges reporting by
telemetry.
'If reports of bucket tips are not received during a rainfall
period, the first report received after the gap will contain the accumulated
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number- of bucket tips.
The differ-ence between this accumulation and that
pr-ovided by the last r-epor-t r-eceived must be appor-tioned in a sensible
manner-. An example of this loss of data was shown in Figur-e 3.10.
The techniques for- appor-tioning accumulated totals and forestimating completely missing values ar-e essentially the same.
Section 4.3
descr-ibed the technique of cr-oss-cor-r-elation with adjacent stations forpr-oviding estimates of daily and monthly r-ainfall totals.
Whilst the
objective ther-e was to validate actual r-ainfall totals. it is obvious that any
estimates could be used to appor'tion accumulated totals. or- as the r-ainfall
values themselves when data gaps exist.
Appor-tioned or- estimated r-ainfall
values should be suitably flagged by the computer- pr-ogr-am which per-for-ms these
tasks. Exactly the same techniques may be applied to shor-ter- per-iod data fr-om
r-ecor-ding r-aingauges. but estimates of lower- quality will be obtained because
of the fewer- adjacent stations and the dynamic natur-e of shor-t-ter-m r-ainfall
events.
<

Having pr-oduced sets of station time ser-ies in as r-eliable and
complete a for-m as possible. ther-e ar-e two types of pr-ocessing r-outinely
applied: ar-eal r-ainfall estimation and pr-obability analyses.
In many systems r-ainfall data for-m a pr-incipal input to r-outinely
updated oper-ational models which monitor- and r-epor-t on the status of basins.
These models r-ange fr-om antecedent moistur-e indices and soil moistur-e
accounting (both descr-ibed in section 5.5.3 of Volume II of WMO Guide to
Hydr-ological Pr-actices. WMO-No. 168). to full basin simulation (conceptual)
models (section 5.6 idem).
These oper-ational models ar-e impor-tant foragr-icultur-aL water- r-esour-ce management. and flood for-ecasting pur-poses. By
the use of r-eal-time or- quasi-r-eal time data collection techniques. such
models may be r-un to make r-epor-ts on a weekly or- daily basis.
4.5.1.1

Ar-eal r-ainfall estimation

Ar-eal r-ainfall estimates ar-e gener-ally made for- cor-r-esponding
gauged basin ar-eas. This homogeneous set of r-ainfall-r-unoff data pr-ovides the
basic infor-mation necessar-y for- a wide r-ange of hydr-ological and waterresource studies.

In arid regions, or in any regions where groundwater is an

impor-tant r-esour-ce. ar-eas may be additionally defined by hydr-ogeological units.
The most widely used method of computing ar-eal r-ainfall is to
weight the point values of selected gauges in. and adjacent to. the ar-ea of
inter-est. Thus. for- each defined ar-ea. a computer- data file must contain the
name of the ar-ea. the r-efer-ence flow gauging point and/or- aquifer- unit. if
r-elevant. and the r-efer-ence number-s and weights of the r-epr-esentative r-ainfall
stations. A r-elatively simple pr-ogr-am is needed to access this file and the
specified station time ser-ies file(s). and compute the weighted sum of values
to pr-oduce the ar-ea total.
Station weights ar-e usually deter-mined manually. the method of
Thiessen polygons (WMO-No. 168) being the most widely used. This method has
sever-al pr-actical limitations. The most significant. fr-om the data-pr-ocessing
point of view. is the need to r-e-apportion weights when data ar-e not available
for- one or- mor-e of the reference gauges. In this case the simplest pr-ocedur-e
is for- the computer- to r-e-scale the weights of the available stations to unity
befor-e making the ar-ea estimate.
However. this can give ver-y misleading
estimates if missing stations are normally given a high weighting.
If
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re-apportioning is performed it is advisable to print out the results in a
suitably annotated fashion so as to request manual scrutiny of the estimates
made. As new stations are introduced, or existing stations closed~ the set of
station numbers and weights in the computer reference file must be edited.
However, old versions of the file should be kept to permit the re-calculation
of area estimates for historic periods.
There exist much more powerful techniques of areal rainfall
estimation from point data, but these require significantly higher levels of
software complexity, normally only associated with fully gridded or vectoral
geocoded data bases (see Part I, Chapter 7). Such systems are able to store
both the locations of stations and the position of the area boundaries, fit a
rainfall "surface" using whatever point data are available, and integrate this
surface over the defined area to obtain the required areal estimate.
At an intermediate level, software exists to compute and plot
rainfall isolines, given any set of point values.
However, the software is
not able to perform the integration of areas, and this remaining analysis must
be done manually.
Rainfall radar systems incorporate software which integrate data
on a grid-cell basis and are thus able to directly provide basin area rainfall
values. Basins must first be defined in terms of the grid cells used.
4.5.1.2
The selection of suitable probability analyses for routine
evaluation is largely determined by the time base (duration) of the rainfall
events of interest. The reason is that different durations are best described
by different frequency distributions.
For studies of short duration events daily totals are inadequate
and the regular time series produced from recording raingauge data must be
used.
It is obvious that the time interval selected for producing this time
series should be compatible with the durations of interest, i.e. the durations
are equal to, or are some multiple of, the time interval used.
It is
illogical to produce a 15-minute regular time series if 10-minute duration
rainfall are required for many storm analyses. The durations selected relate
to the response time (time of concentration) of each hydrological system. For
urban areas it may be necessary to produce regular time series for durations
as low as 2.5-10 minutes, whereas for larger natural catchments, 6-36 hours
may be more appropriate.
If the original recorded record has been digitized
with sufficient resolution, any duration may be analysed.
Although i t would be feasible for the computer to evaluate all
possible occurrences of any specified rainfall' duration, it is in practice
much more sensible to define fixed starting times. Thus, when preparing data
of 15-minute duration, the analysis should be made for the periods 0-15,
15~30, 30-45 and 45-60 minutes past each hour.
Durations of 24 h, 72 h, 1 month etc., may be analysed using data
from totalizing gauges, but it should be noted that 24-hour (and multiples)
data from recording gauges will not be compatible, except in the special case
that the same starting time is used. Section 5.2 of Volume II of WMO-No. 168
provides some sui table weighting factors to account for different starting
times, or data may be analysed to obtain weightings for any particular
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region. The advantage of including the daily raingauge values is that a much
larger data set is made available.
Most analyses relate the probability of occurrence of rainfall
depths,
(or
intensities)
to specified durations.
The probability of
occurrence is usually expressed as the inverse factor "return period", and the
method of its computation depends upon the underlying frequency distribution
assumed
(Guides
to
Climatological
Practices,
WMO-No. 100;
Guide
to
Hydrological Practices, WMO-No. 168).
Whilst analyses are performed on the
basis of single stations, areal comparison of rainfall frequencies allow the
determination of adjustment factors to convert computed depths to equivalent
area estimates.
Computer processing allows the routine management and updating of
a wide variety of intensityldepth/area/duration relationships. Comprehensive
descriptions of the range and applicability of these methods is given both in
the publications already referenced and in WMO-No. 237 - Manual for the
Depth-Area-Duration Analysis of Storm
Precipitation.
Whilst
extremely
laborious when manually evaluated, the rapidity of computerized techniques
allows detailed investigation of rainfall frequency distributions, and the
subsequent use of those best suited to different rainfall events, regions and
times.
Table
5.9
of WMO-No. 100
includes a
selection
of
frequency
distributions most suited to the various forms of rainfall data, and these are
discussed in more detail in WMO Technical Note No. 79 - Climatic changes, and
in Operational Hydrology Report No. 15 - Selection of distribution types for
extremes of precipitation.
Whilst some distributions are readily evaluated
from their functional form, others are best stored in the computer in a
tabular format as would be found in any statistical textbook.
It is
frequently faster to perform the table look-up than to perform the functional
evaluation.
The software to perform the above analyses should be sufficiently
general to handle any specified duration, but will need separate sub-routines
to compute return periods depending upon the particular frequency distribution
used. The same software should be capable of analysing both flood and drought
periods and again, different distribution functions may be utilized to
describe these different rainfall populations.
4.5.2

River flow

There are several components of the processing required to produce
r1ver flows, and this section is split into four corresponding parts.
The
first part deals with river gauging data, the second reviews the incorporation
of gauged flows into section rating curves, the third part describes the
computation of flows from water level data, and the final part outlines some
standard analyses performed using the flow estimates produced.
Comprehensive
details of techniques for flow computation are presented in WMO-No. 519,
Manual on Stream Gauging (Volume II).
There are also many relevant HOMS
components, and a selection of these is presented under headings H70-H79 and
173 and 181 in Appendix I.
4.5.2.1
As described in section 4.3.3, the computation of flows from
current meter gauging data is primarily performed as verification of the
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values computed manually in the field office.
Although encountered less
frequently. there is scope for the complete processing of dilution gauging
data. as this may not be analysed until laboratory analyses have been
performed.
The analysis techniques for both methods are described in
WMO-Nos. 168 and 519. Since the volumes of data involved are small. and the
analyses straightforward. many hydrological systems do not provide for
computer processing of either data
sets.
Some agencies
issue small
programmable hand calculators to assist technicians in the field evaluation of
current meter gauging data.
Because of their influence on subsequent flow estimation. it is
recommended that flow gauging data are submitted for computer verification.
The computer evaluation may be extended to perform error analyses and hence
assign confidence limits to individual gaugings. and computer flows may be
checked for statistical conformity with the existing section rating curve.
Any program developed for current metering data should be capable
of handling the maximum number of verticals and measuring depths encountered.
If warranted by experience. provision should also be made to perform
corrections for excessive deflection of sounding lines for suspended meters.
and for cases where velocities are not perpendicular to the gauged section.
If the program computes velocities as part of the flow calculation (i.e. if
only the basic field observations are used as input data). it must have access
to a reference file containing the serial numbers and calibration coefficients
of the current meter(s) used.
It must be decided whether the program should compute the area of
sections on the basis of the "mid-section" or "mean-section" method (see above
references). or provision may be made for user selection of the preferred
technique.
4.5.2.2
Rating curves define the relationship between river level (stage)
and flow.
This relationship is determined by performing many river gaugings.
over a wide range of flows. and using the level/flow points to define a
continuous
rating
curve.
Whilst
gauging
structures
have
"standard"
theoretical ratings. it is good practice to rate structures in the field.
Traditionally. rating curves have been manually fitted to the
plotted measurements.
In many cases the curve may be fitted more accurately
by computer methods. and reference should be made to Appendix I where a
selection of relevant programs is listed under section H76.
If necessary.
weights may be assigned to each level/flow point to reflect the subjective or
statistical confidence associated with individual gaugings.
However. since
some
sections
have
several
different hydraulic control
points.
many
hydrologists still prefer to keep the definition of rating curves as a manual
procedure.
In most cases neither artificial controls nor totally stable
cross-sections exist in a river system. and any selected section is liable to
modification by natural means.
Whilst ice and backwater effects are
significant at some stations. the two most common causes of change in control
are scouring and/or deposition of bed material by variations in flow rates.
and the cycle of aquatic vegetation growth and decay.
In the former case.
changes or "shifts" in the rating curve may only be monitored by frequent
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gauging of sections, particularly during and after flood events.
In the
latter case, the cyclical nature of the phenomenon allm,s different rating
curves to be used during different stages of the vegetation cycle.
The effect of these various rating changes is that any river
section may have several associated rating curves. Each rating curve may be
applicable to a certain range of water levels and/or time of year and/or
setting of a variable hydraulic structure. Further, short-term phenomenon in
the channel section, whilst not justifying total revision of the rating curve,
may require some "shift" correction to observed water levels. These shift
corrections are performed at the time of flow computation to make an existing
rating curve correspond to the prevailing river regime.
At sections having variable artificial controls, e.g. gates and
sluices, the rating changes for each control setting, and 'each combination of
settings where multiple controls exist. However, by keeping complete records
of settings, in addition to the water level time series, and by gauging under
a wide range of conditions, sufficiently reliable rating curves may be
obtained. Where changes in control are frequent, records of the changes in
setting may themselves be input to the computer as a separate time series.
This allows the computer to select rating curves appropriate to the control's
status.
It is obviously imperative thet the flow-processing system is able
to identify and locate the correct rating curve, and must be aware of its
limits of applicability.
Section 2.4, and the figures associated with it,
described the o~ganization of station description data which included
allowance for rating (station calibration) data. Of particular note is the
importance placed on preserving historic rating curves, to allow flows to be
re-computed.
computer:

There are two formats in which rating curves may be sorted in the
functional form and tabular form.

Tabular formats are still the most common, and the table is
prepared by manually abstracting points lying on the (manually) fitted rating
curve.
The abstraction is performed such that intermediate points may be
interpolated, on a linear or exponential basis, without significant error in
flow estimation.
The functional form of the' rating curve has one of three origins:
(a)

A theoretical (or modified) equation for a gauging structure;

(b)

A function fitted by the computer to the gauged points, i.e.
the automation of the manual curve fitting process;

(c)

A function fitted to the points of the table prepared as
described in the previous paragraph, i. e. a "smoothing" of
the manually fitted curve.

Where possible the functional forms are to be preferred as, unlike the table,
they do not need interpolation, they are simple for the computer to handle,
and they do not require a large amount of storage space. Where functions are
adopted, the computer may be used to prepare rating tables for manual purposes.
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4.5.2.3
In
the

o~de~

to evaluate flows the following data sets must be held by

compute~:

(a)

A quality cont~olled set of wate~ levels, Le. those having
been co~~ected fo~ datum, gauge height, and timing e~~o~s and
having subsequently been validated (section 4.4 (all.
If
slope methods of flow computation a~e used, two sets of wate~
levels will be ~equi~ed;

(bl

Rating cu~ve(sl co~~esponding to the time and ~ange of levels
of the wate~ level se~ies. Whe~e ~ating cu~ves a~e ~elated
to f~equently changing a~tificial cont~ols, e.g. gates and
sluices, a time se~ies of cont~ol settings may be input to
guide compute~ selection of the ~elevant ~ating cu~ve;

(cl

Any shift co~~ections which need to be applied to the wate~
levels. This ~equi~es the amount and du~ation of the shift
to be specified.

Having ve~ified that all the necessa~y data
computation may p~oceed in the following steps:

sets

a~e

available,

flow

1.

Apply shift co~~ection to the wate~ level. At ve~y low flows
it is possible fo~ negative shifts to p~oduce a modified
wate~ level below the ze~o datum.
Such an eventuality should
be detected and ~epo~ted.

2.

Check that the ~ating cu~ve being used is still applicable to
the time value of the wate~ level being p~ocessed. If the
time validity of the cu~ve has been passed, identify and
locate the new cu~ve.
Failu~e
to locate the app~op~iate
cu~ve should be ~epo~ted.

3.

Check that the wate~ level being p~ocessed lies within the
valid wate~ level ~ange of the ~ating cu~ve. If the level
lies outside the valid ~ange, the p~ocessing system must know
whethe~ ext~apolations
of the ~ating cu~ve a~e allowed, and
if so, to what extent.
If ext~apolation is not allowed, o~
if the wate~ level lies outside the allowed ext~apolation
~ange, an "out of ~ange" e~~o~ should be ~epo~ted.

4.

Apply the

~ating

co~~esponding

5.

Retu~n

6.

Agg~egate

cu~ve

to the

to step 1 until all

standa~d

wate~

level

and obtain the

flow value.
wate~

levels have been

p~ocessed.

the flow time se~ies to obtain the
time unit (no~mally one day) ave~age flows.

~equi~ed

A p~oblem f~equently encounte~ed when using multiple ~ating cu~ves
they can p~oduce ab~upt changes in flow ~ates at the time of
changeove~.
The p~ocessing system needs to be given some ~ules as to how this
situation should be handled, and maybe even attempt to p~oduce a Smooth
t~ansition.
An ext~eme example of this type of discontinuity is shown in
is

that
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Figure 4.4 (a).
These problems normally require manual adjustment of
during the transition period if discontinuities are unacceptably large.
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flows

I t should be noted that, unlike rainfall data-processing, the
aggregation to produce the standard interval time series was the final step in
the above procedures.
The reason for this is the non-linear relationship
between levels and flows.

Figure 4.8 shows a typical example of the summary output produced
after a complete month's data has been processed, and some basic statistics
computed. As has been noted several times, flow data are usually aggregated
into daily average values.
Of particular interest in this figure is the
completeness of the information provided on a single sheet of computer
printout, including catchment area, rating curve reference, instantaneous
extremes, number of points used to define the daily average, and a set of
monthly flow, volume and depth statistics.
When areal rainfall estimates
become available for the catchment area, these may be added to the processed
flow file.
Apart from determining instantaneous stage and flow extremes, it
is not common to routinely output the elements of the full flow time series
obtained from each of the water level values. The water level time series and
possibly the corresponding flow series are preserved on off-line tape or
diskette to support future requests for flood related data.
4.5.2.4
Some attempt is normally made to fill data gaps by crosscorrelation with nearby gauging stations, particularly those in the same river
system.
In
the
absence
of
reliable
cross-correlation relationships,
rainfall-runoff models including the use of conceptual catchment models may be
used. All estimated data should be suitably flagged.
Many river systems are significantly affected by man's activities,
and these effects tend to change (increase) with time.
For hydrological and
water resource studies it is frequently necessary to try and isolate these
artificial effects from the "natural" catchment response, i. e. to try and
obtain a stationary time series.
This process is known as "naturalizing"
river flows, and requires extensive background information on all forms of
direct and indirect abstractions, discharges, and impoundments in the
catchment.
These water use effects ·may be aggregated into a single time
series of net modifications to river flow.
When these "corrections" are
applied to the measured river flows a naturalized time series is obtained.
As described for rainfall, there is a need to present data on an
areal basis, but this is a trivial task for runoff data.
A
further
routine
need
is
to
investigate
the
frequency
distribution of flows, and update existing probability based relationships.
The complete parallel between flow and rainfall probability analyses allows
basically the same software to be used.
The only modifications necessary
would be to allow for the possible use of alternative frequency distributions
found to better describe river flows.
Such frequency distributions, used in
calculating return periods, may be incorporated as additional sub-routines.
Some "cosmetic" changes to the printed outputs may be necessary, but even this
would be optional if it was considered acceptable for river flows to be
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expressed in millimetres (i.e. the same unit as for rainfall).
Reference
should be made to section 4.5.1.2 for further discussion of frequency analyses.
A significant task for all data-processing, but particularly
relevant for flow systems, is to perform the necessary "housekeeping"
operations on data sets.
These operations require decisions on which data
sets should be retained in the system.
Following the principles set out in
section 4.4 (c), it is advisable to try and save only the essential basic data
(and security copiesl and principal derived data, i.e. daily river flows,
which are very time consuming to create. Further consideration of this topic
of data management is discussed in the next chapter. However, for guidance
purposes the following flow related data would need to be preserved:
(al

The keyed water level and water level correction data. As a
security measure only, and kept (off-line) for at least one
year;

(bl

The "clean" water level data, Le.
levels corrected for datum, gauge
This could be quite an active data
at least one security copy should be

(c)

The rating curves and their associated shift corrections;

(d)

The daily average flows, some of which may be held on-line
(most recent water years, monthly summaries, or whole period
for important reference stationsl;

(e)

Basin water use data for obtaining naturalized flows.

the time series of water
height and time errors.
set. A working copy and
held (off-line);

All other data sets are transient, or may be readily derived from these basic
data sets.
4.5.3

Climatological data for hydrological purposes

For hydrological applications the most significant climatological
parameters are temperature, evaporation, and evapotranspiration, and the order
reflects the progressive levels of processing complexity.
Before reviewing the processing tasks it is useful to consider the
means by which most climatological data are observed and recorded, as this has
a significant impact on subsequent operations.
The wide
range of
climatological parameters, and their dynamic nature, has resulted in the
situation whereby the vast majority of primary data are obtained from one of
two sources:
permanently manned climate stations, and packaged automatic
climate (or weatherl stations.
The implication of the first source is that observers tend to be
well trained, and perform many of the basic data-processing tasks on-site.
Since for most parameters the processing required is quite simple, this may
constitute all the primary processing required.
Even where more complex
parameters need to be derived, observers are usually trained to evaluate them
using specially constructed nomograms.
Thus, computer related primary
processing, if performed at all, largely comprises the verification of the
manual evaluations.
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The implication of the use of automatic climatological stations is
that there exists some manufacturer-supplied hardware and software system
capable of performing the complete range of data-processing tasks required
(section 3.4.1).
Indeed, many climatological stations are specifically
designed to provide hydrologists, amongst others, with evaporation and
(normally Penman-based) evapotranspiration estimates. Most packaged systems
include a central microcomputer facility to read the data recording media
(cassette or solid-state electronic memory), and perform the data validation,
consistency, aggregation and processing tasks described in this publication.
In this case the main central data-base computer simply receives the processed
data in a format directly suitable for storage and application.
Since the examples described above are not universal. it remains
useful to review the tasks concerned.
A first step in the processing of climatological data is to derive
average values, usually on a daily basis, for temperature, relative humidity,
vapour pressure and, for some indirect evaporation techniques, the slope of
the vapour pressure curve. The psychrometer constant for the station should
be stored in the station description file (section 2.4). Various functional
forms of the vapour pressure curve are suitable for saturated vapour pressure
and slope determination, e.g. the Goff Gratch formula. Average daily wind
speed must also be calculated, or wind run abstracted from integrator totals.
An important derived factor is the "degree-day" index, the
accumulated departure of temperatures from a standard reference temperature.
Since this factor is most commonly used in monitoring snow and ice conditions
(section 4.3.7), the reference temperature is normally zero.
There are several climatological parameters which need to be
transformed to standard conditions for storage and/or application.
For
example, wind speeds measured at non-standard heights may need to be
transformed to a standard 2 m height using the wind speed power law (Guide to
Hydrological Practices, WMO-No. 168). Similarly, pressure measurements may be
corrected to correspond to a mean sea level value, if the transformation was
not performed prior to data entry.
4.5.3.1
Where direct measurement techniques are used, the computer may be
used to verify evaporation estimates by checking the water levels (or
lysimeter weights), and the water additions/subtractions recorded.
In order to compute lake evaporation from pan data, the relevant
pan coefficient needs to be applied. In some cases the coefficient is not a
fixed value, but must be computed by an algorithm involving other
climatological parameters, e.g. wind speed, water and air temperature, and
vapour pressure.
These parameters may be represented by some long-term
average values or by values concurrent with the period for which pan data is
being analysed. Pan coefficients, or their algorithms must be provided in the
station description file. If an algorithm utilizes long-term average values,
these too must be stored in the same file.
Estimates of evaporation (and evapotranspiration) should be made
over time intervals of sufficient length to minimize heat flux errors.
Typically 5-10 day periods are considered to be the minimum intervals.
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Indirect methods utilize most or all of the basic climatological
parameters mentioned above, and may additionally require radiation (or
sunshine duration).
Because of its almost global use, some attention will be given to
the particular parameters required for the Penman equation.
One important
aspect of the use of this equation is the need to agree on which of the many
variations should be routinely used. This decision depends entirely upon the
experience and preferences of those for whom the estimates will be provided.
Considering first the various approximations of incoming net
radiation, the processing performed relates to the type of records available.
Where sunshine duration constitutes the only radiation related parameter, the
following background data will be required:
(a)

Theoretical incoming short-wave radiation;

(b)

Regional
regression coefficients
radiation to sunshine hours;

(c)

Theoretical day length (duration of sunlight).

for

relating

incoming

If incoming radiation data are available from either a calibrated radiation
integrator or actinograph, only item (c) is necessary.
If net radiation is
measured directly, none of the items are needed.
Items (b) and (c) are
presented in the publication - Crop water requirements, FAO Irrigation and
Drainage Paper 24.
With regard to the bulk aerodynamic term in the Penman equation,
wind speed, mean and saturated vapour pressures are required. In the absence
of wind speed data, the only alternative is to use regional regressions
between the aerodynamic term and Piche atnometer data.
The remaining data, required under all circumstances, comprise:
(a)

A radiation reflection coefficient - surface albedo;

(b)

The pyschrometric constant;

(c)

Mean air temperature and Stefan-Boltzmann constant;

(d)

Slope of the saturated vapour pressure curve.

Detailed guidance on the evaluation of Penman evaporation, and its
adjustment to estimate potential evapotranspiration from vegetal surfaces, is
given in the above references. Some existing computer programs for solving
the Penman equation are available in subsection ISO of HOMS (see Appendix I).
4.5.4

Water quality

There are four main areas of activity in the primary processing of
water quality data:
1.

Verification of laboratory derived values;
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2.

Conversion of measurement units and adjustment of values to
some standard reference scale;

3.

Computation of water quality indices;

4.

Mass balance calculations.

Verification of laboratory results may comprise the re-evaluation of manually
computed values and/or consistency checks between different parameter values.
These operations are essentially an extension of the data validation
techniques described in section 4.3.6.
The standardization of units is important in obtaining consistency
of values stored in the data base.
The operations necessary comprise the
conversion of measurement units, e.g. imperial to metric units, conversion of
the chemical units used,
e.g.
"normality" to "equivalence" units, or
correction of values to match a reference standard, e.g. dissolved oxygen and
conductivity values transformed to corresponding values at a standard water
temperature of 20 degrees centigrade.
Water
quality
indices
are
generally
based
on
empirical
relationships which attempt to classify pertinent characteristics of water
quality for a specific purpose.
Thus, indices exist for "suitability for
drinking",

"treatabilityll;

"toxicity",

"hardness", etc.

Since these indices

are derived from the basic set of water quality data it is not generally
necessary to store them after they have been reported. They may easily be
re-evaluated as required.
Some indices have direct significance for water management.
For
example, empirical relationships of key effluent water quality parameters may
be used as the basis of a charging scheme for wastewater treatment.
The
higher the index, the higher the charges.
Mass balance calculations are performed to monitor pollution
loadings and as a further check on the reliability of water quality data.
Loadings are calculated as the product of concentration and flow (or volume
for impounded water bodies). By computing loadings at several points in a
river system it is also possible to detect significant pollution sources which
may otherwise have been disguised by variations in flow.
Obviously, mass
balance calculations may only be performed after flows have been computed.
Mass
balance
calculations
may
easily
be
performed
for
"conservative" water quality characteristics, i. e. those which do not change,
or change very slowly, with time. Non-conservative parameters, e.g. dissolved
oxygen and BOD may change extremely rapidly, and quite sophisticated modelling
techniques are required to monitor their behaviour.
4.5.5

Miscellaneous processing tasks

The treatment of rainfall, river flow, climatological, and water
quality data represent by far the major workload in practically all
hydrological data-processing systems. For the remaining parameters, one or
more of the following conditions is true:
(a)

Data volumes are low;
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(b)

Data requires virtually no processing before being stored in
the master files;

(c)

Manual processing systems are currently more applicable.

Looking first at groundwater; unconfined aquifer water levels are
stored directly as input in practically all cases, whilst piezometric levels
from confined aquifers may be corrected for fluctuations in barometric
pressure. Although time series data-processing is minimal, the availability
of programs to analyse test pumping data is of great value in the assessment
of well and aquifer characteristics.
Sediment concentration data have similarities with both river
gauging and water quality data.
Sediment rating curves may be fitted and
stored in the computer in the same manner as flow rating curves. Mass balance
analyses, exactly analagous to water quality studies for conservative
parameters, are important in reservoired catchments and to support soil
erosion studies.
Bed-load data are normally stored directly without
processing.
Soil moisture data obtained by direct observations, e. g. neutron
probes and gravimetric methods, are still relatively limited.
Much more
common is the use of indirect methods which perform soil water accounting from
rainfall, potential evapotranspiration, and estimated or measured soil
characteristics.
Such models, referenced in section 4.5.1- are frequently
used in operational hydrology.
Data on snow extents, depth and water equivalent are used
primarily for snowmelt calculations. These calculations frequently rely upon
correlation with the degree-day index and/or streamflows.
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DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL

Many of the factors governing the storage and retrieval of data
are independent of the purpose for which the data are collected.
These
general factors have been presented in Part L Chapters 5, 6 and 9 for both
time series and non-time series data.

This
chapter focuses on the particular characteristics of
hydrological data which affect optimum organization and management. and
describes the range of data retrieval and application possibilities.

A fundamental organizational consideration, particularly since the
introduction of powerful 16 bit microprocessors, is the allocation of
processing tasks
between different machines and/or different
physical
locations.
An appreciation of centralized versus distributed processing was
given in Part I, section 1l.10.
I t is certain that the role of distributed
microcomputers will become increasingly important in research and analysis and
real-time processing systems.
It has been seen
distributed processing:

in Chapter

3

that

there

are

two

levels

of

(a)

The allocation of data-processing tasks between central and
local offices;

(b)

The allocation of data-processing tasks between offices
(central or local) and hydrological stations equipped with
microprocessors.
Whilst
field
microprocessors
were
originally installed to control automatic data recording (and
where relevant, data
transmission),
advantage
is being
increasingly taken of their capability to perform on-site
data processing.

Despite their prodigious processing power, microcomputers are
still in their infancy with regard to handling large data volumes.
For this
reason it is suggested that central minicomputer or shared mainframe computers
are more relevant to sector level hydrological inventory systems.
However,
there does appear to be some advantage in distributing data entry and
validation tasks to field level microcomputer centres.
This strategy is
particularly recommended in developing countries as:
(al

It concentrates limited skill at
data-processing activities;

the

centre

for the major

(bl

It exposes computers and computer-related technology at the
field level.
This should greatly assist in the broad-scale
development of computer-related skills in the hydrological
sector.
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Data management and storage considerations

The output from the initial quality control and processing stages
described in the previous chapter comprises intermediate files which may be
used to update more permanent data-base files.
The updating procedures
require some thought in order to m1n1m1ze the number of updates being
performed, and to protect the integrity of the data held in the master files.
Further, the efficiency with which updates and retrievals may be performed
depends upon the physical and logical organization of data files.
This
section will review these topics, but will first consider the general question
of controlling the flow of data through all the stagBs of data processing.
5.1.1

Controlling data flow

The importance of proper control of incoming data sets has already
been mentioned (Part L section 3.1) with regard to data-entry operations.
The need to be aware of the status of all data sets is equally vital in the
various stages of data validation and updating.
This is particularly true
when suspect data has been queried and some response is awaited from
hydrological staff in charge of quality control.
Initially the entire monitoring process may be manual but
ultimately some functions may be automated as part of the general computerized
data-handling activities.
Automation would allow the routine monitoring of:
data-batch status, validation summaries, and the physical disposition of data
on system storage media, e.g. the tape or disk volume numbers and the data set
names. Such control is essential where large quantities of data are handled.
Data control
responsibilities:

personnel

may

be

appointed

with

the

following

(a)

Logging of incoming data batches and the routeing of these
batches to the appropriate data entry system;

(b)

Monitoring and logging data-entry status and the subsequent
submission of data for initial validation and processing;

(c)

Routeing validation reports to appropriate
personnel, and receiving edited data;

(d)

Repeating steps (a) to (c) until entire data batches have
been accepted for updating purposes;

(e)

Forwarding
monthly
and
annual
appropriate agencies and personnel.

summary

hydrological

statistics

to

The exact nature of tasks depends upon the extent to which
individual users have access to data for editing. purposes.. In on-line systems
where
users
are responsible for their own quality control,
central
responsibilities are reduced.
However, such users must have some. means to
indicate that quality control has ceased and that data sets are ready. for
further processing and/or updating of the data base. A good example of this
is the need for users to indicate that a river stage data set has been checked
and is ready for conversion to flows.
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Updating procedures

Most hydrological data bases of the inventory type are updated in
at least two stages. These stages are shown in Figure 5.1.
The first stage
is the cycle of monthly updates corresponding to the standard data reporting
period. The extent to which the four first stage activities are split into
separate program runs is dependent upon the user. and the physical resources
of the computer.
I f most files were held on tape. it would probably be
impossible to perform the complete set of monthly processing with one program
as too many tape drives would be required.· There may also be a policy not to
compute derived values. e.g. flows or potential evapotranspiration. until all
the validated basic parameter data have been checked manually.
For the end user. the main outputs from this first updating phase
are the monthly summary reports for hydrological stations.
For data-base
management purposes. the most important results are the updated annual
workfiles. If this first phase system handles data only in monthly blocks it
may be necessary to maintain "incomplete" data files. This need arises from
the use of computer compatible recorders (section 3.4.1 l. where the recording
media is normally changed at irregular intervals.
Thus. when processing
month 1. say. there may be several days of month 2 on the tape or cassette.
In this case. the month 2 data are saved on a temporary file until the next
data return is made during month 3.
The cycle is repeated and a complete
month 2 file and a new incomplete month 3 file are made. This problem is
rarely encountered with manual reporting or telemetry stations.
If the
computer compatible media requires pre-processing. as is usually the case.
there exists an option to perform the splitting and subsequent aggregation of
months on the pre-processing (microlcomputer before data are submitted to the
main processing machine.
After passing the validation checks and being subjected to any
necessary primary processing. the monthly data batches are added to the
current annual data file. Data not passing validation checks must be manually
scrutinized and. where errors are verified. the relevant action must be taken
as indicated in Figure 5.1.
In order to provide an adequate turn-round of data. it is
generally necessary to start processing each monthly data batch no later than
from the lOth to the 15th of the following month.
If processing is not
started by this time there is a danger that the total data handling. entry and
processing for the annual file· updates may take longer than one month. thus
creating processing backlogs.

The purpose of the annual updating cycle is to add the annual
workfile to the historic data base or "archive". This transfer carries with
it some change in status· of the data from a current working data set to a
quality controlled hydrological reference set. Thus. it must be ensured that
as many as possible of the outstanding data queries are resolved before annual
updating takes place.
Since data validation procedures should essentially be complete.
it becomes possible during annual updating to perform the abstraction of
single parameters from some types of multiple parameter series.
This
conversion is discussed more fully in section 5.1.4.1.
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For further details of primary processing See
Chapter 4.
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performed by on-line

Figure.5.l - Two-stage processing/updating procedure for hydrological data,
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Output from the annual processing stage may be utilized for
hydrological year-books and further consideration
is
given
to
these
posibilities in section 5.3.
Not shown in the diagram but assumed in all stages of operation is
the routine creation of back-up or security copies of data following
established data-processing practices.
5.1.2.1
A significant operation in all data base updating procedures is
the compression of data to make optimal use of storage space.
The technique
of "packing" was introduced in Part L
section 2.4.4.
However. packing
techniques tend to be machine specific. and several other data-compression
techniques are also used in various hydrological data-base systems. These are:
(a)

The use of integer numbers for storage. suitably scaled for
output purposes.
For example. daily rainfalls could be
stored in tenths of a millimetre (a whole number or integer)
and divided by ten for output.
The storage requirement is
halved as a normal integer uses 2 bytes of storage compared
to the 4 bytes requi red to store a real (decimal) number.
The
storage
requirements
for
various
forms
of
data
representation were discussed in Chapter 3;

(b)

The use of unformatted (binary) data files in preference to
normal ASCII files.
In addition to requiring less storage
space. binary data are more rapidly stored and retrieved.
This type of file may be created and read using unformatted
write/read statements in user programs;

(c)

The use of a counter for repeated constant values.
Thus. a
period of 10 days without rainfall need not be stored as a
set of 10 zeros. but as a repeat factor of 10 followed by the
zero value;

(d)

A more sophisticated version of the above method is to
totally remove redundant data.
Redundant data are derived
from the over-recording of hydrological phenomenon by some
types of field instruments. in particular. fixed interval
tape punching recorders.
For example. in the sequence 40.
50. 60 it is apparent that the central value can be derived
by interpolation from the adjacent values.
Thus. software
can be developed to scan data. eliminating all those values
which may be linearly interpolated within a defined tolerance
range.
This
technique
greatly
reduces
the
storage
requirements but
leads to no significant loss in the
information content of the data. The New Zealand Ministry of
Works and Development use the technique in their TIDEDA
system (HOMS component G06.2.0l) and quote two to twelvefold
savings in storage space;

(e)

The use of relative rather than absolute data values.
For
example. water level in a bore-hole may be quoted in absolute
elevation terms or. more economically. in relation to some
local datum or average water level value.
In an extended
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way, only the difference from the previous data value need be
stored.
These various difference forms produce smaller
numbers which may be stored in correspondingly smaller
storage locations.
Some balance must be made in the levels of data compression
employed.
Increasing efficiency in the use of storage is gained at the
expense of executing compression and expansion routines each time the data are
stored or retrieved. The correct level of data compression should reflect the
relative limitations of storage space and CPU capabilities (and software
development skills) at each installation.
With regard to the accuracy of data stored, it is exceptional for
most hydrological data to be observed to an accuracy of greater than 1 part in
1000.
For this reason many hydrological data bases store data only to an
accuracy of 3 or 4 significant figures. Thus, a flow computed as 234.56 cubic
metres per second may be stored as 235. Such a practice is also used as ·a
device to save data storage space.
5.1. 3

Physical file organization

The general characteristics and relative merits of sequential,
indexed sequential and direct (random) access files were described in Part I,
section 6.4.2.
Sequential file organization is simple, may be used on all forms
of storage media, and is suited to time series data which are input and most
frequently accessed in a sequential manner.
Indexed sequential files are very attractive for the storage of
most hydrological data as the inhe·rent sequential nature of the data is
preserved on the storage media, but the ability exists to directly access
individual (or groups of) records.
However, this access method is not
supported on all computers, in particular not on most microcomputers.
Random access organization, like indexed sequential, is only
relevant to disk or diskette files, but requires higher system overheads in
terms of storage volumes.
Individual records may be accessed directly and
more quickly (if they are accessed in a random manner). By the use of cross
references (pointers), data in random access files may be related in complex
and effective ways.
If a hydrological data base is being developed to support on-line
(interactive) data manipulation, files must be available on disk and the use
of indexed sequential or random access files should be feasible.
Indeed,
their use is probably essential to obtain acceptable response times when
handling large amounts of data.
In general it is recommended that non-time series files, e. g.
station description and bore-hole
logs,
should have
random access
organization.
If supported, indexed sequential organization is recommended
for time series data.

Where on-line data access is not a priority it may always be.
worthwhile to keep single parameter time series data sets such as water levels
and rainfall on sequential files since they are usually searched to abstract a
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time sequence of data. For multiple parameter time series files there are
some advantages in indexed sequential or random organization.
If a certain
parameter was measured only at a few stations, all stations would need to be
searched to locate the values in a sequential file. In some types of random
access file, it would be possible to store a pointer with each parameter value
and the pointer would indicate the location of the next station record which
contained a value for the same parameter.
This location could then be
accessed directly. Such a technique is advantageous for water quality data
files where the parameters observed vary widely both between stations and for
the same station at different times.
Data held on magnetic tape, the most common format for large
data-base archives, must be held in a sequential manner. However, when files
are transferred from tape to disk, any of the range of access methods
desc.ribed above may be used.
Whichever access method is used, it is
recommended that all large data base files be unformatted (binary).
Some data-base systems utilize a mixture of techniques to max,m'ze
storage and retrieval efficiency. This is done by storing large groups of
sequential data in single records of random access or indexed sequential
files.
Using this method each station year of daily or even hourly data
values may be stored as one physical record in a random access (or indexed
sequential) file.
To retrieve the data for· a given month, the relevant
station year record may be accessed directly on the disk/diskette using the
record keys. This record is then transferred to an in-memory buffer area from
which the data for the correct month may be rapidly extracted.
Some mention should be made of the use of data-base management
systems (DBMS). These systems, invariably relying on the use of random access
files, have been discussed in Part I, Chapter 6, where some caution was
recommended in their use unless exact data input and retrieval formats were
known (and relatively fixed), and there existed sufficient software support.
An evolutionary approach to DBMS use was recommended. In addition to the USGS
GRASP system also described in Part I, Chapter 6, there exist a few
hydrological data-base systems which use a DBMS.
The IBM Information
Management System (IMS) is used by the Bavarian State water resources data
bank in the Federal Republic of Germany, and a DBMS called SYSTEM 2000 is used
in the USGS WATSTORE system for a groundwater site inventory file containing
data for about 700 000 sites (see Operational Hydrology Report No. 17 - Case
studies of national hydrological data banks, WMO-No. 576).
5.1. 4

Logical file organization

There are two aspects of the logical organization of data; the
major groupings, which determine the number of files, and the sets of
parameter values which are included in the records of each file.
A full hydrological data base will contain the following groups of
files:
(a)

System reference files which include the
code lists
(dictionary file) used to check data input, encode data for
storage and decode data for output. If some form of spatial
data coding is used then hydrological and/or geographical
referencing files will also be needed;
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(b)

Station description files ranging from simple files relating
location
and
station numbers
to
station
name,
type,
instrumentation, through to detailed files ·such as the
complete logging data for a well or bore-hole;

(c)

Calibration
files
containing
the
detailed
background
information necessary to compute derived parameters, normally
on a station-by-station basis.
Examples are rating curves
for river flow stations and calibration coefficients for
climatological and water quality sensors.
Some data are
independent of stations, e.g. current meter calibration
coefficients and reference tables for theoretical incoming
radiation and sunlight hours;

(dl

Time series files containing the series of observations made
at hydrological stations.
They may be single or multiple
parameter series,
and may be regularly or irregularly
observed.

The relationship of these various groups of files has been shown in Figure 2.8.
From an organizational point of view it is possible to combine all
station related information from types (b) and (c) above into common files or,
as shown in Figure 2.6, split both types down into "current" and "historic"
files.
This has the advantage of enabling a standard format and size to be
used for the current files (see section 2.4).
The decision is largely
governed by the amount of descriptive data to be held in the computer files
compared to that held in conventional manual files.
Time series standard formats have been discussed in detail
elsewhere, and those described should be suitable for all classes of water
data.
However, it is useful to consider the various alternatives available
for storing different types of data in the same physical file.
At the simplest level all stations are allocated their own files
with data ordered sequentially by time. This technique is suitable only for
small data sets, or could be used for holdin~ archive data on tape. However,
since many hydrological networks contain several thousand stations of various
kinds, it becomes extremely difficult to manage and support such large numbers
of files.
At a higher level, that used by most hydrological data-base
systems, is the use· of files containing many stations, where each file
contains data of a different type.
This may be the hydrological type, e.g.
daily discharge values, or may be the time series type, e.g. single parameter
fixed interval data.
In the first case a daily discharge file, say, would
contain all daily discharge data for the entire hydrological network.
The
file (if sequentially organized) would be ordered by station, and within each
station by time.
In the second case all daily data could be included,
regardless of the hydrological type, and the file would be ordered by both
station type and station number. Both these cases are encountered in the USGS
WATSTORE system (WMO-No. 576) which comprises five large files.
One file
contains the station header (description) data, and of the remaining four,
three are grouped by hydrological type (water quality, peak flow, groundwater
site inventory) and the fourth grouped by time series type, is the Daily
Values File.
This latter file contains water data parameters observed on
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either- a daily or on a continuous basis and numerically reduced to daily
values.
Instantaneous measurements at fixed time intervals, daily mean
values, and statistics such as daily maximum and minimum values may also be
stored. In 1981 this file contained 190 million daily values including data
for streamflow, river stage, reservoir contents, water temperatures, specific
conductance, sediment concentrations, sediment discharge, and groundwater
levels.
At the highest level of integration (other than the utilization of
a DBMS), are systems that handle all types of time series data in one common
storage format and store all time series - data in one physical file. Such an
approach, used in the New Zealand TIDEDA system (WMO-No. 576), greatly
simplifies software development for data management and retrieval tasks, as
the storage format used is standard.
Hydrological data are stored in the TIDEDA system as elements,
consisting of a time value and a number of items up to a maximum of 15. Each
item is a data value representing any quantity other than time and corresponds
to the time of its element. Typically, an element comprises only a time and
one item (single parameter series), e.g. a water level value. However, with
gauging data, for example, a number of items of an element may be used
(multiple parameter series), representing such quantities as mean stage
height, discharge, cross-sectional area, mean velocity, water surface slope
and water temperature. Similarly with groundwater data, a number of items are
used to represent water quality variables. Data are stored as instantaneous
values, average values, or increments.
Since each element must have an
associated time, the format is equally suited to regular or irregular interval
time series. Note that the data compression techniques used in the TIDEDA
system are described in section 5.1.3.1.
Recorded information must often be transformed by a rating or
calibration curve. For example, ratings are used to transform water level
records into discharge. Ratings may not be known when the data are recorded
or may be changed later or may change from time to time. For these reasons,
each rating is stored as a separate batch and filed with a site number of the
data with which it belongs, and the time from which it first applies.
Ratings are entered as a series of pairs of values (X,Y), and the
X-value must always increase. A minimum of 3 and a maximum of 50 pairs may be
entered.
Redundant values that can be recovered by quadratic or spline
interpolation may be discarded.
Often
a
rating- change
can
be
considered as
occurring
instantaneously, in which case it is filed with the time at which it changed.
Sometimes a rating change is gradual, from one stable form to another. During
the transition period, the rating used to convert data lies somewhere between
the new rating and its previous form.
The situation is allowed for by
associating two times with the new rating, thereby creating a smooth change
the earlier time, called the "start" time, is the one at which the change
starts; the later time, called the "effective" time, is the one at which the
change is considered to be complete.
In the overlap interval between the
ratings, a linear interpolation is applied between the ratings given that Yold
corresponds to X in the old rating, and the Ynew corresponds to X in the new
rating, then the value of Y is given by:
Y = Yold + (Ynew - Yold)* (time - start time)/(overlap interval)
where: overlap interval = effective time - start time.
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5.1.4.1
There are occasionally inefficiencies in storing data as multiple
time series. These inefficiencies relate to the wide range of parameters that
may be observed at each site, and the way in which data may be retrieved.
Consider climatological data which, after its initial use in the
computation of potential evapotranspiration, may be accessed only to retrieve
individual parameters. Such retrievals are commonly required for the spatial
interpolation and/or mapping of data, e.g. temperature data for snowmelt
computations or radiation data for assessing crop production potential. The
retrieval process would be inefficient as all stations must be searched even
though the parameter was observed at only a limited number of stations.
It has been seen (section 5.1. 3.1) that these problems can be
overcome by using data pointers, stored with each parameter value, which give
the location of the station record containing the next value of that
parameter.
However, if this technique was used for many parameters the
overhead in pointer storage would become intolerably high.
A solution to this problem is to remove important parameters
(those frequently accessed individually) and store them as single parameter
time series.
This practice is standard with rainfall data observed at
climatological stations.
This abstraction of important parameters is best
performed during the annual update when validated data are transferred to the
historic archive.
I t should be stressed that the decision to perform this single
parameter abstraction is dependent upon the envisaged way that data will be
retrieved. Frequent retrieval of values for a specific parameter suggests the
abstraction of that parameter from the multiple parameter set. The fewer the
stations at which such a parameter is observed, the more inefficient is the
multiple parameter search and the stronger is the case for a single parameter
format.

If, as is usually the case with most water quality data,
retrievals would be made for several parameters relating to the same
observation time (water quality sample), then the original multiple parameter
format remains most convenient.
5.1.5

On-line versus off-line data storage

On-line data storage and (interactive) access to data is
increasingly common, supported by advances in the technologies of magnetic
disk storage and communications.
Data are always available for review,
editing, retrieval and analysis, and the range of file organization
alternatives allows the most rapid access methods to be used. However, disk
storage is still expensive, frequently the largest cost component in computer
purchase, and this expense must be justified in terms of the operational
requirements of processing tasks.
Real-time hydrological operations, by their very nature, demand
the use of on-line data access, and since storage requirements are generally
low (section 1.1.3) they may be satisfied easily and economically.
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Resear-ch and analysis systems do not have the same oper-ational
needs, but since their- stor-age r-equir-ements ar-e also modest (section 1.1.2),
on-line stor-age of all impor-tant data sets is gener-ally feasible and
acceptable in ter-ms of cost. An impor-tant exception to this gener-al case is
for- systems handling r-emote sensing or- digitized map data wher-e the extr-emely
lar-ge quantities of data involved (section 3.5) r-equir-e extensive use of
off-line stor-age.
Hydr-ological inventor-y systems pr-esent on-line stor-age pr-oblems in
ter-ms of lar-ge (and expanding) data sets, and the need for- disk wor-king space
to manipulate them.
The total stor-age demands ar-e not excessive in a
technical sense, but cannot be justified economically given the non-r-eal-time
applications (planning and design) for- which the data was collected. Data may
be held off-line much mor-e cheaply, at the cost of the extr-a time (minutes orhour-s) necessar-y for- the data to be br-ought on-line as r-equested.
This time
delay is not cr-itical in inventor-y systems.
Off-line data stor-age is nor-mally pr-ovided on magnetic tape, but
exchangeable disks may also be used.
Micr-ocomputer- off-line stor-age is
pr-ovided by cassettes, diskettes and high density tape car-tr-idges.
The pur-pose of this section is to descr-ibe the usual allocation of
data between on-line and off-line
stor-age devices,
par-ticulady forhydr-ological inventor-y systems.
A r-eview of many existing hydr-ological systems indicates that
pr-ovision is made for- the per-manent on-line stor-age of the following data sets:
(a)

The cur-r-ent data batches still awaitinq editing and/orpr-imar-y pr-ocessing.
This includes both the monthly data
batches and annual wor-kfile shown in Figur-e 5.1.
On-line
access to these data sets is par-ticular-Iy helpful in making
limited data edits. If ther-e is a centr-al r-esponsibility to
per-for-m validation and pr-imar-y pr-ocessing, these data sets
may be pr-otected fr-om access by the data user-s until
validation and updating ar-e complete;

(b)

A r-ecent per-iod of the master- hydr-ological data base. This
may compr-ise the last 1-3 year-s of quality cont r-o1led
values. As new months ar-e handed thr-ough fr-om (a) above, the
oldest months ar-e tr-ansfer-r-ed to the main master- data base
which is held off-line on tape.
Some systems include the
cur-r-ent annual wor-kfile «a) above) in this data set,
par-ticulady if user-s ar-e themselves r-esponsible for- data
validation and editing tasks;

(c)

A catalogue or- index of all available data held (on-line and
off-line). Wher-e such catalogues exist they have pr-oved to
be
ver-y valuable
in helping user-s
to
define
theirdata-r-etr-ieval
r-equir-ements.
These
catalogues
may
be
published per-iodically for- wider- cir-culation.
A simple for-m
of catalogue can easily be made by abstr-acting r-elevant
infor-mation fr-om the station descr-iption files;

( d)

Tempor-ar-y wor-k files cr-eated by user-s for- their- specific
applications.
These data sets ar-e usually abstr-acted fr-om
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the data base and to this extent duplicate data
It should be noted that one of the
elsewhere.
of
a DBMS is to eliminate such duplicatlon.
objectives

held

main

The storage required for the above data sets does not constitute
the total on-line storage requirement. which must also allow for system and
latter
user programs and temporary workspace.
In some systems these
requirements may be very large.
In a
sets includes:
(a)

similar manner to the above,

the off-line storage of data

Copies of the primary data entered into the system, e.g.
IS-minute water level values and the x, y co-ordinates from
an automatically digitized rainfall trace.
Two decisions
need to be taken with regard to this data:
(i)

Whether small-time interval data series should be
aggregated to some fixed interval or compressed using
techniques such as that described in section 5.1.2.1.
In
general,
this
aggregation
or
compression
is
performed
despite
the
loss of
information which
occasionally results.
This loss of information is not
se'rious if the original field data recording media are
kept (see (ii);

(ii)

Whether the corrected or uncorrected values should be
saved, i.e. whether the policy is to preserve copies of
the original field data or to preserve copies of the
corrected data sets as used for data-base purposes:
Normally this latter alternative is adopted and the
original field data, charts (or microfiche), punched
tapes, and cassettes, are kept separately for archive
and reference purposes;

(b)

The master data-base files themselves (excluding the most
recent period being held on-line, see «b) abovel.
Small and
medium sized files are stored on separate storage volumes, or
may be combined on to one volume (multi-file volume).
Very
large files (such as the USGS Daily Values filel may occupy
several volumes (multi-volume filesl;

(cl

Security copies of all data held (both on-line and off-linel.

The disposition of these various on-line and off-line data sets is
summarized diagrammatically in Figure 5.2.
5.2

Data retrieval

An extensive description of data retrieval procedures is given in
Part I, Chapter 9, and much of this description is directly relevant to
hydrological data. The ability to rapidly retrieve selected data sets is one
of the fundamental advantages of hydrological data processing.
Efficient
retrieval
systems allow the hydrologist or water resource planner to
concentrate on data analysis by minimizing the previously time consuming tasks
of locating, collating and manually processing data.
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system

should

contain

the

following

features:

(a)

A wide range of data selection criteria.
Typically these
should be by parameter, basin, station, time period and
parameter value (or range).
In particular, it should be
possible to select data on the basis of any combination of
these criteria;

(b)

Data interpolation/aggregation in time and space.
Perhaps
the most important of these options are the interpolation of
irregular into regular time series and the aggregation of
short time interval series into totals or averages of a
longer time base (i.e. conversion of hourly into daily values
or
daily
into
ten-day
values).
If
some
form
of
geographical/hydrological referencing system is used, spatial
data adjustments may also be made.
Many of the techniques
required for these
features
are described in Part I,
Chapter 10;

(c)

Computation of simple statistics. Some facility should exist
to enable the computation of simple statistics for the
period(s) of record selected.
This would include total (if
relevant),
mean
standard
deviation
and
range.
More
comprehensive
statistics;
cross-correlation,
multiple
regression, probability analyses, etc. may be offered as part
of the standard retrieval system, or the selected data may be
passed through to a full statistical package (or user
program) as described below;

(d)

Selection of output format.
This feature should allow for
the direct output of data in (specified) tabular or plotted
format, and for the creation of data files in formats
suitable for further processing.
In this latter case the
retrieved data set may be stored for input to statistical
packages (Statistical Program for Social Sciences (SPSS),
Statistical
Analysis
System
(SAS) ,
Biomedical
Computer
Programs for Data Tabulation and Multivariate, Regression,
Time Series and Variance Analysis (BMDP), MINITAB etc.),
mathematical packages (Continuous Systems Modelling Program
(CSMP), Mathematical Programming System (MPSX), etc.), or
user specific application programs.
A particular output
format, to be described in more detail in Chapter 6, is one
suitable for the interchange of hydrological data on a
national or international basis;

(e)

Selection of output device.
There should be a
broad
flexibili ty in the choice of output device.
As a minimum
this should include line printer, VDU and disk file but, if
available, a plotter should also be selectable. Data to be
transferred to tape is normally first stored on disk, and
transferred to tape with a separate utility requiring several
user specified parameters.
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CHAPTER

5

Figures 9.1 to 9.3 (Part I), show the typical ways in which it is
necessary to abstract and regroup hydrological time series data, and Table 9.1
(Part I) was devised specifically to summarize some hydrological
data
retrieval requests.
With regard to the preceding sections of this chapter, it will be
realized how much simpler is the development of retrieval software if data
storage formats are standardized in one of the ways described.
When discussing data validation techniques in Chapter 4, the
importance of providing facilities to plot hydrological data was emphasized.
With some care in its design, the same plotting software may be used for both
data validation and data retrieval purposes.
If the two functions cannot be
integrated completely, common plotting sub-routines may still be used.
It is important
for printed tabular output.
data status and reliability
to the general reliability
periods should be available
or the data catalogues.

that retrieved data, particularly that intended
carries with it the codes and flags relating t·o
(see Chapter 4). Background information relating
of data, and/or unreliability during specific
to the user through the station description file

Data retrievals may be generated in three ways:

5.2.1

(a)

Routine system generated data retrievals.
These are station
data summaries and statistics produced on a monthly and
annual basis.
A monthly summary of hourly data abstracted
from an autographic rainfall chart is shown in Figure 5.3.
Included in this retrieval category is the periodic output of
data catalogues;

(b)

User
specified
"batch"
retrievals.
After
consulting
hydrological year-books or data catalogues, users may request
a data retrieval using a Il pro forma ll and the retrieval is
submitted as a normal batch job.
This relies on computer
operators or other technicians to input the retrieval request
using the system data retrieval software.
A retrieval
request form (Figure 5.4), and some examples of the various
forms of output that
may be
specified are shown in
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 and are taken from the United Kingdom's
River Flow Processing Systems (See the Water Archive - UK
Dept. of Environment, Water Data Unit).
Note that the
retrieval request form allows a wide selection of output
media.

(c)

On-line (interactive) retrieval of data.
There are several
modes of on-line specification of data retrievals which,
because of their potentially wide use, are discussed as a
separate section.

On-line data retrieval

As discussed earlier in this chapter and shown in Figure 5.2, the
existence of on-line master data base files allows the interactive retrieval
of data.
However, except for systems with small amounts of data and/or very
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large disk storage capacities, the major part of the data base is stored
off-line.
Thus, the direct interactive mode is suitable only for retrieving
(limi ted quanti ties of) the most recent data.
The use of powerful on-line
retrieval system for non-time series data was described in Part I, section 9.3
(the use of the GRASP system).
Similar capabilities exist in the WATSTORE
groundwater site inventory file managed by the commercial data base system,
SYSTEM 2000. In some systems remote users are allowed to send messages to the
computer operators to request the mounting of a particular off-line data base
volume.
However, since such requests are rarely satisfied immediately this
can become very inefficient in terms of the terminal usage and communications
costs.
Probably the most efficient means of on-line specification of
retrievals is the two-stage process; in the first stage an interactive program
allows the user to specify his or her retrieval requirements; in the second
stage this request is automatically submitted as a batch job and the output is
obtained several hours to one day later. An example of this type of retrieval
is shown in Figures 5.7 to 5.8 (a).
The format of interactive machine/user
interface shown is called a "menu" system.
There may be a fixed set of menus
which are offered in turn, or the menus offered may be conditional upon the
responses previously given. Executing large data retrievals in batch mode is
much more efficient in terms of the computer's ability to allocate its
resources, particularly for the abstraction of data from off-line data
volumes.
This whole technique is a fully automated version of the data
retrieval methods described in option (b) of the previous section.
As shown in Figure 5.2,
retrieved data sets may,
if not
excessively large, reside on disk and direct on-line interaction becomes
possible. Very large data sets may need to be stored on a user tape.
The above discussion relates primarily to on-line retrievals of
data from hydrological inventory systems.
However, the ability to review data
being collected and stored for real-time systems is perhaps a more fundamental
requirement.
Retrieval
options
range
from telemetry interrogation of
individual or groups of field stations, to the plotting and display of
recently collected data (and recently made forecasts) at the processing
centre.
In Chapter 3, Figure 3.8, a very simple retrieval of data messages
arriving from telemetered tipping bucket raingauge was shown.
The same
software package (ALERT see section 3.4.2.4) provides a menu for more
comprehensive data retrievals including forecasts derived from the use of a
catchment simulation and channel routeing model. This menu, and an example of
presentation of retrieved data is shown in Figure 5.8 (b).
The table
selected, summarizing rainfall totals over a range of recent time periods for
ten reporting stations, may be directed to VDU and/or printer.
The retrieval
options also allow area and time-based data plots.

5.3

Automated publication of hydrological data

In addition to satisfying its own data needs, the water sector has
a major responsibility to disseminate hydrological data to external users.
The traditional mechanism for this general dissemination is the publication of
"Hydrological Year-books" giving details of the status of the hydrological
network and summaries of the time series of data collected.
In addition to
the year-book, other monthly and/or weekly publications may be made of data
(and forecasts) having greater operational importance, e. g. hourly rainfalls
or soil moisture status.
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NAHE AND ADDRESS to whom data is to be sent

FLOW DATA is requested for the following stations
Period

Station
Number(s)

of
Record
Required

Station

River

Type of flow data for
hydrograph options
Gauged

Natural

OPTION REQUIRED (selected from TABLE 1)
No
~on
Media

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

(a)
(bl
(cl
td)

Comments

Signed ••••••••.•.•.••.•.•••.....•••.•

Date ••••...••••....•...•..•

I.

Complete calend&r years only should be requested.

2.

If magnetic tape output is requested a blank tape must be sent with
the reques t.

3.

If options 12 or 13 are requested it is only necessary to specify the
first and last gauging station in a sequence or the hydrometric areas
for which you require complete data.

4.

For any further guidance please contact the Water Data Unit, Archive
Section.

Figure 5.4 - Batch processing retrieval request from
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Media

No
(a)

1

3

*

5

6

7
B

9

*

Table of daily mean naturalized discharges

*

*

*

cumecs

*

*

*

Table of monthly mean naturalized
discharges in cumecs

*

*

*

Table of monthly instantaneous peak
discharges and highest and lowest daily
mean gauged discharges in cumecs

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

Table of monthly mean gauged discharges in

Table of
rainfall

basin

monthly areal

(mm)

Table of basin
monthly areal
rainfall and naturalized runoff (mm)
Hydrographs of daily and monthly
mean gauged or naturalized discharges
with corresponding extremes from the
period of record

*

10

Table of selected exceedence flows for
a range of stations

*

11

Flow frequency and duration curves with
tabulated duration data

*

Concise summary of station gauged
discharge data for period of record

*

13

Listing from the directory of gauging
stations

*

14

Summary of hydrological data for selected
gauging stations. Data for nominated years
are tabulated together with period of
record statistics

*

12

Outputs are annual unless otherwise stated.
Media available are indicated by asterisks.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(d)

*

Hydrograph of daily mean gauged or
naturalized discharges in cumecs
in cumecs

4

(c)

Table of daily mean gauged discharges in
cumecs

2

(b)

Line printer listing paper;
Punched paper tape;
Magnetic tape;
Plotted on plain {p) or grid (g) base.
Figure 5.5 - Various output media for flow data
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OPTION NO.1
TABLE OF DAILY MEAN GAUGED DISCHARGES IN CUMECS
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OPTION NO.2
HYDROGRAPH OF DAILY MEAN GAUGED OR NATURALIZED
DISCHARGES IN CUMECS
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Figure 5.6 - Examples of flow retrieval options
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Figure 5.6 (contd.)
OPTION NO.9
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OPTION NO. 10
TABLE OF SELECTED EXCEEDENCE FLOWS

STATION
NUMBER

NUMBER OF
COMPLETE YEARS
OF DATA

PERCENTILES
2

5

95

98

021003

14

2.829

3.426

40.275

50.472

021004

2

0·.025

0.025

0.263

0.317

021005

12

1.770

2.167

22.258

33.201

021006

12

5.435

6.883

95.833

138.062

021007

12

1.403

1.996

45.598

65.177

021008

13

2.499

3.074

56.583

87.216

021009

11

11.783

14.686

202.608

278.390

021010

10

6.613

8.469

118.543

159.809

021001

10

0.748

0.981

19.263

25.529

021012

10

0.892

1 .166

23.551

36.770

021013

9

0.454

0.582

9.966

14.220

021014

12

0.709

0.836

12.085

19.494

021015

7

0.383

0.441

9.991

15.577
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*****************************************************************************

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

***

USER INTERFACE

***

*
*
*
I 1 ) TO FINISH THIS TERMINAL
*
*
OR TO RUN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS •••
*
*
( 2 )
FLOW SYSTEM
UPDATE AUTHORISATION
*
( 3 I
FLOW SYSTEM - STAGE DATA RETRIEVAL
*
( 4 I
FLOW SYSTEM - NEW GAUGE CREATION
*
( 5 I
FLOW SYSTEM
NEW RATING CURVE CREAnON
*
( 6 )
FLOW SYSTEM - NEW CONTROL LIMITS CREATION
*
( 1 I
FLOW SYSTEM
PRIMARY FLOW OATA
*
I 8 ) flOW SYSTEM - FLOW SUMMARY
*
*
*
Enter
your
selection
here
*
*
*
*
If
the
option
you
want
is
shown
above,
please
type
its
list
*
*
number ( 1 TO 8 ) then pres-s "SEND" KEY. If you cannot see it
*
*
in
the
list,
Just
press
"SENi.J"
without
typiny
anything.
There
*
*
may be other options·available.
*
********************************************************************************

*

00 YOU WANT •••

SESSIOI~

(a) Initial menu of retrieval options

*****************************************************************************

*** USER INTERFACE ***
*
*
*
*
00 YOU WANT ••
*
*
*
*
( 1) TO FINISH THIS
SESSION
*
*
*
*
OR TO RUN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS •••
*
*
*
*
,flOW SYSTEM - RUN-OFF SUMMAR Y
I 2
*
*
( 3
FLOW SYSTEM
RANKED SEASONAL RUN-OFF
*
*
CUMULATIVE
RANKED
RUNOFF
TOTALS
FLOW
SYSTEM
( 4
*
*
DURATION CURVE TABULATION
( 5
FLOW SYSTEM
*
*
FLOW SYSTEM - ANNUAL HYDROGRAPH
I 6
*
*
FLOW SYSTEM - FLOW FREQUENCY CURVES
( 1
*
*
( 8
FLOW SYSTEM - GAUGE DETAILS REPORT
*
*
*
*
Enter your selection here
*
*
*
*
I f the option.you want is shown above. please type its list
*
*
number ( 1 TaB ) then pres-s "SEND" KEY. If you cannot see it
*
*
in the 1 ist9 just press "SEtolO wi tnout typing anything. There
*
*
may De other options available.
*
*******************************************************************************
'!'

TERMIN~L

u

(b)

Optional second menu of retrieval options

Figure 5.7 - Interactive menu selection of retrieval options
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6141**************************************************
********~**************

*****
*****
**. FLOW SYSTEM - GAUGE DETAILS ***
*****
*****
*****
*****
******************************************************
*~**~~*****************

*
*
PLEASE ENTER THE FOLLOWING DETAILS OEFINING THE REPORT YOU REQUIRE:
*
*
*
*
(R01)
DIVISION CODE
*
*
*
*
DATE FOR WHICH DETAILS
DAY---MDNTH-YEAR
*
*
ARE REQUIRED
(27)
(06)
(79)
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*
*
*
DO YOU WANT THE REPORT TO COVER ALL GAUGES IN THE OIVISION?
**
*
•••• PLEASE TYPE Y DR N
(N)
*
THEN PRESS "SEND" KEY
*
*
*
*
*******************************************************************************
Next screen after selecting "Gauge Details ll option

6142************~*************************************
***********************

*** FLOW SYSTEM - GAUGE DETAILS ***
*****
*****
*****************************************************************************
*
*
PLeASE ENTER THE NUMBERS OF THOSE FLOW GAUGES YOU WANT INCLUDED
*
*
IN THE REPORT ••••••••
*
*

*
*
(036185)
(030001)
(036132)
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------:¢
*
*
DO YOU WANT TO ENTER THE NU~dERS OF ANY MORE FLOW GAUGES?
*
*
(N)
PLEASE TYPE Y OK N
*
*
THEN PRESS ·SEND" KEY
*
*
*

*

*****************************************************************************

Specification of station numbers

Figure 5.8 - Menu selection and retrieval from a real-time data base
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5.8 (contd.)

Figure

6143**************************************************************~**********

***

***>:''=,

FLOw

SYSTE~

-

GAUGE DETAILS

***

*****
***********************************************************************¥*****
*
*
YOU HAVE 'NOW ENTERED ALL THE INFORMATION NEt:OEO TO DEFINE A GAUGE
*
*
DETAIL> KEPDKT.
THE CU~PUTER RUN WHICH PRINTS THIS REPORT WILL
*
*
BE Sr_RTEO tATER ( PROdA~lY TONIGHT) AND yoU ~rLL BE SENT A COpy

'"

*
*
*
'"
*.- -- --------------------- - --------------------------- - ---------------------- *
'*
'"
* WOULD YOU NOi<l LIKE TO •••••
'"
'*"
*
1 I FINISH THIS TERMINAL SESSION ?
*
'"
RUN ANOTHER PROGRAM FROM THE LIST OF THOSE AVAILABLE TO YOU ?
Z I
*
*
3 )
PRODUCE ANOTHER GAUGE DETAILS REPORT?
*
'"
*
'"
••••• PLEASE TYPE 1, 2 OR 3
Ll
*
*
THEN PRESS "SEND" KEY
*
******************************************************************************
*
*

UHf

THE REFERENCE NUMBER OF THIS REPURT WILL BE 19497 AND THIS MUST
UE QUOTED IF YuU NeED TO MAKE ANY ENUUIRIES ABOUT THE ~UN.

Final screen for "Gauge Details" option
----_._--*N~h!~~!!f8_~~TliQ~!!!
__ =_~!~~gh~~tl!~f_~IY~B_Ql~li!~

PROLlUCED

15/01/dO

R. WTIHAM. CLAYPOLE MILL
O~TAtlS

APPLICAblE AT:

GAUGE TYPE

27 JUNE: 1919

10

INSTRUMENT TYPE

DATE OF INSTAllATION

STEPPED
FISHER
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CRE~T

PAGE
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OJOOOI

NAT

SK 8 ..20 4800

GRIO REF:

WEIR

PORTER TAPE: PUNCH

10 APRil Iq59

CATCHMENT AREA
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so.

l{M.

CHAItT TYPE
T ll'"e SCAlf:

12 l'1!1S PER 06.Y

Y SCALE

50 MMS PER METRE OF STAGE

~AXIMUM

YDIMENSIUN

PERIOu APPLiCABLE
UPPt:R L!MIT

LOWt:R lI/I4lT

125 MMS

1 APRIL 1919

TO

CUR~ENT

DATE

110u M!1S

o

M"IS

CURVE NU"'dER

PtRID<.J APPllCADlf
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APRil 191q

TO (URKENT DATe

CUEFFICIENT

C\)EfFICIENT

A

B

7. 15b 1
40.9917
5b.1259
40.63b2

o.

,

COEFFICIErH
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(11/145 OF

STAGE)

1.5647

o

0 .• 100v
-t).O'lOO

3.4542

161

2.1285

Z3~

-O.('IbOO

2.0137

,02

Sample output from the specified retrieval
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Figure 5.8 (contd.)
There are nine

co~~ands

available to the user

~hich

are accessed by entering the

eom.'lland I (1-9) on the console keyboard followed by striking the rnn:R

key~

A list of these

co~~ands

can be obtained at any ti~e by entering an invalid co~~and nu~ber (ie, less than 1 or
greater than 9) followed by an ESTER, or just by striking the ENTER key without having entered
A number.
striking the ~TtR key vill result in the following list of options being output to
the console:
ENTER:

1 FOR PCP GROUP OISPLAY
2 FOR SINGLE SENSOR DlSP~AY
3 TO ENABLE/OISABL~ OUTPUT OF EVENT DATA TO
4 TO SEE A MSG OR ADVISORY
S TO ENTER A MSG INTO M5G-TO-RFC FILE
6 TO SEE/SET SENSOR ALARM LEVELS

PRI~TER

7 FOR pcp PLOT

8 TO ~ABLE/DISABLE HOURLY HAP OUTPUT TO PRINTER
9: TO EXIT PROGRAM
OPTION 'l ••• Precipitaton Group Display Option
This Option allovs precipitation amounts for various time periods for groups of
sensors (see fiqure below) to be displayed. Each group contain~ eight or fewer sensors.
Group
will contain the fir&t eight precip. sensors defined 1n 06INIT, g~oup '2 the next
eight, etc.

.1

For an example of this output, assume that option '1 has been chosen. The computer
vill respond with GROUP' 1, to which the user should enter the desired group number he wishes
to see. After selecting the group. a cisplay similar to that shown below will be output.
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE HYDROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION
DATE
TI!'!E
2/16/80
726
2l I
22 I
23
24
26
I
25
OATE,TIHE, VALUE
2/16
2/16
2/16
2/16
2/16
2/16
OF LAST REPORT
707
721
719
718
724
'26
73
21
66
91
32
38
PRECIPATION
LAST 10 MIN
0.00
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
LAST 30 MIN
0.08
0.12
0.16
0.16
0.12
0.16
0.24
LAST 60 MIN
0.16
0.28
0.24
0.32
0.32
0.04
0.12
0.12
SINCt: 700
0.12
0.12
0.16
600 THRU 700
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.2'
0.32
0.28
500 THRU 600
0.08
0.04
0.04
0.08
0.12
0.0'
0.08
0.04
400 THRU 500
0.04
0.04
0.08
0.08
0.00
0.00
300 THRU 400
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.04
400
0.32
0.56
0.44
0.40
SINCE
0.60
0.64
2200 THRU 400
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.04
1600 THRU 2200
0.16
0.08
0.00
0.08
0.12
0.00
1000 THRU 1600
0.28
0.04
0.12
0.12
0.08
D.O'
400 THRU 1000
0.40
0.32
0.40
0.28
0.40
0.32

SYSTEM

27
2/16
726
29

28
2/16
707
94

0.04
0.12
0.24
0.12
0.28
0.08
0.08
0.00
0.56
0.00
0.08
0.04
0.32

0.00
0.08
0.16
0.04
0.20
0.04
0.04
0.00
0.32
0.00
0.16
0.28
0.40

I
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Guidelines for the format and content of hydrological publications
are set out in WMO's Guide to Hydrological Practices (WMO-No. 168) and two
figures from this publication are included for ease of ~eference as
Appendix III. The figures could form the basis for selecting and formatting
abstracted data for annual publication, and the computer itself may be used to
prepare the entire year-book in a manner suitable for direct offset printing.
The implementation of computer storage and retrieval of data has
significant consequences on the number of publications necessary. It becomes
easier for users to request the specific information they need and to perform
analyses on it rather than to locate a year-book, or series of year-books and
have data transcribed and key punched in a computer compatible form for
analysis. As frequently mentioned in this publication, the role of year-books
is being increasingly replaced by the provision of catalogues of information
available on the .data base, rather than the data itself.
Whether in year-book or catalogue formaL as much information as
possible should be provided about individual stations, data sources and data
reliability.
Because of the wide range of possible hydrological data
applications there should be additional information to assist in station
classification by different users, such data include land use, soil type and
extent of water resource development.
The use of computers in automating the production of publications
should not imply that the information published relates solely to the
computerized data base.
In Figure 5.2 the data catalogue file was shown
separately from the data base files.
If this approach is adopted, the
catalogue may be. accessed and updated, probably through an on-line VDU. to
include details of data held in conventional manual format (either processed
or unprocessed). This ensures that the final catalogue produced contains a
comprehensive summary of all available data.
In terms of the techniques used, the most important factor is the
type of printing device available (See Part I, section 3.2.l.
5.3.1

Line-printers

The advantages of using a computer line-printer to prepare tabular
data for publication are as follows:
(a)

A great saving in the manual efforts required;

(b)

Very great speed of printing (printing speeds of over 1 000
lines per minute are typical for medium-sized computers);

(cl

With a
reasonably efficient
system there
can be
considerable cost reduction compared to manual methods.

a

Disadvantages of use of a line-printer are as follows:
(a)

Line-printers generally have a more restricted format than
manually typed offset copy or copy set by letter-press. For
instance, ·line-printers usually have a single print font
consisting of the numerals 0 to 9, upper-case letters, and a
very small selection of punctuation marks and special

DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL
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characters. The horizontal spacing is fixed. usually at 0.1
inch per character. and the vertical spacing has no more than
two alternatives. usually six lines per inch or eight lines
per inch.
Also. some operations which are simple on a
typewriter.
such as
underlining
selected
figures.
are
impossible on a line-printer;
(b)

The darkness of the printed characters is sometimes difficult
to control.
The ribbons used on the printers wear out
rapidly with high-speed and high-volume use and the remote
user of the printing services has li tUe control over the
frequency of ribbon changes. This amounts to some sacrifice
of quality control in order to gain the advantages of
mass-production operations.

Some previous figures have already shown line-printer output
suitable for publication purposes.
A final example is taken from the
year-book "Sediment Data for Canadian Rivers 1979" (Figure 5.9). showing a
well set-out table reproduced by offset printing from line-printer output.
The table comprises daily sediment and related data. with monthly and annual
statistics. The use of codes should be noted for the presence of ice. and to
indicate the days on which samples were actually taken.

5.3.2

Serial printers

There
is an
increasing trend to produce the
text
(i. e.
non-tabular) sections of reports using "word-processing" software.
Such
software
is
available
on
practically
all
microcomputers
and
most
minicomputers.
Whilst acceptable quality word-processing 'output can be
obtained from some of the more flexible line-printers (those offering an
optional lower case character set). serial printers are normally preferred.
Indeed. smaller computer systems can only support serial printers.

Word-processing software is designed for use by suitably trained
secretariat staff and is particularly advantageous for the production of
periodic reports where the emphasis is on editing previous versions. as would
be the case for year-book or catalogue' texts.

There are two categories of serial printer of importance in the
production of publications;
(a)

Solid font (daisv wheel) printers which produce good quality
copy suitable for offset printing and by the use of manually
changeable printheads (daisy wheel or golf-ball type) support
many sizes and styles of character font.
Underlining.
superscripts. subscripts and variable character spacing are
also possible.
Indeed many of the modern daisy wheel
printers are manual electric typewriters which may also be
used as computer output devices.
The disadvantage of such
printers is their slow printing speeds. typically 20-50
characters per second;
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Fig,ure 5.9 - Line-printer table of sediment data for offset printing
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Matrix printers which do not in general produce output of
sufficently high-print
quality for
printing
purposes.
However, because of their much higher speeds than daisy wheel
printers (120-300 characters per second), they are used
widely for the production of draft texts which will be output
in final printing format on a daisy wheel printer. For this
reason most computer systems used for word-processing contain
both a matrix and a daisy wheel printer.

Automated photo-typesetters

These devices select images of type in a wide variety of type
fonts and size from a storage within the machine and arrange the images in
lines to produce a photo-offset maste-r copy which can be used for printing by
the photo-offset method. The advantage of these machines is that they can
store images of many sizes and styles of type and any number of special
characters or symbols so that the reports produced can look exactly the same
as if set by letter press. The main disadvantage is that the machines, and
sometimes the special type of paper required, are relatively expensive.
However, this expense may be justified where many reports are produced and the
limitations of line-printers or the slow speed of daisy wheel printers cannot
be tolerated.
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FORMATS FOR HYDROLOGICAL DATA EXCHANGE

Whilst agencies directly involved in hydrological activities may
develop and operate autonomous data-processing systems, there is a constant
need to exchange data between themselves at the national and international
level. These agencies also have a responsibility to provide all other users,
e.g. research institutions, government agencies, consultants and private
companies, with data needed for specific individual applications.
The
efficiency of all such tasks may be significantly increased by the use of
standard data exchange formats.
The adoption of standard formats should not impose any constraints
on the user's own data-processing activities, rather it should minimize the
resources
involved
in
the
movement
of
hydrological
data
between
data-processing centres.
This chapter is not concerned with telemetry links
which may exist between organizationally related systems.
It is assumed in
this case that the data exchange has been planned, is continuous, and is
performed subject to agreed formats.
However, ad Iwe data transfers using
such a telemetry link may be handled at both ends by the techniques discussed
in sections 6.2 and 6.3.
In the absence of exchange standards, each agency must develop
separate software routines to handle the data formats used by each other
agency. This leads to a proliferation of software development tasks. Further
it is often found that receiving agencies cannot event read the data because
of some non-standard/unspecified feature of the recording media or the data
set.
The standardization of data exchange has three components:

6.1

(a)

The data transfer media;

(b)

The organization of data on the transfer media;

(c)

The definition of codes and measurement units.

Data transfer media

There are many forms of exchangeable computer storage media.
However, the absence of computer industry-wide standards frequently means that
exchangeability is limited to manufacturer's own 'machines, or even individual
model ranges. By far the most common exchange media are magnetic tape and,
particularly for microcomputers, diskettes, although some older systems still
support punched card' and paper tape.
6.1.1

Punched card and paper tape

Standards for the physical dimensions and punch locations of
cards, have been universally accepted and are defined in, documents ISO 1681
and ISO 1682 of the International Standards Organization (ISO). I t should be
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noted that two different punch card codings are used; the "Hollerith" or
code, and the "ASCII" or 029 code.
The data receiving agency should
notified of the code utilized and if necessary conversion measures may
taken.
Paper tape, where it is still used, should be 254 mm (1 in) .lide
punched in eight code tracks with one feed-hole track.
6.1.2

026
be
be
and

Magnetic tapes

By far the most important media for data exchange are standard
12.7 mm (0.5 in) wide 9-track magnetic tape.
The various forms of cassettes
and cartridges (Part I, section 2.3) are not supported by most computers.
Magnetic tapes are available in different lengths, the most common being 732 m
(2400 ft), but shorter lengths such as 90 m <300 ft), 180 m(600 ft), 365 m
(1200 ft) are also available and are. suitable for transfer of small data
sets. Tapes should be fitted with a· "write protect" ring., to allow the data
to be written initially, and protected from accidental overwriting when being
read.
It is possible to record data on a tape in a variety of densities,
and formats. Some of these formats relate to the organization of the data on
the tape and these are discussed in the next section. For those parameters
relating to the recording characteristics of the tape drive the following
standards are recommended:·
(a)

A recording density of 800 bpi;

(b)

NRzI (non-return-to-zero-inverted) recording mode;

(c)

Odd parity;

(d)

EBCDIC data coding;

(e)

No tape labels;

(f)

Data files separation by a single tape mark;

(g)

End of tape indicated by two tape marks.

Whilst recording densities of 1 600 bpi and even 6 250 bpi are
common, 800 bpi is the highest density for which the widely accepted NRZI
recording mode is available.
The technique called "phase encoding" used for
higher densities is not yet standardized.
The use of a lower recording
density reduces errors associated with read/write head misalignment, and even
allows the use of lower quality and hence, cheaper tapes.
Parity checking (an internal system for validating the read/write
operations) is almost universally as specified above, as is the use of EBCDIC
coding. Even where non-EBCDIC coding is the default option. practically every
system allows EBCDIC to be used as an alternative.
Tape labels, that is information written by the host-operating
system on a tape to help in identification and retrieval, are almost
completely machine dependent.
The alternative format of "no label" tapes
should be used. All necessary identification must be written into a data file
which will be written on the tape in the same format as all other data.
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Diskettes

Diskettes are being used increasingly for the transfer of small
data sets for all types of computers. For microcomputers, diskettes represent
the only commonly used storage media on which data may be transferred between
separate machines.
Since the wide-scale adoption of diskettes is relatively recent,
and in the absence of formal international approval, the standards which exist
are primarily those set by the largest manufacturers.
The interchange
standard for 20 cm (8 in) diskettes is IBM single sided, single density (see
Part I, section 2.3),
although a similar double sided standard is also
emerging. The standards for 12 cm (5.25 in) diskettes are less well defined
but the popularity of the newly introduced IBM microcomputer equipped with
12 cm (5.25 in) diskette may well make that format a de facio standard.
Unlike tapes, the user has no other control over the recording
format on the diskette. The nature of recording data on to diskettes means
that a directory of contents must be present to define the physical location
of the files.
Until diskette standards are more formally defined and accepted by
manufacturers it is recommended that tapes are used where a choice of media is
available.
In the absence of choice the IBM formats should be adopted for
general application.
6.2

Organization of data on the recording media

There are two components of the organization of data; the physical
organization relating to the grouping of data for input/output operations, and
the logical organization relating to the grouping of data in terms of its
hydrological significance.
6.2.1

Physical organization of data

The physical arrangement of data on a magnetic tape (or in general
any storage "volume") is shown in the upper part of Figure 6.1.
The physical record length shown is 80 bytes, a standard record
length because of the past importance of punched cards and the current width
of most VDU screens. Since much software and many peripherals are designed to
handle 80 byte records, it is recommended that this length (or shorter) be
used. Further, it is recommended that a fixed length of 80 bytes be used for
all physical records regardless of the actual logical record length.
The storage of data on magnetic tapes is considerably improved by
"blocking" records (see Part I, section 6.3).
A blocking factor of 20
produces data blocks of 1 600 bytes. The record and block lengths used for an
exchange tape volume should remain constant throughout the volume. Thus all
the logical files of data transferred to the tape will appear as a sequence of
blocks as shown. Because of buffer size limitations on some machines, block
sizes of less than 2 000 bytes are recommended.
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Computer record - 80 characters

,--,_-.-_.....-,r-=::"'_-r':::..,--,...:C:::o:::mr:p.:";:te::r..:b:;l,:o.:C:.:,k -

constant number of
records

Blank fj fled

Computer volume

if necessary

Transfer volume

Volume header records

/

Data volume

File header

-::.-- records

/

Station file

Station data records

. Data record - 8 items

7 data or parameter items

---

--Sequence
item

Figure 6.1 - Physical and logical organization of data on transfer
media
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As previously stated these options do not normally exist with
diskettes where the physical (track/sector) blocks are fixed at 128, 256 or
512 bytes, depending upon the standard used. However, it can be seen in this
case that physical record lengths of 64 or 128 bytes would be advantageous.
In fact 64 would be preferable as it is acceptable to a VDU screen (normally
80 characters wide) and meets the criteria set above for tapes, on to which it
may ultimately be transferred.
6.2.2

Logical organization of data

The lower part of Figure 6.1 shows how hydrological data could be
organized in logical groups.
An essential component of the organization of
the data is the use of volume, e.g. tape, and file "header" records which
contain detailed descriptions of the contents and format of the tape and the
characteristics of the
specific hydrological
stations from which the
transferred data is derived.
There are two generally used formats for
organizing the station data in each file.
The first is to design sets of fixed format records with the
fields of each record having predefined data elements.
An example of this
type of approach is shown in Figure 6.2.
This format is used by the Inland
Waters Directorate of Environment Canada for supplying data to users and is
being tested by WMO for use in international data exchanges.
The format is
based on "card image" records 80 characters
long.
Note
the use of
qualification
codes
(section 3.3.2)
indicating data
reliability.
The
disadvantage of this format is that a separate form must be designed and
agreed for every type of hydrological data transfer.
Similarly, each form
requires new input/output software to be developed, though by careful design
the forms can be made very similar to each other, thus reducing the software
development effort.
This approach is best suited to situations where data
exchange is limited to a few hydrological data types.
Where a more flexible format is required, to allow for any
grouping of station data, i t is necessary to utilize data fields .which may be
variably defined.
Such a system relies upon the extensive use of codes to
perform the field definition.
An example of this approach is the data
exchange system developed by the Australian Water Resource Council (see:
Standards for interchange of ·data on computer media,· No·. 10), from which
Figure 6.1 was taken.
In the bottom line of Figure 6.1 may be seen the station
data-record format adopted by AWRC using 80 bytes physical records.
These
80 byte records are split into eight· equally sized fields, of which the first
seven may be variably defined to contain:
(a)

Parameter identification codes;

(b)

Time references - starting time, time increments, time units
(for time series data);

(c)

Data values - values may be in numeric or coded format, and
the value field includes data qualification codes;

(d)

Auxiliary data items such as the extra depth or location
references needed for water quality and groundwater data.
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Co1umn(s)
1

code for type of data and units:

Q - daily discharges in cubic metres per second
2-8
9-11
12-13
14

15-80

station number, e.g. 08l1li023
year, e.g. "968" for 1968
month, e.g. "b7" for July
code for time interval:
1 - daily figures from day 1 to day 10
2 - daily figures from day 11 to day 20
3 - daily figures from day 21 to day 31
ten or eleven 6-character data fields; refer to 7.1.1 and 7.2.

7.1.1

Description of data fields

Each data field has six positions.
The first five positions
contain daily discharge data right justified with a decimal point if
necessary; the sixth position contains a symbol: II - Manual Gauge, B - Ice
Conditions, E - Estimated, R - Revised since January 1980, S - Revised (and
Manual Gauge), T - Revised (and Ice Conditions), W - Revised (and Estimated),
or a blank for no symbol; refer to Section 6 for a more detailed explanation
of "Revisions". A negative value is entered with a minus sign just to the
left of the number, e.g. -12.3 or -0.001. The first data field is in columns
15-20.
The successive fields are for consecutive days depending on the
interval (column 14) used. Whenever data are missing, the value "-9999" is
entered in positions 1-5 and position 6 contains a blank.
7.2

Daily figures

Daily discharges for each month on file are punched on three
cards.
The first card (1 in column 14) contains data for 10 days from day 1
to 10; columns 75-78 are not used; the number of days in the month, e.g. "30"
for November, is punched in columns 79-80. The second card (2 in column 14)
contains 10 days from day 11 to 20; columns 75-80 are not used.
The third
card (3 in column 14) contains 11 days from day 21 to 31; the figure "-1111"
is punched in the appropriate field for days that do not apply to the month,
e.g. 30 and 31 for February 1968, and position 6 contains a blank.

Figure 6.2

Format for exchange of daily discharge data records

80 byte record width
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Figure 6.3 - Sample of AWRC data exchange format using 80 byte physical records
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The structure of these records is exactly the same as those
described in Chapters 2 and 3 when recommending a generalized approach to the
input and storage of hydrological data (see, for example, Figures 2.1 (a) and
2.1 (b».
The eighth field in each data record contains a sequence number so
that the loss of any
record may be
easily detected.
The
station
identification and location records are fixed format records which precede
each set of station data values.
It is apparent that many physical 80 byte
records may be required to transfer one logical data record. e.g. 31 values of
daily data would occupy 5 physical records.
Figure 6.3 shows an exchange data set prepared for three groups of
hydrological data;
daily rainfall values, discharge rate, and discharge
volume.
The above-mentioned AWRC publication should be referred to for
detailed explanation of the formatting and coding schemes. but some points of
general application should be stated.
The first record of any data exchange volume contains, in a fixed
sequence, the complete character set that has been used.
This is extremely
important as there are occasionally differences between machines in the
internal coding of some characters.
Thus, the agency receiving the data
should check the characters produced by their own system after reading the
first record.
Any character differences are noted, and relevant character
conversion tables may be prepared to ensure that the data set generated
corresponds to the data set supplied.
Following the character set definition record comes a set of
records which describe the contents of the data exchange volume;
the
originating agency,
the
requesting agency,
general
comments
and most
importantly, the meaning of any user defined codes.
All other codes are taken
from the standard set of system codes.
The exchange volume description records are followed by the groups
of station data as described above.
Again allowance is made wi thin each
station group to insert comment records.
A particular advantage of this generalized format is that only one
program is needed to decode the data volume. regardless of the type of
hydrological data contained within the volume.
Figure 6.4 shows part of the
decoded output produced by the standard data conversion program from the first
data set shown in Figure 6.3.
A listing of the AWRC FORTRAN retrieval program
is given in the reference quoted.
As recommended in section 3.3.2, the adoption of existing systems
should be encouraged wherever possible.
It is suggested that the AWRC system
could provide the basis of a national and/or international data exchange
system defining:
(a)

Physical record structure (80 bytes);

(b)

Logical record structures;

(c)

Coding lists for data definition;

(d)

Software for building and decoding exchange data sets.
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Figure 6.4 - Decoded portion of AWRC exchange data set
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Real-time data exchange formats

The discussion so far has centred on transfer of archived data.
There exists perhaps a more urgent need to utilize common formats for
real-time data.
WMO has already responded to these needs as part of the
overall
data-processing
and
transmission
standards
adopted
by
WWW
<section 3.4.2.3).
The
standard formats,
defined
in
WWW/GTS
manual
references, are grouped into several application areas serving the separate
needs of meteorologists and hydrologists.
The Manual on Codes (WMO-No. 306)
describes the HYDRA and HYFOR codes which may be utilized in any hydrological
data transmission system,
and are
essential
if
data
are
exchanged
internationally.
The HYDRA code is designed for reporting observations on stage,
discharge, precipitation, snow cover, air and water temperature and ice
conditions.
The HYFOR code, used· for the transmission of hydrological
forecasts, defines stage, discharge and ice phenomena.
Each forecast may
carry with it an associated predicted time of occurrence and/or period of
forecast validity.
Both code forms require a system of station index
numbers.
The two codes and the system of indexing are reproduced in
Appendix IV.
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CONCLUSIONS

Automated
processing
techniques
can
lead
to
significant
improvements in hydrological data collection, quality control, storage,
accessibility, preparation of publications, and the use of data for analytical
studies. However, the realization of these improvements requires specialized
training of the personnel involved in all phases of the work.
Great care is needed in the design of data-processing systems, not
only to achieve the desired technical goals, but also to reduce the complexity
and costs of the associated non-computer tasks.
The most important design
considerations are the scope and objectives of the tasks to be performed by
the proposed system.
These provide the framework for determining the types,
volumes and formats of data to be handled which in turn define hardware and
software requirements.
In developing countries it is essential that the
overall design reflects the availability of hardware, the ability to maintain
that hardware,
and the availability and capability of data-processing
personnel.
It is important to realize that the use of automated techniques
does not necessarily
imply the use of highly sophisticated computer
installations. This publication has emphasized the role of microcomputers as
a cheap, powerfuL and readily available way to introduce computer-based
technologies and to develop the necessary human skills.
However, the
limitations of such small systems in handling very large data volumes and more
complex data analyses should be realized.
It has also been shown that
distributed data-processing systems tend to be more flexible in meeting
changing needs, but that a centralized approach may be necessary where
expertise and/or funds are limited. Distributed systems may also present some
problems of compatibility, particularly if several different types of
microcomputers are to be linked to the system.
The extremely rapid development of computer hardware capabilities
presents a
confusing picture to those facing
the task of computer
implementation for the first time.
It has to be accepted that hardware
ordered today will be to some extent outdated even by the time it is
installed.
If current hardware specifications meet those required, it is a
mistake to delay purcl1ase.
In practice, it is the availability of software
and those skilled in its modification and/or development which are by far the
greater constraints to system performance.
Early attention to personnel
training and contact with projects such as HOMS will help to minimize these
problems.
The
implementation
phase
of
computerized
data-processing
techniques is often a demanding and frustrating period for all concerned,
primarily because unrealistic target dates are set.
As a general guideline
six to twelve months are required to install a basic system covering rainfall
and river stage/flow.
A subsequent equivalent period would be required
running manual and computerized systems in parallel to reach a fully
operational status. Finally, a continuous commitment is required to improve
and extend this basic system.
Whilst the ultimate benefits are great. the
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significant short-term demands and extra workloads should be fully anticipated
and allowed for.
has
been
shown
that
the
decision
to
automate
the
It
data-processing function has broad implications in other areas. Of particular
importance are the opportunities presented to improve
data-collection
techniques. The range of opportunities encompasses:
(a)

Increased ability to perform basic
suitably equipped hydrological stations;

data

processing

(b)

Increased accessibility to satellites for data relay;

(c)

Increased capability to receive and interpret remotely sensed
data of all kinds.

The extent to which advantage is made of these opportunities depends,
usual, on budgetary and personnel constraints.

at

as

This publication has presented, in some detail, the various
options and considerations involved in designing, implementing, and operating
hydrological data-processing systems.
The enormous range of obj ecti ves and
applications makes the recommendations of standard solutions impossible.
However, it is hoped that the material presented, combined with the references
quoted, will provide the level of understanding necessary to tackle individual
problems in a competent and confident manner.
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Selection of HOMS components relevant to this publication

SECTION G, DATA STORAGE, RETRIEVAL AND DISSEMINATION.
G05

STANDARDS, MANUALS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

G05.2.01
G05.2.02
G05.2.03

Recommendations for the installation of water-resources data banks
The application of electronic data handling to river gauge data
Data storage, retrieval and transmission data a~chival formats

G06

SYSTEMS FOR STORING GENERAL HYDROLOGICAL DATA

G06.3.01

Storage and file management system for hydrological data

Goa

SURFACE WATER OR RIVER DATA STORAGE SYSTEMS

GOa.2.03
GOa.2.04
GOa.2.05
GOa.3.01

Hydrometric and sediment data banks
Computer storage of hydrological data from rivers
Methods and software for establishing and maintaining a data base
Data storage and file management for mean daily discharges

GIO

GROUNDWATER DATA STORAGE SYSTEMS:
WELL YIELDS AND FLOWS

GIO.3.01
G12

Ground water information system
METEOROLOGICAL DATA STORAGE SYSTEMS

G12.2.0l

Synoptic data processing package

G14

WATER QUALITY DATA STORAGE SYSTEMS

G14.2.01
G14.3.01

QUADAT: a management system for water quality data
NAQUADAT water quality data system

G20

GENERAL HYDROLOGICAL DATA TABULATION PROGRAMS

G20.2.01

Printout of data stored in working files

G25

HYDROLOGICAL YEARBOOKS

G25.1.01
G25.2.0l
G25.2.02

Data processing program for printing the hydrologic yearbook
Annual summaries of daily precipitation data for yearbooks
Annual report of discharge program

G30

INFORMATION OR DATA DISSEMINATION SYSTEMS

G30.2.0l

Hydroinform: minicomputer controlled automatic hydrologic
information dissemination unit

LEVELS, WATER CHEMISTRY,
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G40

TRANSFER OF DATA BETWEEN AUTHORITIES, STANDARDS,
RECOMMENDATIONS, MANUALS AND METHODS OF CODING

G40.2.0l

Standards for interchange of water resources data

SECTION H, PRIMARY DATA PROCESSING.
HOO

SYSTEMS PROCESSING SEVERAL TYPES OF DATA

HOO.1.02
HOO.2.01

Area, length, point location processing program
Digitization and primary processing of continuous graphical records

H05

GENERAL WATER QUALITY DATA

H05.2.01

Guidelines for the primary processing of surface water quality data

H06

WATER TEMPERATURE DATA

H06.2.01

Programs for processing temperature data from running (well-mixed)
water

H06.2.02

Water temperature data processing program (analogue recording
gauge)

H09

SEDIMENT TRANSPORT DATA

H09.1. 03
H09.2.01

Method of determining bed load runoff from available data
Suspended sediment computations

H25

GENERAL METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR USE IN HYDROLOGY

H25.1.02

Primary manual data processing of. meteorological
observations for hydrological purposes
Decoding of synoptic reports to extract hydrometeorological
information

H25.3.0l
H26

PRECIPITATION DATA,

H26.2.0l
H26.2,02
H26.2.03

Reduction and use of.lO minute. precipitation observations
Long duration recorded precipitation:dataprocessing system
System for digitizing chart recorded rainfall data

H39

AIR HUMIDITY DATA

H39.2.0l

Calculation of· various indicators of air humidity

H55

SOIL MOISTURE DATA

H55.2.0l
H55.2.02

Processing. soil .moisture measurements made with a neutron probe
Analysis of soil moisture data from a neutron probe

H70

SURFACE WATER (LEVEL AND FLOW) GENERAL

H70.1. 02
H70.2.0l
H70.2.03
H70.2.05

Primary manual data processing of surface water characteristics
Check streamgauge height and cc;>nvertto flow
Calculation of discharges for the hydrological yearbook
Hydrometric data processing program (manual gauge)

NON~RADAR
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H70.2;06
H70.2.07

Hydrometric data processing program (analogue recording gauge)
Automatic primary processing and checking of hydrological data

H71

WATER LEVEL DATA, RIVER STAGE, LAKE OR RESERVOIR LEVELS

H71.1.06
H71.2.01
H71.2.02
H71.2.03
H71.2.04
H71.2.05
H71.2.06
H71.3.01

Digitizing water-stage curves (part 1)
Quality control of twice daily gauge height data
Gauge height punching error detection
Check twice daily gauge height data for inconsistencies
System for digitizing analogue recorded water-stages
Gauge height data processing system
Digitizing and computer storage of water levels in tidal areas
Chart digitizer

H73

DISCHARGE DATA, ALL RANGES

H73.1. 01
H73.2.01

Annual discharge tables
Quality control of discharge data by comparison with precipitation
data
Computation and printing of gauging data for hydrological yearbooks
Evaluation of characteristic hydrological data
Computation of discharge by the slope-area method

H73.2.02
H73.2.04
H73.3.05
H76

DERIVATION OF RATING CURVES, CONVERTING STAGE TO FLOW BY MEANS
OF RATING CURVES

H76.2.01

Mathematical calculation of the rating curve (stage - discharge
equation)
Multi-variable rating curve (QTOBBV)
Determining daily mean discharges using the rate of change in stage
Calculation of discharge by means of "stage-discharge" analytical
relations
Analytical fitting of the stage-discharge relation
Stage/discharge and stage-slope/discharge relationships on the
HP 67/97 calculator
Extension of flow-rating curves
Rating curve and discharge computation (ALPOR)

H76.2.02
H76.2.03
H76.2.04
H76.3.02
H76.3.03
H76.3.04
H76.3.05
H79

WATER VELOCITY DATA, COMPUTING DISCHARGE FROM POINT
VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS

H79.1.07
H79.1.08
H79.1.09
H79.2.02
H79.2.03
H79.2.05
H79.2.06
H79.3.01
H79.3.04

Current meter measurements of streamflow using the two point method
Calculation of discharge from current-meter velocity measurements
Current meter measurement of stream flow using the five point
method
Simplified discharge measurement and computing method
Calculation of gaugings
Computation of current meter rotor measurements
Evaluation of discharge measurements and storage of results
Computer program for stream gauging data processing
Program for computations of a gauging using the HP 67/97 calculator

H83

PROCESSING OF HISTORICAL FLOOD INFORMATION

H83.1.01

Collection and processing of historical flood data
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SECTION I, SECONDARY DATA PROCESSING.
100

GENERAL

100.2.01
100.2.02

Statistical analysis of the monthly values of a hydrological
variable
Annual regime of a hydrological variable

105

GENERAL WATER QUALITY DATA

105.2.01

Evaluation of surface water quality data and water quality maps

109

SEDIMENT TRANSPORT DATA

109.2.01
109.2.02

Calculation of the annual distribution of sediment runoff from
available data
Computation of reservoir sedimentation

126

PRECIPITATION DATA

126.1.01
126.1.02
126.1.03
126.1.04
126.1.05
126.1.06
126.2.01
126.2.03
126.2.05
126.3.01
126.3.03

Tabulation of rainfall series and selection of storms
Regional distribution of point rainfall intensities
Computation of rainfall return period values by gumbel's method
Rainfall probability processing program
Computation of rainfall return periods by partial duration series
Mean areal precipitation by triangular grids
Daily average areal precipitation by the Thiessen method
Storm areal averages by fitting polynomials
Rainfall data processing (CORDA)
Computer drawn areal rainfall and averaging
Mean areal precipitation (NWSRFS-MAP)

145

EVAPORATION, GENERAL

145.1.01

Computation of evaporation from a wate surface using floating pan
data
145.1.02 Calculating evaporation with data from evaporation tanks 'installed
on land
150

EVAPORATION, COMPUTATION FROM METEOROLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS

150.2.01
150.2.02

150.2.05
150.2.06
150.2.07

Calculation of free water surface evaporation by the Penman method
Potential evapotranspiration from vegetation by the energy balance
method
Catchment potential evapotranspiration by the energy balance method
Evaporation from a free water surface using hydrometeorological
observations
Computation of actual evaporation using a composite method
The heat and water balance method of calculating actual evaporation
Potential evapotranspiration by Penman's method

153

SNOW DATA

153.2.01

Objective analysis of the water equivalent of snow cover

150.2.03
150.2.04
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167

GROUNDWATER, ANALYSIS OF WELLS AND BOREHOLES,
YIELDS, DRAWDOWNS, ETC.

167.1.0l

Computation of sea water-fresh water interface

I73

DISCHARGE DATA, ALL FLOW RANGES

173.1.0l
I73.1.07
I73.1.08
I73.2.0l

173.2.09
I73.2.l0

Basic discharge statistics
Discharge-duration-frequency curves
Volume-discharge-frequency curves
Plotting daily discharges and the curve of ranked discharges for an
individual year
Median curve of ranked discharges and fractile curves
Testing the homogeneity of monthly discharge time series
Calculation of characteristic discharges
Identification of flood (or low-flow) events and associated
characteristics
Statistical analysis of the duration and volume of floods
(or low flows)
Determining annual runoff with or without observed data
Methods for extending runoff series

18l

DISCHARGE DATA, FLOODS AND FLOOD FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

181.1. 02
181.1.04
181.1. 07

Recommendation for the estimation of flood-frequencies
Frequency of peak discharges in an arid river
Computation of flood-frequencies with several distribution
functions
Flood frequency analysis, program FDRPFFA
Statistical analysis of flood discharges
Flood flow frequency analysis
Annual flood frequency analysis
Probability distribution of hydrologic events using partial

I73.2.02
173.2.03
I73.2.04
I73.2.05
I73.2.06

181.1. 09
181.2.0l
181.2.03
181.2.08
181.2.09

duration series

SECTION X, MATHEMATICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPUTATIONS.
XOO.1.01
XOO.1. 02
XOO.1.03
XOO.1.04
XOO.1. 05
XOO.1. 06
XOO.1.07

XOO.1.08
XOO.1. 09
XOO.1.10
XOO.1.ll
XOO.2.06

Statistics of monthly data
Program to fit the gamma distribution
Program to fit the log-normal distribution
Gumbel fitting program
Fitting the truncated Gumbel distribution with a known truncation
point
Program to fit the Gumbel distribution
Fitting the truncated normal distribution with a known truncation
point
Fitting
Program
Program
HYPROB:
Extreme

of the negative binomial distribution
to fit the general extreme value distribution
for frequency analysis
analysis of hydrological data
value statistics (STATI)

A P PEN D I X II
EXAMPLE OF A HYDROLOGICAL REFERENCING SYSTEM

NORMAL AND FULL HYDROLOGICAL REFERENCES

River points
The long term aim is that the HR should be transparent to users,
and users would only need NGRs, together with keywords such as
"upstream" and "downstream". In the meantime users will have
to use HRs. Full HRs of points high up the river system can

comprise many digits-and therefore there is room for error.
minimise the risk, there are two ways of writing HRs:-

Tb

The Normal Hydrological Reference (short)
(long)

The Full Hydrological Reference

Ex~mples of Normal Hydrological References from Figure
illustrating the conventions for writing them in text are:-

For point A
NHR

Drainage Area No. 32
1st Order Stream No. 20
2nd Order Stream No. 40

(32 - 20 - 40 -

10 -11/5,5)

==-~I_III

3rd Order Stream No. 10
4th Order Stream No. 11
Distance (kms) along
4th Order Stream 5.5
corresponding examples of Full Hydrological References would be:For p::>int

:~~:":::age

A

Area

32

FHR (f/15," 3-2°/35 .0-40/11. 2-10/10. 7-11/:;.:')

proceed round coast 15.3 kIDS - - - - - - - .
1

turn up 1st Order Stream 20
for

35.0 IuDs

turn up 2nd Order Stream 40
for

turn up 3rd Order Stream
for

to

10.7 kms

turn up 4th Order Stream 11
for

I

11.2 kms

5.5 kms

_ _J

to reach the point defined
Points B and C are similarly explained aQd should be written:FHR (32/15.3 - 20/46.2)
FHR (32/13.5 - 20/14.5)

Figure 1 - Coding hydrological references
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The Normal Hydrological References of points A - D are,_
A

NBR(32-20-40-10-11/5.51

B

NBR(32-20/46.2)

C

NBR(32-20/14.Sl

o

NBR(32/6.1)

(C is the confluenee)

Figure 2 - Example of application of hydrological references

I
Total

A P PEN D I X III

rain

Total

Total
snowfall

I~ 1015

30

120 360

F

15th

End of
month

Snow cbver
water equivalent

Year
Type of recording raingauge
Type of evaporation instrument

60

Maximum intensities for durations
indicated (minutes)

Precipitation

SUGGESTED FORMATS FOR PUBLICATION OF HYDROLOGICAL AND RELATED DATA

Total

radiation
(Iangleys)

I"

Station
Latitude and longitude
Elevation
Drainage basin

,

Estimated
lake
evap.
(3)

solar

(21

Evaporalion

,
Measured
Month water
loss
(units)
(1)

(1) Loss of water from evaporation pan or other instrument.
(2) Water loss adjusted to give free water evaporation estimate.
(3) This could be replaced by hours of bright BunBhine.

Figure 1 - Special table for annual climatological and hydrological summaries (Source: Guide to
Hydrological Practices, Vol.I - Data Acquisition and Processing, WMO-No.168)
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III

Station Number .. _---_ ....... _----_.

Section Name

---.----------_...._._-----------------

Detailed location . .

Type of Gauge and method of discharge measurement

••____ •••••• _.0 ______ •• _•• _. _______ ••

Gauge elevation datum ------.. _---------Drainage Area

-----------------

Period of Record, maximum, minimum and mean flows of record ---._._---------._-Remarks

--------------------------------------.__ .._----------._------------------ .. _------.
Summary - Water Year 19
Discharge (units)

Month

Maxi-

Mini-

mum **

mum

**

Mean

-19
Mean basin
Mean
snow Cover
Basin
Depth on
Pre- water equidrainage
valent at end
cip.
area
01 month
(units)
(units)
(units)

Runoff Volume
Vol.
units

Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
etc.
Sept.
For the year
Day
1

2
3
etc.
30
31

Oct.

Mean Daily Disaharge (units) - Water Year 19 -19
Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept.

•••

I
Peak Discharge lor Year_...._____ time.________•. date.____..__
Minimum Discharge lor Year _____. _ time __.______ date _______...

I

• Twa oan be designated by river distance from a bed point, by bridge on which gauge Ie mounted, by
distance hom Deareat village or town or by other convenient means.
•• These colamns should be US&d to enter the beat Mtimatee oUnstantanoons peak and minimum diacbarges.
If these have not been obtained by mBlloDS of a continnously recording water level gaugE! but estImated by
othermeB08 they should be followed by the letter "E". The maD.mum and minimum mean da6V discharges
in each month may be indicated by underlining In the table of dally values..
... .A. solid line to the right aftha dally discharge valus indlc.a.tes an ice cover present. The dotted. line denotes
pre!l8nce of floating Ice, and a solid triangle( .4) can be used to indicate an ice jlUD. visible from the ol:tserving station.

Figure 2 - Suggested format for streamflow data publication (18.5 x 17.5 cm) (Source: WMO-No.168)
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CODES FOR HYDROLOGICAL DATA TRANSMISSION (HYDRA AND HYPOR)
AND SYSTEM OF STATION INDEX NUMBERS FOR HYDROLOGICAL OBSERVING STATIONS

PM 67-VI HYDRA - Report of hydrological observation from a hydrological station
CODE FORM:
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION

I

2
3
4
5
6

mOOAC r )

MrMrMjMJ YYGG
22 XlI.HsHsH s
33 XQQQeQ
44 tpRRRR
55 tsnT,T,T,
66 E1E1EzEzE3

(GGgg)

(OOgg)

DDDss

NOTES:
(1)

HYDRA is the name of the code for reporting hydrological observations
from a hydrological observing stat.ion.
This code name shall not be
included in the report.

(2)

A HYDRA report,
MiMiMjMj = HHXX.

(3)

The HYDRA code form consists of six sections:
Section I: identification letters,
day and hour of observation,
station identification (using one or two groups);
Section 2: Hydrological data relating to stage;
Section 3: Hydrological data relating to discharge;
Section 4: Data relating to precipitation and snow cover;
Section 5: Data relating to air and water temperature;
Section 6: Data on the state of ice on the river, lake or reservoir.

or

a

bulletin

of

reports, is identified by

HYDRA

Regional associations may decide which of the Sections 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
of the code form are mandatory for the transmission of hydrological
data for the international basins in the Region.
Otherwise national
Services may define such mandatory sections·.
(4)

Use of bracketed groups:
The bracketed groups are optional under certain conditions.
They may
or may not be included in the report as follows:
<OOOAC i )
The use of this group is optional when the report is
destined for nationa·l needs.
For international exchange
the inclusion of this group in the report is mandatory;
(OOgg)

NOTE:

The inclusion of this group
nationally when necessary.

is

fixed

regionally,

or

Regulations, specifications of symbolic letters and code tables
given in the Manual on Codes, Volume I, (WMO-No.. 306).

are
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FM 68-VI HYFOR - Hydrological forecast
CODE FORM:
SECTION 1
SECTION 2

(OOOAC, )
FHH s zH s zH s zH s 2

HYFOR
22 FHHs,Hs,Hs,Hs'

BBiHiHi H
M,Y,Y,G,G,

NOTES:
(1)

HYFOR is the name of
forecasts;

(2)

The HYFOR code form consists of four sections;
Section 1:
Section 2:

Section 3:

Section 4:

the

code

for

the

transmission of hydrological

Code name, station identification (using one or two
groups);
Stage forecasts, and date-time of occurrence or date-times
of the beginning and the end of the period for which
forecasts are valid;
Discharge forecasts, and date-time of occurrence or
date-times of the beginning and the end of the period for
which forecasts are valid;
Forecasts of ice phenomena and dates of beginning and end
of the period for which forecasts are valid.

Regional associations may decide which of the Sections 2, 3 and 4 of
the code form are mandatory for the transmission of forecasts for
international basins under their jurisdiction.
Otherwise national
Services may define such mandatory sections.
(3)

Use of bracketed groups:
The bracketed groups are optional under certain conditions. They may
or may not be included in the coded forecast as follows:
(OOOAC,)
The use of this group is optional when the forecast is
destined for national need.
For international exchange
the inclusion of this group in the coded forecast is
mandatory;
(M2Y2Y 2G2G2 ) This group is used only when a hydrological forecast
applies to a given period.

Hydrological observing stations
An international hydrological observing station identification number
in
the
form
(OOOAC,l
BBiHiHi H
is
included
in
the
reports
of
hydrological observation for a hydrological station and in a hydrological
forecast.
The two groups permit the identification of the WMO Region (Al,
country
(C,),
river basin or group of basins (BB) and the station
(iHiHiH)a
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The allocation of
regional associations, for

IV

identification numbers is the responsibility
and BB, and Member countries, for iHiHi H.
i

of

e

A Region may have a maximum of 99 indicators for large basins or groups
of small basins. The number BB = 00 is not used.
If a country straddles several basins
have only one and the same figure for e i •

(BB' s)

it

should nevertheless

If a basin BB comprises all or part of the territory of more than ten
countries, e i
should be allocated starting with the largest countries,
giving joint national numbers to others (the smallest).
In the latter case
the national identification numbers of the station (iHiHi H), should be
allocated by regional agreement.
Alternatively large river basins composed of more than nine. countries
may be divided into several sub-basins, each one of which may be allocated a
separate BB; thus the number of countries will be less than ten in each BB.
In each country and for a portion of a basin BB, the national
identification numbers of stations
(iHiHi H) increase· from 010 to
999
from
west
to
east
and
from
north
to
south.
The
numbers
from
1H1H1H
000
to
1H1 Hi H
009
may
be
reserved
to
designate
the
identification of hydrological forecast centres.

=

=

Modifications to the identification numbers of hydrological observing
stations, the reports of which are included in international exchanges, shall
be made effective on 1 January or 1 July.
They shall be communicated to the
Secretariat at least six months prior to becoming effective.
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